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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

hy

Dr. L. C. Daniels

Department of Engineering Science
University of Oxford

Parks Road
Oxford

INTRODUCTION

The present economic climate of ever increasing energy costs has dictated that the major design
target of all aircraft engine manufacturers is, the reduction of the specific fuel consumption (S.F.C.).
Present design studies are aiming at a 15 - 20, reduction on present figures. The thermodynamics of the
engine cycle dictate that this will in part be achieved by raising the maximum cycle temperature and
pressure ratio. Coupled with the need to reduce the S.F.C. is the desire to achieve adequate life cycles
of the hot components, and the necessity of meeting EP.A. and F.A.A. regulations on smoke and pollutant
emissions. To help meet these design objectives engine manufacturers are using increasingly advanced
design methods for the prediction of the tempeTatures of the hot section components and the performance
of the combustion system. The development of the design methods requires a detailed, accurate knowledge
of the engine environment together with an understanding of the physical processes taking place in it.

The Ankara P.E.P. meeting considered some of the problems associated with the hot components of the
gas turbine, whilst last year's meeting* considered the problems of modeling the combustion process.
Both meetings emphasised the need of engine designers and model developers for data of a high accuracy.
glade metal temperatures are required to within lOK, and gas stream temperatures to within 20Y such
requirements impose severe constraints upon the measurements techniques. The purpose of the present
meeting was to review techniques currently available and their possible development.

The hostility of the engine, or combusting environment to probes and the possible influence of
probes upon the flowfield within the various components favours the use of techniques of a non-intrusive
nature. The larger percentage of papers presented at the meeting were concerned with the development
of non-intrusive instrumentation. Regrettably relatively few of the papers were concerned with making
measurements in the engine or a simulated engine evnironment, and whilst many of the techniques described
in papers presented at the meeting show considerable potential their capability for use-as diagnostic
tools in real engine or combustion systems is yet to be adequately demonstrated. Furthermore many of
the techniques are incapable of, even in well controlled laboratory experiments of making measurements
to the tolerances demanded-by the engine designers and model developers. New instrumentation techniques
inevitably take longer to develop than theoretical models and the present technology credibility gap will
inevitably get wider unless efforts are made to close it.

Table I gives a breakdown of the papers, presented to the conference on the basis of intrusive vs
non-intrusive instrumentation and a further subdivision at the basis of the experimental environment i.e.
engine measurements vs laboratory tests.

ENGINE MEASUREMENTS LAB TESTS

INTRUSIVE 1, 2, 3, 4 4, 5, 6, 8, 9

10, 13, 14

10, 11, 12, 13, 14

NON-INTRUSIVE 18, 17 15, 18, 17, 16, 19

22, 23, 21

The number refers to the number of the paper in the proceedings. (Appendix 1). The content and
context of the various papers in relation to each other and the needs outlined above are discussed in the

P.E.P. Nesting on combustor modeling conference preprint no. 275. 1
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sulmary, from which various conclusions are drawn and recommendations are made.

SU)NAIY OF THE METING

The papers presented at the meeting broadly represent the two options open to any developer of diag-
nostic techniques for the measurement of various parameters in combustion systems and turbines. The first
is to try to measure directly the quantities of interest by placing some sort of probe connected to
appropriate instrumentation in the flowfield. The second option is to infer the required information
from the light scattering properties of particles or molecules in the flow. In instrumentation terms the
second option is the more complicated of the two; however the pursuit of the first option requires the
probe to have a reasonable life expectancy, not to perturb the flowfield and to have good resolution. In
the hostile combusting flows in the hot end of a gas turbine the problems of using probes have encouraged
the persuit of the non-intrusive option. This interst is reflected in the number of papers presented at
this Conference which dealt with the development and application of such techniques.

INTRUSIVE TECHNIQUES

(a) Pressure Measurements

In theory one cf the easier measurements to obtain is of course a knowledge of the pressures (total
and static) within the flowfield, pitot static and five hole probes are routinely used for this purpose.
In practice difficulties may be caused be the probe interacting with the flowfield, particularly if
measurements are taken in zones of recirculation, and furthermore the response of the probe to the highly
unsteady nature of the flowfield will bias the measurements.

The interaction of the probe with the flowfield cannot be addressed within any generality being
highly dependent on the type of flow and probe. The effect of the unsteady flow environment upon pitot
static and 5 hole probes is dealt with by Gouldin (41. His analysis shows that the turbulent fluctuations
could have a significant effect on the time mean measurements. In particular when density fluctuations
are significant i.e. in a combusting flow largeerrors can occur. Gouldin's 14) analysis considered the
response of the probe to the turbulent fluctuations. Possible effects due to the remoteness of the
pressure transducer from the measuring port, which in some cases could be quite considerable are not
considered. Are such effects as frequency dependent attenuation and phase distortion going to introduce
further errors and what is the likely magnitude of such errors?

Modern electronic manufacturing techniques have made it possible to fabricate pressure transducers
with a very wide frequency response, the coupling of such a transducer with a suitable probe design enable
Charpenel et al 113] to obtain information about the fluctuating flow field as well as the mean flow.
The use of such probes to obtain a turbulence spectrum as Charpenel and his co-workers have done (131
has many advantages when the likely life of a hot wire type probe is considered.

(b) Temperature Measurements

With the possible exceptions of C.A.R.S., see below, and the optical pyrometry method of Charpenel
et al [13], the measurement of the hot gas stream temperatures are usually made with a noble metal
thermocouple. They can also be used to measure the temperatures of various metal components although
in such applications they may cause a disturbance in the surface heat flux optical pyrometry is thus
frequently used in such applications.

Alwang [1] discussed a variety of techniques used by industry and then possible development,
including the use of new couple materials which would extend the range of temperatures which could be
measured. Where details of the spectra of the temperature fluctuations is required the thermocouple
will have to be frequency compensated. Wittmeret al 1101 describe the used of such a technique to
measure the temperstuee fluctations in a turbulent free jet diffusion of flame.

Wittmer et al 110) used a fine wire thermocouple, as did Whitelaw and Taylor [41. In their experi-
ments Whitelaw and Taylor 114) found considerable difficulty in maintaining the thermocouple integrity in
an environment more typical of a gas turbine combustor.

(c) Concentration Measurements

The study of the chemical processes in the cowbustion chambers and after burners requires a know-
ledge of the chemical composition of the combustion products. This is usually obtained by withdrawing
a sample from the flow and determining its chemical composition. Optical methods e.g. C.A.R.S. have
only recently become feasible, and their use is not yet a routine matter. Sempling techniques are thus
likely to be used for the immediate future. Gastebois et al [3] presented a survey of the exhaust gases
of an Olympus 593 engine, using a sonic orifice quenching probe. Apart from problems concerning the
freezing of the chemistry, and preventing water condensation on the sampling lines, a major concern is
the effect of the fluctuating flowfield upon the sampling process. Gouldin [4] presents an analysis
of the effects of velocity, density and concentration fluctuations on the sample. le concludes that
accurate samples of mean mass fractures will require corrections for the effect the large density fluctua-
tions found in a combusting flow. He further recoa nds that sonic orifice sampling probes should be
used in preference to 'slow speed' sampling, since the former are easier to correct.

(d) Heat flux Measuremnts

Weat Flux meseurements rely on the measurement of temperature together with a conduction analysis of
a time dependent or steady nature. Renee heat flux measurements in engines and practical combustors are
limited by present thermocouple technology and as such the determination of the heat flux in practical
engine situations is not possible Alwang [1). The limitations in thermocouple technology results in all
heat flux measursments being made in test rigs which operate at reduced temperatures.
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The scaling laws that are necessary for maintaining similarity at reduced temperatures and pressures
are discussed by von Schwerdtner and Hosenfeld [51. Maintaining strict similarity is difficult particu-

larly in the areas of blade surface finish and turbulence. Sayley and Priddy [9) use a high speed
rotating 'squirrel cage' upstream of their teat cascade to simulate the hig. turbulence level saa opectral
content thought to be found in an engine. Strict similarity cannot be ms'ntained if air is used as a
test gas, there will be differences in the Prandtl nimber and the value of v, the ratio of specific
heats. The variation of Prandtl number was considered by von Schwerdtner and Hosenfeld 151. the difference
in Y, the ratio of specific heats, waa not.

Testing at reduced temperatures and pressures results in considerable savings in the power required
to operate the test facility. Further gains can be made by the use of the transient techniques developed

by Schultz et al [18 and adopted by Richards 17). Transient techniques also simplify the analysis
required in the determination of the surface heat flux, and test rigs running in a transient mode do not
require the use of exotic high temperature materials or cooled instrumentation.

NON INTRUSIE-oPTICAL TECHNIUES

The hostile environment present in gas turbines and combustion systems favour the use of non-
intrusive instrumentation. Provided optical access can be arranged, metal temperatures can be obtained
by pyrometry, velocities by Laser Optical Anemometry, and with the recent progress in the application
on non-linear optical processes, temperature and concentration measurements by techniques such as Raman
Scattering and Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectrosocopy (C.A.R.S.)

Optical Pyrometry

The use of rapid response optical pyrometry to measure blade temperatures is described by Alwang [1).
The effects of radiation from the flame in the combustion can are corrected for, by high speed analogue
circuitry which yields a continuous record of turbine blade or vane temperature.

Charpenel et al (131 have developed a pyrometer capable of measuring the mean and variance of the

fluctuation temperatures in a hot gas stream.

Laser-Optical-Velocimetry

The use of Laser Doppler Velocimetry in isothermal, non-reacting flows, is a well established tech-
nique and is a powerful diagnostic tool particularly if it is coupled with flow visualisation as shown
by Owen and Pincombe 115], The provision of optical access and suitable light scattering particles in
a combusting flow are some of the practical problems associated with the application of L.D.V. to such

flows. Furthermore the analysis of the possible sources of error in the measurements is not straight-
forward .

T hitelaw and Taylor [14] describe measurements made in the premixed flame in an axisymmetric combu-

stor, together with a discussion of the possible sources and magnitudes of the errors in the measurements.
Whitelaw and Taylor (141 used a real fringe, forward scatter optical system. This type of arrangement
was also used by Wittmer and Gunther [101 to measure the turbulence characteristics of a diffusion flame.
Forward scatter optics required 'dual port' access which is clearly a disadvantage in gas turbine appli-

cation, but forward scattering has the advantage that the signal strength is at least 2 orders of magni-

tude higher than in back scatter.

Back scattering measurements in combusting systems are probably better made with the 2 spot or L2F
system, which has a higher intrinsic signal to noise ratio than the more conventional LDV, it is a useful

technique in photon limited situations e.g. high speed flows with low concentrations of small particles.
It does however require special data processing and handling equipment usually correlator or multichannel
digital analysis to produce a 2 dimensional probability distribution function for velocity and flow angle.

The production of this P.D.F. for the velocity in a turbulent flow requires a large number of measurements
and the L2P technique thus has a low data rate. Eickhoff and Schodl [11] describe the use of the L2F tech-

nique to study the turbulence characteristics of hydrogen air and propane air diffusion flames. It is
significant that the qualitative interpretation of their data is greatly helped by the use of flow visua-

lisation.

Particle Size and Concentration Measurements

Coghe et al [221 and Bornego and Olivari [23] have adopted LDV techniques to provide information
about particle size and concentration in flows based in the scattering propoerties of large particles in
the flow. The difference in the scattering properties of the 'large' and 'small' particles in a typical

LDV sample volume is the basis of a technique described by Riethmuller and Buchlin (12] for measuring
velocities gas-liquid sprays.

Temperature and Composition Measurements

The need to obtain temperatures and species concentrations in combusting flows has prompted the
application of conventional spectroscopic techniques and the more recent developments of spatially and
temporally precise laser spectroscopic techniques.

Duren and Bllet [16] used U.V. Absorbtion Spectroscopy to determine the concentration of NO in two
types of burner. They compared the results obtained from the spectrosopic technique with those obtained
using sampling probes.

An accurate spatial distribution of temperature in a combusting system is of course a very important

and desirable piece of information. As a results there is considerable interest in the development of
optical techniques capable of giving such information. These techniques are based on the inelastic
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scattering of light by atom or molecules in the flow. The scattered light is shifted in frequency away
from the source frequency. The frequency spectrum of the scattered light depends upon the population
temperature and concentration of the scattering molecular species. To obtain adequate signal strength
from the light scattering processes requires either atoms or molecules with a high scattering cross
section to be present in the flow or the use of high power sources i.e. lasers. Unfortunately all the
species generallyfound in a combusting system have a low scattering cross section.

Zizak et al 1201 obtained temperature profiles in hydrogen and acetylene laboratory flames, using
the Two-Line Atomic Fluorescence Method (T.L.A.F.). The spectral properties of light produced by
fluorescing indium or thallium atoms added in small concentrations to the combusting gases enable the
electronic 'temperature' of the fluorescing atoms to be determined, thus by assuming thermal equilibrium
between the seeding atoms and the combusting gases the electronic temperature can be taken ss the gas
temperature. Unfortunately the scattered signal has a poor signal to noise ratio, and photon correlation
techniques have to be used to extract it from the background noise. Such correlation techniques have poor
data rates and as a result the T.L.A.F. technique is only suitable for use in highly stable laboratory
flames.

The need for temporally as well as spatially accurate spectroscopic information so that practical
turbulent combustion can he studied has led to the development of techniques using high power short
duration pulsed lasers, the high powers are necessary to obtain sufficient output signal since the
involved phenomena have low scattering cross sections.

Two different techniques using inelastic scattering from high power pulsed laser sources were
described by speakders at the Conference, Raman Scattering Lapp and So (191, and C.A.R.S. Pealat et
al 117] and Eckbreth 118].

Reman Scattering is the older technique. It has been widely developed, is well understood, and is
used as a diagnostic tool in certain branches of chemistry. Its use in gas phase and combustion diag-
nostics is limited by the weakness of the scattered signal, which can be masked by laser induced inter-
ference i.e. fluorescenceand incandescence generated by the high power probe laser interacting with
particles of unburnt fuel or soot in the flame. Lapp and So [19] discuss in detail the needs of advanced
combustion models and the measurement implications of the model needs. They describe the use of Raman
Scattering in detailed study of a hydrogen air diffusion flame, carried out by Lapp and co-workers (see
1191 for reference). They also describe a conditional sampling technique enabling LDV and Raman Scatter-
ing measurements to be used in conjunction with each other and hence obtain temperature velocity corre-
lation data.

C.A.R.S. does not suffer from the limitations of signal strength inherent in Raman Scattering. The
signal conversion efficiency of C.A.R.S. is several orders of magnitude higher, the scattered light is
coherent in character and as such can be collected over such small solid angles that interferances can be
reduced to a minimum. These advantates are such that C.A.R.S. is capable of probing practical combustion
processes and providing the temperature and species concentration. Eckbreth [18] and Pealat et al (171,
both describe the development of C.A.R.S. diagnostics and demonstrate the use of C.A.R.S. in practical
combustion environments.

Temperature and concentration measurements (down to about 1) can be obtained from the shape of the
C.A.R.S. spectra. The measured spectra are compared with theoretical spectra generated by a computer
code, and the temperature is inferred from a best fit. Species concentrations can also be inferred from
the shape of the spectrum provided the susceptibility of the non-resonant background is known or can be
approximated, Eckbreth (18]. In the highly turbulent environments typical of combustion system a
temperature P.D.P. has to be built up from a number of measurements. The turbulent environments also
dictate the use of broadband laser sources and detection, to produce the C.A.R.S. spectra in one single
shot of the pulsed laser system; this is because C.A.R.S. spectra are highly non-linear with temperature
and density and generating a spectrum piecewise by using a tunable narrow band laser is inappropriate.
Eckbreth [18] and Pealat et al [171 suggest that temperatures inferred from spectra obtained in this way
are accurate to within ± 40K in 2000 K.

CONCLUS IONS

Advances in measurement technology particularly in the use of non-intrusive instrumentation have
been made since the Ankara meeting. Although measurements technology still lags behind engine develop-
ments.

Conventional intrusive techniques for the measurement of temperature pressure, and compositions
are very difficult to make in the hostile environment of the hot section of a modern gas turbine.
Adequate probe lives are difficult if not impossible to obtain and the interpretation of measurements
from pressure, and sampling probes may be complicated by the effects of the highly turbulent flow field.
Pyrometry is an attractive practical alternative to the use of thermocouples for the measurements of metal
temperatures and can be used for gas temperature measurements.

L.D.V. techniques have developed to the point where measurements in the flames of laboratory burners
can be made can be made successfully. The techniques have not been demonstrated in practical combustion,
where the problems of optical access, control of the light scattering particles will be much more diffi-
cult.

C.A.R.S. has 'eveloped into a practical tool for combustion diagnostics. The technology is still
undergoing rapid development, but already it has demonstrated its capabilities, in realistic combustion
situations, where no other means of extracting gas temperatures and species concentrations appears to
be possible. It is not a simple technique to use, it requires considerable capital investment and
expertise on the part of the user particularly in setting up the system and in the interpretation of the
data. It also requires the use of high power pulsed lasers. These factors may limit its use.
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RECCOqENDATIONS

It is clear that L.D.V. and C.A.R.S. have developed to the point where they appear t,. he -apable
of being used as practical diagnostic tools in combustion systems and turbines. Iffr.rts must 5e made

to realisetheir potential in more realistic or practical situations. Clearly a great deal of work wil2
have to be done in designing, building and developing the equipment and test rigs s6 that thE r-hnqie
can be transported from the laboratory situation to an engine test stand for example. Neverthe:ess
it is clear that since the techniques are past the stage of proving the physical princir,es inv-vi,,
efforts must concentrate on application of the existing technology rather than on iczreasi: g the sphisti-
cation and refinement of the physics.

Since it is unlikely that the development of C.A.R.S. and L.D.V. in the immediate future is going
to reach the stage where their use is going to be a matter of routine, and furthermore the high apital
cost of the equipment will restrict its availability. It therefore may be very useful to encourage
the development and application of less sophisticated new methods and to reconsider some of the older

techniques with a view to possibly extending their application.

A strong interaction between combustion modelers and experimentalists must be maintained if the con-
tinued development of the understanding of the combustion processes is to take place. Unfortunately,
there appears to be a 'technology gap', mentioned in the introduction, between the current combustion
models and our ability to make measurements. The rapid growth of computer power and numerical techniques
exploiting the new computers has resulted in extremely sophisticated calculation procedures which have
the potential of high numerical and physical accuracy. However, these methods still require empirical
input particularly in the modelling of the fluctuation quantities and such input is the factor which

controls the accuracy of the computation. The development and validation of a combustion model to a
certain standard of accuracy will require the availablity of data to the required accuracy. At present
numerical techniques are developing faster than experimental techniques and the technology or credibility
gap is in danger of growing wider, unless steps are taken to close it. The closing of the technology
gap will be aided by the holding of joint meetings of technologists and modelers at suitable intervals
of time.
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Appendix I PAPERS PREST NED AT CONFRENCE

I. Problems i-. the Measurement of Metal Temperatere. Cas Temperat ;re. ieat F, so Str.x- - *e.r.s- rs
and Turbines.

W. G. ALI.AISG, Pratt and Whi'ney, US.

2. Technical Suppositions leveloped for Smoke Emission .Measurements d,.ring Hlih Press.re F.:: A-,-..:ar
Combustor Tests and Engine Trials,
G. KAPPLER, J. SEYBOTH and C,. HUSTER, MTT", Germany.
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Suzmary

The verification of a gas turbine engine design requires that allI critical design parameters be measured
as directly and accurately as possible during development testing. The hot section of the engine poses
some particularly difficult measurement problems. In this paper the limitations of current
instrumnentation used in the combustor and turbine will be described and work in progress to overcome
these limitations will be reviewed.

Among the topics to be covered are: limitations on the use of advanced dual spectral range optical
pyrometers for metal surface temperature measurement, use of sputtered thin film thermocouples, problems
in measuring gas temperature distributions and burner pattern factor, particularly above 3000OF
(1925K), problems in measuring static strain and strain range in hot section hardware, and finally
problems in the measurement of radiative and total heat flux.

INTRODUCTION

The trend in advanced gas turbine engines, both commercial and military, is toward higher compression
ratios and higher maximum cycle temperatures. This is a consequence of the desire to improve the
performance and efficiency of engines and is especially significant in the present climate of rapidly
escalating fuel costs. The increased pressures and gas temperatures in the engine hot section must be
achieved while maintaining very high reliability and durability of the combustor and turbine hardware. In
addition, stringent limitations with respect to emissions of smoke, NOx and hydrocarbons must be met.
This combination of requirements is a major technical challenge and has lead to intensive activity in
combustor research, heat transfer, materials and structural design. It also presents a major challenge to
the testing and measurements techniques needed for developing gas turbine engines.

Engine development testing requires careful planning in the use of instrumentation to insure a successful
final product. Measurements are used extensively throughout and for a variety of different purposes.
First, they serve to provide the raw material necessary for the continued evolution of theoretical and
empirical foundations in structures, aerodynamics, and heat transfer, which make up the analytical
systems used to generate the engine design. In this stage, great ingenuity is applied to obtain
representative data in model experiments which are in most cases simplifications or idealizations of real
engine components.

As an engine design progresses, engine components and finally experimental versions of the engine
built and tested, and the emphasis in the use of measurements then shifts to the problem of confirming
design objectives. For those planning instrumlentation, this is a very fundamental change, since the
freedom to choose test conditions for which reliable and accurate sensors are easily available no longer
exists. The measurements should be made in the actual engine environment.

In using measurements to confirm design objectives' the following rules should be adhered to as closely
as is permitted by the current state-of-the-art.

1. Identify all critical parameters in the design.

2. Measure these parameters directly and in a realistic environment.

As we will see, these rules are simple and obvious but very difficult to accomplish. They point the way
to those areas in which improved measurement methods need to be developed.

There is a further measurement principle which seems obvious but is often neglected in practice. It
applies to all measurements, not only to those intended to confirm design objectives. The principle is,
no measurement is complete without an estimate of its accuracy. A turbine blade temperature measurement
with an accuracy of +100F (5.6K), might be completely adequate while one whose accuracy is 100OF
(56K), is almost worthless.

In this paper I will concentrate on some problems in the use of measurements to confirm design objectives
in the hot section of the engine, that is, in the combustor and turbine.

CRITICAL MEASU.REMENTS IN THE NOT SECTION OF THE ENGINE

In Figure 1. an example of the temperature distribution through a film cooled wall with a thermal barrier
is shown. The principle quantities potentially accessible to measurement are the gas temperature To
the coolant temperature To, thermal barrier surface temperature Th. as wellI as metal temperatures Ttmi al
Tmo.

The convective heat flux QC cannot be measured directly, however, the total heat flux avcd the radiative
heat flux can, in principal at least, be obtained and from this the film cooling effectiveness 7?f can
be obtained.



The stress in combustor and turbine strictures is also a critical ingredient in Predicting lifetime of
hardware.

In order to determine how these parameters must be combined to predict component lifetimes. it is
necessary to identify the failure mode which limits the life of each component. (See Ref. 1 for example)
Typically in high temperature turbines failure is dominated by creep rupture, low cycle fatigue, creep
fatigue interaction or corrosion and erosion. Prediction of failure in creep requires knowledge of the
steady state distribution of temperature and stress. Corrosion and erosion are strongly temperature
dependent and are also sensitive to trace quantities of impurities in the air, particularly salt and hard
particulates. Low cycle fatigue on the other hand is determined by transient temperature and stress
distributions generated by the accelerations and decelerations accompanying landing' take-off and flight
maneuvers.

The turbine designer beginning with a statistical prediction of gas temperature and cooling air
temperature produces a blade cooling design which yields a satisfactory blade lifetime. To verify this
design prediction, it is necessary to run cyclic endurance tests and to measure the following quantities:

1. Metal Temperature -Steady state and transient metal temperature distributions.

2. Gas Temperature -Maximumn temperatures and distributions under a variety of steady state and
transient operating conditions and engine service hours.

3. Radiant and total heat flux.

4. Steady and transient stresses.

In addition to these more obvious characteristics of the design problem in the hot section of an engine,
a number of more subtle characteristics are very important. These include the flame distribution in the
combustor, the flow field including turbulence and the tendency of the combustor to produce hard carbon
and cause erosion.

In the following sections I will try to summtarize the state-of-the-art in making these measurements in a
turbine engine environment.

BLADE AND VANE METAL TEMPERATURE

Cooled turbine blades and vanes are characterized by high temperatures, large temperature gradients both
in and perpendicular to solid surfaces and, frequently, considerable blade-to-blade variability. Figure I
shows a typical temperature distribution perpendicular to the blade surface. Measurements, to be useful
must sample many points on the surface. In addition, at the maximume temperature conditions, a change of
+250F (14K) In metal temperature can cause as much as a factor of two reduction in fatigue lifetime,
therefore, the accuracy of the temperature measurement should be about +10of (5.6K). (At P&WA we employ
measurement accuracy definition in Reference 2. Error estimates are given as +2e , the 95% confidence
level)

The most frequently used instrument for mapping rotor blade temperatures is the optical pyrometer
(Reference 3). With careful attention to calibration and given a system designed to compensate for or
eliminate such things as temperature dependence of the detector sensitivity, measurements of the required
accuracy can be made. The primary sources of bias are first, accumulation of dirt on the optics and
second, radiation from the flame in the combustor which is usually immediately upstream of the turbine.

At P&WA a dual spectral area pyrometer has been developed which permits flame radiation to be effectively
corrected. Dirty optics are avoided by a properly designed purge system.

This pyrometer measures the radiant energy, in two broad spectral ranges, which issue from a small area
on the surface to be measured. One spectral range is much more sensitive to short wavelength radiation
characteristic of the flame, and the other is more sensitive to the longer wavelength radiation emitted
by the cooler turbine hardware. A theoretical description of the means for correcting for the reflected
radiation is described in Reference 4. The computations can be carried out in real time using high speed
analog circuitry yielding a continuous record of turbine blade or vane temperature. A typical
installation is shown in Figure 2. The pyrometer is focused at a fixed location in space and yields a
record of the blade temperatures appearing in its field of view. A typical example for one rotation of a
rotor is shown in Figure 3. This trace is corrected for flame radiation and shows an exceptionally hot
blade, a consequence in this case of an unanticipated obstruction in the blade cooling passage.

The point of observation can be scanned from the root to the tip of the rotor blades and, from this,
blade by blade mapping of surface temperature distribution can be made.

Some limited data has been obtained, which validates these pyrometer measurements through direct
observation of a rotor blade which suffered localized melting. The indicated pyrometer temperatures at
the time of melting agreed with the characteristic liquidus temperature for the alloy to within about
360F (20K). Direct comparisons with thermocouples have also been done in some cases Reference 5, but
again data is very limited especially when flame is present. In order to validate the pyrometer results,
iis very desirable to occasionally make redundant measurements with metal thermocouples installed on

the blade or vane surfaces at surfaces where installation of the thermocouple produces negligible
perturbation of heat flow.

Pyrometry is frequently limited by lack of optical accessibility, or particularly at the turbine inlet,
excessive interference from direct or reflected flame radiation. In such cases use of thermocouples may
be essential although installation of wire thermocouples on cooled blades without modification of local
heat transfer can be very difficult (Reference 6). For this reason sputtered thin film thermocouples, as



shown in Figure 4, are being developed (Reference 7)** These thermocouples are in the form of very thin
films of platinum and platinum rhodium deposited on the blade surface over an oxide coating. Total
thickness of oxide and metal is less than 0,001 inches '.0025cw.).

GAS TEMPERATURE

The gas temperature exiting a combustor has a very complex distribution in space and time. The measured
spatial distribution of gas temperature is used by the turbine designer to calculate burner pattern
factors which are used as inputs to the turbine cooling design analysis. In order to determine pattern
factors, arrays of point measurements are required. A typical means for obtaining such data is through
the use of shielded thermocouples installed on the leading edges of turbine inlet guide vanes which are
located immediately downstream of the combustor exit (Figure 5).

The number of point measurements required to characterize the combustor exit temperature is large. The
potential range of temperatures of the gases entering the combustor extend from the compressor discharge
temperature, about 1000OF (810K), to stoichimetric burning temperatures for co~mmon jet fiels.

3800OF (2370K).

In an efficient combustor the highest gas temperature must be prevented from direct contact with metal
surfaces or local burnout will occur: Complete combustion of the fuel must occur with minimal formation
of NOx and finally turbulent mixing of the combustion and cooling gases must produce as isothermal a
temperature distribution at the combustor exit as possible to minimize the occurrence of local hot spots.

Some idea of the number of point measurements needed can be obtained by reference to the accuracy
required of the turbine blade metal temperature measurements which, as stated above, is about +100F
(5.6K). In a typical cooled blade, a +IOOF (5.6K) error in prediction of metal temperature is
equivalent to about +300F (17K) in gas temperature. If we assumne that we are sampling from a
distribution of gas temperature ranging from the compressor discharge temperature to the stoichiometric
burning temperature, a range of over 2000OF (1375K), between 100 and 1000 point measurements are
required depending on the precision of the individual point measurements and the complexity of the
distribution.

Many efforts have been made to measure the mean and extreme properties of the gas stream (Reference 8)
These have included ultrasonic, radiation, optical and acoustic techniques, but none have been very
successful so far.

A typical approach to the measurement of temperature of a point in a high temperature gas stream is by
the use of a shielded thermocouple. The shielded thermocouple is designed to operate near the gas stream
temperature with minimal correction for radiation and conduction error. To obtain reasonable operating
lifetime, it is necessary to maintain the most commeonly used couples (Type B Pt PT6Rh) below about
30O0oF (1925K). This temperature is less than the hot spot temperatures in many advanced engines and in
fact during engine developmlent when the combustor design is still evolving, it is not unusual to expect
local hot spots at stoichiometric burning temperatures. A new thermocouple pairing (Pt4ORh Ir40Rh)
devised by Glawe at NASA (Reference 9) promises to extend the limit for noble metal couples by about
200OF (110K). These thermocouple limitations often make it necessary to obtain pattern factor data with
the engine running at leis than full power in order not to destroy the thermocouples.

A number of approaches are in progress for overcoming this problem as follows:

Refractory Metal Thermcouples - Metals like tungsten and rhenium make good thermocouples but oxidize
rapidly particularly in the high pressure environment of a gas turbine engine. Efforts to avoid rapid
failure by providing protective coatings or sheaths have so far been unsuccessful.

Cooled Thermocouples - Thermocouples can be run at well below the gas temperature either by deliberately
designing for enhanced radiation and/or conduction cooling or by providing a colder gas for convection
cooling. When using such designs, It is essential to have well proven procedures for correcting to the
actual gas temperature from the measured thermocouple temperature. A very interesting thermocouple of
this type has been under development at NASA (Reference 10) which they call a pulsed thermocouple.
However, none of these have been used in large arrays for pattern factor measurements.

Another form of cooled probe usable at gas temperatures exceeding the limits of currently available
thermocouples is the calorimetric probe shown in Figure 6. In this probe the hot gas is aspirated through
a small jacketed heat exchanger or calorimeter. The amount of heat given up to the calorimeter is
determined by the flow rate and temperature rise of the liquid coolant. Measurement of the flow rate and
temperature of the gas at the calorimeter exit then allows the initial gas temperature to be deduced as
shown.

Optical Methods for Temperature Measurement - In the future it may be possible to probe hot flows with
laser beams and measure local temperature and density using techniques such as CARS (Coherent Antistokes

Raman Scattering). These techniques are under active development (Reference 11), but they have not yet
been applied in high pressure liquid fuel combustors.

Gas Analysis - A frequently used technique for calculating gas temperature uses a traversible cooled
probe to extract gas samples and then by chemical analysis of the constituents and given the combustor
inlet temperature, calculating the enthalpy rise and temperature of the gas, Reference 12. The method Is
complex and requires great care to achieve reasonable accuracy, nevertheless it does work.

*Development work is currently in progress under NASA contract ?IA$3-22002.
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OPTICAL METHODS FOR FLOW ME~ASUREMENTS IN COBUSTORS

BUR~NER VISUALIZATION

Information on the gross properties of the f low in a combustor may be obtained by direct visualization
using an optical system capable of operation at high temperatures. The feasibility of direct
visualization has improved significantly in recent years with the availability of low loss high
resolution fiber optics that can be run at relatively high temperatures.

An example of an installation with a 1000 field of view is shown in Figure 7 .Systems of this type
are currently under development and are intended to yield information on sp-iiy angles, location and
dynamics of flame, flame impingement on liner walls and location of carbon deposits.

LASER VELOCIMETRY

The introduction of laser velocimetry has made possible the measurement of gas velocity and turbulence at
locations which were previously difficult or impossible to achieve with conventiunal probes. Because of
the nonintrusive nature of the technique it is especially useful in and near rotating blades in small
passages, and in very high temperature gases. Thus, it is now possible to measure the velocity field in
combustors and turbines provided that suitable optical access can be obtained.

At P&WA in addition to extensive applications in fans, we have applied the technique to the measurement
of velocity fields at the exit of a duzct burning fan (concentric high temperature jets). and at the exit
plane of experimental combustors. Measurements in high pressure combustors have also been demonstrated.

There are two basically different forms of the technique currently in use, the laser fringe velocimeter
as in References 13 and the laser transit or two focus velocimeter, as in Reference 14. Each has its
relative advantages and disadvantages. The principle difficulties in the use of laser velocimetry, aside
from the relative complexity of the apparatus, includes the selection of the most appropriate form of
velocimeter and involves the following issues:

1. Optical access to the point of measurement must be provided.

2. Since the technique is based on the scattering of light from small particles either natural or
artificially entrained in the flow, the particles must be small enough to accurately follow local
flow accelerations. Generally, particles smaller than one micron in diameter are required. Our
experience has been that there usually are sufficient particulates in the flow downstream of liquid
fueled combustors to provide quite adequate data rates. When insufficient particulates are naturally
available, we seed high temperature flows with finely divided aluminumn oxide, using a fluidized bed
with inertial separations to insure dispersal of only small particles.

3. Because of light scattering from solid surfaces, measurements close to walls can be difficult.
Seeding with fluorescent particles can improve the situation in low temperature flows but since the
fluorescent dye is dispersed in droplets of organic solvent, it cannot be used at high temperatures.

The laser transit velocimeter because of its higher intrinsic signal-to-noise ratio may give the best
results near walls in hot flows although at present no comparative data on Ae two systems has been
published.

4. If information is required on such things as the turbulence power spectrum or spatial correlation of
velocity fluctuations, it is necessary to use the fringe type velocimeter since, in the present
state of development of these instrumnents, only the fringe velocimeter preserves the velocity-time
relationships In the flow.

Verification of turbulence power spectrumn by comparison between a laser fringe velocimeter and a hot wire
is shown in Figure 8 . The technique used in this measurement is unique in that the spectrumn is the
Fourier transform o71Ehe cross correlation function between two separate laser velocimeter channels
measuring the same velocity component at the same point in space.

Velocity correlations at different points in space, as well as correlations between velocity and
temperature fluctuations, have also been demonstrated in our laboratory.

RADIANT AND TOTAL HEAT FLUX

Although extensive measurements of heat flux have been made at low temperature, data taken in the hot
sections of actual gas turbines varies from very limited to nonexistent.

The conventional methods for making total heat flux measurements, Reference 15, involve the use of
thermocouples to measure temperature differences in sections of material of known geometry and
conductivity. A typical configuration is show in Figure 9. The principle problems with the application
of these heat transfer measurement techniques in real combustors and turbines where very high
temperatures and temperature gradients are present is to devise an installation which is rugged enough to
survive the environment without significantly modifying the local heat flux and thus producing
intolerably large measurement uncertainty.

Some work has been done on cooled turbine vanes by implanting large numnbers of thermocouples, overcooling
the vane, and then abruptly restoring normal cooling. Extensive analysis of the distribution of transient
temperature rise then allows heat flux to be deduced.

Sensors for the measurement of total heat flux employing carefully designed fine wire thermocouples
anid/or sputtere4 thermocouples are currently under developnent but are not yet generally available.



In a high pressure combustor it is necessary to distinguish between convective and radiative neat ",I .
The temperature gradient Sensors described above respond to total heat flux. The radiant compone rt of tno
total heat flux can, in principle at least, be measured with a radiometer. A very interesting inst,-opet
of this type was reported by Professor Moffat of Starford, Reference 16. In this device the heat trans',
to a porous plug, Figure 10, is measured while blowing a cooling fluid through the plug. When 5jfi~'"t

coolant is flowing, the convective heat flux is reduced to zero and only t'o radiitive component
measured.

STATIC AND DYNAMIC STRAIN

Extensive measurements of strain distribution on engine hardware are normally carried out as part of tne
engine development cycle; however, these measurements become increasingly difficult and unreliable is
metal temperature increases. Capacitive type strain gages (Reference 17), which are best for ise at nigh
temperature, are currently much too large to resolve the strain field in typical hot section components.
Resistive wire gages have the desired spatial resolution but exhibit the properties illustrated in Figure
11. Temperature and drift effects shift the gage zero point while leaving the slope approximately
constant. Therefore, dynamic or vibratory strain is much more easily measured than static strain.

In engine development it would be very desirable to measure the strain range in turbine blade roots,
burner liners, etc. during typical take-off and landing engine power settings in order to confirm
predictions related to the low cycle fatigue lifetime of the engine components. This is currently beyondi
the state-of-the-art for parts which run above about 900OF (775K).

A technique which has proven very useful in the examination of hot section hardware under actual
operating conditions is engine radiography, Reference 18. Although the method does not at-w direct
measurement of strain, it can very vividly show internal clearances, distortion and dimensional changes
of combustor liners, cooling louvers and the like under both steady state and transient operating
conditions. The system in use at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft employs an 8 Mev linear accelerator X-ray
Source in a shielded engine test stand, Figure 12. Images are recorded with either film or through a
video fluorbscope. The accuracy of dimensional measurements from radiographs is limited by the
characteristic blur in X-ray images and is typically +.003" (.008cm) to +.008" (.020cm) on well defined
edges. To get better accuracy especially with thin sections and components with poor edge definition, it
is necessary to use digital image analysis techniques such as described in Reference 19.

CONCLUS IONS

Combustor and turbine development is hampered at present by significant limitations in measurement
technology. Many of the most critical parameters required for confirming the lifetime of hot section
hardware cannot be measured directly. This complicates the interpretation of endurance tests and
increases the time and cost of engine development.

Measurement of blade, vane and combustor liner metal temperatures can be accomplished using pyrometry
and/or thermocouples provided the precautions mentioned in the text are taken. The development of
sputtered thin film sensors should significantly improve our ability to install thermocouples in cooled

components without modifying local heat transfer.

Gas temperature distributions using vane leading edge sensors in the range above 3200OF (2050K) present
a difficult problem because of the rapid failure of standard noble metal thermocouples. Traversible
cooled probes using thermocouples or gas analysis can be used, but it is difficult to get complete
coverage of the entire gas path with a traversing probe. Optical techniques such as CARS have not yet
been demonstrated in gas turbine combustors.

Direct measurement in engines of radiant and total heat flux distributions on combustor liners or turbine
vanes and blades is currently beyond the state-of-the-art.

Spatially resolved static strain and measurement of strain range during engine acceleration and
deceleration cycles is also currently beyond the state-of-the-art for hardware operating above about
900oF (775K).
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DISCUSSION

K Kohse-Hoinhamus. Ge
In the first part of your lecture you have shown a slide where you compared the "true" metal temperature with
pyrometer measurements. flow did you get this "true' temperature?

Author's Reply
1l e slide showed two temperature signals from the pyrometers with filtered inputs and the third trace was the
"'corrected" temperature with the correction being accomplished by the "dual spectral" technique described in
Reference 4 of this paper, i.e. Atkinson, W.J. and Strange. R.R., 'Pyrometer Temperature Measurements in the
Presence of Reflected Radiation". fow well this "corrected" temperature agrees with the "true" temperature
needs to be determined by comparison with metal temperature measurements made by other means.

J.M.Owen. UK
With respect to the instrumentation of turbine discs, are sputtered thermocouples used and how are the reference air
temperatures measured? Do the sputtered thermocouples need individual calibration or can standard calibrations he
applied?

Author's Reply
We normally use wire thermocouples on turbine discs although when the development of sputtered thermocouples
is complete, they could also be used in situations where conventional wire thermocouples are considered to be
unsatisfactory.

The intention of the sputtered thermocouple development programme is to produce a thermocouple with a
calibration very close to that of the bulk thermocouple material, so that no separate calibration is required.

Reference air temperature in disc cavities is normally measured with appropriately placed air thermocouples. The
data on air temperature are frequently not as complete as one would like because of the difficulties in placing such
thermocouples.

.€

/
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. Summary

T-,p knowledge of smoke emissions from ;et engines is of irterest for civ;i as w.] i

for mV.n tary engine applications. Smoke emission measurements have become i nep-ssirv
and re:iahle tool for low-erission combustor development. At MTU-Munchen two meir..
technijuea were designed: one for reliable cross-correlat.ons and basic calibrations

using stained filter paper, and another for fast continuous measurements based nr. an
,al extinction method. The measuring systems are described in the paper and cross--,rr -

lat~on data with a sucked Hartridge smoke meter is presented. The paper also covers the

samplinq technique and the sampling probes developed at MTU-Mjnchen. Analysis -f rests
of smoke-emission measurements from three combustors with differ-nt smoke suppression

methods showed good accuracy and reproducibility of the incorporated measuring systems.

2. Introduction

The design of low smoke-emission combustors initiated by environmental rPgulations

and military requirements
2 

has prompted the development of exhaust smoke measurement tecn-

niques. The test procedure for sampling and measuring exhaust smoke emissions for air-
craft gas-turbine engines compliance was specified by the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency. The procedure involves the divertion of a smal fraction of the engine exhaust
stream which is passed through a standardized filter at known sample volume, and thp ',sS
in reflectivity of the filter is measured. Since this method was specially conceived for

engine compliance tests it has some drawbacks regarding combustor development work. The
main disadvantages are its inability to carry out continuous smoke emission measirements
and the time-consuming data acquisition which makes full annular combustor traversing
practically impossible. Other smoke measurement methods, where the transmission ,f liqh*

through an exhaust gas sample is measured, exhibit unacceptable high errors at low smoke
concentrations. Furthermore, the accuracy of the measuring systems displays a marked
drift because of smoke particles which collect at the optical windows changing the light
transmission. The in situ smoke measurement methods, which are based on the liqht-scat
tering properties of aerosols 4 , are still too sophisticated for engine development work.

Relying on the method that involves withdrawal of a sample flow, an improved ptia;
smoke meter was designed at MTU-Munchen which permits continuous smoke-emission measure-
ments with sufficient accuracy at low smoke concentrations.

3. Description of smoke meters

The improved optical smoke meter designed at MTU-Miinchen is shown schematically in
Fig. 1. The exhaust gas sample is ducted through a circumferential alit into the measu-
ring tube. The sample flow which was greatly calmed and homogenized in the circumferen-
tial channel splits uniformly towards the tube ends. The homogeneous introduction of the
sample flow was necessary to avoid the formation of local density concentrations. The
measuring tube was uniformly heated by electrical coils wrapped tightly around the outer
surface. The inner surface of the tube was fitted with aluminum rings having their sur-
face stained to disperse light.

Purge air was introduced radially on both sides of the tube. The mass flow was bal-
anced in such a way as to keep the optical lens and the refelctor clean and to divert the
exhaust gas sample towards the outer collecting channel. The mixture of air and exhaust
gas sample was finally vented from the collecting channel. The length of the tube rele-
vant for smoke measurements was optimized as described later to 0.5 meters. A photo-
graph of the instrument is shown in Fig. 2. The measuring tube is placed behind the panel
which displays the control instruments for pressure, temperature. and mass flow of the gas
sample and the purge air. The optical instrument is featured to the left of the smoke
meter.

The optical instrument, which was provided by the E. Sick 5 company, employs a chopped,
dual beam optical system. The light from the source is divided into two parts by a beam
splitter. The measuring beam is transmitted through a semipermeable mirror and an opti-
cal lens across the entire width of the measuring tube to a corner - cube reflector on
the opposite side. The beam is reflected back to a photocell receiver in the optical in-
strument. The reference light beam is projected directly to the receiver. The rotating
disk modulates the two light beams at two different frequencies (1.5 kiz) so that both
beams can be measured by the single photocell in conjunction with an electronic amplifier
and a readout unit. The reference beam provides automatic gain control and therefore
compensates for any change in light output or change in photocell response as a result of
temperature changes, voltage fluctuations or aging of these components. Therefore, the
optical system is free of inherent drift errors. The reflector aperture size was adapted
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It ran ne rp'ated to the more prartiral srale of opacity 'Op) .se-l ;n Hir-rilq- s- c
meters as:

Op = 1-T

Equatior 7I -a.n 1.e rwritten -r. the for, of Bog.er's Law:

T = ! 4'

Bv emplo-ing the well known Lambert-Beer's Law to i jnit vo -,r of gas -inl a.n.-~
thal the light attenuation is caused by carbon partwI[es a!-, 'use -?-n show ta
tical density is proportional to the pathlength and the con-enration fC; of --irfon r,r-
ticles:

D = k C 1.

where k is the coefficient of extinction.

This relationship can be readable used to optimize the smoke tube width. SInc- for
the two folded light beam the light path is twice the smoke tube width the latter was
designed to yield high density sensitivities for the range of smoke emissions encountered
from aircraft engines.

The design features of the SICK optical instrument assure an operational accuracy of
- 2.5% of the full scale span. The absolute accuracy of the scale of optical density can
be calibrated by density filters of known optical density. The calibration filters used
are shown in Fig. 3. Since the smoke emission of gas-turbLne engines is low and falls
into a range where the optical density is nearly linear to the opacity only the filter
with an optical density of 0.073 was used for continuous calibrations. For the specific
light path optimized for the smoke meter its optical density corresponds to on opacity of
15.75%. The filter can be easily swept by hand or by a time monitor into the light path.

Optical Density
D = 0.073 D - 0.242 D = 0.602

Opacity
15.48% 37.5% 75%

-. sk M-..4

Fig. 3 Calibration Filters of the Optical Smoke Meter
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Fig. 5 ARP-II79 Smoke meter

The filter paper inserted into the filter support was the required Whatman No. 4 pa-
per. The smoke spots accumulated on the filter paper during the sample operation and
were evaluated with a reflectometer which was incorporated in the apparatus shown in
Fig. A. The measuring principle of the reflectometer is shown in Fig. 4. The light beam
of the source was directed onto the flter paper and the diffuse reflectance was easured

by a photocell. The smoke number (SN) was calculated from the reflectance reading of
each spot by:

SN = 100 (1 - R S/R ) (6)

where R and R are the diffuse reflectance of the sample spot and clean filter, respec-aw
tively. The smoke number of four sample sizes was determined according to the specifi-
cations and plotted on semilog coordinates, with the sample size per unit filter mediu'l
area (W/A) as the logarithmic abscissa. The reported smoke number was read from the
straight line joining the four points for the specified sample size W/A = 0.0162 gm/mm

2
.

The reflectometer was calibrated for total reflectance with a standard having a white
chalk coloured surface and for total diffusion with a black standard. Calibration was
made regularly throughout the measurements.

4. Sampling technique and probe design

The sampling system used for smoke measurements during combustor rig and engine com-
pliance tests is shown schematically in Fig. 6. The sampling lines, their geometry,
overall length and bending radius correspond to the EPA requirements. The lines were
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Fig. 7 Sampling Probe for Combustor Tests

For sampling smoke emissions from combustor rig tests a five-point water cooled
pitot-like probe was designed, and is depicted in Fig. 7. The width of the probe corre-
sponds to the annular combustor exit plane height. The cooling water impinges on the
hot leading surface of the probe and is drained along the inner structure. It is kept
under pressure above s temperature of 1000 C. The five gas sampling lines are joined in
a main duct as shown in the photograph. The sample gas temperature inside the duct is
monitored by a thermocouple.

Three gas sampling probes were installed in the combustor chamber outlet plane as
shown in Fig. 8. In order to obtain a full outlet traverse during a complete traverse
gear sweep they were placed 1200 apart. During the same sweeps, temperature traverses
of the combustor chamber outlet were also recorded and it was possible to select a single
probe smoke emission traverse as well. The pbotograph shows the probe set-up for high-
pressure combustor teats. One can see the comlbustor exit liner and the pressure nozzle.
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A multipoint samplinq probe for Smoke measurements was iesigned -it .W17' Mu-o zai;-i
on the specification for engine compliance tests laid down Dy EPA. A scheaI -f -,
probe arnd some special design features are shown in Fig. 1. The 2 samping no.-S wAr.
of equal diameter and covered the exhaust gas 3et. The sampling probe was placed .n-
diately behind the engine exit plane. The cooling system was designed trs prs,,ct t
probe even during engine reheat operation. The cooling water was inpected '-rto the f-,r-
ward plenum of the probe. From the plenum the arqest part of the wat-r was piss-1
through thin holes in the wal'. and impinged on a cooling jacket. It was theOn re-
along the slit between the 3acket and the outer structure surface toi the re-ar 1n7!
into the exhaust gas stream. The other part of the water 'passed thro-4gh -3."A
strut from the plenum into the afterbody of the probe, from where it was also e l
the gas stream.
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' rre.atior of smoke emission data

The two smoke meters connected to the same sampling probe as shown in Fig. A were -
.rnrar-d to e-vh other during high pressure combustor rig tests. This method of :ross-
';.ibra .on was ohosen ber-ause no specified absolute smoke con entration ca)i _er ex.sts
and t rhn; ues basing on the formation of wel. defined aerosol mists were not rel iale.
A typ;'. example of sich a cross-calibration is shown on the graph in Fig. 11. The 1j-
r-- r'ading of the AP fl79 instrument, i.e. S%, acquired from four saiples, is F;ott--

h-t h pti-i: -ensity ,ndicated by the optical smoke rete'r for the same - mistr
,r.-r.1ng ond ins. The scale on the right represents the smoke denstvt ,. the sa5[ '-

I' w.ts obta.ned ty ,n--surlng the mass of each smoke spot on the filter paper ar.d r,i-,
',0 the unit sonp:e s,-ee. The calibration results plotted on the graph were, on-.

.r',n -sts with various combustors.

Fig. 10 Smoke Sampling Probe During Engine Test
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Fig. 11 Calibration of MTU Smoke Emission Instruments

The range of data scatter depicted on the graph can thus be explained by the error in
the instruments themselves which becomes larger for low smoke numbers and by the differ-
ence of carbon particle size distribution for low and high smoke emission combustors.
Viewed through a microscope the nature of carbon particles deposited on the filter paper
appeared somewhat different for low smoke and high smoke-emission combustors. An example
of smoke spots sampled from various combustors is shown in Fig. 12. The filter papers
were placed on the rotating disc in such a way as to show a clockwise reduction of SN.
Although no detailed investigation was included in this program for determining the



composition and the particle size distributon -,f th smoke spots, it waA

observed that low-smoke combustors deposited smail .pmf an soft -arrv- car~r'-s

whereas high-smoke combustors emitted larger (0.2 jum) and more Oritt>. maer.al. The
soft carbon particles tended to agglomerate very irregularly on tre filter paper surface
which made the smoke spot become more or less diffuse to light ref'1ertiorn. The opt;4a:
diffusion coefficient (K) of the smoke spot can be expressed by thP number of particles
per unit volume (n), the average projected area of each particle (Al and th sperifi-
absorbance (q):

K =n A q (7)

Fig. 12 Smoked Stained Filter Paper

Stochastic agglomeration of particles on the filter surface can obscure the average
projected area and since the intensity of the reflected light is a function of the opti-
cal diffusion coefficient, different reflectivities where measured for the same true
smoke density.

It should be noted therefore that the optical diffusion coefficient (eq. 7) can be
set equal to the extinction coefficient (eq. 5) only if the smoke spot is uniformly cov-
ered by particles. This result restricts the characterization of smoke emitted by turbo-
machines made by Pianko to such cases of uniform particle distribution on the smoke spot.

The correlation between the smoke number SN and the smoke density agrees well with a
similar relationship reported by Champagne .

As can be seen from Fig. 11, the optical density was affected to a lesser degree by
the constitution of the smoke plume. Since the smoke particles moved homogeneously
through the smoke tube, no local agglomeration was possible and, as has already been de-
scribed, the photopic light system prevented the light attenuation by small particulate
matter. Furthermore, low smoke-emission combustors had a steady smoke emission charac-
teristic as is shown in Fig. 15.

The correlation between the smoke number and the optical density for SN 50 can be
expressed as

SH = 224 D0.515 (8)

This relationship was used to compare engine smoke emission measurements with compli-
ance regulitions. The MTU optical smoke meter was calibrated against a Hartridge smoke

meter by using the same sampling line connections shown in Fig. 6 only substituting the
ARP 1179 instrument. The calibration results are shown in Fig. 13 where the Hartridge
Smoke Units (HSU) are plotted against the measured optical density for the same combustor
operating point. The relationship between HSU, wich is identical to the opacity of the
gas sample, and the optical density is linear for the low smoke emission. Since the ex-
haust gas sample under investigation was the same for both instruments the coefficient of
extinction and the smoke concentration were identical. The optical density of the
Hartridge smoke meter can be deduced therefore, from equation 5 as:

D =0 1 HSU(9
DHSU DMTU 

1
MTU (9)

The broken line in Fig. 13 represents this relationship. Since the length of the
optical path of the MTU smoke meter was chosen to be approximately twice that used for
the Hartridge meter, the sensitivity of the MTU measuring instrument was greatly improved.
As illustrated in the graph by the shaded portions, the sensitivity of the optical den-
sity of the WM smoke meter has doubled in the range of smoke visibility. A further in-

crease in the path length, which would have resulted in still higher sensitivities, was

.- -... | m m smm mmmwm''''''' I



discarded because the transient response of the instrament woL>1 ha;e t w~rsp-i ,wir.q
to the longer filling time of the smoke tube.
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rake (see Fig. 7) during a stepwise traverse of 1200 is plotted for a rombustor at three
de,.elopment stages. The traverse gear, which was rotated by an increment of S degrees,
was held in the same position for 0.5 minute to allow stabilization of the measuring con-
ditons. The combustor operating conditions were the same for all three traces:
inlet pressure and temperature 15 bar and 83j K respectively, and air fuel ratio 42.

Age-dO _.Y _ "ci' vsilcs
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LA -TraversiearP~vfon
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03 6912
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Fig. 15 Smoke Emission Traverse from HP Combustor Tests

The standard combustor, which incorporated vaporizers for fuel injection, exhibited
large variations in smoke emission levels. From the pattern of smoke variation it was
possible to locate sources of smoke formation in the primary zone and hence design modi-
fications to avoid them, which were incorporated in a reduced-smoke combustor. This com-
bustor showed a more uniform annular smoke distribution at a lower level. Aerodynamic
rebalancing of the primary zone resulted in a low-smoke combustor which had a uniform
smoke emission at a mean level below I HSU. The mean values shown on the graph were cal-
culated off-line by an automatic data acquisition system. The knowledge of full annular
smoke emission distribution has proved to be a necessary prerequisite for developing
successful smoke reduction modifications for combustors.

Results of smoke emission measurements from engine tests using the according sampling
orobe (see Fig. 9) are represented in Fig. 16. The measured HSU values are plotted
against the high pressure shaft rotation. The result of combustor development work be-
comes very obvious, the engine fitted with the low smoke combustor has a smoke emission
level below the visibility threshold over the full operation range. The results of com-
bustor rig tests at engine conditions compare well with the engine results. Since they
are not corrected by the amount of HPT cooling flow which mixes with the main gas stream
and causes a reduction in the smoke concentration and thus in the HSU value, they lie
above the curves linking the engine smoke measurements.

12 - T- -Stondard tombusto (Sc)

INSU] Rig Tests at
10 Engine Conditions

(Results not corrected
0 by HPT-Cooling Flow.)

i q/
L /

* 6 Reduced Smoke CombuitV(R$C)

2 Low Smoke Combustor (LSC)

0

Shaft Rotation MI
Pig. 16 Smoke Emission Measurements from Engines



7. Conclusions

By using an optical densitometer with high accuracy and incorporating it in a new:y-

designed smoke tube an indirect optical system has been developed with sufficient sensi-

tivity to evaluate low smoke emissions from gas turbine engines. Because of the opti-

mization of the optical path length of the system with regard to high sensitivity and

transient response, continuous monitoring of smoke emission from combustors and aircraft

engines was possible. Calibration of the optical system with an ARP 1171 smoke meter,

using the stained filter paper technique, for smoke measurement, and a Hartridge instru-

ment showed reliable data, which were reproducible at low smoke concentrations. Since

the system is compatible with automatic data acquisition, fast evaluation of test data

was possible.

The sampling probes designed for high-pressure combustor and engine compliance tests

permitted the extraction of representative exhaust smoke samples. The measurement of

full annular smoke distributions at combustor outlets has proved to be an indispensab1p
information for low-smoke combustor design.
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K Kohw-Hoam us
1l, * d *o ,14 'Win" .ioke ) that it is nt dependent on the type of mixture and so that you have no need to
,orrv~t iowjt'u ivti,,n .:lllro.Arhons. S02 . 112() et':

.uthors' Reply
Smokc in ,ur trmin,l)gy is hlak. grey or even white particles, including aerosols, suspended in the gaseous sXha LAt
.tream *hi, .. :. rehe I and refrad light rherefore any particles or chemical suhstance- like hydrocarhons oir
.()2 that jttenuic 'illt are ;moke and we do not have to correct for their absorption F-or the gas turbine producer
smoke i,. if you wis, a dlflinition and not a ,pecific substance.

E.Covert. t S
Wold you please diskuss the problem of selecting the velocity of flow in the sampling tube and the cell to keep
particles iuspended over a wide range of particle size?

Author's Reply
The velocity of the flow in the sampling tube was selected to keep smoke particles afloat. To achieve this, a series
of tests was necessary and the results from those tests are in fact the actual operational know-how. The way the
exhaust gas sample is introduced into the smoke measuring tube and the purge air mass flow is adjusted, required a
good deal of experimental work. Although I don't want to quote exact figures. I ;an give you an indication of the
range of velocities by telling you that the sample mass flow is four to five litres per minute and the approximate
inner diameter of the tube is 50 cm.

V.Wittmer, Ge
In the paper a smoke number (SN) is described. Does a correlation exist between this SN and the soot number o
the Bacharach scale?

Author's Reply
The correlation between the smoke number, SN and the Bacharach soot number is described in the literature. You
can find a correlation curve in the paper by Shaffernocker which I have listed in the references. We have not
calibrated our optical smoke meter against an instrument recording soot numbers because the latter is much too
insensitive at low smoke concentrations. The Bacharach soot number is therefore also not being applied in
combustor or engine development work.

D.H.Lister, UK
One of your slides showed the calibration curve of the MTU optical smoke meter against an ARP-l 179 filter system.
The minimum values were about SN = 20 where the errors were becoming significant. Would it be feasible to use
the optical method for making satisfactory measurements below SN = 20, (e.g. at SN = 10) since this is the r.'ion
for many civil engines?

Author's Reply
The graph in Figure I I you are referring to was limited to SN = 20 because the ARP-I 179 instrument was not
accurate enough for lower values. It was difficult to get a decent gre, spot on the filter paper even for large sample
sizes like 500 litres. We omitted, therefore, for calibration purposes, smoke concentrations below SN = 20. The
optical instrument, however, is well suited to measure values of SN = 10 (i.e. D = 0.01 ) with the accuracy
described in the paper. In fact Figure 13 shows a measuring point at D = 0.012. If one concentrates measurements
of smoke emissions below SN = 20 one can calibrate the full-scale span of the optical instrument accordingly to
D = 0.025 and use such a calibration filter for continuous checks. Let me stress especially for civil applications the
advantage of the optical smoke meter, which needs a sample flow of only about five litres per minute for accurate
readings, as compared to up to one hundred litres per minute for the ARP-l 179. The saving in measuring time and
costs becomes thus obvious.

J.S.Lewis, UK
Are you surprised at the good correlation that you obtain between rig and engine tests particularly when you
consider the different conditions that exist; for example,

(i) on the bypass engine in question the turbine exhaust gases partially mix with the clear air from the fan at the
nozzle exit plane which makes obtaining a representative sample difficult?

(ii) does any burn-out of carbon particles occur between the combustor exit plane (on the rig) and the engine
nozzle exhaust plane?

-'"' 'r r-.. IIiailm mmm ,mmmm'7l1 - n J



Author's Reply
I was surprised, and obviously pleased, by the good correlation between engine and rig results. but a detailed lhok at
the correlation, which will also answer your two questions, makes it not so surprising but obvious. First. the exhauit
gas sample holes in OUT engine rake cover only the outlet area of the core jet. We avoid therefore the mixing effect
of the bypass air and do measure in fact the smoke emission from the combustor. Second. the already small imoke
concentration measured during combustor tests makes after burning of smoke particles improbable and this is
proved in fact by the good correlation. If one bears in mind that the combustor tests art perfor;ned under true
engine conditions (pressure, entry temperatare and AFRI the good correlation is. as I have mentioned, not really
surprising anymore.

W.G.Alwang. US
Is it a problem to keep the optics free of dirt and soot? Does the calibration drift due to this effect?

Author's Reply
Since the purge air on both ends of the tube diverts the exhaust gas sample completely, no dirt or soot reaches the
optics and hence we do not have problems of keeping them clean. In fact. as you can see from the sketch in
Figure I, the advantage of our design is that we can even skip the application of windows which are the source of
problems in conventional apparatus. As a consequence we do not have a calibration drift caused by sooting of glass
windows. We use, if you wish, aerodynamic curtains.
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RESUME

La connaissance des tempirstures locales et des concentrations an espohcest polluantes dans Ic let dun tur-
bor~utcteur en rechauffe eat utile su motoriste A deux titrep

- d'une part, pour optimiser le rendetacot de la rachauffe,
- d-autre part, pour 6vsluer Ilimportance de IS pollution det l'sir cr4e par le moteujr.

Un dispositit d'analyse des gaz prilevis par peignage A I^ 4ortie de Is tuyi ro d'un stoteur OLYN1)S au ant
et en attitude siusul~e eat pr~senti.

Les r~sultats obtenus montrent I& difficulti de tiger to comsposition des gaz preleves avant l'analyse at Is
nLcessitA- d'mliorer lea techniques de mesura dane lea gz d' chppesent i haute tempArature.

I - INTRO3DUCTION

La connaissance des tamp~ratures locales at des concentrstions en esp~ces polluates dons le jet d'un tur-
boriacteur en rechauffe est utile au motoriste A plus d'un titre. Elie lui permet d'une part de caiculer Ic
rendestent de profit at le rendement enthalpique de is racheuffe et dea disposer des donnAes de base pour opti-
miser IS r~partition du carburant dana le systie de rechauffe. Elle lui penset d'autre part do rechercher
lea solutions susceptibles de disyinuer Is pollution due A Ia rechauffe en partant des donn~es recueillies
exp~rimental ement.

Rappelons en effet qu'en rechauffe une combustion r~siduelle importante So produit dens le jet iqsu de I&
tuy~re permettant I'oxydation d'une fraction du Co et des hydrocarbures imbrOl~is prAsents A Is sortie de Is
tuy~re. La ,sesure de Is pollution d'un ,soteur doit donc en principe se faire dons un plan situ6 suffissamment
loin dane le jet pour que par suite du m~lange avec l'air ambient, lea ivolutiois chimiques sojent termi-
n~es. Ceci a 4t6 effectufi pour connaltre Is pollution au r~gime de d~collage au sol dsis ne peut se faire si
Ilon veut msurer Is pollution d'un isoteur en rechauffe dana lea conditions d'altitude. En effet on ne pout
en g~n~ral pas r~aliser Ia mesure au caisson d'altitude tris loin de is tuy~re ef en outre Is simulation de
l'Acoulement externe nest pas correctoment, simulie, lea 6volutions chimiques nlAtant alors pas aemblables
A ce qu'elles sont dana is r~alitb on est donc contraint d'effectuer Is mesure dane le plan de sortie de
Is tuy~re at d'utiliser une mod~lisation de l'Avolution des esp~ces polluantes dans le jet pour calcuier Is
pollution r~siduelle effective.

Toutefois Is meaure de cas temp~ratures locales trAa ilev~es, dana un environnement tra s4v~re, sinai que
le figeage des 4chantillons gazeux pr~levis posent des probi~mes difficiles que noun avons tentA de r~sou-
dra par Ilutilization de sondes A d~tente aupersoniques.

Une campagne d'essais sur moteur OLYMPUS &u caisson d'altitude R5 du CEPr a perms d'exploiter ces techni-
ques sur un sys~me de rechauffe simple ;lea r~sultats de can essais sont pr~sentis dens ce qui suit.

2 - MATERIEL EN ESSAI - EQUIPEMENT DIE MESURE

2.1 - Le moteur en ease

La inoteur en essal eat un turbor~asteur simple flux avec rechauffe OLYMPUS 591 Mark 610 de conception ROLLS-
IR)YCE/SNECMA pr~sent,& en coupe Figure 1.

Le taus de compression eat de 16 au d~collage at I1,) en croisi~lre. Lea compresseurs basse et haute pres-
sions ont tous daux sept 6tages de compression at chacun eat entratnA& par une turbine mono-6tage. Le moteur
eat Aquip6 d'une tuyi&re primaire A section variable qui pernet en ajustant des vitesses de rotation des
corps haute proasion (HP) et basso pression (BP) d'obtenir simultan~teent la vitesses dea rotation et Is
temp~rature d'entr~o turbine optiales dana toute Is piage de variation de I& temp~rature de l'sir A
Ilentrfie du moteur.

La rechauffe periust avee un taux dea rechaufte de 20 % de r~aliser au d~collage une pouss~e tris ilev~e par
rapport A Is pouse~e utilishe en croisilra (5 fois plus). Ella eat utilisge pendant I'acc~l4ration trans-
sonique at Is phase do monthe A l'altitude de croisiAre. Le syst~me dea rechauffe eat de conception SNECMA
ainsi que l'ensemble des tuy~ras primaires at secondaires. Le systime de rechauffe comprend un stabilisateur
torique A1 prof il en V do 570 mm do diamAtre et une ramps, dlinjection doa carburant A contre-courant A enciwne
aitu~e an amont du stabitistour. L'anaaesble at fix6 Sur Ia cbns d'Achappement.

2.2 - Souiooments de assurs at dlssais

2.2.1 - Caisson do vol ulgulA

I* caieSon on vol s~mIsnl pout Atra utilis6 pour des easets sarodynauiquos at des @asain do moteurs complets
an voino forcA. ou on jot libro. Un sch~ma du caimeon eat prdsent6 figure n6 2. 11 est raprfisantatif d'un
*eaet en veine fore& du motour OLYMPUS. La caisson eat dinis an dous compartioants.
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ljlsitnna sne faihla vitesao favorable A Is messure d, IS prosgion *niratr ice ti t, irw1-noo,- ji
,avilnn s'axpirAtirin. Co payillrir ii si nl,.t pe~a Iii- *5&anligiment a-, Stt-,Ar p,.~ pa

na~p Prii-lahl.. Ia s-alcul lii debit Vair.
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latnier eat fixAA ouir Line hsasru Ilo reposant 'sir -too IM o ^Iat A luo a'-t on I-A Ui ro 1in l~vnsm.rsutosA

Aiges de rontrainte permottant In saessro le Is puosita.

Leao diapoojt ilfa do essire snnt reIi As A Ain irrdi nAtesr c pah I d' s qli %it i~no at 1 - tI r ilI on rota ro.
La qysqt,;mP dAsqssi .it ion ats "atiAquo pormot de re I ver on 6s -crsndat psI o lo 300 psramt roo. 1 or 1, ,at"i

angsiie oqalemont Lin rontr~Ia Is, hon fonctioncet IA, Is chsAln. de firog at I- <soiL tomp. s-I P'

paratroa stitup A IA rnndsic do I'eAai. Leo calruls plug ;Iahor % sont offrti-a on tsaapa lifars

partir des vAlesirA enra jatrees pendant I'esfai.

2.2.2 - Le diapolitif mob ile de vrktevoment

Lae dispoaitif mobile d'anAlyne siP gal comprand

- un p-igria do pr4I(6vamant dos gar,

- un support motorisi- assurant le siplscamnt du peigne.

a)- Paigrie de pr414e'.tmpnt

Lo ppigne do prAI46svempnt dop gal a skt- ronsCU at rstsligk par IA SNECMA. TI sat dsu type tlit '.i fiqs'a As'

rapisia'. Ce ppigno eat rppr4 senti- Sur Is planche n* 3. L'ensomble du peigne eat en ss-ier inosv'iahslp
Z 10 CNT 18.

11 oe compose de hUjt Sondes idantiques qsidiaqtantps. Dens chaque oonde, roae I'lirliqtie Is, doooin 'Jo
Ia figure n, 4. lea gar sont d~tendus dens un divergent dont je col a un diaai;tre sde I 'mm, psiia

circsilent dens on premier tube A section constantp suivi dtun second tube dsin diamitre asipitriesir.

Les gaz br~l~s arint achemin~s dens huit tubes dispoRCs axialement Pt colloctits i une az*rtmito& our sin

support thermiquament iaolA. Leo tubes passant dans une gaine ,5limentite par de l'air chaud obtpn-i par

Ie chauffge AIectrjrlua de l'air industrial at msintenu, A 1500 C &tini H'(&viter tosite Condensation
d'Pau Pt d'hydrocarburea.

Les efforts a~rodynamsiques sont support~s par un tuba interne 6pais at repria aux extriitas par deux

brides liies au dispositif sic d~placament.

Un circuit dleau assure le refroidissament dc Ilerivelope extarna Pt des. huit sondsi 1P prsievament de

maniulre qua Ia tamp&ratura du m~tal n'axcede pas 2000 C Pt ca &fin d'assurar oric bonne tpnue mt~caniqup
do peigna dans le jet du r~acteur. Ca circuit eat alimant6 par une pompa A emu dont le d~bit eat de
12 ra3/h sous una preasion de 2 bars par Ilinterm~diaire dfuna arriv~p unique,- ll'vmcsation se fait

par deux orifices calibr6s parsuattant de r6gler Ia r~partition des dAbits servant au rafroidimsement

sde lanveloppa extarna d'una part at ds huit sondes sic pr~l~vement d'autre part. LA temp' rature do

sortie de l'eau a 6t6 mairitenue au-dessous de 80" C par le ritglage du hkbit d'eau.

La paigne sic pr~liivasent a 6t6 dispos4 A urnc distance sic 0,25 a du plan de sortie dep Is tuyitrp.

b) Support motoris6

La support motoris6 assurant le d~placement du paiprie da pr~litvement eat roprAsent4 schitMatiquesent
Sur Ia figure n" 5.

Le peigne est fix6

- A sa partie infi.rieure A une bride solidaire d'un tube mobile autouc sl'un pelier fix4 Bur Is partie
basse du caisson,

- a s partia sup~rieure A une bride solidaira d'un &cros sur coulismeu ma siplaiant Sur une tige
filet~e siont Is rotation eat assur6e par un motaur 6lectrique refroidi A P'air comprimA.

Lae d~placament siu peigne pat doric angulaire. Son si~placesient parmet d'asaurer les mesures dana toute
I& section sic Is tuy4re.

A i'autre extrhmit4 de Is tiga filetbe sont fixes daux potentioie~tres refroidis par sip Pair atmsssph4-
rique, qui d~terminent Is position angulaira do paigne par des tensions variables enrepistr~es sur
voltmiktres nm~riquea. Une courbe d'Astalonnaga tranaforac cpa tensions en velours angulairas qui qnnit
enregistr~es our l'ordlnateur.

Des butAes liinitent le d~placemant angulaire du peigne et d~teraginent uric position sie r~fd~rence peigne
vertical.

La con. ande tde Is motorisation eat effectube A partir du local d'analyaas, maim uric commeando de 96cu-
rit6 permet sie tiger ls peigne en dehors, du jet A partir de Ia cabine d'eseais

2.2.3 - L@ circuit tie transfert

A I& sortie do peigne, lee gar Sant acheminfis juequ'au local d'analyse par huit tuyauteries. Ce circuit So
compose tie 2 part ies

o n tron-;on do I maen tuyauteriee soupes (T6flon) de dismAtre 8 -n A Is eortie siu peigne de pr~lvement,



- tin tronrnn d'uno l'-nqtiur ip 7,). mon tuyauterion inoxvd~bIv% 'IP diamitre 8 an rpit' par Aes rarrorta

inx ydabi Pa.

Chaque tror~on torme tin faisreai do 8 tubes .titourant line Amo d'auiiante Pt mur I Pquel eat enrouui. tin ror-

elon rhsutffrtt ralorifugi- (ftijurP no 6). Le -maintien 4. I& tomphrxture do-% tubes . 150" C Pot axsur,& par

die" thermocoupls dec mass. tqui comwuandent In ,sarche ou I larr~t du chauffage.

2.2.4 - lacrutdaa~e~ az

Le circuit d'snaIyae 'Is gaz Pat Aituo dens to local d'analyse et Pat cnnstitu,6 par (fiqirp no 6).

A)el aP5mb15 do romi5utatioT1 chauffA,

h) L'enaseble pomape A vide et circuit de refoulement,

r) Le circuit 'Is purqP.

di I,- analysoura,

0- Lea circuitS 'Is .eeursS.

a) L'Pnsemble 'Is commuttationl

Cot ensemsble a pour but dp s~lectionner une des 8 lignen de pr4 16vempnt A Itaide d'un jeu d'Iplctro-

vannex. It permet donc dletfectuer successivemelt i'6chantillonnagp des 8 lignes des mesares et I&

msurp do Ia pression de chaque ligne. Cet ensemble eot chaufr#4 i 150" C.

h) L'enitesble poispe i vide

Son rate eat d'estraire le pr~livement de gaz 6chantillonn - en criant une tr~s forte d~preasion darts la

sonde (sonde i figeage supersonique).

La pomape eat chauffAe, Pile a un d~bit de 400 I/h A 20 kPa.

A Ia sortie de Ia pompe un circuit en d~rivation penset de du;charger la pompe vers l'atsophere &fin de

,saintenir constant tine pression de 105 kPa vers lea analyssura pour un debit de 250 1/h environ.

E~n dehora des p~riodes d'anaiyse, le gaz pr~lev6 eat refoulA vera Vfatmosphire. Un clapet anti-retour

interdit I lentr~p d'air atmosph~rique vers lea analyseurs dans le caa, ot lapreasion de refoultiment
devient infkrietire A Ia pression atn~naph~rique.

cLe circuit de purge

Son r8le eat de purger A contre-courant A partir de Ilensemible de commutation jusqulau peigne de pr~lA-

vement lea huit lignes avec un gaz neutre (azote) pour 4viter un encraaaament de ceiles-ci lora de

l'aliumage du moteur otid 'I post-combustion.

Co circuit coaprend:

- une bouteille d'azote. Get azote eat d~tendu A 5 bars,

- des 6lectrovannes qui isolent le circuit vers, la pomspe pendant Ia phase de purge.

d) Lea analyseurs

A Ia sortie de I& pompe lea gaz pr~lev~s entrent dans quatre analyseura

- tin anal yseur de CO

- un analysetir de C02

- tin analyseur dec CH4

- tin analyseur de N)X

Chaque analyseur pri-l6ve un dfibit de 6o I/h que V'on petit r~pier individuallement. La gtression et I&

teisp~rature Sontmesur~ex A I'entr~e des analyseurs.

Analysetira CO - CO 2

Lea analyseure fonctionnent stir Ie principe de Itabsorption de rayonnement infraroupe (NDIR) par Ie

isonoxyde et le dioxyde de carbone.

Le circuit de prlalavaisent eat commun aux 2 enalyseura. A 1'entrha des analysetirs, d~a Is fin de Is par-
tie do ligne chauffhc sont montofs en s~ris tin vase de condensation maifltenu A 01 C, tin dessicateir chimi-
quo at tin filtro &fin d'Allminer totite trace d'eau et de particule.

Chaque analysetir a son propre circuit dt'6taionnage compronant des bouteilles de gaz da titres diff~rents
at tin rack d'Atalonnage qui periset de s~lectionner Is toneur d~sirA. et de r~gler Ie d~bit A Ilentr~e do
I 'analyseur.

Analyacur de O

Get ^nalysour fonctionno sour le principe do Is chimiluminoscenco. 11 possAdo un. pcomp do circulation A
Is sortie, Ie rhglage dti d~bit so fait par tin robinet do Imwinaga A I'entrite. 11 ney a pas d'6limination F

d'ot pr~alable, tin dispositif opkcial poraot d'Avitor lea condensations dons l'apparsii.
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Cot anAlvaoeir pnss~ti. Aqlooqent son circuit 4ti talonAce partipemoawnt rhatiffo.

Cot analraytor ,rnr t irnne stur I o principe die P io inat ion ri'uno I new d'hv Irogene. I I pns..te sine pm,

'1e r ir-tlt ifl rhAuiffie i V,08 C ot poxstsede -aleosent kin lircuit dIltalnnaje.

Le r~ 'irriuts 1.e aossures

(-s top.rtire I.. JAY den. le. tuyauteri es die prieloveoant, I ra tomp~ratirox 4Pe manse 'to Ps tuivait-
rue.. I,- tewp4 rt~oft 'lef vIa, A llontr- e ties analy~atirs qont onroclimtriex Inns In rabinp lessais.

Ii's ms~urem rffert,ji-e par Is- anslyseuxr.% sont enreclixtri-4 ot onflY.&oxp str I 'rrdinAteir.

E:XPLOlrATlOsiti~ bVIS FLTATS Wt ESAl'S

.1-Parnmvtre% intorvpnant Unfs lo d4 po-iilleqsent

I, ensomhtl o 4-s di sposi t if- to ie sere pr-4.senti- c i -duisstia. si n.i quo I ox paramtet res nercithermodyamuieA 411
moteur per'et tent doe connattre left variAblps xuj vaflte qui serviront di rectement Au d;,Pnli levsent 1"..

-prpnivf tintale scurtie mtouetr PTY valour thermodynamique calculi-e,

- preAsion tntale au noz tie chAqoe qnndp valeur mesuri-o en chaque point de mesure p'i,

- pretision statiqti extorne du jet tpreasion caisson PC msuriee.

- dkhits tie carburantA dans Is chajabre principale et dens le foyer de rechauffe amesuri- au hanc diesaai,

- dkbit tiair mnteur :velour calcul.4e,

- paranwtres a~rotheimoiynamiquos A t'entr~e dui moteur,

- concentration on politiants qaze-ux :valeura meaurees en chaque point tie mesure par analyse do gar. Pt cor-
rig~es pour tenir crssptP des d,;rives 6ventuelles des analyneurs contr~llAs p~riodiqluemsent pendant l'essai.

3.2 - Calcul tie la vateur aioyenfle de Pindice d'6amission

Les analyses des gaz pri-lev~A au travers du jet fourniagent leas velours dos concentrations ponctuellps en

CO2. CO, CHXI NO et N

NIoux avons port6 irs valeurs mesurkps en fonction dui rayon relatif tie mesure rm sr/rtukr Pt traci le

profil moyco tie chaque polluant obtenu sur l'ensemble du jet.

Co profil doit ktro int,;gr pour obtenir Ia velour aoyenne tie lindijce di'Anission tie chaque polluant

IE fP. 2 1TR E(.) tIR
fA2 1R R-

Pour cela il faut calculer en tout point Is masse volumique et Is vitesse A partir dies mesures tie pression
tiarr~t en aval du choc aitu6 au nez tie Is sondte P'i et ties concentrations en CO, CO 2 etc..

(in programme de calcul fournit lea tesip~ratures d'arr~t et la richesse en chaque point die mesure A partir

tie Is temp~rature A Pentrie diu moteur et la valeurs des concentrations meaurees.

On suppose que in pression totale A Ia sortie du jet eat uniforie at Agale A I& valeur thensodynamique
calcul~e PTJ. La rapport P'i/PTJ permet tie calcuier le notabre tie Mach local Pt la pression statique locale.

Si Is pression statique ainsi calcul6e eat inf~rieure A la preasion caisson, ce qui se produit sur lea bortis

du jet en raigon du gradient tie pression totale, on fait l'hypothiise qua Ia pression statique est 4Agale A I&

pression caisson, (hypoth -se r6aliste compte-tenu tie ILtuie des profils tie pression et dui noaibre tie M4ach
par Ia m~thoda des caractiristiques), at on recalcule A partir tie P'i mseur4 Ia valeur du notabre de Mlach.

Ceci pprmet tie caiculer en tout point Ia valeur dui produit aV t dljnt6grer l'jntijce ti'&tission des polluants
pourvu que Ia lite giomStrique dui domaine du jet soit connue. 11 eat parfois difficile, compte-tenu des
dimensions tie Ia barre tie masure at dui petit nombra tie points tie mesure tie d~iimiter le jet avac pricision,
dans ce cas noua avons choisi Is limite tie jet die taile aorta qua lea 6carts antre la valeurs recalcul,;Pa
par integration et lea valeurs msur~es dui tibit tie carburant at dui d6bit ti'air motaur soiant minimales.

En fait clest IA qua rt-site Ia plus grands incertitude dana le d~pouillement an ce qui concerne la rendeisent
dynalpiqie die rechauffe, car calut-ci eat trZs sensible au choix tie I& liasite ti'int6gration. Par contre
Pinfluence tie Is limite dlint~gration est moms asenaible sur Ia meaure dies polluants gazeux cotspte-tenu ties
valeurs trAa foibles rencontrfies sur lea bortia dui jet.

4 - RESULTATS DES ESSAIS

Noun pr~sentona ici lea r~sultata obtenua dana lea conditions sisul~es aiacc~lbration tranasonique ainsi qua
ecuu mesurfia dana lea conditions plain gaz au aol.

Les r~suitats figurent dana Is tableau 1.



Lea fiqures 7 A 15 ,sontrent

La carte de tepprature en rochauffp Uana lea conditins traflsmofiques A - 1 Z - !RX) ft.
profils dP tempirature ot concentrations en polluantn mps'Ir~ps au pl~in gaz xecott ati ploan qA1 rofadij.,
dans lea conditions Sol.

L~a connaiasanco tie cps profils Pat indispensable si P'on vetat mod~liser llivriltjti,n :e4 -~p-,o
polluantes dans IP )Pt, on notera particulie-rement lea profils de CO tresn plats en moteur s- al',rqW*
rechauftP Is pri.sence d'une zone r~activP est r -v 'l4 par la pic dp CO.

CePst dlailleurA sur le profil de tpmp
t
ratur. Pt 10 positionl do Ce pi( do CO qtio I'm otar -ur

nuer pour diminuer Is pollution risultante A quclgues dizaines d1P metres en aval dro IA t~ivoro.

La figure 16 montrp lea rapportn s tel., qu' i s ont i~, mexuri-s on sec Ot en re(houff!. mf-t caw~ Is

proportion non ni.gligeable de .40, pr~sente en rechauffp au d16collage.

Nous avons cherch6 a ctparer le rendement enthalpique mpsuriA par analyse de gaz et le ro ndomont s-thAl I -
que d~duit des calculs de cycle a~rothprmodynamiqup.

11 apparalt un Acart d'environ 6 points qui peut Atrp dA A ptusjeurs causes d'erreurs, du'tne part tn,. maii
vaise estimation du rendpment de profil r~aultant du profil de temperaturfe A In sortie- do Ia tuvi~ro oet dnai
Is valeur absolup varie beaucoup avec Ia limite dlintAgration, dlautre part le%~trgni~ d,- tomp;ics-
ture et vitessp dont I& figure I donne une id~e et gui rendent I'int &qrationi imprkise a-n faisant lPavpc-
th,;se d'une sym~trie de r~volution, enfin il nest pas impossible gue les riactiona chimigues so paaursuivrat
en aval de 1'onde de choc d~tachi-e presente au nez de la sonde. D~es mesures optigues effectu;-s lanq leos
conditions aussi s~iv~res que cplles-ci permnettraient tie lever le doute en ce gui concerne 1'efficaciti. Iij
figeage r~alisA par Ilensemble de pr 16vement.

5 -.CONCLUJSION

tne technique die prAIevements d'6chantillons gazeux dans le jet d'un moteur en rechauffo a At.a di~vloptA
et mise en oeuvre par Ia SNEC?4A et le CEPr pour caract~riser le fonctionnement de Is rvchauffo dans les
conditions dlacc~l~rations tranasoniques et au r~gime de d6collage au sot chi moteur OLYM~PUS 593. Uno telle
technique permet de disposer des profile de temsp~rature et des polluants gazeux A Ia sortioe de la tiuyr ot
permet de connaltre le rendeasent enthalpique et le rendement de profil de I& rechaufe ainsi quo leR valpuc's
initiales nAcessair~a i un calcul dtvolution des esp~ces polluantes dans le jet supernonique.

tUne telle technique peul; Atre appliqu~e 6galement Avec succ~a A un moteur double flux Pt apporter des ren-
seignesaents pr~cieux pour ami~liorer le fonctionnement de Is rechauffe ou r~duire les 6mssions polluantos.

T A BL BAV I

Conditions Conditions aisont Taux de Indices dlAmissions
iubs Conditions envtr~e moteur rechauffe rechauffe de polluants

K Z~ ft IkPa T 1.P T LFFCO tIC N

0,9 33000 1*4,7 - 8 145 990 0 8,36 0,32 10,92

114,5 % 80,05 27 7,73

1,2 38000 50,4k 12,6 149 977 0 7,35 0,582 11,45

13,2 1A 58,72 33,19 6,55

1,7 43000 80 78 180 966 0 5 0,875 17,6

13 % 63,5 33,34 11,8

0 0 95,7 12 302 1040 0 3M7 0,27 17,8

t17,5 % 154 17,9 10,9
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DISCUSSION

G.Kappler. Ge
(1) Are your sampling lines heated and. if so, what was your gas sample temperature?

(2) You did present results of emission measurements only for one engine operation point Since we ha~e dione
similar measurements. I would he particularly interested if you can comment on the variation ot unhurned
Hydrocarbon when accelerating the engine from minimum reheat to full reheat.

(31 flow well does the air-fuel ratio measured from gas sampling compare to the ratio calculated from engine dati'

Riponses des auteurs
S. Ropars

( I) Les lignes de prelevement sont chauffers a 1 500C, il en est demins pour la pomipe.

P.Gastebois
(2) Les essais n'ont dt faits qu'aux reglapes nominaux de la rechauffe en aecdl~ration transsonique et au sol.

(3) Le recoupemnent de la richesse est utilise pour calcuier le rayon limite d'integration, en minimisant les ecants
entre debit d'au calcule et mesure ainsi que di~bit carburant calcule et injecte.

N.I.Hay, UK
What is the position of the reheat stabiliser in relation to the non-dimensionalised radial profiles given in the figures"

R16ponse d'auteur
P.Gastebois

Le stabilisateur et situe environ au 1 /7e diamritre de la tuyere.
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SUMMARY

The time-mean response of pressure and sampling Probes to Pressure, density Pnd
velocity fluctuations in turbulent reacting flows is examined bv averaging over the
instantaneous probe response. Corrections for fluctuation effects are found to he neces-
sary if data obtained by these probes are to be used to find mean velocitv and concentra-
tion information. Correction terms for pressure probe readings are well founded and of
general applicability, while sampling probe correction terms are well founded only if
the sample flow is choked at the probe inlet, a state which may be difficult to achieve
in practice. Also, probe induced flow field perturbations are discussed for measurements
in swirling flow. It is recommended that to avoid perturbations the smallest possible
probes be used and that combustion conditions be monitored, e.g. with wall pressure tans,
during probe insertion in order to detect perturbations should thev occur.

INTRODUCTION

Sophisticated new diagnostic techniaues such as Raman scattering (RS) and laser
doppler velocimetry (LV) are expected to provide new and important information for velocity,
temperature and composition in flames, model combustors and practical hardware. However,
it is highly unlikely that these and other new measurement technioues will evolve to a
point where their use is routine in combustor design and development procedures. Instead.
because of complexity and expense, their use will be restricted to situations where no
other satisfactory technioue is available and the information to be obtained is essential
for progress. It is clear that nrobe techniques will continue to find application and,
consequently, there is incentive to refine these techniques and exnand their ranve of
applicability.

The use of advanced diagnostic techniques for conventional probe development has been
suggested, and the advantages of such an approach are obvious. In anticipation of research
and development work on probes, it seems appropriate to review what is known presently
about probe measurements and to suggest important experiments to verify probe Performance
and guide improvements. In this paper, such a task i% undertaken for gas sampling probes
and pressure probes. Attention is focused on measurements in turbulent reacting flows such
as would be encountered in model combustors and practical hardware as opposed to laboratory
flames. Primary interest is focused on effects of turbulent fluctuations in pressure,
density, temperature and composition on probe performance.

To be effective a sampling probe must be accurately located in the flow field, extract
a sample characteristic of the local gas composition in the absence of the probe and
convey that sample to the analysis equipment without chemical change (by quenching the
chemical reactions). These requirements have been discissed to varying depths in the
literature. Ouenching requirements have received the most attention and excellent papers
are available (e.g., 1,21. Pressure probes face similar reouirements. Namely, pressure(s)
related to local static or stagnation nressure(s) must be atained at the nrobe pressure
tap(s) and then faithfully transmitted to the Pressure transducers used in the measurement
procedure, For both types of probes there should be no disturbances created in the flow
by the probe. In turbulent, reacting combustor flows these goals are never fully realized,
and it is therefore necessary to determine the extent of departure from ideal behavior and
to assess the errors incurred thereby.

PRESSURE PROBES

In turbulent flow a probe is subject to varying yaw and pitch angles, varying velocity
magnitude and varying static pressure. Generally, the dynamic response of the pressure
probe and transducer system is too slow to allow for instantaneous pressure measurements.
Therefore, in the present discussion attention is focused on the measurement of time mean
properties, and it is assumed that the probe and transducer system are designed to give an
accurate measurement of the mean static pressure occurring at the probe's pressure tap(s)
f3l. Under this assumption, probe performance in turbulent flow is determined by the
relationship of the static pressure at the probe's pressure tap(s) to the local undisturbed
values of pressure and velocity.

There are a large number of pressure Probe configurations available for various appli-
cations; see the review by Bryer and Pankhurst 14). For steady laminar flow, Probes are
available for measuring total pressure, local static pressure and flow direction. When
the local flow direction is known and the pressure probe aligned with respect to that
flow, static and total pressure may be measured to good accuracy with relatively simple
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and reliable pitot-%tatic probes. Pressure and velocity gradients. flow confinement and
the proximity of solid boundaries are well known sources of error in such pressure measure-
ments for which, in most laminar flow cases, correction schemes are available '4

The measurement problem is considerably more complex when the flow direction is either
unknown or is to be determined. Total pressure and to a lesser extent static nressure
probes are available which are insersitive to flow direction up to relativelv larpe yaw
and pitch angles. However, multi-h'le probes are required f both velocitv direti-n ard
magnitude are to be measured. Multi-hole probes are employed in two distinct ways
1) Pressure differences in appropriate pairs of pressure taps are used to find yaw and
pitch angles relative to the probe axis via calibration curves, or 2) the orole may be
aligned with the flow as indicated by enual pressures in apropriate Pairs of pressure
taps, the null mode. The latter mode is considered more accurate but requires a contlex
apparatus for manipulating the probe and relatively free access to the flow of interest
to allow for this manipulation. Bryer and Pankhurst [4] discuss a number of these probes
and probe support systems: references 5 and 24 contains an example of such an access
problem and one possible solution. In either mode of operation, probe calibration is
required, and the density must be known (or measured) if the velocity magnitude is to be
found along with the flow direction and static and dynamic pressures,

In general, multi-hole probes are larger and less accurate than standard total head
and static pressure probes. They are also suscentable to errors induced by velocity and
pressure gradients, and the magnitude of these errors has not been fully assessed. If
sufficient data for the pressure and velocity fields are available some correction for
these errors seems possible, but no guidance for correction procedures is readily availa-
ble in the literature.

The maximum yaw and pitch angles to which these probes will operate are limited (60'
is near maximum for the best three- and five-hole designs), and consequently experimental
problems arise when the flow direction is highly variable over the measurement volume and
null model oneration is not feasible, e.g. in practical combustors. Macfarlane [61 has
proposed a seven-hole probe especially for gas turbine combusors which mitigates these
problems. The probe (Figure 1) is designed to rotate around the probe support axis upon
which the probe tip lies. This probe configuration allows one to align the probe tip in
yaw. Five pressure tapes are located on the spherical surface of the probe tip in the
plane of the probe support axis. Using appropriate combinations of these five taps very
large (+ + 90*) pitch angles can be measured.

For these probes, calibration in steady laminar flow is required to develop the
required relationships between pressure readings and dynamic head and flow direction. In
principle, the flow to be measured must be steady or slowly varying laminar flow and
locally, near the probe tip, the decelerating flow must be adiabatic, quasi-steady, and
inviscid. The latter two requirements are considered satisfied provided Il/U %Uht! < U/D
and Re - UD/v 1 100 [4,7] where U is the undisturbed local flow velocity and D is a
characteristic ^dimension of the probe tip. If the decelerating flow is constant density.
Bernoulli's equation may be used to r~late static and total pressure, which further
requires 1i/s )/otj -<[U/Di and M - U/c 0.2 (c is the sound speed and M the Mach
number).

For applications in laminar flow the multi-hole pressure probe may be considered to
be well developed, and, provided errors introduced by Probe interference, large pressure
gradients, etc. are either avoided or accounted for, accurate measurements of total pres-
sure and flow direction can be made. Compared to standard static and total pressure Probes,
when applied to flows of known direction, the multi-hole probe is not as accurate [4].

In practice, multi-hole probes are freouently employed for turbulent flow measure-
ments, and although turbulence is known to influe"nce the nrobe response, the effect is
frequently ignored. Laminar flow calibrations ace used to interpret the raw, time-mean
pressure data, and the results are reported as mean velocity, mean static pressure, etc.
Hinze (8) suggests that the influence of turbulence on pressure probe readings may be
analyzed by considering appropriate averages of the time varying probe response as deter-
mined from laminar flow calibrations. Becker and Brown [3) pursue this line of reasoning
for a simple impact probe, while Bennett [9) follows a similar path for a five-hole probe.

Hinze proposed that the directional response of a total pressure probe in a steady
laminar incompressible and inviscid flow may be represented by

Ps - P - l/2PU 2 [l __ B(l - cos e)],

where Ps is the measured pressure; P the local static pressure; U the speed; 8 the
angle between the probe axis and velocity vector; and B is a constant. Becker and Brown
[3] suggest an alternate form based on extensive measurements and a literature review,

Ps - P - 1/2P U 2(1 - K(sin2 0)"), (I)

which is good up to flow angles of 400 to 450 . K and m are constants which depend on
probe design and are best found by calibration. m generally falls between 1 and 3, while
K varies from 2 to about 5.
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In turbulent flow with Droper internal desien, the reasured pre,-'-re fr- a rres>;re
probe will he the time-mean of the static nressure at --e Drq e nre'sire ar F
if the decelertin;. flow associated w~th the probe i4 ;uai-;teadv, c-re; ie, e''
F'iEatirn I is valid for an-i tire, an the rTea red tire. ean ios-;, the -ea

= + 1/2 -" 11: <2 ( m T,2m>

Angle Brackets and overbars are used to denote -ime-averaged n-:;anitties. Bec-er and
Brown define Un  as the velocitv component perpendicular to th e robe axis
r2= + 2 with the probe axis parallel to the x axis. Tt is assured that -e -r

aligned with the mean flow, and therefore. U = , . since 7 =

case, primed letters denotine fluctuations about the 7ean value. The ais7crtins a~e
establishing Eq. (2) imply a turbulence length scale much larger than D

In order to evaluate <U 2 (l-m) 2m> Becket and Brown assume the velocity 5ic
n 2 2 2

ions 2are uncorrelated and normally distributed with <u4 > = <u. > and <u2 >
3<u > , where L is a constant eaual to 1/2 in isotropic turbulence and to aDpr xma'el-
one in shear flow.

With the probe response and turbulence characteristics establish d. Becker and Brown
propose and evaluate procedures for measuring 1/2: <U2> and 112L . Errors in the
measured quantities due to turbulence are calculated and reported as a function of turbu-
lence level for different probe parameters. The results indicate that certain orobe tip
designs are more desireable than others due to differences in response to yaw and pitch,
and they allow one to judge the error in his measurements based on his estimates of
turbulence intensity. Furthermore, if the intensity is known corrections can be applied.

The need for an independent measurement of the mean static pressure is recognized by
the authors as a fundamental problem with their approach, but they make no attempt to
analyze the response of a static pressure probe in turbulent flow. There has been specu-
lation regarding the effect of turbulence on static pressure measured with a standard
static pressure probe [e.g. 4,7 and 10], but little systematic research. Bradshaw and
Goodman [101 have shown for jet flows and probes of reasonable size that measured static
pressure re~dings are very close to the actual static pressure (less than approximately
(0.02)l/2oUz  difference). Extension of these results to other turbulent flows and to
flows of high turbulent intensity appears unwarranted. A systematic evaluation of static
probe directional response in steady laminar flow should be of value, but the assumption
of quasi-steady probe flow needed to apply the results of such a study to turbulent flows
will be difficult to justify since it requires IL/U It/ <u' 2>IL where L is the
distance from the probe tip to the static pressure holes and Z is the scale of energy
containing eddies. The preferred approach to measure 7, where possible, is to measure
P at a wall and to determine T in the free stream by solution of the appropriate
momentum equation [e.g. see References 3 and 42.

Becker and Brown [3] recognize in the pressure probe response to turbulent fluctua-
tions an opportunity to measure root-mean-square fluctuation levels. They prooose that
two physically different impact probes with different K and m values be used to measure
PS at dynamicaily equivalent locations in a flow and show how the results mav be analyzed
to estimate <u' > I/. This approach is obviously a method of last resort and its
significance has diminished with the continued refinement of hot-wire and pulsed-wire
techniques and the introduction of laser doppler anemometry.

Bennett [9) considers the response of a five-hole probe in a general, reacting
turbulent flow. Under similar assumptions for probe response as those of Becker and
Brown the pressure at tap i on the hemispherical probe of Figure 2 may be written as

Psi - P0 - Ai
(8 ',) ° U2  

(3)

where Psi is the static pressure at the ith tap, Po is the local total pressure, Aiaccounts for the probe response in yaw and pitch, and U is the local spee The Ai(S,4)
for a probe are found by calibration in a steady, laminar incompressible flow. To
further analyze the probe response, Bennett expands A in a Taylor's series about $
and T, the mean yaw and pitch angles, and calculates ihe mean of Psi. Neglecting terms
of third order and higher in fluctuation quantities, he finds that

V - - Aio[- U2 
- <u,2> + 2U<o'u'> 3

- AieEU2 <0'e'> + 2U p<eu>

-A ' 9 p#>+210-4u'
2 2[i(5.2.3

-, U2Ul 12A1 ,40 <.' > + A1  (.e oe'> + 1/2A1 is ,2

+ higher order terms. (4)
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S'hascripts prece ed by a comma denote vartia! dIfferentiat! w4 ' respec -, Ta' vaar v-,
e. .A All derivatives are evaliated at - and and A. :q s e

value of A. at 3 and i.

Typicallv, all correlation terms are nezlected~and the measured . fr r -.e
pressure taps are analyzed to obtain . t and " If furbilent fa C'a~ons are

significant the error in this approach can be estimated fror Eq :. F-r exarple. Renne-
presents error estimates for measurements in the flow behind an array of rntatinw cnTpres-
sor blades. The flow is constant density and hence Eq 4 mav be qimplIffed

:= o- Aio[P 2 - u2
sl 0 1

- A. 2P.. <c'U'> - A i, 2k,

_E2 [1/2A <s2 + A <2t','> + l/2AiL. <.,2> (

Hot-film anemometry is used to obtain information on turbulent fluctuations <u' 2 > 2

0.06, > - (rad2 ) and <,2> lO-2 (rad 2 The resulting errors are eslmated
to be -2.0' in yaw, -0.2' in pitch, 1% increase in dynamic head, and a 3.5'. decrease in
total pressure divided by dynamic pressure. For high intensity combustors which are
characterized by more intense turbulence and by density fluctuations, larger errors are
expected if fluctuations are ignored.

Bennett sees the influence of turbulent fluctuations on pressure probes primarily
as a complication. On the other hand, one may view the appearance of fluctuation terms
in Equation 4 as an opportunity. Including q and 0, Equation h contains fourteen
unknowns. With a five-hole probe used at three different orientations and/or with a
probe with more holes, it is possible to obtain sufficient pressure readines allowinv one to
solve for all the unknowns. Alternatively, in the spirit of Becker and Brown, one might
consider the use of more than one probe configuration to obtain the necessary data.
These pressure measurements lead to a set of 14 algebraic equations for the unknowns. In
general the solution of these equations would be by an iteration technique since the
Ai and their derivatives are functions of e and i and these functions must be
determined by probe calibration. According to Bennett (9) calibration can be performed
with sufficient accuracy to obtain accurate values of both the Ai and their derivatives.
Clearly, error accumulation in this procedure can be significant, and therefore, the
pressure readings must be made with precision and the choice of probe configuration and
orientation must be made with care.

In certain flows, Equation 4 may be simplified usually by taking advantage of symme-
try characteristics. For instance, in a two-dimensional shear layer with the probe axis
in the plane of the mean flow, the mean yaw angle, i, is zero and < 'e'> - 0,
<'t> = 0 and <s'u'> - 0. Furthermore, the assumption that

,2-- <9,2 <u,2> /U2 would appear consistent with the foregoing development.

is estimated from independent considerations of the flow field, e.g., it is 3 in
isothermal, isotropic turbulence and approximately 4 in isothermal shear flows. Also,
density can be inferred with sufficient accuracy from temperature measurements. One now
if faced with seven unknown including a, rather than fourteen, and seven independent
pressure readings must be obtained from pre3sure taps in the plane of the mean flow either
with a seven-hole probe, with multiple probe orientations or with different probe config-
urations placed at dynamically equivalent Positions in the flow.

Of the turbulence quantities to be measured by this approach <o'u'> is perhaps
the most significant. In principle, all the other quantities can be measured, provided
there is access for LV; <o'u'> cannot be measured with confidence. Furthermore,
interpretation of LV results is clouded by a number of singal analysis and seeding bias
problems; seed bias introduced by density fluctuations in reacting flows is one of the
more significant ones Thus, the measurement of <0'u'> and an independent measure-
ment of U and (u2> for comparison with LV results would be very helpful in further-
ing the development of laser velocimetry for combustion applications. Also, a measure-
ment of <P'u'> alpng with U and o will allow for a direct determination of the
Favre mean velocity, U <OU>/0 U + <p'u > /, a quantity about which there has
been much spectulation ill. Also this procedure of making multiple pressure measurements
will give improved results for the mean velocity and flow direction over those obtained
by ignoring fluctuations effects and will provide an estimate of the errors introduced
by neglecting fluctuations without having to make auxiliary turbulence measurements.

To the author's knowledge there has been no attempt to employ multi-hole pressure
probes in the manner suggested here. In view of the ease of pressure probe measurements
and the nature of the information which can be obtained, this approach deserves careful
evaluation. For example, the results of multi-hole probe experiments conducted in
laboratory turbulent flames, e.g., jet diffusion flames, according to the foregoing
suggestions could be compared to velocities obtained by laser velocimetry. Furthermore,
density measurements by laser scattering, either Raman (12] or Rayleigh [13,14], could
be coordinated with velocity measurements to determine correlations such as <01u,>
and <p'e'> thus allowing for a complete evaluation of the probe technique. More
complex flow conditions could also be considered.

. ..,i111 Slmm lm .,',-



17 the above analysis as noted. the assumption is made that the decelera ir f:-.w
in front of the probe is adiabatic, incomvressible arcI. i qiscd Tf there i fifi c-
heat transfer to the probe tip. the adiabatic asqumntion Is nq lnnier va,i-' Therefore
highly cooled probes should be avoided if Dps shle

PROBE DISTURBANCES

A masor difficulty associated with probe measurements of any kind ig the nosihli.:
nf probe induced perturbations of the flow field Well known exar- e; nf such oerturha
tions are probe blockage in confined flows and flow distortion when neasurin in h)-undarv
.ayers. This problem can be especially severe In combustors which are characterized h.i
complex flow patterns and a high degree of confinement Furthermore, in combustors and
other flow systems with limited access, perturbations may not be readily apparent during
the experiment or in the experimental results. For instance. anoarent flow asr--.e'ries
observed in data obtained with a probe inserted transverse to the flow may he the result
of probe blockage which increases as the probe traverses the flow field. Also, in
combustion systems there is more opportunity for interferences, for example, the probe
may act as a flame holder. Most experimentalists are aware of the Dotential for probe
induced perturbation, but, unfortunately, there is little information either in the form
of theory or empirical rules to help one anticipate and avoid these problems [1].

The folicwing types of interferences appear to be of major concern: probe blockage,
generati,-n of secondary flows, tripping of flow instability and local flow changes due
to the ure:e'ce of the probe. For combustion systems we must add to the list possible
interaccions between the probe and chemical reactions, e.g. flame holding and catalytic
reactions. The occurrence of any of these effects is dependent on the probe geometry and
location i nh flow field and on the apparatus configuration and flow conditions.
Therefore, generalizations concerning the potential for interference are difficult to
make and are of limited usefulness. It seems obvious that an important consideration is
to keep the probe dimensions small compared to local characteristic flow dimensions. If
probe cooling is necessary, small probes such as may be required to probe regions with
large gradients will be difficult to manufacture.

Swirl flow is known to be particularly sensitive to distortion by probes [1.15]
and is a flow characteristic common to many gas turbine combustors. Bilger [l] notes for
swirling flow the potential for secondary flow along the probe support towards the vortex
core when a probe is introduced perpendicular to the vortex axis. In laminar flow for
intermediate swirl levels when vortex breakdown is either present or incipient, the
occurrence of significant probe induced perturbations is well documented [13,14], while
at higher Reynolds number with turbulence present, evidence in the literature,
[15,18,24,25] thou h not conclusive, indicates that perturbations may or may not occur
depending on specific flow conditions and probe design. For very high levels of swirl,
extremely long recirculation zones are observed and the flow field may be quite complex.
Such high swirl levels are not typical of gas turbine combustors. Of concern in the pre-
sent context is the potential for perturbation in turbulent flow for all but the highest
swirl levels, especially when reverse flow is present. Thus, the laminar flow experience
is primarily of interest for what it implies about turbulent flows. As an example of the
nature of probe interference problems and because of the significance of swirling flow to
gas turbine combustors, the present discussion will be limited to this type of flow.

Hot-wire anemonetery and multi-hole pitot probes have been used widely in the past
to investigate turbulent, swirling flow [5,18,19,20,24]. The shortcomings of these methods
in three-dimensional highly turbulent flow have been recognized, but in the absence of
more satisfactory techniques they were accepted and the experimental results treated
accordingly. More recently, laser doppler velocimetry techniques have been employed to
make non-intrusive velocity measurements in swirling flow. These new data provide an
opportunity to make, at least indirect, comparisons between data obtained by intrusive
and non-intrusive methods.

With all the probe measurements made in turbulent swirling flow there have been very
few references to significant disturbances induced by the probe. Both Chigier [15) and
Oven, et al. [27] report perturbations when a probe is introduced into or near the swirl
generated recirculation zone for intermediate levels of swirls in combusting flows where
the probe acts as a flame holder. Comparison between velocity measurements made with
probes and laser velocimetry [5,19,17,18] show differences as would be expected due to
the large number of possible errors associated with probe techniques and, to a lesser
degree, to errors in LV measurements, but the differences do not suggest probe perturba-
tions. Also, comparisons between hot-wire and pressure probe data for mean velocity
magnitude [5,24] in swirl flow with and without recirculation are favorable indicating no
probe interference since one would expect different disturbances from the different probes.
Cassidy and Falvey [25] note the disappearance of hot-wire probe interferences in their
data as the flow Reynolds number is increased and turbulence is observed, which supports
the hypothesis that interference is much less likely in turbulent flow than in laminar
flow.

Chigier [26] suggests that interference in these flows can be avoided if the probe
dimension is much less than the thickness of the vortex core. The laminar swirling flows
in which probe perturbations are observed are of sufficiently large Reynolds number to be
predominately inviscid, and the vortex core in such flow is a small confined cylindrical
region. In turbulent flow, at least in the mean, the vortex core is much larger. There-
fore, if Chigier is correct, a perturbing probe in laminar flow may be small enough to
be non-perturbing in turbulent flow. Alternatively, these differences might be explained
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core In c/lindrical laminar flow, those filaments are undisturbed upsream f ?e
•'rtex breakdown, but with the insertion .f a probe, filaments are locally is'rbed q1
1is";rbanceq n' propaeate along them. causing a oiznificant change in the fonw far awl.-
fr. 'he probe If the flow is turbulent, these vo-rtex filaments are h.lv d,;orte:!
,i *-:e tiurulence ard the insertion of the nrobe aA!ds no sienificant new distortorn r
eiher case toe evidence indicates that turbulent flows with low -r .moderate 4wir..evels
appear much leqs qusceptable to probe perturbations than are laminar flows, nrnvided 'he
nrobes are small

With combustion present, flame holding by the probe is always a potential sraber
And in swirlin2 flows has been reported by Chigier [15) and by Oven. et al 27' Further-
more. Oven. et al. report apparent inconsistencies between measured mean temperature and
nean fuel concentration at various points in the recirculation zone of thier model cc'ih-
'or Larve mean temneratures are observed at points where on a time-mean oas ,s zsantial
amountq of fuel are unreacted. For these measurement points, no probe distortion is
apparent visually. 'his Inconsistency may be due to the influence of turbulent fluctua-
tions on the sampling and measurement process--which seems unlikelv to the author.
Alternatively, it may be due to radial in-flow along the probe bodv--a cvliodrical probe.
transverse to the flow was employed--as predicted by Bilger (see above and Reference I).
Other subtle probe effects may be a frequent but as yet unobserved occurrence in these
flows. More research on these problems is required for their reqolution, and until sucb
time as they are resolved, we must proceed with caution.

These swirling flow, probe interaction problems are an example, perhaps the best
example, of problems stemming from probe aerodynamic effects which will occur to varying
degrees for any type of probe be it thermocouple, gas sampling or pressure probe. Inter-
ference can be expected in any flow especially recirculating flows and in other elliptic
flow-. In conducting experiments, probes should be small and steps should be taken to
monitor one or more critical combustor parameter(s), e.g. wall static pressure, flame
appearance, combustor exit temperature, or flame luminosity, during probe insertion for
indications of probe induced disturbances.

Systematic studies of probe interferences are needed to resolve these questions and
to guide probe designs and application. Probe performance in flows such as bluff body
wakes, behind steps and in swirl generated recirculation zones should be evaluated for
different probe configurations. Non-intrusive flow measurement techniques such as
schlieren and laser velocimetry can be used to monitor flow conditions with and without
the probe present. Pitot probe performance in such flows could also be checked by com-
parison with laser velocemetry results. The influence of flow confinement in promoting
or suppressing interferences should also be studied. Optical techniques such as Raman
scattering and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering also can be used to measure
composition and temperature for comparison with probe results.

SAMPLING PROBES

In this section, our discussion will focus on the influence of external aerodynamic
effects and not address probe quenching qtiestions. The importance of rapidly quenching
reactions in the gas sample to preserve sample composition is broadly recognized
[1,2,28,29,30]. Recently this subject has been studied intensively especially in regard
to the conversion of NO to NO2 in conventional sampling probes [26,27]. With reasona-
ble care it appears possible to freeze major species concentrations in the sample via
rapid quenching with water or low pressure steam cooled probes. With regard to aerodynamic
quenching, a technique frequently used in low pressure flames, theoretical analysis [2)
indicates that it is difficult to obtain sonic velocity at the sampling orifice due to
viscous effects and therefore in many cases "aerodynamic" quench probes actually depend
on conduction for quenching. In low pressure flames conduction along the probe body and
support may be sufficient to keep a cool tin on an aerodynamic probe. However, in high
intensity combustors, cooled probes should be used to insure quenching.

Quenching in conventional (thermal or aerodynamic quench) probes is not sufficiently
rapid to preserve reactive species concentrations in the sample. If these components
are to be measured through gas sampling, molecular beam sampling systems are required [31);
it is doubtful that these cumbersome sampling devices will ever be suitable for sampling
from model combustors or actual hardware. They will not be considered here.

In this paper, attention is focused on the the aerodynamic aspect of the problems of
bringing an accurate gas sample to the mouth of the sampling probe in turbulent reacting
flows. These problems include 1) turbulence effects on sampling, 2) aerodynamic pertur-
bations by the probe and 3) thermal and chemical perturbations induced by the probe.
Probe perturbations are discussed in the previous section; in this section the emphasis is
on the first item.

The possibility of sample distortion due to turbulent fluctuations in density, compo-
sition and velocitv has been noted by a number of investigators. Drawing an analogy with
the problem of sampling small particles from a two phase flow it has been suggested that
isokinetic sampling (presumably relative to the mean flow velocity) is necessary to avoid
bias due to density fluctuations [1,32). However, to the author's knowledge, there has
been no systematic study of this problem. In light of the vreceedinp discussion of pres-
sure prole measurements it seems appropriate to approach this question by considerin& the
response to yaw and pitch, velocity and density of a sample probe in steady laminar flow
and then average over the turbulent fluctuations.



For reacting flows this approach Is cn olicated by the siH!tv -f hirre .e-.s"
fluctuations. In addition. unless the probe has a sonIc r! f! f: c'a.i n -
conditions may drive flow oscillations in the sampling systenm- te nr e. s a7e - 7 7- r
line and conditirning system, and eas analyss enuio ent r r the 'n ur-e'n of i.. -.
it will be sufficient to examine the qampiin nr hle- ;rder i caes - ;-,I.
mass flow rate probe and a sonic orifice nrobe.

For low sampling rate. assume that the s la is sa" c- re:.
probe diameter ((d!D) - ) and consider the 1i1It of extre-ely low amnlinr r.1e
this case, the "low field around the ;tandard i-ac t-tvpe amnne p rone q :ery near.y
that observed for an equivalent total pressure pitot probe where there c: n( s a17-e
Thus, the pressure drivine the sample flow is P fronm Frati n : et .p-" -e

the pressure drop across the sampling orifice at the orobe tin Then tne samp.e -a';
flow is given by the following:

C A C A (PP1m C kp ,': , kon oPP) . [ i- Krinl,)n ,l

Ap is the flow area in the probe where the pressure P0 occurs C is he dCscoar
coefficient which is assumed constant. The sample mass flow for the qnecles
given by (Y is the mass fraction of i)

S= Y n = C A Y / 2c (P-P ) + U(1 - K(sin )m).

For low flow rates, including the condition of isokinetic sampling,

2. (P-P 2 U2 (l - K(sin2 9)m) which means that m will respond to chanves in

Y", P. 1p and U and that when the instantaneous probe response is averaged over time
a complex relationship between the mean and fluctuating components of mass fraction.
density, pressure and velocity is obtained.

C = CA <Y 2 z P(P-P p) + C" U (1 - K(sin > (7)

As before, the flow approachiuc the orobe tin is assumed to he -uasi-laminar and
quasi-stead, inviscid and constant density. Furthermore. the orifice flow into the
probe is assumed to be quasi-steady. These assumptions imply that fluctuations in tle
sample systgm are small. If, further, they may be neglected then P is constant.
Otherwise, rh will depend on the dynamical re-ponse characteristips of the sample 'vstem
as well as the turbulent fluctuations in the flow field. In either case, a reasonable
interpretation of such a gas sample appears virtually impossible, and therefore, one
should avoid sampling at low velocities. This comment applies equally to the condition
of isokinetic sampling; it may appear attractive intuitively, but this simplified
analysis clearly shows that it is a bad idea. In this development, the length 'cale of
the turbulent eddies (;) is assumed to be larger than the orobe scale (see above), while
the analogy with particulate sampling procedures drawn to support the use of isokinetic
sampling conditions requires that the eddies be small compared to d. Therefore, the
conflicting conclusion drawn here is not surprising. The condition that d - renuired
for isokinetic sampling will be very difficult to realize in practice and conflicts with
the recommendations of the previous section.

The basic problem with low speed sampling is that the instantaneous mass flow depends
on the local density, static pressure and dynamic pressure. As these quantities vary,
the sample mass flow rate varies, and the mean mass flow rate will be contaminated with
correlations between fluctuations in all of these quantities. It does not seem feasible
to take advantage of the presence of correlation terms in the probe response to measure
them since the present analysis is rather artificial and a more realistic one will lead
to much more complex results. Thus, it is concluded that low velocitV samPling Probes
should not be employed for sampling when large density, pressure and velocity fluctuations
are present. In combustion systems, the main difficulties arise in the reaction zone
where density fluctuations can be extremely large.

Support for the above conclusions can be found in the experimental results of Kennedy
and Kent (33] who report significant differences between values of fuel atom
fraction obtained in a turbulent H2-air diffusion flame with an isokinetic sampling Probe
and similar data obtained with a light scattering technique, Figure 3. The mixture
fraction, e, is the mass fraction of fuel atoms present in a sample regardless of the
molecules in which the atoms are found. Figure 3a shows centerline variations; for.,
smaller x/D there are no significant differences between normal (T) and Favre ()
averaged values of & obtained by light scattering which implies that density fluctuations
are not large enough to influence the averages. Discrepencies between probe and scattering
data occur only at larger x/D where density fluctuations are more significant as noted
by differences between C and & . The half-radii data, Figure 3b, show much larger
discrepencies, and density fluctuations are much significant. Clark, et al. [34] report
measurements of CO, NO and unburned hydrocarbons in a continuous combustor using dif-
ferent probe configurat ons. There is considerable scatter in their data which possibly
obscures smell changes due to probe variations. Marked changes in measured concentrations
are observed with a change in probe tip geometry, indicative of possible aerodynamic
effects stemming from turbulence.
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This, the response of the sonic Drobe is greatly simplified comvared with the first
probe, while the assumptions leadin7 to these expressions are more reasonahle-

The analysis of time averaged samples from such a probe may be used to obtain the

ratio n/ml. Expanding L1'2  in a Tavlors series about I and averazinp r, and
one obtains:

+ 21
(I- Y + el

If density fluctuations are not too large, e.g.. outside the reaction zone, this type of
probe may be used to obtain an accurate measure of sample composition. However, ir, the
reaction zone, large fluctuations in density are expected, and for major reactant and
product species <y" o"> will be large. Note that the half power dependency of mass
flow rate on density means that there is no simple interpretation of results in terms of
Favre averaged quantities either.

Thus, one concludes that accurate sampling measurements for mean mass fractions in
regions of large density fluctuations will require corrections for the influence of these
fluctuations on measurement quantities. Furthermore, it is obvious that the corrections
for a sonic orifice probe are much less complicated than for other probes, and therefore
this sample flow condition is preferred. Corrections will require estimates of density
fluctuations and correlations between density and species mass fraction fluctuations.
It may be satisfactory to infer density fluctuation characteristics from instantaneous
temperature measurements by compensated thermocouples or some other technique, while a
relatively crude combustion model might be satisfactory for estimating the v
term. For instance, under the assumptions of fast chemistry, equal diffusivities and
unit Lewis number, the temperature (or density) and species concentrations are related
unambiguously for premixed combustion, and Y c'> for major species may be estimated
from instantaneous temperature (density) data. Advanced diagnostic techniques can
provide necessary data to support the development of sonic flow probe techniques in
general and correction methods in particular.

As noted previously, a one dimensional compressible flow analysis for the probe
and sampling lines [2] indicates that in many situations for small orifice area there
may not be enough pressure drop available between the combustor volume and the sample
pump to choke the sample orifice and drive the required mass flow against wall friction
through the sample system. This inability is the inevitable consequence of wall fric-
tion effects and a more refined analysis is not expected to ajter the conclusion. Thus,
for sonic orifice sampling, there is a minimum allowed orifice area which depends on
combustor pressure and sample system configuration. Care should be exercised to insure
that the sonic condition is obtained.

The consequences of an unchoked sample flow are not entirely clear. The pressure
drop across the probe and sample line is large, and it is doubtful that fluctuations
in static and dynamic pressure in the combustor will significantly alter the overall
pressure drop across the sampling system. Furthermore, if the flow in the sample system
is assumed to be quasi-steady and one-dimensional, expressions for the instantaneous
flow accounting for friction and heat transfer may be obtained. Mass flow rate will be
dependent on P, o and AP but not on the dynamic head (since M 4 0.2). As for choked
flow, turbulent fluctuations will be important especially if the aensity fluctuations
are large. The utility of this approach seems doubtful because the quasi-steady sample



flow assumption is poor since the time scales for amrple f:,w are arge Also. the d'nami-
cal response of flow in the probe and sample line needs to he aral'zed t determine if
instabilities are Dresent under such conditinns. Research may make 1, ossihe no desiz
a sampling probe and system which amellnrateA thee unsreaq':; f',w effer.4 nweer. as

this time, the possibility of such a design seems remore, and -he 'ni sample flow
condition should be he employed if at hll possible

In the orevious discussion it is assumed implicit!z ti he sample probe exrerior
configuration is similar to standard impact probe desivns and that ,e pr'obe is aligned
to at least face into the flow. In a recirculating flow g-,ch alignment may he diffic,>
to achieve. Even so, in high velocity streams, some alignment anpears to be essential
for obtaining an interpretable sample. On the other hand, if the flow velocitv is low
enough such that the sink flow of sample into the probe is not significantlv influenced
by the combustor flow, no alignment seems necessary

The errors introdduced in nrobe samples h turbulent fl.ctuations in density.
pressure and velocity have been demonstrated by two example- Under special circumstance.
sonic orifice sampling, these errors may be estimated and corrections made if auxiliarv
measurements are made. When density fluctuations are significant these errors are large
and if corrections are not possible, the results are of limited, quantitative value

SUMMARY

The performance of pressure and sampling probes in turbulent reacting flows has been
discussed with regard to the influence of turbulent fluctuations on the quantities measured
and with respect to possible perturbations of the flow field by the probe. Analy:es of
probe response to turbulent fluctuations under various assumptions indicate that turbulent
fluctuations can have a significant effect on results and that the large density fluctua-
tions present in reaction zones introduce correspondingly large errors in the results if
corrections are not made.

The analyses of multi-hole pressure probes are general and corrections seem feasible
if auxiliary measurements are performed. Furthermore, if multiple probes or probe orien-
tations are employed, these interferences provide an opportunity to measure significant
turbulence parameters such as <P'u'> . For sampling probes, the analyses are much less
general, while the effects of fluctuations are both significant and complex. In the case
of unchoked sampling probes, correction for turbulence effects appears infeasible. If
the probe flow can be choked at its inlet, corrections are necessary only when density
fluctuations are large, and under certain conditions corrections appear feasible.
Recent studies indicate that choking the sample flow is not possible if the sampling
orifice is too small. For conditions where choking is not possible, there is little
hone that corrections can be made, and considerable error in probe data must be accepted.

The possibilities for probe induced flow perturbation are discussed in the paper,
and the case of swirling flow is reviewed in some depth. As a general rule, probes
should be as small as possible; thus uncooled or partially cooled probes as that of
Macfarlane [6] are preferred. To guard against undetected probe perturbations, the
combustor should be monitored during probe insertion and no measurement should be con-
sidered valid if changes are observed. Asided from these general rules, there is little
other advice that can be given. These perturbations are a significant problem and they
deserve more attention.
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Figure 3. Comparison of mixture mass fraction (F) data obtained
from a H2-air diffusion flame with a conventional probe (0) and
by light scattering (O,A) from Reference 33: a) centerline varia-
tion of mean mixture fraction by orobe 0 and conventional (0)
and Favre (A) mean values from light scattering and b) axial
development of mean mixture fraction half-radii (Rt/a) from probe
measurements (0]) and from conventional (0) and Favre (0 mean
data (a is the jet nozzle radius).
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DISCUSSION

W.G.Alwano. US
What are the magnitudes of the expected errors in Pt and rm for typical situations?

Author's Reply
In the Becker and Brown paper error data for impact probes in incompressible shear flow are presented. and Bennett
gives error estimates for a five-hole probe in a compressor discharge flow (the estimates are reported in my paper).

For reacting flows I have no estimates for specific combustion situations. I expect that considerable error occurs
when probing reaction zones where density fluctuates by hundreds of percent and density and velocity fluctuations
may be correlated. The sampling probe data of Kent and Bilger and the particle scattering results of Kennedy and
Kent are compared in the paper to provide some indication of the errors incurred with isokinetic sampling. The
comparison indicates that significant errors can occur in regions of large density fluctuations.
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APPLICATION OF MODEL LAWS WHEN DER14lN;NC, THE HEAT rRANS'FR
C(C??1ClEN7S BY EXPERIMENTS ON COOLED r:RB: 1 ,ADFS

0. A. vrin Schwerdtner snd H.- iGc.% -eln d

Kraftwerk Union, Millheim,'Ruhr, F.R,,remanv

Summ£ary

Fulfilling model laws for geometry, aerodynamics and heat transfer b" -educing temperAture ind prelire
of the operational and cooling fluids as opposed to the conditions in the turbine. Jitn theqe re,,c~er:
Conception of a cascade wind tunnel with closed circuit; enables the independent variatin, or i-nf: r,-
values e.g. Mach No., Reynolds No., degree of turbulence, temperature ratin perating fluid cc,<in :
Two measuring methods : 1. Determining the local heat transfer coefficients hy -a~crimetrr .e . e-.
cooling the blade surface with water in sections; 2. Distribution of the cooling efficiency ,n te pr f.e
contour with the original cooling process. Examples of results.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

c velocity characreristi, quancity f temperaure f ield

cp specific heat at constant pressure per ()

c* critical pressure coefficient per (20) isentropic exponent
p
d blade wall thickness X thermal conductivity

Had cooling degree per (2)) kinematic viscosity

Kd  factor per (17) Subscripts

I length a external

i mass flow rate ad adiabatic

Ma Mach number D pressure side

Nu Nusselt number F water

p pressure G air or flue gas

P* critical pressure i internal

Pr Prandtl number k outline

q heat flow K cooling air

R gas constant N experiment

Re Reynolds number P profile

s distance S suction side

a vector of distance T turbine

I temperature W wall
T
u degree of turbulence x coordinate of distance

w vector of local velocity I inlet

O heat transfer coefficient 2 outlet

n dynamic viscosity free stream condition

I. INTRODUCTION

The increase in turbine inlet temperatures of gas turbines results in higher stresses at all machine com-
ponents coming into contact with the hot gas flow. On the one hand it requires the utilization of tempera-
ture resistant materials and on the other the cooling of extremely stressed areas. This primarily applies
to the blades of the first turbine stages. An efficient cooling system must first restrict the blade tem-
peTatures to an allowable level and second keep temperature differences small; third as the relevant
cooling air results in a certain loss of output, it has to be minimized. Even in case of simple cooling
systems as it is the case with stationary gas turbines, contrary to those for aircraft propulsion, any
optimum design can't be achieved based on theoretical.findings only. At Kraftwerk Union the required
experimental investigations are primarily performed at operating conditions on gas turbines. Above all
there is a gas turbine test field at Berlin, the water friction brake of which can brake ratings up to
120 MW. Thus, rating and speed may be varied separately (1,2]. Such experiments require much time and
financial expenditure, it therefore should be investigated if and to what a degree they may be supplemented
or replaced by laboratory investigations.

2. CONCEPT OF LABORATORY INV"STIGATIONS

Laboratory investigations must be favourable with respect to time and costs without simplifying the problem
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too much. The disadvantage being unavoidable in most cases. i.e. the fact that some factors .te par ci,
or rompletely negiected, is generally connected with the definite advantage of having the pnss; h;: i,
study the effects of especia' 1v interesting and important factors to an better extend thart in the -,rb;le
test field. Regarding the test set tip, the investigations at original compnents spplving pre sures 4nd
temperatures as i., the turbine, result in only slight advantages compared -o turbine rest field measre-
ments. Accordingly, we planned the test according to the following concept:

90 investigation of the cooling system at one blade cross-ie-iion, i.e., investigations in a cascade.

b) measurements at pressures and temperatur's being reducel -ompared to the turbine.

To aj: The cascade represents a simplification compared to the rtoi:e. Thus, e.g. it isn't fan-shaped.

the rotational influences and the three dimensional effects are lacking. The investigations are reduced r
one bl-ade section, causing in case of severe radial profile modifications that probably several sections
must he investigated to assess the blade cooling phenomena to a sufficient extend. Cooling systems inclu-
ding, as in the case of the rotor blades, radial flow paths may be investigated, too, - they require,
however, enlarged expenditures. I.e., the question if a problem may be researched and moreover, to what an
extend, must be decided from case to case, regarding the limiting onundirv conditions of such a rest faci-
lity.

To b): The lowering of pressure md temperature is possible, if the relevant laws of similitude are adhered
to. The following section deals with this question.

3. CONSIDERATIONS OF SIMILIT.DE

The considerations apply to the similitude of geometrical arrangement,flow and hear transfer.

3.1 Similitude with respect to geometrical arrangement

In case of a cascade, geometrical similitude refers to the selected profile section of the original blade.
The formation of the wall boundary layer depends on the roughness of the blade surface while the known
model laws of wall roughness, e.g. f3l, must be fulfilled. Applying a model scale of about 1:1, the surface
finish can be adequately adapted. In general, we perform model tests with hydraulically smooth surfaces
corresponding to gas turbine blades which are free of dirt and flaws due to high temperature corrosion.

3.2 Similitude with respect to flow and beat transfer

It is important that the effects of surface and gas radiation may be neglected in the following. As esti-
mates show, the surface radiation will participate in heat transfer to only a small percentage in case of
the temperatures existing with stationary gas turbines; in the test bed this percentage value will again
be less than one tenth. The emitting gases carbon dioxid and water vapour contained in air contribute to
heat transfer to an even far less extend than surface radiation.

In the cooling systems discussed in the following, heat transfer takes primarily place by forced convection.
Provided the Navier-Stoke's equation, the energy equation, the equation of state for gases and the con-
tinuity equation are non-dimensionalised, the following relations result for velocity and temperature field
as well as for heat transfer 3, 4, 51

- f (9, Re, Pr, Ma, Tu, T/T W) (Is)c c ~

T - T_

W T= - Tw fT (s. Re, Pr, Ma, Tu, T./Tw) (Ib)

Nu = fNU (
a
, Re, Pr, Ka, Tu, TIT W) (c)

Where a is a vector of distance, the coordinates of which are non-dimensionalised by reference to a cha-
racteristic length. The definitions for Reynolds number Re, Prandtl number Pr, Mach number Ma and the de-

gree of turbulence Tu are:

c•i c p

Re = V P - R P.(2)

Pr - Cp (3)

Ma - c / (x R T)
0 ' 5  

(4)

and Tu -( c2 )0 c (5)

Equation (5) applies to the socalled isotropic turbulence, the mean fluctuation velocities in the 3 coordi-
nate directions are equal, while the mean longitudinal fluctuation cx

2 
may be considered the only determining

factor for the degree of turbulence.

The dependencies of (1), however, are only partially explicit, i.e. there are e.g. several formulars for

the influence of 1, Re, Pr and T /T on Nu, being mostly, however, restricted to a certain area of validity.
The knowledge of the relevant mathematical dependency may be regarded unnecessary, however, if each pars-
meter is going to be set up in the test bed as in the turbine. In case of I this requirement is tulfilled



per se.!tn i,.1 and there are no principal diff u:, ;es regarding .a. Re and T... The Prandt. numher i-
its function of exclusive fluid properties exhibits slight deviations in the -esr ed and the ,rh;ne
wh:ch ar be considered by calculations. The degree of flow turbulence has a te: ing inf :e-ce in the
tranlt ion point from l aminar to turbulent boundary layer or the position and extension of such a trans-
ti nn zone. It is anknown in the turbine f;ow; est ites amount to Tu - 20 Z at the -ombust i n -hamber -i -
let with A decrease down to below 10 Z at the turbine inlet [61. It must be vari ale In the !est.

I. Temperature dependency of fluid properties

The pquation (Ij applies to constant values of -, c and - within the temperature regions to ne considered.

If the temperature :evel is essentially lowered in Nhe test bed compared to reality, the simiitude of the
temperature influence on the properties has to be checked.
This may be established as follows:

l/ - exp I ' 2T '64a

- exp (I • T K) (6h)

- exp (e • AT • 7:K) l c)

The subscript KI applies to the cooling air inlet condition having the lowest temperature within the rele-

vant system; the reference units for the temperature are:

'T T - TKI (7)

and :K T KI (8)

where 0 - (9)

The products y •AT, Yc AT and 7 AT are the model numbers to be ioted. The smaller they are, th,
smaller the tAperature Pdependency ;f the properties will be; if they become zero, there is no tempera-

ture influence left.

Equal model numbers correspond to a similar temperature variation of the properties in the relevant tempe-

rature ranges. The temperature ranges within the stationary gas turbine and in the test bed are about:

T CK] T K KI 1 T [t]

turbine 1200 600 600 i T 1200

model 600 300 300 ! T ! 600

Provided equation (6) is solved for this area applying the values per (7), the result will be:

model number Yn AT Yc p

turbine 0.405 0.111 0.557

model 0.458 0.052 0.438

Accordingly, the model numbers of turbine and mLdel are small and quite similar to one another, thus the

requirement of similitude in the temperature variations of the properties may be regarded as adequately

fulfilled.

3.1 Similitude of cooling systems

The a.m. considerations can be directly applied to in the case of test facilities set up to determine

separately the external heat transfer coefficient (refer to para. 6). Moreover, in case of investigations
regarding the entire cooling system, the external heat transfer, the heat conduction via the blade wall
and the internal heat transfer must relate to one another as in the turbine. The equations for the external
heat flow, through the wall, and internally say:

A
q-~ = 's( - ' Wa) - a ( - TWa) (lOa)
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q -i (TWi - T - I-
2 

Nui (TWi - TE) (IK)

or ssarized q( + I d T
A Mu Airr T TKU ;II

Dividing (11) by (lOs) amounts to:

a Nu T -T
i N u i I -W a T - TWa

X. u. d . T -T K
and by (10c): A Nu T ANu T T(13)

a Wi K

In order to fulfill the a.m. requirements with respect to the ratios of heat conductions and transfers, the
relevant left sides of (12) an (13) must coincide in turbine and experiment. The separate consideration of
the individual units or quotients is intended to show to what an extend this will apply. If the required
agreement applies, (13) may be neglected, as there are no other units on the left than with (12). Thus, the
model condition may be formulated:

Aa  (NUa)M Ua
M (Nu.I M A wM ( a)

(14)

Xa (NUa)T d X
-(--!) AT Na
T (VT T a)T

The similitude of Nu will be well fulfilled according to the considerations per pars. 3.2. If this con-
sideration is also alied to Nu., the resultiill be satisfactory, as well. - The agreement of ratio d/1

results from the provision of geoetrical similitude. - The ratio of the thermal conductivities of air
i.e. X and .M, are established due to the fact that the temperatures are given by the setting of Nu
and Nu. . Now te deviation from linear temperature variation won't be high, and tae ttkermal conductivity
variation of the original blade material will be similar. Thus, the requirement of similitude for a /. and
A /AW has been fulfilled quite well; it may, however, be improved by an qdequate selectiin of a model 'blade
material.
Those considerations have shown that the relevant similitude characteristics of complete cooling systems
may be gained quite well within a model test. Thus, satisfactory statements on he distribution of tempe-
ratures at all points, vertical and parallel to the blade surface are to be expected. If radial flow con-
ditions appear additionally, the achievable model similitude must be considered from case to case.

4. CONCLUSIONS REGARDING TEST BED OPERATION

Prerequisite of the test bed setting values will be the selection of the air inlet temperature (TG1) .
It'll be set at 600 K with regard to the temperature compatibility of the test bed. According to the
conditions of similitude

TG1 TG1
( - - l (15)

TKI (KI1)

the inlet temperature of the cooling air will be achieved at 300 K. Coi:..ressed air of this temperature is
at hand due to laboratory facilities. The inlet air pressure results from the condition of Mach number and
Reynolds number equivalent to reality. With respect to this pressure the equations (2) and (4) result in:

(pG) M  Kd (pGO)T ( (TGI)M / (TI)T 3O.5 (16)

(nGJ)T Kr (si.0.5

with the factor Kd - -) R ( T M) (17)

The inlet pressure may be calculated to 4 bar by (16) and (17). The condition of equal Mach number leads to
Zhe pressure ratio at the cascade and this, assuming identical profiles, results in the actual pressure
Jistribution and thus temperature distribution in the air flow. By means of (15) as well as the relevant
Reynolds number, Mach number and Prandtl number for the cooling air, the blade wall will be confronted with
the actual temperature distribution.
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The variation of the lNusselt number downstream of the profile leading edge shall first be treated for the
lowest influx Reynolds number (curve 1): The stagnation point at the leading edge is shown by a maximum
which has been slightly offset towards the suction side. The drop to the right and left is indicating la-
minar boundary layers at the suction and pressure aide with the boundary layer staying in a laminar condi-
tion (about horizontally). The significant upward tendencyof the curves at the suction aide with s/1 l Z~ 0.5
illustrates the conversion to turbulent boundary layers. - The laminar lengths will consequently be reduced
with higher inlet Reynolds numbers (curve 2 and 3); at the suction side of curve 3 the boundary layer will
be turbulent practically from the stagnation point onwards. The two drops in the further course of the curve
at the suction side can on the one hand be caused by a relaminarisation process (101 and on the other by a
socalled separation bubble of the boundary layer. The latter is also indicated by the c* - distribution
dropping to a horizontal section at this point of the curve. - Smaller degrees of turbulence (dotted curves)
result in smaller Nusselt numbers nearly everyvhere.

Fig. 5 shows the critical pressure coefficient and Nusselt number for 2 Reynolds numbers and constant degree
of turbulence in case of a rotor blade profile. The high Nusselt number in the area of the blade leading edge
is remarkable, dropping severely to the pressure and suction side. On the pressure side it is followed by a
continuous increase and on the suction side this is reversed into a decreasing Nusselt number after about
half-way the contour length.
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Fig. 7 shows the degree of cooling for two degrees of turbulence spread over the relative ;entg
, 
and with

respect to an early state of development of the cooling insert (type A). ailowing an o.nejer. distri7,it ",
of the cooling air at pressure and suction side as well as high temperature differen-es within the blade
material. The cooling air mass flow increases starting from zero in two steps whereas the degree f co-
ling decreases accordingly. With missing cooling air, H won't be continuously 100 % hut due to the tem-Sad
perature equalization within the blade and the thermal losses to the blade internal it will be somewhat
smaller. The influence of the degree of turbulence becomes clearer than in case of the determinatior o-f Nu

(fig. 4), i.e., especially on the pressure side where the laminar boundary laver is approaching the nlade
center in case of small Tu.

Fig. 8 cites examples of further developed stages: the suction side gap between blade and cooling insert
has been sealed near the leading edge. The type B doesn't include holes in the front edge of the insert
but only showers by various hole arrangements at the pressure and suction side. The positions of sealing and
showers have been identified in the fig. Type C, D and E illustrate the cooling inserts with itepwisely
enlarged holes in the front edge. The variation of the cooling degree leads to the conclusion that the blade
gets cooled increasingly more uniform.

8. COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND THEORETICAL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

Ir case of a simple flow of cooling air in the gap between blade and cooling insert and known cooling mass
fl .ws, the calculation of the internal heat transfer coefficient will be quite safe. From this, the
measured wall temperature distribution and the known thermal conductiviry in tie blade, to,' exterc,; ;eat
transfer coefficient nt will be calculated. Fig. 9 shows its variation across the contour length for two
degrees of turbulence.a In case of small Tu there is a definite laminar boundary layer at the pressure side
similar to fig. 7. Assuming a fully turbulent and laminar boundary la-er, the relations of heat transfer
at a flat plate may be applied to the blade profile velocity distribution. The heat transfer ccefficients
gained in such a way, have been included in fig. 9, too. It is to be recognized that at nearly all points
toe turbine flow exhibits a higher heat transfer, even in case of a very small degree of turbulence,
To -.I %, than the laminar flow according to the mentioned theoretical set up and that the theoretical
values of a fully turbulent flow can't be achieved in case of the not too high degree of turbulence
Tu- 3 1.

9. COMPARISON OF TEMPERATURES MEASURED IN TEST AND AT TURBINE

Finally there'll be a comparison between a temperature distribution calculated from experiments and applied
to the turbine and those blade temperatures measured in the turbine. For this purpose, 2 blades equipped
with thermocouples were installed in a unit. As expected those tests applying Tu = 3 % represent the
actual temperature distrihution toa better extend than those with Tu - -I Z which have been analyzed also for
reasons of comparison. The temperature level is comparably low though the share of cooling air at the mass
flow as a whole amounts to about I % only; these are reserves for further increases in the turbine inlet
tem~perature. The positive forecast of the blade temperature based on the experimental results has been a
confirmation of our philosophy and gives sense to future investigations - within the mentioned limits.
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LigueI. Blade cooling test bed.

1 Test section, 2 -Diffuser, 3 - Settling chamber, . - RIwer. c

N =500 kW, pma 5 bar, Tma 6 3( K

Filure 2. Stator blade measuring range, opened.
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Figure 3. Model blade to determine the external heat transfer coefficient.

I- Cooled section (Cu), 2 - Insulation material, 3 - Pressure

measuring point, 4 -Temperature measuring point, 5 - Cooling w.ater

supply, 6 -Cooling duct
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Figure 5. Distribution of critical pressure coefficient c* and Nusselt number Nu
p

around a rotor blade.
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Section A-A

Figure 6. Model blade cooled as in reality.

I - Thermocouple, 2 - Pressure measuring bore, 3 - Pressure measurement,

4 - Temperature vesturevent, 5 - Cooling air inlet, 6 - Packing,

7 - Cooling air outlet, 8 - Sheet metal insert, 9 - Measuring point
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Figure 8. Cooling degree Had with several cooling insert types.
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DISCUSSION

D.K.Hennecke. (,e
In our Figure 4 the leading edge Nusselt numbers are relatiocly low ompared to the re ,t I the hladc ,uri.e k
this A peculiarity o1 your particular blade or is your measuring technique not fine enough t roeske the leadire
edge r,.gion .' Have you compared the measured Nusselt numbers at the leading edge to theorctical onc ir in
equivalent :ylinder in cross-flow'

Author's Reply
We think the low measuremement of Nusselt number at the leading edge arises because the stagnation region oers
only a small portion of the leading edge element. The integral value of heat transfer over the element is therefore
low compared to the peaked stagnation level. (in the case of the rotor blade with its greater inlet radIu we found a
higher Nusselt number at the leading edge, Figure 5.) Were it necessary to obtain the Nusselt number distribution in
more detail one would have to use smaller cooled elements.

The comparison between our measured values and the theoretical ones for a cylinder is of doubtful validity because
of the different velocity distributions for the two cases.

G.Kappler. Ge
You presented results of heat transfer measurements at low and high levels of turbulence, the highest degree of
turbulence being 3%. The degree of turbulence in an engine is however above 10%. Latest tests at MTU at
Tu = I 1% have shown a dramatic change of heat transfer conditions, especially on the suction side of the blade,
when compared to our results at Tu = 4%. Do you have test experience at degrees of turbulence above 3%, or do
your model predictions encompass true engine conditions, that is, highly turbulent flow?

Author's Reply
In our gas turbines with a relatively long distance between combustion chamber and turbine inlet, we think the
degree of turbulence isn't as high as you measured in your turbine. Nevertheless, it is foreseen to raise the
turbulence level in our tests in order to see the further dependence of the heat transfer coefficient on the degree of
turbulence.

E.Covert, US
(I) Is the turbulence isotropic or anisotropic?

(2) Have you considered the problem of modelling anisotropic turbulence of the kind encountered in real flows?

Author's Reply

(1) The given values of the degree of turbulence refer to the isotropic turbulence.

(2) Yes, we considered this problem. However, up to now we have hardly any information about structure and
degree of turbulence at the turbine inlet in our turbines. Therefore we decided to start our tests with this
simple kind of turbulence. At the same time, we are trying to get further information about the turbulence by
means of measurements in our turbines.

C



HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS RELATED TO HOT TURBINE COMPONENTS

IN THE VON KAR%1AN INSTITUTE HOT CASCADE TUNNEL

B.E. Richards
Professor, won Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics

Chaussee de Waterloo, 72
B-1640 Rhode Saint Gen4 se, Belgium

SUMMARY
The paper describes the new not cascade tunnel developed to extend turbine resear-h

at VKI to heat trarsfer studies. It is based on a free piston compressor of I m in diameter
and 5 meters in length with a test section of 100 mm,250 mm compatible with an existing
ambient temperature blowdown cascade tunnel at VI. Some typical results an heat transfer
and film cooling from the first 1200 tests are described.

1. INTRODUCTION
Historically, the one gas turbine engine component which has presented few problems

and anxieties has been the turbine. However, requirements for higher specific power, higher
efficiency, longer blade and disc life and reduced weight dictated turbines with nigher
turbine inlet temperatures, minimization of the losses and improved prediction methods.
The high temperatures made necessary the introduction of optimized cooling concepts which
in turn introduced the need for a good prediction method for the temperature and flow fields.
Furthermore, the high temperatures cause the operational life of the blades and discs to
be shortened drastically and, hence, the need for an accurate stress analysis that could
lead to the prediction of this life, has arisen. A thermal stress analysis, however, re-
quires a good knowledge of the thermal field and the heat transfer rates across the blade
passage walls.

It is with these requirements and expectations of support of future research in mind
that the von Karman Institute eribarked upon the construction of a heated flow facility
which would enable fundamental and configurational measurements of heat transfer on models
of various turbine components to be generated. The measurements then would be used to test
developing prediction methods or to provide data for designers on specific configurations.
It was decided to use the short duration slow piston compression concept as conceived by
Oxford University to generate the heated flow. After gaining experience in this type of
piston facility with a small converted calibration shock tube (designated tunnel CTI.), a
large heated flow cascade tunnel, C72, was designed and built. This facility as described
in this paper is similar in many respects to the Oxford University cascade tunnel des-
cribed fully in reference 1 and indeed the design benefited from discussions with the
authors of this latter publication.

The particular area of heat transfer measurements which was aimed at studying in
building the tunnel was the effect of the three dimensional secondary flows on heat
transfer on blades and end-walls, with and without film cooling. In order to build up the
measurement techniques and to test computer codes then simpler two dimensional channel
flows were also examined. The paper contains a review of the work carried out to date.

2. THE VKI CT2 HOT CASCADE TUNNEL AND INSTRUMENTATION

2.1 General
The short duration cascade tunnel uses the isentropic light piston tunnel concept

developed by Jones et al. (Ref. 2). It is based on isentropic compression heating of the
test gas in a tube to moderate tempera tures by a light weight piston, whose path during the
running time is controlled by "marching" volume flow rates into and out of the tube. This
feature, which had not been previously explored, has been shown to provide during this
time relatively constant conditions with superimposition of only small fluctuations due
to interaction of the finite weight piston and unsteady flow effects. Fast operating
valves can be used instead of diaphragms to initiate a test thus eliminating the time-
consuming operation of opening the tube between tests. The most useful feature of such a
tunnel other than its simplicity of construction and operation is its producing long
running times (0.1-1 sec) enabling wider scope for testing techniques than in shack tun-
nels. Another useful feature is that by suitably alternating driver, barrel, "matching"
and dump tank pressures any pressure and temperature condition within the available range
of conditions could be achieved in the test section.

A number of factors controlled the design of the VKI tunnel. The main feature was
that the test section would enable a straight cascade of turbine blades to be tested and
that this should have similar dimensions and fitments to an existing ambient temperature
compressible flow cascade tunnel (designated C3) of dimensions 250 mm.100 a such that one
model could be used for both heat transfer and aerodynamic studies. The total pressure
contained by the test section would be 7 bars which with a nominal maximum flow temper-
ature of 600 K and the size of model at room temperatures which could be fitted in the
tunnel, would be sufficient to simulate Mach numbers, Reynolds numbers and wall-to-
recovery temperature ratios typical of projected advanced turbine concepts. The running
time should not be less than 0.1 sec over the range of conditions and model sizes avai-
lable. The tunnel should use the copious compressed air supply available at 7 bar, 40 bar
and 250 bar levels and be contained in an available room of 10 m length. Instrumentation
costs, which for short duration tunnels are high (one disadvantage of such facilities),
would be kept to a minimum by using equipment available to the VKI Longshot heavy piston

Now Mechan Professor in Department of Aeronautics and Fluid Mechanics, U. of Glasgow.
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2.2 Tunnel details

The result of sucn desigr constraints produced a compression t~be o
f 

; meters in en~tn
witn a machined and polished bore of ' meter diametpr wnicn was designed to witnstand
pressures of 43 oars .Fig. . his nigh pressure was ;elected to leave an option open to
jse tne compression heater at a later d.ite for kinetic heating studies of aircraft and
missile configurations at high speeds with a suitably different test section. The tube
was driven directly from the Institute's main 250 bar air supply of 23 m volume )y means
ol a 3 inch diameter 90 m length pipe fitted with two appropriately placed isolating bail-
valves, a pneumatically controlled starting ball-valve and after a five-branch iianifold
by five I inch ball valves one of which is in parallel with a specially constructed "carrot"
regulating valve. The latter system allowed adjustmerc of the throttled area of compressed
air into the compression tube to control the "matching" of the tunnel during the running
time. The ball-valves were fitted with special high temperature resistant seats to counter
deterioration due ' gas heating caused by the rapid opening of upstream valves during the
pre-test and test phases. The pneumatically controlled ball-valve was fitted such that in
the event of a compressed air failure, the valve would stay in a closed position.

The specially constructed gate valve (Fig. 2) which was used to start and stop the
heated flow from the compression tube to the test section was initiated with precise
tuning at a threshold point of the rising pressure in the tube using a pressure transducer
iming unit and a perspex tube, propping a piston acted on by compressed air, which is

disintegrated by a detonator in the same way as described in reference 2. The gate-valve
itself was slightly wedge shaped to allow good setting when the valve was closed but small
friction during the valve opening. Despite the high accelerations imposed upon the valve

and its mechanisms during the opening time of around 40 milliseconds, it has withstood over
a thousand tests without damage.

The piston is designed to a minimum weight consistent with its structural integrity
to withstand the striking of the downstream wall of the tube at the end of the test and
the rigidity to slide freely down the tube. The piston skirt is constructed of rolled
aluminium sheet with aluminium stiffening annula at both ends which also acts as guides
for impregnated nylon bands used as piston ring seals. To the front annulus is attached an
aluminium honeycomb sheet. The final weight was 27 kg. Because of tie finite weight of
the piston, low frequency fluctuations in pressure are created due to the oscillatio" of
the piston after its rapid acceleration on gate valve opening. So far no compensator
mechanism, as has been described in reference 2, has been fitted to alleviate the effects
of piston oscillation, since it has been found in practice that their presence, although
making data reduction difficult, for the tests carried out so far, have been of such low
oscillation and amplitude that the flow can be considered quasi steady. Furthermore, the
instrumentation has closely followed their variations. The problem becomes more evident
at low pressure operating conditions.

Cascades of blades with a vertical height of 250 mm and a span of 100 mm can be fitted
into the test section (Fig. 3) which itself is capable of withstanding pressures up to 7
bars. The upper and lower walls can be adjusted vertically through screw jacks to allow
simple fitting of cascade models with smaller vertical height. To allow simple model in-
stallation and easy model access, the whole of one side of the test section acts as a door
held on vertical hinges. Instrumentation and the leads from the instrumentation are usually
fixed in or taken out of the opposite fixed wall. On each side of the test section two
large circular ports are positioned encompassing the region of the cascade models. For
channel flow studie;, a special insert can be placed within these ports and is designed
in such a way that access can be obtained to horizontal test surfaces. The flow downstream
of the test section is dumped in a tank of approximately 5 m

3 
located below the test

section.
For film cooling tests, four independent coolant injection systems are available which

can deliver gas at constant chosen plenum chamber pressures. Two of the systems can deliver
gas at temperatures approximately 400 above and below ambient temperature. Standard gas
bottles, filled from the 40 bar compressed air supply, are used to provide a constant
pressure supply at typical flow rates over a period of I second. Solenoid valves, operated
to open at a pre-set time before a test, are used to initiate the coolant flow. Flow rate
is calculated using appropriate critical flow formulae from the pressure and temperature
measured upstream of a round edged orifice of known effective area which is ensured to be
choked during the test period and placed as close as possible to the coolant plenum chamber.
Coolant flow temperature is changed by passing the gas through regenerative heat exchangers
constructed of 25 mm pipe of 250 mm length filled with discs of fine brass gauze, which
have initially been heated or cooled by passing air through copper spiral coils immersed
in a bath of heated oil or alcohol and solid carbon dioxide. More details of the system
are given in reference 3.

Because of the dangers of handling large air flow rates at high pressures in limited
volume pressure vessels of different structural integrlty,a number of safety systems were
built into the system, the ultimate of which were safety diaphragms on each pressure ves-
sel. Before these would operate (breaking of these diaphragms could cause the loss of the
complete Institute compressed air supply, thus interrupting the operation of other wind
tunnels and services) other safety features were incorporated including pressostats which
would closed down the main valve and the gate valve on achieving a preset pressure, and
time delays which would likewise act after a selected period. Operation of the tunnel was
only possible if all the valves were set in their correct positions and e panel light
indicated when the tunnel was in this correct firing mode. The tunnel was operated by



means of a push Dutton, however, another buttor sited distant!y na to ne pressed to ai
the detonator, to prevent accidental firings. The tunnel operation wo Id immediately stci,
and pressurized parts of the tunnel bled to atmosphere if the fire Dutoms were re'easpd
F.rthermore, the tube pressure was visually monitored by a boirdon gauge to keep track 3$
progress of the compression cycle.

The tunnel control system was designed at the outset to synchronise events incldl'
operation of the tunnel, the safety devices mentioned above, coolint flow injection,
recording instrurientation, etc. On pressing the fire button the man valve opens and tlme;
are started to operate appropriately a U.V. recorder and the auto'ati. shutting down o'
the main valve after the test if this safety feature needed bringing into action. -he
output from a pressure transducer (processed so as to not exceed 1 volt) is connected to
the control system and three triggers were operated when the voltage achieves respectively
three threshold valves which can be pre-set by means o' potentiometers. These triggers
temselves operated the detonator and coolant injection but also delayed triggers operating
oscilloscopes, a data acquisition system, scnlieren spark, main valve shutdown and tube
and tunnel venting, compensator for coolant system and compensator to reduce pistgn oscil-
lation,

2.3 Instrumentation

The tube pressure is measured with a Validyne type DP1STL variable reluctance differ-
ential transducer, which gave the tability and accuracy to provide a reliable input into
the control system of the tunnel. These and inexpensive National Semiconductor differen-
tial transducers with built-in integrated circuit amplifiers were used to measure model,
coolar t plenum chamber and flow measurement pressures. A resistance linear transducer of
100 mm travel was used to monitor the opening motion of the gate valve.

Heat transfer rates are measured using standard thin film platinum resistance tnermo-
meters brush painted on pyrex, quartz or Macor mashinable ceramic. These thermometers are
used in conjunction with appropriately designed analogue circuits to give outputs directly
proportional to heat transfer rate.

Main stream flow temperatures are measured using fine tungsten wires (5-10 m) as
equilibrium temperature probes. The temperature is assessed from the change in resistivity
of the wire during the test, and this value is corrected for conduction end losses to the
wire supports, and radiation losses (Ref. 4). Response times of less than 1 msec are
achieved and because of this the technique has a great advantage over others in that any
subtle disturbances away from that expected can easily be detected.

Coolant flow temperatures in the plenum chamber and before the calibrated orifices
were measured using 20 pm chromeI-alumel thermocouples with cold junctions immersed in a
bath of melting ice.

External turbulence could be generated by a grid of parallel horizontal bars in the
test section (Fig. 3). The bars have a diameter of 3 mm and are 9 mm apart giving a
solidity of 0.33, these values had been chosen using classical correlations available in
the literature. With such a grid, different turbulent intensities may be generated b'
placing it at different streamwise positions upstream of the test section. The turbu.ence
intensity was measured using a VKI manufactured constant temperature anemometer with a
frequency response up to 15 kHz and recorded on the VKI fast on-line data acquisition
system. The probe consisted of a 9 4m diameter tungsten wire with an active length of I mm.
At a Mach number of 0.2 and total temperature of 43u K, which enabled satisfactory overheat
ratios to be obtained, the signals were analyzed using 2500 data points over a test period
of 100 msecs (i.e., sampling rate of 25 kHz). Temperature fluctuations, evaluated by
varying the overheat ratio, were found to be of the order of 0.2%. Analysis of the velocity
fluctuations showed that without the grid, the turbulence level was found to be between
0.9% and 1.2%. Depending in the position of the grid, turbulence levels froma 2% to 5.9%
were measured at the normal model leading edge position.

Early in the use of the tunnel signals were recorded using 12 diannels on oscilloscopes
singly triggered witn the trace recorded on polaroid film, and 12 channels on UV oscil-
lographs with speeds up to 256 cm/sec. Galvanometers with response times up to 5 kHz are
available and sufficient for most purposes. The initiation of the operation of these in-
struments is carried out by the control system as described earlier.

More recently, the recording capability has been enhanced through 
t
he use of the In-

stitute's 16 channel 50 kHz on-line data acquisition system. The system, developed within
the Institute's electronics department is based around a Datel a-to-d converter with a
16 channel multiplexer. Signals are conditioned to have values between ±2.5 V and filtered
to a frequency less than a third of the sampling rate. Sample-and-hold devices are used to
synchronize the signals. The output from the converter, a 12 bit parallel word is serial-
ized to allow transmission through a single cable to a centralized PDP11/34 computer. Here
the signal is de-serialized and the signal passed to the main computer core memory through
a direct memory access module. The system was uilt to be adaptable to a number of dif-
ferent facilities. For tunnel CT2, software was developed to cope with the particular
data reduction problems required for this system. Generally, the extra sixteen channels
provided by the data acquisition system were used to record the signal from the tube pres-
sure, the linear transducer fixed to the gate valve (used for synchronization) and four-
teen heat transfer measurements, although in some experiments, pressures were monitored
at the expense of heat transfer measurements.

The data analysis procedure allowed initially a quick look at the raw data on a gra-
phical display (particular traces could be recorded on a digital X-Y plotter). If the data
was found to be acceptable then the raw data was transferred to a floppy disc. Before each
run, a run data sheet was entered into the disc. This was achieved by firstly displaying
a previous run sheet on a visual display unit, and updating appropriate quantities. Cali-
bration information, of which the heat transfer analogues and amplifiers is carried out
on the data acquisition system itself, such as voltage across a gauge, transducer cali-
bration, etc., are entered on a calibration sheet. Appropriate data reduction programs
were then developed to analyze the data, and presented it in a printed or plotted form.
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3. RE E-W -F SI1ME EXPERIMENTS

A variety of experiments have been carried out in the snort dur~tior 'ot -ac et
nel , covering over 12J0 tests to date, initially of a fundamental natire on crarne' ow;
to nuild up a picture of the separate parameters affecting the heat transfe to t,,roire
,lades, and to developing the most suitaoie method for generating film cooi r effecti ene
data n snort duration facilities. The work has proceeded on to measuremert )f heat trans-
fer rate on nigh flow turning rotor blades, and on end walls of inlet luide vanes. Tnis
.YorC nas provided the background experience necessary to tackle the extensive project
work of a configurational ,hence proorieta'y,nature of film cooling of end walls with str~r;
secondary flows carried out out not reported in this paper. Three areas of research have
neen selected for further description as follows.

3.1 Flat plate heat transfer

This study was initiat-d to provide experimental heat transfer data obtained under
well controlled and measured conditions simulating parameters encountered in a real machine
(Reynolds number, wall-to-recovery temperature ratio, turbulence intensity). The effects
of strong favourable pressure gradient and differert externa turbulence intensities were
studied; consequently, a sim le flat plate model was used (Fig. ). Results of various
prediction methods could then be compared with the experimental data. The results in full
are given in reference 5.

For M = 0.20 and 0.28, laminar heat transfer measurements in zero pressure gradient
agreed we'l with the reference temperature of Eckert. Transition was found to advance from
Re = 250,]00 at I turbulence level to 100,000 at 3.6. turbulence in agreement with usual
correlations. At Rex = 5-10', a change in turbulence level from I' to 6 caused an increase
of 60% in heat transfer which could not be ascribed to transition. After transition it is
found that free stream turbulence has little effect on heat transfer rate and that good
agreement was found with the semi-empirical theory of Spalding and Chi.

To create a pressure gradient, the upper uninstrumented wall was contoured to provide
a strongly accelerated boundary layer typical of the aft part of the pressure surface of
a turbine blade. Heat transfer in laminar flow achieved by operating at low tunnel pres-
sures was found to be increased by turbulence up to 3.6., without any evidence of transi-
tion,which was assumed to be held off by the pressure gradient (Fig. 6). Agreement with
a numerical solution developed using the Spalding-Patankar scheme gave good agreement with
the experimental results. At 6% turbulence, transition was however caused, but the trends

indicated that laminarization set in when the pressure gradient parameter K = u du

achieves a value of 2-10
- 6

. Du
2 

dx
For the turbulent boundary layer in a favourable pressure gradient, it was again found

that free stream turbulence had little effect on the heat transfer rate (Fig. 7). Fortui-
tiously, it is found that Spalding & Chi (a zero pressure gradient theory) provides good
agreement with the measurements if applied segmentally. Integral solutions by Gauntner and
Sucec (Ref. 6) and finite difference methods such as the one equation Bradshaw et al.
method (Ref. 7) and a mixing length program based on the Spalding-Patankar (Ref. 8)
numerical procedure failed to give good agreement with the experiments. It is evident that
more sophisticated modeling,for example the k-r model,should be used.

3.2 Heat transfer on the end wall of a cascade

The cascade used in this study (described in more detail in reference 9) was based on
the hub section of a blade designed by NASA (Ref. 10) for a high temperature design. The
cascade geometry was as follows : 60 mm chord; 43.5 mm pitch; -42.5' stagger angle; 100
and 90 mm blade height; and 0' inlet air angle. There were 6 blades giving 5 passages
(Fig. 3). Heat transfer measurements were taken on one end wall with the help of thin
film platinum resistance sensors. To provide densely spaced measurements, gauges (on the
polished ends of 3.2 mm in diameter quartz rods) were fixed on circular discs of perspex
which were inserted in the end walE and could be rotated. Pressure measurements were made
on the sidewall upstream and downstream of the cascade. A turbulence grid, similar to that
described in the previous study was available to alter the level of turbulence at the cas-
case inlet. The boundary layer at the inlet of the cascade could be changed by the use of
a boundary layer suction slot located 100mm upstream of the blade leading edge. In both
configurations the state of the boundary layer at the entry to the blades is turbulent.

The flow total pressure and the temperature during the test was 1.83 bars, and 390 K.
The static pressure at the inlet of the cascade was 1.76 bars giving a local Mach number
of 0.24. The downstream static pressure was 1.14 bars corresponding to an exit Mach number
equal to 0.85. The corresponding Reynolds number, based on the chord, upstream and down-
stream of the blade row, were 0.40x106 and 1.08,106 respectively. The test time was 850
msecs, shutter opening time 20 msecs and the flow was completely established after 40 msecs.

The results of oil flow visualization, created by placing oil dots on the surface of
the end wall IlTustrated that flow periodicity was achieved and demonstrated the extent
of the cross flow of the surface streamlines caused by the transverse pressure gradient
between the walls.

More than 120 heat transfer measurements were recorded during each of the test series.

From these measurements, constant heat transfer lines were drawn. An example of the heat
transfer distribution is shown in figure 8. It is found that a low region of heat trans-



fer is found upstream and netwee, the c-ades, ,e'lecting eg'on in wn.'- the
speed flow is found comtined with the ,-..-trelatively ';sturied s" .e vil .
layer. Low neat transfer rates are as. encompassed at arouid 151 chord lirecz'y .st-ev

of the leading edge corresponding 'th the separation points of the upstream ")c dar,
layer.which is the origin of the leadimg edge vortex. 'he nigh heating )wrntea c v g
leading edge on the suction side cam oe attri~uted to the rapid increase in ac" nme
in this region.

In tne passage the neat transfer rate increased as exlected due to the inc-es'- ma-.
number. At about 1/3 of the chord,there commence larle pite:hwise neat t-ansfe- ra*e -h,--
can be attributed to secondary flows- The primary effect f the secoelar, Vow enpAV13r
is for the low energy and low temperature flow adjacent t. the s~rfice to ie swep away
exposing the surface to the higher energy flow resulting in enhanced rate, rea- the 'es-
sure surface.

The region of low heating rate adjacent to the downstream suctlo' sr'ace oln-iles
with the accumulation and subsequent separation due to the presence of the nlido, 4 t"is
low energy fluid.

The changes in heat transfer rate due to dec-easing the size of the inlet noundary
layer is to provide an approximately uniform increase of the neat transfer rate without
altering the shape of the distribution of the iso-heat-transfer lines. The effect of tur-
bulence seems to be minimal, as may nave been expected from the flit plate tests, since
the incoming boundary layer was fully turoulent. Only a small region about 3-4 measur-
ement points) near the pressure side was affected in that the heat transfer was decreased
by 20-30% by the introduction of turbulence.

Attempts to develop orediction methods based on one or two dimensional approaches
provided only ±50% agreement with the experiments, indications that three dimensional
Navier-Stokes solutions should be sought.

3.3 Film cooling of flat plates

Film cooling has been used and is increasingly being apolled for cooling vaniVs
critical compon nts, such as the combusticn cha ber walls, Inlet guide vane and first
row rotrblades to the core turbine. Short duration techniques have the ability to provide
useful heat transfer data inexpensively and under well controlled conditions. Nevertheless,
the type of data obtained has been criticized when it is presented simply in the form cal-
led the isothermal effectiveness

nq -qf

qo

where qf and qn.are the heat transfer rates with and without the film.
This presentation gives no information related to the distortion of the boundary layer by
the film, usually created by injection through inclined holes, which would tend to decrease
the effectiveness dompared to the hypothetical case of a perfectly applied film which
would cause no modification to the boundary layer. From more traditional experimental
methods used in the past, designers have used the adiabatic wal' effectiveness

Trm- Taw
had = T (2)

where Trm and Trc are the main stream and coolant recovery temperature and Taw is the
adiabatic wall temperatuhe of the cooled layer, i.e., the temperature the wall would
achieve if the flow was continued for an infinite time. This information would provide the
adiabatic wall temperature which could provide the heat transfer through the equation

qf = hf (Taw-Tw) (3)

where hf is the film heat transfer coefficient and TW the wall temperature. In the past
frequently hf has erroneously been equated to the heat transfer coefficient ho from the
equation

go - ho (T rm-T w )  (4)

which gives the heat transfer, qo, without film cooling, whereas in reality, due to the
distortion of the boundary layer, especially close to the film injection, h0 * hf. The
criticism of the adiabatic wall approach is that since internal convection of blades is
used, the blade wall temperature more closely resembles isothermal than adiabatic condi-
tions in practice.

By changing wall conditions or coolant conditions in sequential tests, short duration
tunnels can provide in theory data which can resolve this dilemna by presenting the heat
transfer data as a heat transfer coefficient, h, defined as

qf - h (Trm-Tw) (5)

which has been obtained at different values of wall or coolant temperatures defined by
the non dimensional coolant temperature parameter

T -MT 
6

eT-rm'Trc

Trm -T w

From plots of the h/hfre data, the use of the relation developed from equations 2, 3, 5

and 6 suggests a linear variation of h with e :
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The experiments were carried out at a total pressure of a. . a ot *e r t.
of 387 K and a Macn number of 3.64 giving a unit Reyrolds m e . - e- , f . ,
The coolant temperature was varied from 25-36 W and the wa I e Oe a ,, r6 ' -

relative coolant mass flow rate, m, Used was ).6 . : J-,
The coolant was injected tnro.gn two rows of rn.es e1" " . ,-

with a spanwise spacing of 1.3 mm at an injection angle of ' -e in "p- --

4 mm in length and the total number of holes was >3.
By plotting values of n/n- against - for tests performe! 4" wj j,1

temperatures, various mass injection rates, various selected posi~ion; 1s t' e-i o -

jection (even for "lift off" conditions at large m and for 3aiges r os to t-P c-o
injection) the reliability of equation 7 in representing film cooli'- was deOA-tra
(Fig. 10). A straight line can be drawn through points and extrapolated *o n t ive
hf/h and interpolated or extrapolated to obtain 4- = li-ad. Most of the results gene-ite!
lay on straight lines within the small normal experimental error. -his confirms the reVi-
bility of equation 7 and proves that there is no significant influence of tre wil' or
coolant temperature on the final values of hf and -ad assessed by this method. Botn metnod;
involving a variation of coolant temperature or of wall temperature lead to the same resul;
so that any of these can be used.

Figures 11 and 12 present the variations of -ad and hf/n. thus calculated as a functi n
of distance from injection in hole diameters. Effectiveness is shown generally to decrease
with decreasing and increasing distance from injection, except for the highest injection
case near the slot when the relatively low injection rate demonstrates lift off. The depar-
*ture of a film cooled layer from the undisturbed boundary layer is assessed from the devia-
tion of hf/h- from unity. It can be seen that close to the slot hf/h; can rise considerably
aboae I near the slot indicating the high mixing characteristic of the boundary layer in
this region. At large distances from the slot hf/h- asymptotes to values below unity,
indicating that the flow is reverting to a boundary layer behaviour, but in a thickened
state. It is interesting to note that the highest value of hf/h, achieved was 2.6, a very
large deviation from the assumption often used andmentioned earlier that hf = h- in a
film cooled layer.

These latter experiments thus provide results of fundamental usefulness, and justify
the use of short duration tunnels in providing useful film cooling data for the more com-
plicated configurations required by designers.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A short duration hot cascade tunnel using the isentropic light piston tunnel has been
designed and built to supplement the ambient temperature compressible cascade tunnels at
VKI, to extend work on turbine flows to heat transfer studies. The design contraints,
construction and features of the tunnel, its operation and instrumentation, are described
Examples of experimental work to date, including heat transfer caused by two and three
dimensional flows and results of film cooling measurements have demonstrated its ability
to generate accurate and useful data at representative turbine conditions. The tunnel
provides, and has provided, a useful capability for industry for testing film cooling
configurations.
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FIG. I PHOTOGRAPH OF TUNNEL CT?

FIG. 2 -PHOTOGRAPH OF SATE VALVE

FIG. 3 -PHOTOGRAPH OF CASCADE OF BLADES
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DISCUSSION

G.Winterfeld. Ge
One of the problems with measurements in cascades with a finite number of blades is to achieve a periodic flow
Could you, please, comment on how to verify this condition in a short-duration blow-down facility?

Author's Reply
Periodicity was verified in a number of ways. Pressure distributions on the end walls downstream of the blade rows
were measured over the central three passages. Oil visualisation and Schlieren observation of the same regions
were also used to this end. From six to eight blades, giving five to seven passages. have been used to achieve as
closely as possible flow periodicity. To justify the use of transient facilities for cascade testing, the same model
has been tested in both a blow-down ambient temperature cascade (VKI tunnel C3t and the transient tunnel.
Identical results in side wall pressures downstream of the blade row were obtained, in both cases demonstrating tlow
periodicity.

D.K.Hennecke, Ge
I feel somewhat uneasy about simulating high levels of free stream turbulence intensity and structure in a short
duration test facility. How have you convinced yourself that your tests are representative?

Author's Reply
These are short duration measurements but nevertheless they are measurements taken in times of the order of one
tenth to one half a second, when generally we feel that the flow fields that are set up can be considered to be
virtually quasi-steady. I think that's as far as we have gone as regards the thinking on the effects of turbulence.

II



HEAT TRANSFER RATE AND FT- COOLING EFFECT717NES5
MEASUREMENTS IN A TRANSIENT CASCADE.

D. L. Schultz, M. L. G. Oldfield and T. V. Jones
Department of Engineering Science,
University of Oxford, Parks Road,

Oxford. OXI 3PJ.

Su y: A transient cascade especially useful 4nr heat transfer rite measurements is
5rifly described. The facility employs a Free piston which compresses the test gas to
temperatures around 450 K and pressures of about 1.S - 7.5 Atm. The model is initially
at room temperature and it is necessary to attain the correct gas-to-wall temperature
ratio. The exit Mach number is set by the inlet total pressure and the pressure in the
exit dump tank. Thin film heat transfer gauges are used for the measurement of heat
transfer rate, deposited on machineable olass ceramic blades. The inherently fast res-
ponse of these transducers makes them useful for the investigation of boundary layer
transition on blade surfaces and some typical results are included.

Introduction: A new type of transient cascade has been developed at Oxford which has
substantially improved knowledge of the distribution of heat transfer rates over turbine
blading. The cascade has been described in detail at a previous AGARD conference (1) but
a very brief review of the principles is included here for completeness. The main
features are illustrated in Fig. I where it will be seen that it comprises a pump tube in
which a free piston is driven by a bank of high pressure cylinders normally at 130 Atm.

The test gas ahead of the piston is compressed in about 0.75 seconds, depending on
operating conditions, until the desired total pressure and hence temperature are attained.
The total pressure is measured by a fast response pressure transducer whose output trig-
gers the gate valve, Fig. 2. This valve opens in approximately 0.03 secs. and the com-
pressed and heated test gas passes over the cascade into the dump tank. If the volumetric
flow rate at throat conditions (o*a*A*)b is made equal to that from the high pressure
reservoir through a throat located between the reservoir and pump tube (o*a*A*)r then the
total pressure ahead of the piston will be maintained constant until the piston reaches
the end of the pump tube. The flow duration thus depends on the blade throat area and
total pressure (hence total temperature) for a given pump tube volume. For typical cas-
cade throat areas the flow duration in the OUEL cascade varies between 0.3 and 0.5 secs.
at total temperatures around 450 K. A more detailed analysis of the performance of this
type of cascade is given in Ref. (2). The finite piston mass, 17 kg in the present cas-
cade, would result in oscillations in total pressure when the gate valve opens but a
method of compensating for these by altering the volumetric flow rate has been developed
and described in Ref. (1). With 'compensation' in use the total pressure may be main-
tained constant to within about , 1% provided the blade throat area, and hence the mass
flow rate demanded from the driver cylinders is not too great.

Simulation: It is of course essential to achieve the correct Reynolds and Mach numbers
for heat transfer and aerodynamic measurements. In addition it can be shown, Ref. (3),
that temperature scaling requires the gas/metal (Tg/Tw) for uncooled and gas/metal/
coolant (Tg/Tm/Tc) for cooled blades to be correct. Operation at the correct gas/metal
temperature ratio of say 1.5/1 requires a test gas temperature of 430 K if the model is
initially at room temperature, 288 K. This low temperature also makes full scale
Reynolds number simulation more straightforward because of the rapid change in viscosity
with temperature. For example the unit Reynolds number Re/mPa at 1500 K is 22.22 at
M = 1.10 and 93.63 at 430 K so that engine operating Reynolds numbers may be correctly
simulated by pressures which are only 0.25 of engine full scale. Since in general the
geometric scale is also increased in cascade testing by factors around 1.5 to 2.0 for
ease of instrumentation it can be seen that the total pressure is reduced to between 0.17
and 0.25 of engine full scale for full scale Reynolds number and temperature ratio
simulation. The transient cascade at OUEL is normally operated at total pressures bet-
ween 3.5 and 7.5 Atm. for full scale Reynolds numbers up to 1.7 x 106 based on true chord
and exit Mach number. Changes of exit Mach number are achieved by adjusting the exit
pressure set by the dump tank, Fig. 1, although it is necessary to measure the cascade
exit pressure at some predetermined location closer to the blades because there are
inevitably pressure gradients in the exit duct.

Of the engine conditions which should be simulated the inlet turbulence level and
its scale are the most difficult. Detailed knowledge of the characteristics of turbulence
at inlet to even first stage guide vanes is very limited and what does exist indicates,
Ref.,(4), that the turbulence is extremely inhomoqeneous with levels varying from 12 to
14 '/U, with levels up to 18% at blade root and tip caused by the secondary flow. The
simulation of such spatial non-uniformities is clearly unprofitable in stationary cascade
studies but even the attainment of an homogeneous level approaching 10% has not so far
been possible. In the OUEL cascade turbulence levels of approximately 4% can be achieved
using conventional upstream bar grids. This has been effective in promoting transition
early on the suction surfaces of blades and N.G.V.'s and is acceptable although by no
means as high as would be desired. Turbulence levels in the OUEL cascade are measured
with a conventional constant temperature hot-wire anemometer operation of the wire

=W ,-'2m 0 ...... m mmm- m



through a range of overheats enables both Re' 'Re and To' :o to be determined, Ref. 6).
The hot wire is of course sensitive to fluctuations in toyal temperature and in the cas-
cade these have been found to be 0.2k jnder on:ditions in which the -(Re')

7 
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fluctuations were 4.2A. The value of & found from hot wire measurements agreed well
with that deduced from the stagnation line heat transfer rate on a circular cylinder in
cross flow. The enhancement of heat transfer rate due to free strear turbulence is well
documented over a wide ranoe of conditions and serves as a usefrl !heck on the hot wire
measurements. A second feature of the flow in an engine whose effect should be understood
is wake interaction with the passage flow and blade boundary layers. Much more work
remains to be done before the effects of this phenomena on boundary layer transition and
heat transfer rates is understood. Evans at Cambridge has made a detailed study of wake/
boundary layer interaction effects on compressor blading but to date there are no similar
results available for turbine blade profiles. A study of this phenomena is now in pro-
gress at OUEL.

Instrumentation: The short flow duration of the free piston compressor requires hiah
frequency pressure instrumentation but conventional semiconductor transducers connected
to 100 - 150 mm lengths of 1.5 rm bore tubing have proved satisfactory, having time con-
stants less than 0.010 sees. Differential transducers (National Semiconductor LX 1620 D)
are generally used with the r'ference total pressure taken from a larger bore tube on one
of the lower blades in the cascade so that differential feed to 10 or more transducers
can be made without undue degradation of the frequency response.

One of the most useful features of transient testing is the ease with which heat
transfer measurements may be made. The method utilises the measurement of the time
dependent variation of surface temperature, which has been folly described in AGARD
AG - 165, Ref. (5). Machineable glass ceramic blades (Corning 'MACOR') are machined on a
numerically controlled mill, the surface is polished and the thin film sensors, an alloy
of platinum and silver, deposited by hand painting 'Hanovia Liquid Bright Platinum 05-X'
and firing at 650 C. Several coats are applied to achieve a suitably robust film of low
resistance and tab leads of gold to reduce the lead resistance, Fig. 3. The temperature
coefficient of resistance must be known and is found by heating the entire blade in a tem-
perature controlled bath.

The linear heat conduction equation

a2T 1 aT (I)

ax2  0 at

may be solved for the heat transfer rate at the surface qx=a -(kx)x0 giving

i(s) = Vp-cV -fs T (s) (2)

s being the Laplace variable.

In the simplest case of qx=0 constant the surface temperature becomes

T = 2 'F (3)

If the heat transfer rate is not constant it may be obtained from Eqn. (2) above as
shown in Ref. (5),

q (t k L(t) T(t) - T(rc)dT (4)(t) 
+ i

2 0 t)3/2

More readily an electrical analogue may be used to convert directly from surface
temperature to heat transfer rate. The one-dimensional heat conduction process is
directly analogous to the conduction of electric waves in a simple R-C transmission line.
The equation for line voltage V in terms of t and RC is

-- = RC -- (5)
ax2  at

So that the resistive element R is the analogue of the thermal conductance I/k and the
capacitance C the analogue of the heat capacity pC in the solid. The current into the
analogue circuit which corresponds to the heat transfer rate is measured, usually by
means of a current-to-voltage converter, Ref. (6), Fig. 4. The increase in blade tem-
perature during the test can reach 50 - 75 C and in order to determine the isothermal heat
transfer rate the heat transfer rate and surface temperature are cross plotted as in
Fig. 5(b) and extrapolation to AT6 - 0 performed by the same computer which acauires and
processes other data. The computer installation at OUEL comprises a PDP 1111A with 32
input channels from blade transducers, either pressure transducers or heat transfer
gauges, and cascade transducers monitoring inlet total and exit static pressures. The
computer is used to calibrate the pressure transducers on-line by pressurising the entire
working section. The calibration data is stored on disc, incorporated in a cascade run-
control programme and automatically used to analyse the test data. The test data is then
printed out in 2 mins. after the completion of the run and gives the blade pressure or



heat transfer rate distribution or loss coefficient measurement together with all the

necessary experimental values of cascade operating conditions. Inlet total temperature
is normally calculate- from the isentropic compression ratio but this parameter has been
measured using a thermocouple and found to agree to within 1% of the predicted value at
temperatures up to 150 K.

A firther valuable feature of fast response heat transfer gauges is the ability it
nives to lifferentiate between laminar, transitional and turbulent boundary layers.
Referrino to Piq. 6 a typical laminar heat transfer rate record from a thin film gauge
would he the smooth trace in (a). Turbulent spots passing over the gauge cause upward
spikes from increased heat transfer rate, (b). In the centre of a transition zone the
siqnals are completely random (c), and in a fully developed turbulent boundary layer t.
trace shows high freouency fluctuations of an approximately constant magnitude (e).
Before the boundary layer is fully turbulent downward spikes towards the laminar tran-
sitional regime can be observed (d). This phenomena, used by Schubauer and Klebanoff,
Ref. (7), with hot ;ire anemometers, has oeen observed on the suction surface of a number
of guide vane and rotor profiles and has greatly assisted the identification of boundary
layer transition. Similar thin film heat transfer gauges have been used by Oldfield et
al., Refs. (8) and (9) , to determine the location and extent of transitional flow on a
olade in the large continuous flow cascade at D7LR, Braunschweig. In this case the thin
film is maintained at a constant overheat temperature by means of a conventional hot-wire
inemometer feedback bridge (DISA). Early work on this thin film technique was ne by
Pellhouse and Schultz, Ref. (10), and Owen, Ref. (11), using thin film gauges in sub-
and supersonic tunnels.

Resultst The most useful data from the isentropic free piston compressor is perhaps the
heat transfer rate distributior. Such a distribution on a rotor blade is illustrated in
Fig. 7(a) and compared there with current predictions. The form and levei of the heat
transfer rate on the pressure surface is seen to be quite well predicted. On the suction
surface all current theoretical methods are less reliable in the transition zone. It can
be seen from Fig. 7(a) that the final turbulent heat transfer level on the suction sur-
face is in close agreement with the theoretical value although neither is entirely
satisfactory during transition. In these circumstances measurements of high frequency
fluctuations in heat transfer rate are helpfal in identifying the extent of transition.
In this case the ratio of peak-to-peak heat transfer rate to mean is shown in Fig. 7(b)
in relation to the mean levels. The bandwidth of the measuring system was limited to
about 3 kHz and is therefore much less than optimum but the results reveal the usefulness
of the method which has been successfully applied to the ident-fication of transition
zones on several blade profiles. A 100 kHz bandwidth analogue system has been developed
for further studies using this technique.

A complete heat transfer rate survey on a nozzle guide vane is shown in Fig. 8.
The variation in Reynolds number from 0.4 to 0.8 x 106 /m is sufficient to cause tran-
sition on the suction and pressure surface. On the pressure surface an increase in free
stream turbulence level from below 1% without an upstream grid to 4% at Re = 0.8 x 106 /m
is sufficient to cause immediate transition again on the pressure surface and does not
alter the levels on the suction surface. This evidence suggests that although the 4%
u'/u turbulence level which can be achieved is much lower than in the engine environment
it is sufficiently high to cause natural transition on blade surfaces. Increase in
Reynolds number to 1.2 x 106/m affects the overall level of heat transfer rate as would
be expected and results in no further alteration in the state of the boundary layer on
either pressure or suction surface.

Film cooling studies on the pressure surface of the same profile have been made
over a range of coolant flows Pc uc/0 u. from 0.5 to 4.0. Typical results shown in Fig.
9 show the effect of low, 0.75, and high,2.00,coolant flow rates. These results are con-
sistent with those obtained on a flat plate by Smith et al., Ref. (12), who showed that
high coolant flow rates can increase the heat transfer rate just downstream of the
injection holes. Nevertheless, there is a marked reduction in heat transfer rate far
downstream at the higher coolant flow rate. In this experiment the coolant temperature
was the same as the blade.

Conclusion: The transient cascade has been shown to be a useful facility for a range of
measurements on turbine blading under ful scale engine Reynolds, Mach numbers and
temperature ratios. Although the free stream turbulence level is limited to about 4% in
the OUEL cascade present evidence suggests that it is sufficiently high to cause natural
transition near the leading edges of both rotor blades and vanes. The measurement of the
fluctuations in heat transfer rate heve prove, useful in identifying the transition region
on the blade surface.

While such short duration techniques cannot replace full scale tests the detail
which is obtainable, particularly in heat transfer rate measurements provides a
relatively inexpensive check on design methods .

Acknowledgements: The free piston cascade was developed with support from the Science
research councfl, Rolls-Royce Aero Division and the Ministry of Defence (Procurement
Executive). The authors acknowledge the assistance of the staff of Rolls-Royce Aero
Division in the current research programme and express their thanks for permission to
publish some of the data presented in this paper.
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Thin film heat transfer gauges signals in laminar transitional and
turbulent flow.
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DISCUSSION

W.J.Priddy, UK
Dr Schultz, you state that a fraction of a second is adequate time to allow for the turbulence to settle in your
transient facility. There is a range of frequencies present in turbulence including very large scales associjted 'ith
low frequency. The different frequencies interact through a cascade of energy transfer between the eddies. where
the development of the 'high frequency' eddies is dependent on the low frequency' scales Therefore, the tinc scale
for the turbulence to fully develop is dependent on the largest and 'slowest' scales. In view of this, how ,an you he
certain that the turbulence has fully developed?

Author's Reply
If we assume, for example, that the mean blade Mach number is 0.5 and the true chord is 0.05 m then the average
transit time through the passage would be of the order of 0.3 milliseconds, representing a frequency of about
1700 Hz. Any frequency below this relates to changes in the mean cascade velocity and their scale has little or no
effect on transition processes.

The turbulence structure behind the grids we use is established in the time scale of the experiments. It only takes
five milliseconds for the wakes behind the turbulence grid bars to extend to 100 bar diameters when the inlet Mach
number is around 0.3, typical of our cascade.

IV
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STUDIES OF TURBULENCE CHARACTERISTICS AND THEIR EFFECTS UPON THE

DISTRIBUTION OF HEAT TRANSFER TO TURBINE BLADING

by

F.J. BAYLEl, Professor of Mechanical Engineering and
Pro-Vice-Chancellor(Science),
University of Sussex, BRIGHTON BNI 9QT, U.K.

W.J. PRIDDY, Research Fellow in Mechanical Engineering,
University of Sussex, BRIGHTON BN1 9QT, U.K.

In this paper two techniques are used to determine the distribution of heat transfer
coefficient around turbine blade sections. Data are reported from cascade tests
with a steady mainstream and then from tests in which the turbulence intensity and
frequency were systematically varied. A provisional correlation of the data is
described.

Nomenclature

b.p.f. Blade passing frequency, Hz. Nu0  Nusselt number in steady flow

c Blade chord, m. u_ Mainstream velocity, m/s

fb Bar passing frequency, Hz. u Root mean square velocity

m Mainstream rate of flow, kg/s. fluctuation, m/s.

M2  Exit Mach number. Re Reynolds number.

N Rotational speed of cage, x Distance around blade surface, m.

rev/min. X Distance of blade cascade from

NU Nusselt number cage, mm.

V Kinematic Viscosity, m2/s.

Introduction

It is now generally accepted that significant differences are found between measurements
of convective heat transfer to turbine blading in laboratory cascades and deductions
from engine data. Qualitatively these differences are explicable through the different
turbulence characteristics of the flows in cascades and those in the demanding environ-
ment of an engine, and certainly many workers have demonstrated experimentally and
theoreticallj that different turbulence parameters have varying and usually significant
effects upon local convective heat transfer rates. Quantitatively, however, the situation
is less satisfactory, certainly from the designer's point of view, dictated by his
requirement to make reliable predictions of blade life and thus of local temperatures
around a blade surface. Not least the quantitative difficulties arise from the problems
of measuring flows within an engine, but even if these were overcome uncertainties would
remain as to the properties of real flows which characterise the turbulence and its
effect upon local heat transfer. Turbulence intensity has traditionally been regarded
as the principal turbulence parameter, but many workers have demonstrated that other
factors are important and Dyban and Epik (1), for example, suggest that each of the
three components of velocity fluctuation, the energy spectrum, the correlation coef-
ficient and the so called intermittency factor need to be known to define precisely a
turbulent flow. Many modern turbine blade sections, even at the high Reynolds numbers
at which they operate manifest considerable areas over which the boundary layer remains
laminar in a steady, low turbulence stream. The superimposition of main stream velocity
fluctuations associated with artificially induced mainstream turbulence is well known to
affect dramatically heat transfer rates under such conditions, and Ishigaki (2) has shown
theoretically that under such conditions the frequency of the perturbations, as well as
their intensity, or amplitude, is important in determining the enhancement of the con-
vection process. Clearly such effects can be important in turbine blade design for as
rotor speed changes so will the frequency of the perturbations in flow velocity which
the blades experience.

This paper describes a continuing programme of research in the Thermofluid Mechants
Research Centre of the University of Sussex which is attempting to separate the effe,' S
of some of the different turbulence parameters. A previous paper describing this
work (3) showed how in experiments upon a modern rotor blade sectin there ippeare!
be a clear and separable effect of frequency, over parts of the 1ade, se-ti. r. it
This early wurk however invol ved intensities oif turbulence qene'r.ill y ,jer c: -,
h- reas' n,,1t,1j expected in in en;ine, ind frequenci es I ,wfer thirn w, j! I k i .
e xr,.rr ,,ned by r.tr bi des, f,,r ,'xAmpl , p issin' thrih e. wik-, f '
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present paper some of the deficiencies of the earlier work have been made good and somne
preliminary attempts are reported at correlating the magnitude of the observed effects
following the predictions of the theoretical work of reference (2).

The Turbulence Generator

The cascade tunnel used for the present work typically yielded a turbulence intensity of
less than one percent at the blade leading edges. This level of turbulence was enhanced
for part of the test programme by a generator of the general form described in reference
(3). This comprises a squirrel cage which can be rotated at varying speeds, thus pro-
ducing a perturbation frequency determined by this speed and the number of bars in the
cage, which for the current part of the programme has been kept at thirty. The intensity
of the turbulence is determined largely, again as described in detail in (3), by the
diameter of the bars, but also by the distance downstream from the cage. Compared with
the earlier apparatus of (3) the current design enables the distance between the cage
and the leading edges of the blades in the cascade to be varied between 6.4 mm and 38 mm
giving an additional control of the turbulence characteristics. Even more important, the
facility to operate close to the cage has enabled the effects of the peak frequencies
upon the heat transfer to be observed. Thus the current cage design, shown in the
drawing of the apparatus, Fig. 1, which incorporates carbon fibre bars 2.4 mm in diameter,
can be rotated at up to 20,000 rev/mmn, giving a bar passing frequency, with 30 bars, of
10 kHz. In the earlier apparatus, with a fixed distance of 46 mm between cage and
blades, the high frequency perturbations were found not to persist in the flow over this
distance, which was not, of course, typical of blade inter-row spacing in modern engine
design.

The turbulence characteristics of the flows behind the cage have been determined by a
hot wire anemometer using a single filament set normal to the mainstream flow direction
and traversed over the cascade entrance plane. The signals were analysed by standard
Disa anemometer circuitry to yield the usual turbulence intensity, defined as the r'ns
streamwise velocity fluctuation expressed as a percentage of the average mainstream
absolute velocity. In this phase of the work no attempt has been made to distinguish
component fluctuations nor to attempt spatial correlation of the perturbations. The
work has concentrated on the gross characteristics of the flow, and in particular its
frequency characteristics. Determination of these has been facilitated in the current
programme of work, compared with the earlier, by the use of a Solartron 1510 spectrum
analyser. This instrument analysed the signals from the anemometer online to yield
directly the power spectra of the fluctuating flow. Some typical examples of these are
reproduced as Fig. 2. and in all cases the distinct 'spike' at the bar passing frequency
is noteworthy, and is now found to be distinguishable further downstream at the higher
frequencies than was the case in the earlier programme of work.

Figures 3a and 3b show how independent was the turbulence intensity of frequency and
rate of mainstream flow, as also was found in our earlier work (3). The effect upon
this parameter of distance from the cage is shown by Fig. 3c and the observations
follow generally accepted trends.

For the whole programme of work reported here measurements were made of turbulence
characteristics only at the blade leading edges, for current instrumentation does not
allow measurements through the blade passages.

Measurements of Heat Transfer

The present programme of work has given the opportunity of comparing two different
procedures for determining the distribution of convective heat transfer rate around a
turbine blade section. In the past and for some of the present work use has been made
of the method developed by our former colleague Dr. A.B. Turner (4). In this, the two-
dimensional Laplacian conduction equations are solved by a finite element method on a
digital computer using boundary conditions of measured temperature distribution around
the blade outer surface and heat transfer rates at the surfaces of internal passages
conveying cooling air. The procedure yields the normal temperature gradient and hence
the heat transfer rate at the outer surface. This has proved to be a powerful technique
and is sensitive enough to show clearly sharp changes of heat transfer rate, as at the
laminar-turbulent transition. It is however expensive of computer and user time and
especially is this the case when blade sections with long thin trailing edges are
examined, for even with the largest computer at our disposal it is difficult to arrange
for sufficient elements for an accurate solution to be contained within these regions.

The alternative procedure which has been adopted for most of the current programme is to
model the blade section as a hollow shell, about laun thick, in a metal plastic composite
material. This has a thermal conductivity of about 1 W4/mK, so that the typical heat
fluxes under the test conditions, in which the mainstream total temperature is about
100 0C and the cooling air temperature inside the shell about 20 0c, produce temperature
drops through the wall of the order 10 0 C. These can be accurately measured by thermo-
couples formed from fine (0.2 mmn diameter) wires buried in the inner and outer surfaces.
The differences between inner and outer temperatures are readily converted on-line to heat
transfer coefficients by a simple data reduction programmue, and outputs like those of
Figures 4, 5 and 6 can be obtained as the rig is running.
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Observations in the Unperturbed Flow

Figure 4 compares the distributions of heat transfer coefficient observed in comparable
tests on a rotor blade section using the two techniques of measurement. The abscissa
of this figure and throughout is defined as the distance measured around the surface
from the leading edge stagnation point divided by the plan or true chord and expressed
as a percentage. Data beyond the 80 per cent point on the pressure (or concave) surface
and 120 per cent on the suction (or convex) surface are of no significance since in
these trailing edge tegions the physical scale of the blade made impossible accurate
modelling by either analytical technique.

Beyond the clearly defined laminar turbulent transition region on the suction surface
the agreement between the two methods of determining the heat transfer coefficients is
not satisfactory, and this was consistently the case through the whole range of con-
ditions covered in this total programmne. The heat fluxes to the thin-shell blade were
usually about one-half those on the steel blade used for the Laplacian analysis, and
there is some possibility that the boundary layer was more stable with thus a tendency
to lower coefficients in the former case. It is more likely, however, that the ill-
conditioned nature of the numerical representation of the conduction equations in this
region made for errors in the steel blade analysis, and the thin-shell data is thought
to be the more reliable. This ill-conditioning is also the cause of the oscillations
in heat transfer coefficient observed elsewhere on the steel blade, although in these
other regions the mean values are in good agreement with the observations from the thin-
shell blade. An error simulation study of the Laplacian results showed them to be
sensitive to quite small perturbations; for example, a perturbation of as little as

0.5 0C in surface temperature could under certain conditions lead to variations of * 15
per cent in computed, surface-average heat transfer coefficients. A full study of the
factors affecting numerical solutions of the conduction equations has recently been
published by our colleague, Dr. J.M. Owen (5). Thus although the finite element
solution has proved a useful and powerful technique of heat transfer analysis, we have
for the remainder of the programme concentrated upon the more convenient thin-shell
method of testing.

Fig. 5 shows how the distribution of heat transfer coefficient around this same rotor
blade section changed as the exit velocity from the cascade, and hence Reynolds number
and Mach number, was varied. In this method of representing a range of results the
exit Reynolds number is shown in the left-hand abscissa, and its value for a particular
curve indicated by the short horizontal line. This also shows the zero point for the
heat transfer coefficient for each curve, and the absolute value of this coefficient may
be obtained as the height above the corresponding zero line for each distribution curve
using the scale at the right-hand coordinate. The simplicity of the thin-shell analytical
technique allows these contours of heat transfer coefficient to be drawn by the on-line
computer as the test rig is running, and a similar plot is shown as Fig. 6 for a typical
nozzle guide vane of low turning angle.

These heat transfer data from the thin-shell blade sections allow comparison with
existing prediction techniques for the relevant flow conditions. In Figures 7a and 7b,
the distribution of heat transfer around the two blade sections tested are compared with
simple flat plate predictions for the highest exit Reynolds numbers in each case.
Local Reynolds numbers were computed from measured pressure distributions around each
section, and we immediately observe that the turbulent boundary layer predictions are
quite inappropriate. The leading edge data are slightly overestimated for the con-
ditions shown using the form proposed in (6), and all our observation show that con-
sistently the rotor blade has behaved more predictably in this region. The predictions
from laminar flat plate theory (for example, from ref. 7) are in good agreement with our
measurements over substantial parts of both blade sections and for most of the tested
range of flow conditions. Indeed, the only exception to this observation is that shown
for the pressure surface of the rotor blade in Fig. 7a. The heat transfer coefficient
just downstream of the leading edge is in good agreement with theoretical prediction,
and at lower exit Reynold numbers this agreement persists downstream, as on the nozzle
blade, Fig. 7b. At this high flow on the rotor blade, however, it is observed that the
heat transfer coefficient on the pressure surface rises towards the trailing edge and
this could be attributed to the development of Taylor-Goertler vertices. The procedure
of Smith (8), for example, predicts their onset over most of the pressure surface of
this blade at this flow condition; unfortunately a similar prediction is made for the
nozzle blade where almost no increase in heat transfer is observed. The slight oscil-
lation in coefficient along the surface of both blades gives some credence to such a
hypothesis, however, although it is clear that there is much uncertainty about the
quantitative effects of such phenomena. A possible resolution of the discrepancy may

2du
be in the value of the acceleration parameter v/u .3-. This only falls below the

106critical value of 2.6 10 associated with relaminarisation of turbulent boundary layers,
at the highest flow rate on the rotor blade, and towards the rear of the nozzle blade,
where there appears a slight rise in heat transfer. Further study of these phenomena are
clearly called for.
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It is particularly obvious from these results, as indeed is weil known, that the pre-
diction of the laminar-turbulent transition region, both in placing and extent, is of
crucial importance if turbine blade designers are to make an accurate estimate of the
distribution of heat transfer rates In steady flows at least. None of the many avail-
able procedures, empirical or otherwise, predicts the clearly observed transitions in
the present programme. There is some evidence that separation is the triggering mech-
anism on the suction surface of the rotor blade, a point of view based on approximate
estimates of the development of the momentum boundary layer thickness, and reinforced by
the observed reduction in heat transfer just upstream of the transition on this blade.
Similar trends in the heat transfer data for the nozzle blade point the same way but
this transition mechanism is not, however, confirmed by the boundary layer analysis.

Effect of the Flow Perturbations

A set of tests was conducted on the rotor blade with the turbulence generator rotated
upstream of the cascade at speeds ranging in 1000 rev/min steps up to the maximum of
20,000, and at distances from the leading edge of the instrumental blade varied over the
available range. The turbulence conditions covered thus ranged between 15 and 32 per
cent intensity and bar passing frequencies between 4 and 10 kHz.

The effects of turbulence intensities which might not unreasonably be expected in an
engine are shown as Fig. 8. for the rotor blade. The striking effect of the pertur-
bations upon the heat transfer to the pressure surface in particular is noteworthy, and
even the intermediate turbulence intensity more than trebles the convective coefficients
on this surface. Effects are less on the suction surface and indeed downstream of the
previously observed transition region, which is now almost wholly suppressed, there is
little enhancement, as many other investigators have found (9). Further upstream there
is some increase in heat transfer, surprisingly rather more evident with the lower
intensity represented in this figure, although here the separation referred to in the
steady flow work may be complicating the picture.

The effect of frequency upon the distribution of heat transfer as the intensity of the
perturbation and the mainstream Reynolds number are held constant, is shown in Fig. 9.
Although the effects are less dramatic than those resulting from the change from a
steady to an unsteady flow, there is nevertheless an increase in the rate of heat transfer
to most of the blade surface as the characteristic fundamental frequency of the perturb-
ations is raised.

Such an effect was predicted by Ishegaki (2), who derived from his theoretical analysis
the parameter

in which u' is the r.m.s. velocity fluctuation superimposed on the mainstream velocity,
uso that (u'u) is the usual turbulence intensity. The second group is the so-

called Strouhal number in which f b is the frequency of disturbance, in this case the

blade passing frequency, and c a characteristic length, in this case the chord, or the
appropriate fraction, of the blade.

Fig. 10 shows all the data from the present rotor blade test programme represented in
terms of a modified version of this parameter. Following the practice adopted in our
earlier work (3), for convenience the blade has been divided into four principal regions,
the leading edge, the pressure surface, and the upstream and downstream halves of the
suction surface. As has already been seen there is a negligible effect of the perturb-
ations on the latter region, so that this figure shows the results only for the remaining
three regions of the blade surface, as indicated.

The abscissa is the Ishigaki parameter modified by multiplication by the mainstream
Reynolds number appropriate to each of the blade regions represented. The exit values
are used for the pressure surface, the midsurf ace distance and exit velocity for the
upstream suction surface, and the cascade inlet velocity and radius of curvature for the
leading edge. Because of the scales adopted all the data for the latter region is
compressed together near the origin, and is therefore shown only as average values for
the two different intensities systematically studied.

The heat transfer rate in the ordinate of Fig. 10. is represented in the normalised form
as the ratio of the surface-average coefficient measured in the unsteady flow to that at
the corresponding conditions in the unperturbed flow. The resulting correlation is not
complete and differences in the effects of the perturbations are apparent upon the three
blade regions distinguished. It is not possible yet to determine whether this is due
to variations in local turbulence conditions around the blade, which cannot be measured
in the current phase of the work, or to more fundamental variations in local flow stability,
for example. Nevertheless the correlation of Fig. 10 is not discouraging but further
work is required to resolve the uncertainties which remain.
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Conclusion

The thin-shell technique for measurement of blade heat transfer coefficierts is shown to
be a reliable and convenient method to apply. With it, some understanding of boundary
layer behaviour in both a steady and turbulent mainstream has already been gained.
When the requirement is to test at elevated gas temperature, for example downstream of a
combustion chamber, the so-called Laplace method for a high temperature metal blade is a
powerful alternative. This solution, however, demands a precise knowledge of the bound-
ary conditions.

An encouraging correlation for the blade heat transfer in turbulent conditions has been
made but points to the need for further research. The turbulence frequency and intensity
parameters appear both to be significant.
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DISCUSSION

M.L.G.Oldfiled. UK
You have simulated characteristic blade passing frequencies with the squirrel cage. hut the hars arc closer together
than an upstream nozzle guide vane row of blades would be. Have you constidered using fewer har% rotating at a
higher velocity, so that the nozzle guide vane wake passing velocity and wake spacing can also be simulated'

Author's Reply
In effect we have attempted to walk before we run and concentrated on the turbulence frequency as an individual
parameter as well as the turbulence intensity. Presumably a phase lock averaging technique could be applied to
study the velocity defect of the wakes simulated upstream of the cascade blades. The spacing of the passing bars and
their speed might then be adjusted to simulate correctly the relative wake velocity and spacing produced in a turbine
by the upstream blade row. However, the configuration will depend on the particular engine and stage under
consideration, whereas ours is a general study of the blade passing effect. It might also prove not possible to control
all three parameters, namely frequency, wake spacing and velocity defect, independntly of each other in a model rig.
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SUMMARY

In the present paper a free jet diffusion flame was studied.
The measurement techniques used were the laser-Doppler-anemometry
(LDA) and a compensated thermocouple. With LDA the fields of both
the mean axial and radial velocities and their fluctuations were
measured. The local mean and fluctuating temperature were measur-
ed after determining the frequency response. The time constant
was measured assuming the transfer function of the thermocouple
to be a first order lag. The results of the temperature measure-
ment show, that the maximum of the temperature fluctuations is
outside of the reaction zone. In a traverse plane the correla-
tion of the fluctuating axial and radial velocities has the maxi-
mum at the location of the highest gradient of the axial velo-
city. The correlation of fluctuating velocity and temperature be-
comes zero in the reaction zone.

NOMENCLATURE

d nozzle diameter

k constant

P probability density function

R correlation coefficient

t time

T temperature

T derivative of temperature with respect to time

T, IT2 mean and fluctuating temperature

u velocity
,mean and fluctuating velocity (axial)
, 2  mean and fluctuating velocity (radial)

x (axial) coordinate

y (radial) coordinate

T time constant

Subscripts

c corrected

g gas

i index

m axial quantity

s thermocouple

1. INTRODUCTION

A common flame in industrial practice is the turbulent diffusion flame. This flame
burns in a shear layer that is turbulent. In contrast to premixed flames the diffusion
flame entrains its combustion air from its surrounding. Turbulent mixing of fuel and air
controls the combustion process.

In order to study the behaviour of a turbulent flame both mean and fluctuating values
of velocity, temperature and concentration must be studied. At the present time it is not
possible to calculate those quantities from theory alone. Experimental values are needed
as a basis and point of comparison of mathematical models. In particular, the measurement
of the correlation of physical quantities is necessary to interpret the processes in a
turbulent flame.

In the present paper the turbulent velocity and temperature fields and the correla-
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tion of velocity and temperature fluctuations were measured.

2. FLAME AND BURNER SYSTEM

The gas leaves a conical nozzle with a diameter of 8 mm with an exit velocity of
71 m/s (Re = 3.7 IO4). This type of nozzle was chosen to avoid agglomeration of particle
in the nozzle. The particles were necessary for seeding the gas for laser-Doppler-anemo-
metry. Because of the high exit velocity the flame has to be stabilized, for which a ring-
shaped jet of oxygen (450 1/h) was used.

The whole burner system could be traversed in the horizontal direction.

3. VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

T're laser-Doppler-anemometry (LDA) was used for the measurement of the following
velocity components:

uii V u V.

The optical arrangement (Fig. 1) consisted of an Argon Ion laser, beam splitter, two
Bragg cells and the focussing lens. Beam splitter and Bragg cells formed a rotatable unit.
The laser was operated in the green line with a power of about 0.5 Watt. The frequency
shifting by Bragg cells is necessary for high turbulence measurements. The fringe distance
in the measurement volume of the LDA system was 4 um. The forward scattered light passed
an optical system consisting of two lenses which enlarged the measurement volume by a
factor of 1.5 . The LDA signal collected by a photomultiplier was analyzed in a TSI
tracker. Its voltage output and trigger output (to avoid measurements during dropout time
were connected with a signal analysis computer (Deutsche Intertechnique, PS 400) which
sampled the signal and calculated the velocity. Since an LDA system gives a higher weight-
ing to higher velocities, a correction as suggested by Durst was used, Eq.(1).

Pc (u ) = P(ui)/ui (1)

The meaning of this equation is, that the probability of a given velocity is divided by
that velocity.

The radial components of the velocity and u v term were measured by rotating the
optical system. By measuring in three directions (300, 00, -300) it is possible with the
geometrical relationship to calculate these quantities (2)

3.1 Seeding System

For seeding MgO particles were used. The gas was seeded as well as the air stream.
This stream was introduced by a cylinder with a diameter of 0.6 m surrounding the gas
nozzle. The cylinder is covered by a perforated plate and contained sieves for a uniform
velocity distribution (Fig. 1). The exit velocity of the air stream is only 0.4 m/s, so
that the flame burned as a free jet.

4. TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

In a turbulent flame the temperature of the fluid can change very quickly. The fluctua-
tions can range up to 10 kHz.An uncompensated thermocouple responds too slowly to repro-
duce all fluctuations with the same accuracy. The principle of the compensated measuring
technique, which was first proposed by Kunugi [3) , is to match the frequency response
of the thermocouple.

The frequency response of a thermocouple can be described by a simple heat transfer
equation, Eq.(2)

T • T + T s - Tg = 0 (2)

It can be seen that equation 2 represents a first order lag. Knowing the geometry and the
physical properties of the thermocouple it is possible to find the time constant T (4, 5]
In the present paper the behaviour of the thermocouple is modelled as a first order lag
to determine the time constant. In general

Ty(t) + y(t) - k x (t) (3)

from which the response to a step function is

y(t) - k 4 e - t/T (4)

Thus y(T) - 0.368 y (t = 0) (5)

or in general, if the value for t = 0 is not used

y(t + T)/y(t) - 0.368 (6)

Eq. (5), (6) are equivalent to determining T by finding the intercept of the tangent to
the curve with the time axis (Fig. 2).



4.1 Experimental Apparatus

To find the time constant the thermocouple was heated by a pulsed electrical current
(Fig. 3). The response curve was sampled by a signal-analysis-computer and T was calculated
with the help of Eq.(5). The resulting compensated signal was filtered by low pass filters.
The filter cut off frequency was determined by a frequency analysis. During the analysis
the frequency was found after which the electronical noise became greater than the signal.
Since the compensating network amplified noise and signal in the same way up to this cut
off frequency, the noise was subtracted by an energy balance. By Eq.(7) the true RMS-value
of the temperature was determined

RM
2  

- (M . )
true S measured noise (7)

The RMSnoise quantity is dependent on low pass filter and t ie constant and was calibrated
before measurement.

For the measurements a butt welded Pt-PtRh (10%) thermocouple with a diameter of
0.05 mm was used.

5. CORRELATION MEASUREMENT

A combination of the measurement techniques LDA and compensated thermocouple allowed
the determination of the correlation of temperature and velocity fluctuations. The relation-
ship of these two quantities is given by Eq.(8):

R = u T / • T -1SRS+1 (8)

The physical significance of a negative R is that a high temperature occurs with a low
velocity and vice versa. If R = 0 there is no dependence of the two fluctuating quantities.
If R is positive, then a high (low) temperature coincides with a high (low) velocity.

5.1 Experimental Apparatus

For the correlation measurement the signals of velocity and temperature are to be
measured simultaneously (Fig. 1). The trigger signal of the tracker was used to synchro-
nize the simultaneous measurement. The correlation was calculated by the signal-analysis-
computer in the following way. The correlation may be expressed in terms of the time
averaged velocity-temperature uT and the product of the mean velocity and mean temperature
as

u T uT - UT (9)

For the measurement the thermocouple was located directly above the LDA measurement
volume.

6. RESULTS

The results of axial (Fig. 4) and radial (Fig. 5) distribution of the measured quanti-
ties are plotted with the same abscissa scale, so the various physical values may be
compared.

Fig. 4 shows the distribution along the flame ax"_in dimensionless distance x/d of
the axial mean velocity U, the fluctuating velocity lui ,the X"ulence intensity Tu cal-
culated from these both and the radial flWxating velocity v2 . Furthermore, the mean
temperature , the fluctuating quantity T.2 and the correlation coefficient are plotted.

The decay of the mean velocity along the axis is typical for a jet. Not typical, how-
ever, is the appearance of an acceleration right after the nozzle. This increase of the
velocity at x/d = 10 with the value of the exit velocity must be a result of an explosive
expansion of the jet on ignition and the restricting influence of the oxygen stabiliza-
tion on the jet. The effect is not a fault of the measurement technique (LDA) since it
was also observed in probe measurements. This initial acceleration was also found. ma-
surements of a concentric diffusion flame [61 . The axial fluctuating velocity YU 2
shows a distribution similar to that of the mean velocity. Large values occur at x/d
= 10. Further from the nozzle the fluctuating velocity decreases. The turbulence inten-
sity increases with the nozzlq Astance and remains constant 20% past x/d = 100, he
radial velocity fluctuations Y_77 do not behave isotropically with respect to 1u'.
S is opy is to be seen near the nozzle exit, but further downstream the ratio of

/ "' becomes nearly 0.5

The distribution of the mean temperature in OC along the flame axis shows, that the
temperature maximum lies between x/d - 110 and x/d - 120. At these points the reaction
zone reaches the axis. The temperature fluctuations have a constant value up to x/d - 60
and then they increase sharply. They reach the maximum at a location where the mean
temperature is already decreasing. The occurence of the maximum fluctuation outside the
reaction zone is also observed in radial profiles. This results from the fact that the
combustion air reacts very quickly with the gas in the reaction zone. Outside this zone
eddies of cold air and hot gas can exist side by side so that high fluctuations of
temperature are found. The increasing fluctuations and the higher mean temperatures in
the range from x/d w 80 to x/d - 110 indicate that the reaction takes place intermittently



on the axis.

The correlation coefficient R of fluctuating temperature and velocity is nearly con-
stant and positive up to the reaction zone. The value of R passes through zero inside the
main reaction zone and becomes negative further downstream. This behaviour is also ob-
served in the radial profiles.

Fig. 5 shows the radial profiles of the various measured values at x/d - 60 in the
dimensionless scale y/d. In addition to the quantities on the axis the mean radial velo-
city V and the shear stress term u'v are represented. The quantities of velocity are
normalized with the mean velocity on the axis with the exception of the fluctuating values.

The shear stress term u'v' has its maximum at the point of the steepest gradient of
the mean velocityZ , where the fluctuating velocities in axial and radial direction are
also largest. The profile of the mean temperature 7 ranges from 10500C on the axis to
14000 C in the reaction zone. The temperature fluctuations increase up to a point sharply
after the reaction zone.

The correlation R of fluctuating velocity and temperature is similar to that on the
axis. From the middle of the flame outwards the coefficients are positive, pass zero in
the reaction zone and then become negative. A check was made as to whether this change of
sign was influenced by the seeding system of the LDA. The particles supplied to the jet
represent gas and those for the combustion air represent air. Different methods of seed-
ing (particles only in the gas stream or only in the combustion air), however, did not
change the behaviour of the coefficients. The negative coefficient indicates that quickly
moving eddies occur with low temperature and slow eddies with high temperature. Between
the middle of the flame and the reaction zone temperature and velocity fluctuations are
in phase.

The measurement of u T" indicates that the uP' correlation (velocity-density fluctua-
tion) must have the same behaviour with reversed tendency in the sign, because temperature
and density are inversely proportional. Measurements of the velocity and concentration
correlation (uc ) should give the reversed tendency.

7. CONCLUSION

The application of LDA and compensated thermocouple in flames allow local turbulent
properties of the reacting flow to be studied. In particular, the temperature measurement
and the correlation velocity-temperature fluctuation give information about the density.
The results of the measurements of the flow and temperature field give insight into the
relationship of reaction and fluid mechanics.
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9. CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Experimental apparatus

Fig. 2: Step function of a 1st order lag.

Fig. 3: Pulsed heated thermocouple.

Fig. 4s Axial distribution of velocity, temperature and correlation coefficient R.

Fig. 5: Radial distribution of velocity temperature and correlation coefficient R

at x/d - 60.
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DISCUSSION

J.H.Whitelaw. LTK
(I ) I he .orrelation of discontinuous and continuous signals, each with significant uncertainties. may result in

error% Would you please give an estimate of the error bounds associated with your correlation measurements'

2) )id you try to measure v'fl

%uthor's Reply
t I ) Comparing the data measured at the same point in the flow. we estimate the error of the correlation coeflfiient

to he within I0V7 of the measured value.

(2) At the moment we are not able to measure v'T with our experimental equipment.

F.C.Gouldin, US
My questions concern the correction of laser velocimetry data for seeding and velocity bias. First. I notice from
your paper that at least the axial velocity data are corrected for velocity bias by weightrig the velocity with the
reciprocal of the velocity magnitude. Were radial velocity data corrected in a similar manner and. if so. was the
reciprocal of the radial velocity magnitude used as the weighting factor?

Secondly. have you considered the influence of seeding particle density bias on your results? In particular I am
concerned that your velocity data, corrected for velocity bias. are in fact density weighted due to seeding bias.

Author's Reply
(I) For the radial components we measured the PDF's in three directions (described in the paper). Each PDF was

weighted; so the radial velocity is weighted too.

(2) 1 did not consider the seeding bias errors, but the velocity bias error. I think we do not need to correct for
the seed density, because for our measurement a continuous (time resolved) signal was not necessary.



VELOCITY AND TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS IN TURBULENT FIL.'ES USING THE L2F TECHNIQ.UE

by

H. Eickhoff and R. Schodl
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Linder Hbhe, 5 K61ln 90, W. Germany

SUMMARY

For measuring the flow properties within turbulent diffusion flames a L2F-veloci-

meter was applied.

Considering the problem of seeding, some basic investigations were carried out wltn-

in a round free jet. The optically measured mean velocity and turbulence intensities were

compared with pitot-tube and hot wire data respectively. The results which are presented

and discussed indicate the capability of the L2F velocimeter when it is applied to hignly

turbulent flows. Mean velocity and turbulence have been measured in hydrogen-air and pro-

pane-air diffusion flames under different initial conditions. The results are discussed

with regard to the influence of comzustion on the turbulent flow field.

1. INTRODUCTION

Combustion influences the turbulent flow field and the interaction between chemical

reactions and fluid mechanics is quite complex. There has been made much progress in the

development of turbulence models to predict non reacting turbulent flows which now are

applied to flows with combustion also. These models containing more or less empirical

input need further experimental verification and control, respectively. By the laser

technique velocity and turbulence measurements became possible without disturbing the

flame and the laser-Doppler-technique has been applied to some diffusion flames.

For the present investigation a different technique, the Laser-Two-Focus (L2F)-method in

a comparative study of a series of propane- and hydrogen-flames was applied to investi-

gate the influence of combustion on the turbulent flow field under a variety of diffe-

rent conditions.

2. MEASURING METHOD

The experimental flow studies within turbulent diffusion flames were carried out by

using a Laser-Two-Focus velocimeter that is available in the institute. Although this

technique has been originally developed for flow investigations within high speed turbo-

machine rotors it also operates very satisfactorily in turbulent flames.

2.1 Description of the L2F-technique

The worse test conditions in turbomachines (backscatter mode, high flow velocities,

flow unsteadyness, narrow blade channels associated with strong background radiation

etc.) initiated in 1972 the development of the Iaser-Two-Focus-velocimeter (L2F).

This method - the basic idea was originally proposed by Tanner [1] for the application in

low turbulent flows - is quite different from the well-known Doppler velocimeter insofar

that the fringe pattern within the probe volume is substituted by two discrete parallel

light beams forming a light gate and allowing to concentrate the available laser light to

very high intensity in the probe volume which leads to favourable signal-to-noise ratios

even in worse background radiation situations as in turbomachines.

In order to enable velocity measurements also in highly turbulent flows new optics

ar.d a new data processing system have been developed. As a result a very compact appara-

tus (Fig.1) is now available which is easy to handle and which allows to change the mea-

suring point without any readjustment of the optical parts.

The details within the L2F-probe volume are shown in Fig.2. Due to focusing both

%of . .. "I I iwl i I II I Il



beams have a converging-diverging cross-sect~on with a min.mum beam dia:eter of ' t,

15 .m. The distance between the beams is fixed to about 0.4 mm, whereas the e-.;tn --f t.e

probe volume along the optical axis is limited to * 0.5 mm from tne foal plane. A parti-

cle passing through both the light beams emits two successive scattered li7ht pulses, t: e

time interval of which corresponds to the flow velocity perpendicular to the Optiza1

axis. The occurrence of those "relevant" double pulses requires however that the iane of

the laser beams is parallel to the flow direction which consequently can be letermineJ by

turning the plane.

The details of the L2F concept are illustrated in Fig.3. The center of a polariza-

tion (Rochon) prism used to split the initial laser beam is located at the focal point of

the following leas L . Thus, the beam axes leave the lens parallel to each other while

the beams themselves are highly focused at the second focal plane of LI as shown in de-

tail "A". With the help of lens system L2 the "light-gate" is forwarded to the probe vo-

lume; its distance to the optical device can be adjusted to the actual test environment

by applying lens systems L2 of various focal length. The useful back-scattered light

emitted by particles passing through the probe volume is gathered also by lens system L2
in a confocal way and deflected at the perforated mirror to the microscope optics, which

- together with the succeeding dual hole aperture - allows each photomultiplier to be

adjusted to one laser beam in the probe volume. Furthermore microscope and aperture mi-

nimize the background radiation such that measurements close to walls (- 0.5 mm) become

possible. The setting angle a (Fig.2) of the laser beams' plane is varied by rotating the

beam splitter (Rochon prism). Flight-time measurement and signal processing are performed

with modern electronics of high time-response, operating in a start/stop mode.

In laminar flows only a few measurements are needed to evaluate the velocity vector.

Turbulent flows, however, require a considerably larger number of individual measurements.

In order to analyse turbulent flows adequately, it is expedient to adjust the setting

angle a in 8 - 10 steps around the mean flow direction and to take up to 1 000 measure-

ments at each angle step. The collected data are stored and classified along the time

axis by means of a multichannel-analyzer (probability density distributions).

Fig.4 shows an oscillogram containing various probability density distributions

corresponding to different angles a with respect to the mean flow direction. The x-axis

represents the transit time of the particles between the two beams. The quantity of each

time-measurement is arranged along the ordinate. Each distribution represents the same

number of measuring events. The probability that a particle travelling along with the

flow will be irradiated by both laser beams is maximum at the angle position a = 00 corres-

ponding to the mean flow direction. The peak of the distribution curve determines the

mean velocity, whereas the width of the curve near the baseline indicates the maximum ve-

locity fluctuations. As a increases the probability of particle irradiation by both laser

beams decreases rapidly and is - in this case - at a = 1.50 practically nonexistent. Ne-

gative values of a yield the same results. A combination of all data leads to a two di-

mensional probability density distribution depending on time difference (velocity I) and

angle (setting angle a, see Fig.5) which allow to calculate the mean flow vector (di-

rection and magnitude), the turbulence intensities (in different directions), the Reynold's

shear stresses, the skewness-factors, etc. More details on the technique are given in

ref.[2] and [3].

2.2 Measurements within a round free Jet
5

To ensure the applicability of the L2F velocimeter to highly turbulent flows some

basic investigations were carried out within a round turbulent free jet.

The nozzle had a diameter of 10 mm and was the same as it was employed to the diffu-

sion flames. The test flow was generated by a small centrifugal compressor that sucked

the air from the environmental laboratory. By this way the free jet air as well as the



s.rrjndin air j'Ire e-alIy see |1-n _ri . -.irt

reo t iifferent seedinq rates nad ti ,e r -ns;'r-
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/u were performed by a computer that worked on-line to the :.2

To verify the optically measured data pitot probe and hot wire mcas;rement; wCr:

carried out within the same free jet. The pitot probe whioh was insens:t'e a s . ,

angle variations was used to measure the mean velocity The data were czrrete ,

Goldstein formula considering the local turbulence intensities. The axial t ere

tensities were measured by a hot wire. This measurements were supported by the "

Abteilung fUr Turbulenzforschung, Berlin.

In Fig.6 the mean velocity profile measured on the axis of the free jet and the ra-

dial turbulence intensities are plotted against x/d (x represents the distance of the

measuring point from the nozzle outlet, d the diameter of the nozzle). - The optically

measured axial mean velocities u which are referred to the mean velocity u. at nozzle

exit (open circle symbols) agree within an error smaller than I % with the corrected

pitot probe data (solid line). The reproductivity of both data was within the same range

(Uo = 90 m/s, Re 6.104).

The radial turbulence intensities were only optically measured (triangles in Fig.6).

The range of uncertainty which increases with flow turbulence is indicated in the dia-

gram. When comparing these data with the axial turbulence intensities (see Fig.7) the

flow turbulence is found to be rather isotropic up to x/d = 10. At higher values of x/d

the radial turbulence intensity is always lower than the axial one as it is well known

from other free jet measurements. The agreement of the optically measured turbulence in-

tensities with the hot wire data (see Fig.7) is also very good except the deviations at

higher turbulence intensities.

As it is shown by these results the L2F velocimeter is an instrument appropriate for

performing measurements within turbulent flows. This, however, in true as far as the

turbulence intensity does not exceed 35 %. Beyond that limit a considerable portion

of the statistically fluctuating velocities approach sero which can not be measured

by the L2F-technique. In this case a Laser Doppler velocimeter with frequency shifting

is recommandable.

3. FLAME MEASUREMENTS

3.1 Experimental Arrangement and Conditions

The measurements were performed with an argon ion laser at 100 mW power and 5145

wave length. The experimental test rig is shown in Fig.9. The L2F-system was fixed and

the axial position of the measuring point was varied by moving the burner along the axis

of the working section.

Measurements have been performed with propane and hydrogen as the fuel, respectively.

The central fuel jet issuing from a contured nozzle was seeded with SiO 2-particles. Ini-

tial conditions of the different flames investigated are listed in table 1. The maximum

external air velocity was 1 m/s.



TABLE 1:

Flame No. u,[-n 02  Flame No. Uo'

54 .02  5 115

2 54 - 6 195

3 40 0 2 H 2 - jet 195

4 40 -

a) propane, d = 10 mm b) hydrogen, d = 5 mm

In order to get propane-flames burning stable at the nozzle exit a small amount of

oxygen was added through a concentric nozzle as shown in Fig.9A. Flames No.2 and 4,

Table la, without oxyqen addition are lifted with ignition taking place at about

x/d = 20. Furthermore hydrogen-flames at two different nozzle - exit velocities u° = 115

and 195 m/sec burning stable at x/d = 0 were investigated together with a non burning

hydrogen jet, Table lb.

When optical velocimeters are applied to diffusion flames the problem of seeding must

be considered because artificial seeding is required which must be resistant to the high

temperatures. It is difficult to ensure an equal seeding rate of the internal nozzle flow

and of the surrounding air; it is much easier to seed only the internal flow, that, how-

ever, will probably lead to biased measurements.

In order to estimate experimentally these errors which have been discussed by Glass

and Bilger (5] free jet tests were performed with an alternate seeding of the internal

nozzle flow and of the environmental air. The various results of these measurements are

shown ir. Fig.8. In comparison to the pitot probe data the optically measured velocities

turn out to be somewhat higher in the case of internal nozzle flow seeding and lower in

the case of only seeding the environmental air. The influence of the different seeding

on the turbulence intensities is opposite compared to the hot wire data.

As the experimental arrangement for the flame measurements did not allow uniform seeding,

the cold flow investigations of the seeding bias effect may be taken as an indication of

the possible error of a few percents with central seeding only.

3.2 Results and Discussion of Turbulence Measurements

In Fig.10 the centreline axial turbulence intensity and velocity for two propane

flames (No. 1 and No.2) with the same nozzle exit velocity of uO = 54 m/sec are shown.

Flame No.1, burning at x/d = 0 by oxygen stabilization has a lower turbulence intensity

up to x/d = 40 compared to flame No.2 which is lifted up to about x/d = 20. With the on-

set of combustion in flame No.2 the turbulence intensity decreases and downstream is

even lower than in flame NO.2. This is due to different reasons among which the buoyancy

is an important one; the influence of buoyancy on the propane flames can also be seen

from Fig.13 where the axial velocities on the centreline are shown.

Although the turbulence intensities in the two flames are very different, the dashed

lines in Fig.10 indicate nearly the same maximum turbulence velocities of about 5 m/sec.

In the next Fig.11 centreline axial turbulence intensities of all four propane flames

are compared to the turbulence intensity in an air jet.

Radial profiles at x/d = 15 of the local axial turbulence intensity and velocity of

flame No.1 and flame No.2 which at this axial position is a non burning propane jet are

compared in Fig.12. Due to the smaller width of the flame (No.1), the turbulence inten-

sity increases more rapidly in radial direction. In contrast to the behaviour of non



reacting turbulent jets the fluctuating velocity (7TT)1/2 strongly increases in rahia

direction and has a maximum value of about twice that on the centrel..e.

Mean axial velocities on the centreline of a H2 -jet and of a H2-flame, No.6, are

compared to those of propane flames No.1 - 4 in Fig.13. The more rapid spreadlng of the

H 2-jet and H 2 -flame becomes obvious. There is nearly no decrease of axial velocity in the

propane flames up to x/d = 15.

In the next Fig.14 the centreline axial turbulence intensities in the two H 2-flames N:.

5 and 6 being not very different from each other are compared to the turbulence intensi-

ties in the two propane flames No.1 and 3, which are not lifted.

The turbulence intensities in the hydrogen flames being much larger over the whole x/d-

range than in the propane flames are at the first ten nozzle diameters even larger than

in the air jet, Fig.15. But if comparing these results, the Reynolds-number dependence of

(7r7) /2/u in turbulent jets has to be considered also. The upper curve representing the

non burning H2 -jet indicates only a slightly higher turbulence intensity compared to the

H2 -flame.

3.3 Flow Vizualisation

Comparing the results of the measurements in the propane- and hydrogen-flames the

largest differences are observed within the region of developing turbulence.

Although no quantitative results could be expected a series of Schlieren pictures had

been made in order to study the structure of the flow in the initial regions of the

flames.

Figures 16, a - c show pictures of propane diffusion flames at different nozzle exit

velocities, the nozzle diameter being 5 mm. Flames a and b, Fig.16, are burning stable at

the nozzle exit without 02 -addition, flame c is stabilized by oxygen. The light part of

nearly cylindrical shape inside indicates the reacting interface and the onset of inner

instability of the laminar shear layer can be observed at about x/d = 2-3. Detailed in-

vestigations of the stability of the laminar shear layer in some turbulent diffusion

flames have been performed by Recknagel [61. Michalke [71 has studied theoretically the

influence of variable density on the stability of a laminar shear layer.

The outer dark region indicates the preheat zone and it seems that there is no

strong interaction between this flow regime and the inner jet, the non reacting inter-

face of low density separating both regions. This becomes obvious also from the onset of

ring vortices in the preheat zone far downstream.

Fig.16.b shows a similar situation with the onset of inner instability nearer to the

nozzle and a less orderly structure of the flow. Extensive measurements in the initial

region of propane diffusion flames at low velocities have been performed by Yule and

Chigier [8] and the coherent structure of the flow field has been discussed in detail.

From Fig.16.c the onset of fully turbulent flow downstream at x/d = 15 - 20 can be seen,

the vortical structure near the nozzle being caused by the oxygen flow.

Figures 17.d - i indicate the different behaviour of hydrogen flames. Beginning with

an orderly structure of ring vortices in the preheat zone the flow becomes fully turbulent

near the nozzle. Up to the onset of turbulent flow the reacting interface of nearly cy-

lindrical shape can be identified inside the preheat zone. A similar structure as in

non reacting plane shear flows [91 with regard to longitudinal streaks (Fig.17, g and h)

can be observed. From the Schlieren pictures it becomes obvious also that the hydrogen

diffusion flames which have been investigated by the L2F method are fully turbulent imme-

diately behind the nozzle. Detailed measurements in a hydrogen-diffusion-flame which had

a regular structure of ring vortices up to x/d - 20 have been made by Altgeld [10].



4. CONCLUSIONS

As it was proved by free )et tests the L2F-velocimeter operates very satisfactorily

and no additional problems arised when it was applied to turbulent diffusion flames. Al-

though only the internal nozzle flow was seeded the resultant measuring errors were found

to be rather snall.

Concerning the turbulence in diffusion flames several influences of combustion can

be identified. The region of developing turbulence is strongly influenced if the density

in the initial region is remarkably changed by combustion. Variable density influences the

stability of a free shear layer [6, 7] and similarly it acts on the development of tur-

bulence.

Heat release by combustion may have a damping effect on the turbulence as can be con-

cluded from the measurements in those propane flames with ignition taking place down-

stream at about x/d = 20. This was pointed out also by Bray [11], who discussed the tur-

bulence energy equation for variable density flows. Furthermore buoyancy has an damping

influence on the turbulence intensity.

Concerning the capability of turbulence models to predict diffusion flames the pre-

sent experimental results explain the fact that turbulent hydrogen diffusion flames

reasonably well can be predicted by the k-E-model [12], which has been extensively tested

for constant density flows. With regard to hydrocarbon flames the flow field is strongly

influenced by the region of developing turbulence and this is out of the scope of the

k-t-model. However, the influence of variable density on the turbulent mixing process

partially can be accounted for by a density dependent term in the shear stress ex-

pression [131.
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DISCUSSION

G.Kappler. Ge
(I ) Did you have to eed your flame or was seeding only necessary in order to reduce measuring tune'

(2) Could you comment on the application of the L2F method for measurements in a real combustor primary
zone? Will the seeds really follow the highly turbulent flow with sharp and sudden changes of flow direction"

Author's Reply
(I) In flames seeding is absolutely necessary.

(2) The L2F technique can he applied to every turbulent flow if the level of turbulence does not exceed a value of
about 35%.

It is a basic problem how far particles exactly follow a highly turbulent flow. Shock-experiments have been
performed indicating that small particles follow rapid changes.

J.H.Whitelaw, UK
(1) Over a number of years, the turbulence intensity in a fully developed jet seems to have decreased to an

accepted level of around 25/. Your results show 22.5%. Can you explain this further reduction?

(2) The influence of seeding is known to be negligible on the centre line but significant at large radii.

(3) A comparison between a mixing layer, such as that of Brown and Roshko. and a jet should be undertaken with
great care. In the two dimensional mixing layer, the structure is also two dimensional and is destroyed by small
amounts of turbulence in either of the free stream flows.

Author's Reply
(1) Obviously the level of turbulence depends on the measuring technique. It is difficult to give a conclusive

answer.

(2) Our comparison shows quantitative data concerning the influence of seeding on the axis. It is true that with
increasing radii the outer flow must be seeded also.

(3) The comparison was made based on short-time Schlieren pictures not shown in the written report. Of course
such a comparison must be made carefully. The main difference seems to be not the fact that we have a flow
of rotational symmetry, but that there is a flame which has a decoupling effect, separating an inner flow with
high frequency vortices and an outer flow of low frequency vortices. The different stages of developing
turbulence, including orderly structures, are very similar to those in a plane shear layer.

M.Baflarin, Fr
Can you compare approximately the time necessary to do measurements in flows where the levels of turbulence are
respectively 10% and 30%?

Author's Reply
I cannot give exact values, but with higher levels of turbulence the measuring time increases rapidly.

W.G.Alwang, US
Is it possible with the L2F to measure velocity cross correlations and velocity-temperature cross correlations?

Author's Reply
I don't know whether it is possible to measure velocity-temperature cross correlations, I did not consider this point.
I don't see that it could be possible; but it is possible of course to measure velocity cross correlations.

p 1;
K~. . -
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SUMMARY

In many applications there exists a velocity lag between droplets and a surroindir'
gas. The measurement of gas velocity must therefore be performed separately 4rom tre
measurernent of droplet velocity. This is the objective of a technique implemented in
order to measure gas velocity in the presence of droplets. A laser vw ocimeter adjusted
for reference beam mode has been used in a water spray. Satisfactory results are obtained
and it is snown that, providing the gas flow is correctly seeded with small particles I
velocity measurement of gas velocity is yielded even with a large number o droplets.

1. INTRODUCTION

Spraying of liquids is encountered in a wide range of applications such as cyclone
separators, dryers, humidification towers, combustors. In most cases the spraying necr-
anism involves a mixing and entrainment of gas. Numerical models of this process have
been developed and there is a need for experimental validation in order to qualify tnese
models. For more than eight years it has been possible to measure the velocity of drop-
lets using a laser doppler velocimeter. Other means have been used in the past all based
on photographic techniques. These techniques involved tedius data reductions and tne
laser doppler velocimeter appeared as an important improvement. The investigations in
spraying processes have now advanced such that the measurement of the velocity of drop-
lets is no more sufficient. Since a considerable velocity lag exists between droplets
and gas entrained, it is necessary to make available an instrument that measures the qas
velocity in the presence of droplets. Since optical techniques appear to be the most
convenient ones, it was a logical step to adapt the laser doppler velocimeter to gas velo-
city in the presence of droplets.

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem of measurement of gas entrainment is best illustrated by the laser photo-
graph of figure 1. Smoke is visualizing the gas streamlines while the droplets are clearly
visible. Gas is entrained perpendicular to the edge of the spray and is then directly
turned downward. However, the gas does not follow the droplet trajectories. In this pic-
ture, droplets are made fluorescent with a suitable dye. Oil smoke is the tracer for the
gas. If a standard laser velocimeter, adjusted for gas measurement is used, signals are
yielded by the scattering of light by oil smoke particles but also by laser droplets. It
is therefore very difficult to discriminate between smoke and droplets.

Because of the framework in which the present investigation has been performed, indus-
trial water spray nozzles such as the one shown on figure 2 have been used. The nozzle
shown produces a full cone spray of coarse droplets : mean drop diameter is ranging from
0.1 mm to 1 mm. Since particles suitable for seeding are in the range of .1 to 1 x 10

-
3 mm

we have to solve a problem of measurement of the velocity of two very different particle
sizes and thus of two very different ranges of scattering levels.

3. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

3.1 Principles

Laser doppler velocimetry has now become a well known technique and is widely used.
Most applications are based on the use of the crossed beam mode in which the measurement
volume is obtained by the intersection of two laser beams of equal intensity. This mode
is aiso sometimes called fringe mode (Ref. 1). In this configuration, receiving optic
unit may be placed anywhere in space.

Another technique used more often in water flows (Ref. 2) is the reference beam mode.
Figure 3 Illustrates the basic principle of this mode. In this configuration, the photode-
tector is aligned with one of the two beams which is of much lower intensity than the
other one.

If a very small particle crosses the crossover region of the two beams, it scatters
light from the intense beam 2 in all directions and in particular to the photodetector.
The latter is also aligned with the reference beam and an heterodyning process occurs
between scattered radiation and reference beam thus providing doppler difference. The
performance of such a system can only be retained if the following conditions are fulfilled:

proper matching between reference beam and scattering light level;
- alignement of photodetector with respect to the reference beam;
- reference beam must not be obstructed by scattering particles.

The last requirement Implies that doppler signals of significant quality are only
obtained with small particles.

It has already been shown that the crossed beam mode is perfectly suited to the
measurement of the velocity of large particles. The suitable optical arrangements are
described in references 3 and 4.



Because of the last requirement for good performances of reference beam mode. tr'hs
arrangement appears to be very poorly adapted to large particle measurement. "*is disad-
vantage mignt be taken to the advantage of the measurement of small particles sice it
will only respond to the small tracers entrained by the gas. Although a large amoint of
light might reach the photodetector when a large particle crosses t'e ;,obe vS',m. ..

doppler component of the signal will only be very weak if eKIstent

We can therefore adapt a laser doppler velocimeter to the task of measuriq eit-e,
droplet velocity (crossed beam) or gas velocity (reference beam). Such a method has a!-
eeady becn used in two phase gas/liquid flows where both liquid and bubble velocity had
to be measured. An example of such development is shown in reference

3.2 Practical arrangement

The practical arrangement used for the implementatin of the present reference beam
technique is shown at figure 4. The laser Is a HeNe of I5 mW. the illuminating optic

unit is detailed on figure 5. Neutral density filtcrs are used it order to adjust the
intensity level of the reference beam. In the present case. the diameter of the probe
volume is of the order of 0.15 mm.

Behind the photomultiplier, the electronic chain is essentially made out )f a period
counter (VKI DO 78-3A). An oscilloscope is used to monitor the signal yielded Lv the
photomultiplier. The ratio between the intensity of the reference beam and the hn one
is of the order of 1 to 1000. This ratio is to be carefully adjusted for optimum Iqna!
to noise ratio.

An oil smoke generator is used in order to provide scattering tracers. The smace is
injected in a chamber installed above the spray nozzle with an outlet surroundinj it.
This ensures that a proper seeding is obtained.

The nozzle is installed in a special facility provided with pumps. metering units and
water collector. Illuminating and receiving optic units are installed at about 1.5 meter
apart and each of them is protected against water droplets.

3.3 Application of the measurement technique

The working principle of the measurement technique is best illustrated by the oscil-
loscope traces shown on figure 5. The bottom trace is the signal yielded by the photo-
detector. Each negative peak corresponds to the passage of a large drop in the reference
beam. The upper trace is the corresponding filtered signal as shown after amplification.
This is the dopplercomponentof the bottom signal. The comparison between upper and lower
traces clearly shows that to each passage of a drop corresponds an absence of doppler com-
ponent. This figure demonstrates that the system actually works correctly : large drops
do obstruct reference beam and therefore cancel out doppler signals. It can therefo e
be concluded that the velocity measured will be that of gas tracers and not that of the
large drops.

A verification of the correct behaviour of the system is made by comparing the number
of signals yielded by the doppler processor with and without smoke. With a proper trigger
level adjustment, the ratio between these numbers is larger than 50. Even when the measure-
ments are performed without external seeding a certain number of signals are still pro-
cessed. Tney correspond to smaller droplets, always preset.t in a spray and to very few
drops which cross the probe volume at its outside boundary. In actual measurement these
spurious measurements only account for less than i% error.

3.4 Limitations of the technique

Although, the use of reference beam mode allows a proper measurement of gas velocity
in the presence of droplets, this technique has its limitations. The reference beam is
obstructed by all drops which are crossing it and which are of sufficiently large diameter.
This means tnaliiot only those droplets crossing the probe volume will cause a drop in the
signal, but also those which are crossing it along the whole length. Fortunately, the
reference beam has its minimum diameter at the probe volume and rapidly diverges. This
limits the length over which the droplets are completely obstructing the beam. However,
when the concentration of droplets increases, there is always more than one droplet at a
time crossing the reference beam, This causes the system to be saturated, no proper
measurement can be taken anymore. This type of limitation is illustrated at figure 7.
The bottom trace shows the signal yielded by the photomultipliers : individual passage of
droplets can hardly be detected. With a higher concentration, the signal becomes essen-
tially made out of noise.

Another limitation of the method lies in the relative size of probe volume compared
to droplet diameter, For the technique to work at its 6ptimum, droplets should be much
larger than probe volume.

These two limitations could be overcome by using a beam expander between the laser
and the illuminating optic unit : this would result in a reference beam of larger diameter
almost everywhere but the probe volume which would be considerably reduced in size. Such

Can improvement has still to be tested.

4. EXAMPLES OF MEASUREMENT

Measurements of both droplet and gas velocities have been performed In an industrial
water spray. Droplet velocity measurement is usually made with a crossed beam arrangement
whereas reference beam mode Is used for gas velocity (smoke tracers). Velocities measured
in a spray at a distance of 500 mm from the nozzle orifice and 100 mm from the centerline
Is presented at figure 8 for different water flow rates. As expected, entrained gas velo-
city is always lower than droplet one. Both velocitie increase with water flow rate.



Further measurements are presented in figure 9. The upper graph represents tre ve:o-
city of droplets. Velocity of gas is -nown on the lower one. The measureme,ts nive Deen
made at three different locations. The results obtained are in good agreement wit- eipec-
ted trends. gas and droplet velocities are decreasing with increasing dlstarce from ozzT'
Centerline velocities are also higher than velocities measured along the transversa,
direction.

During these qualification measurements, it was found that a reliable result co,'l
only De obtained after careful adjustment of the optical set-up and proper turing of tre
drppler processor. Most sensitive parameters are the ratio of light intensity betweer
reference beam and main one and trigger level adjustment on the processor. ,n's systen
allows a discrimination between noise and signal which is critical at high flow rates.
Finally, seeding level of the gas must be constant and a rather high concent-ation of
tracers is renuired.

:. <.RTHER 5EELOPMENTS AND RECOIC'EDATINS

The present measurement technique has been implemented using already existir' equip-
ment. Corsiderable improvements in the range of operation and convenience of use would
be obtained if a specialized optical arrangement is developed for this particular tecn-
nique. Botr illuminating and receiving units could be optimized : illuminating ones
srould include a beam expander and variable beam splitting ratio. Receiving one coild be
optimized witn otner kinds of photodetectors.

In tne processing chain, some tests have been made with a large particle detector
controlling an innibition of the processing. This device proved to improve the discrimi-
nation between tracers and larger droplets. Although this was not needed in the present
application, it could allow an extension of the range of operation for smaller droplets.

6. CONCLUSION

A laser velocimeter of reference beam type has been used to measure gas velocity in
a water spray. Although the adjustment of the optical system is somewhat delicate, good
results have reen obtained. Examples of measurement are shown and demonstrate the use-
fulness of such a technique. Limitations in the range of operation have been found but
modifications that would improve this range are suggested. The overall results obtained
here represented a strong encouragement to further develop the application of reference
beam modes in two phase flows.
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Fig. I Visualization of the entrainment
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METHODES DE MESURE A COURT TEMPS DE REPONSE POUR LA DETERMINATION

DES FLUCTUATIONS DE VITESSE ET TEMPERATURE DANS LES eCOULEMENTS A TEMPERATURE CLEME

par Marc CHAPPENEL. Y'.es LE BOT P1, iooe MAGRE, Jea,- LA8BB P? PsP'-e MOREA.,

Offt e t''0'd F!rjdeN er Je Ree 'e 0%f~o 0 4 .

Un appareil Dpti'ue iitilisant une mithode P'nis:~ t ~ us .les
la !nesure des temp,;ratures instantanees de paz et les s,,ndes e pressi-n 1'arr! I ~ z -'r
p-Ir mesurer le taux de tuirbulence ont d~ve'.opp~s pour carart ri;er '.an- iosrit rr 'es
nents A temp~rature 6levte.

Ces deux techniques expdrimentales sont pr~sent~es et les r~sultats obtenus sur des remen.n
turbulents chauds sont analysis et compar~s aver les indications plus classiques de !a vtlocimre laser.
L'extension de ces techniques de mesure A l'obtention de spectres de tur'julenre et A In diterminati.n de
1l6chelle intdgrale par In m~thode optique des faisceaux croisis est g.Iernent examinee.

SUPIMARY

An optical device using an infrared simultaneous emission and absorption method for measurements
of instantaneous gas temperatures, and total pressure probes with a short response time in order to measure
the turbulence level have been developed to characterize the unsteadiness of high temperature flows.

These two experimental techniques are described and the results obtained on hot turbulent flows
are analyzed and compared with more classical indications given by laser velocimetry. The further applica-
tion of these techniques to obtain the turbulence spectra and to determine the integral scale by the ooti-
cal method of crossed beams is also examined.

I- INTRODU~CTION

Dans les foyers de turbomachines In combustion s'accompagne de fluctuations des concentrations, de
Ia temp~rature et de Ia vitesse d'6jection des gaz. Ces fluctuations ont une influence sur le rendement et
sur les productions de polluants dans Ia chambre de combustion, mais aussi sur les conditions de transfert
thermique au nivesu de is turbine. Cels a conduit A rechercher des mithodes appropri~es de qualification de
l'aspect instationnaire des 6coulements chauds et notamment de ia tempirature et de is vitesse.

Les m~thodes classiques de d~termination de Ia turbulence au moyeo d'angmomietres ou de thermomitres
A fil ou A film chaud ne peuvent plus itre utilisges sux niveaux de tempdiature ragnant A Ia sortie de Ia
chambre de combustion ou A l'entrge de Is turbine. Les techniques d'avenir telles que I'an6mositrie laser
pour Ia mesure de vitessos ou is diffusion Raman anti-stoke coh~rente pour la mesure des concentrations et

de is tempgrature sont de mise en oeuvre difficile et lea conditions de leur utilisa-
tion ne sont pas toujours r~unies. Aussi toute m~thode, maime mains performante, inais susceptible de fournir
des indications sur le caractAre instationnaire de Il'coulement eat A retenir. C'est pourquol I'ONERA a d&-
velopp6 des sondes de pression d'arrat A court ;emps de r~ponse pour caractariser de maniiere indirecte lee
fluctuations do vitosse et un appareil optique de mesure de Is tompgrature des gaz utilisant une mithode
d'6miasion ot absorption simultange on infrarouge. Ces m~thodes de mesure ne sont pas sans difsut :La pyro-
wAtrie infrarouge intagre lea fluctuations de teuqp4rsture le long du fascesu optique et I& mesure de pres-
sion d'srrit eat uno m~thode perturbatrice de l'6coulement qui n~cessite en outro Is recherche d'une rela-
tion do correspondance pouvant exister entre :luctuations de preasion et fluctuations de vitesse.

La description de cos deux techniques exp~rimentales eat pr~sentge et les r~sultats obtenus sur
des icoulemonts turbulonts chauds analysis. En outre l'utilisstion sun tea mimes 6coulements de In v9loci-
m~trie laser pour Is mosune locale et instantange de is vitosso penmet do valider, A haute temp~rature, Is
relation entre fluctuations de vitesso et de pression trouv~e A temp~rature modbrie par comparaison ayet
lea mesures offectuieo au mayen do sondes A film chaud. L'extension de coo techniques de assure A l'obtention
do spectros de turbulence at A Is d~termination do l'Echelle in 6grale par Is mathode des faiscosux croisis
eat 6galeient oxaminge.

2 - PRINCIPE DES DIFFERENTES METHODES DE MESIRE DEVELOXP.ES

2.1 - Mosuros de gression instationnaire

Los mesures do pression n~coasitent Is miso en oeuvre do sondes refroidies comportant un Elginent
sensiblo dont Is protection contro l'onvinonnomont A haute tempgrature dons des gas souvent t~actifs doit
atre aseurfe. L'6l6aont sensible oat un captoun piozoglectrique ONERA, 20H147 ou 201148, plus ou mains protAE
gE suivant is durhe do vie privue pour I&scondo et Is bando passanto souhait~e.

Travail offectu# sous contrata do Is flEET (Direction des Rechorches, Etudes ot Techniques)
de Is SNECMA (Stf Nationale d'Etudes et do Construction do Motours d'Aviation)



la figure Ia mtre le 5chman d'une sonde d'arrit de fUrme -Iassique comporrant -jra~u af
rant. :;ne c iroutlat inn d'eal maint ient :a st r7,,ture de la sonde A line !Pmp- ralturp tn-enah'.P -t ilp
tion de la surface sensible eat assuree au wyen d'un Aiastomere Ili: se srhnnise progress ivement . !.a llir,
de vie du capteur. variable aver, lee nonditions d'essais. est de srA;r al lr i~ie rV. 5.
La bande passante eet tr~s levi-e (100 kHz environ).

Dires le wlntage de la figure 1lb le Corps do la srnde eec tvliindriqpae er Ie Apre,;r, lnu.. re r-
tig par un lastom.Ore, eet plac4 au fond d-aine rAviti face Il'c-uleent et e efracsso be
hle% A relics de la pr~c~dente. Par contre dans Is sonde cylindriqjue de Ia figure Ir !lwrent sniegee
plac6 lat~ralement dans une cavit refrciidie. Sa hande passarre n'est Plus que de M kHz environ na~s ;a
dur~e de vie ;emble tri5 grande pour une temp~rature ne d.&pAsqant Pas l500 K.

Des tudes effectu ;es A temnprature nsod0rge ont montr6 que les fluctuations de presgion !IArrkt,
?eeoS. et lee fluctuations de vitesse, 4.s,. Me-tur~es au sviyen d'une sonde I film chaud, sont rie.par a
relation

(1) ?e.. V __

oi) ion peut prendre pour et Vlea valeurs moyennes de Ia masse vrilumiquc et de la vitesse.

Lsanaiyae de ces mesures effectu~es dons des conditions d'essais varioes au moyen de divers types
de sondes mantre que le coefficient K eat de l'ordre de 2. tUne conclusion analogue eat galement prorcsee
dane 11). lb bon recoupement entre les densit~s spectrales Onerg~tiques des deux types de meaure et Agale-
ment observ6 (figure 2).

La relation de proportionnalit6 entre lee fluctuations de preesion d'arrk t c lee fluctuations de
viteass s'explique s'il eat possible de nkgliger les fluctuatiors de preesion atatique. Fffectivement les
itudes de Batchelor [2] conduisent, dana le cas de Ia turbulence homg ne, A relier fluctuations de pression
atatique et fluctuationa de vitsae sous Ia forme:Z

+rS- o'58 %''"s -

Ce terms eat 4videemment g~rngralement tri~a faible devant Ia fluctuation de pression d'arrkt? ,

Gee conclusions lajasent aupposer que i'effet d'intkgration de Ia mesure par sonde est n,6gliseable.
Ce r&iultat demands toutefois A tre confirmg par des easais effectu~s dans des 6coulements vari~s afin de
pr~ciser notamment linfluence de 1'6chelle de Ia turbulence.

2.2 - Meaures des tempgratures de got inatantanges

La m~thode optiqus de mesure qe temperature des gaz mice au point A VIM0NVA pour les gaz A hautes
temp~ratures issue ds moteurs fuslie [3j, et fonctionnant dana le visible, a At adapt~e, par transposition
dana l'infrarouge, aux 6coulements gazeux des banca theirmiquss dont Is temp~rature eat beaucoup plus basse
(4).

La m~thade canaiste A enregiatrer simultan~ment, grice A deux d~tecteurs, lee signaux monochrome-
tiques provanant d'une part, d'une source de rgf~rence apr~s travers~e de Ia fiamce et d'autre part, de Ia
flamma sule. La cannaissanca de Is tempkiraturs de luminance monochrovratique de Ia source permet alors de
calculer A cheque instant Ia tempArature moyanne de Ia flamme sinai que son facteur d'6mission. Le tampa de
r~ponse n'st limitg qus par Ia constants ds temps des r~cepteurs et cells de l'snrsgistrsment des signaux.

L'application de cette m~thods dana is visible, eur des flaimmas g~ngralevent transperentes dans
ce domains spectral, n~cassits laddition d'un eel de sodium qui augments l'Amissivitg de Is fiance sur lee
rais de r~sonance du sodium. L'intervalls spectral est alots impos6 par un monochromateur et on utilie des
photamultiplicateura dont is temps de r~pone sat de l'ordrs de Ia microseconds. Lea appareile ainai 6quip~s.
et maintenant coeeeercialisgs sous ls nom de MT4, ant lit: utilisgs dens ds nalmbreuss applications sur des
fiemmes dant Is tempgrature 6tait comprise entre 1 400 K at 5 000 K.

La transpoaition dane l'infrarouga permet, en utilisant I'6mission propre des ga due sait A Ia
vaeur d'eau salt au ga carbonique, de s'affranchir de taut ensemencement. Les rais 6miss sont alors
suffisansent serrs pour admettre une faible rgsalution spectrais qui, joints A i'utiiisation de d~tecteurs
A l'antimonjura d'indium refroidia A l'azote liquids, permet Is mesurs de tempraturs aussi basses qua
600 K. L'intarvalla spectral et imposg par un eimple filtra interfgrential de largeur relative 4 %, ca qui
simplifie cansid~rablement l'appareil.

Le sch~ma optique du dispositif qui permet de diacriminar lea eignaux provenant de is source et
de la flasene et prsent6 figure 3. L'imags de Is source S eat forwhe dons Is plan C per Is lentille L4. La
lentille L2 en reforms une ismage done ls plan da Is flaune. L'optique L3, qui supports is diaphragms d'ouver-
ture, conjugue lee plane images pr~cidents cur ls diaphragms de champ DI. La lentille L4t permet le transport
de i'image monochromatique, isolge par Is monochromateur M, cur Ie miroir priematique P quilai divisa en deux
partis sansiblement A-gales. Grkce eux lentilles LS une moitiS de i'finergie arrive cur un r~cepteur R-i,
l'autra moitig cur un r~cepteur R2. Un couteau piaef dens ie pian C peut itre dgplacf de faqon A diviser
l'image exactelcent comme le miroir prismatique. L'un des rficepteurs, par exemple R1, ne recoit clara plus
aucune gnergie provenant de la source, alors qua is signal dflivr6 par R4 n's pas chang6.

Si is flange est homogane en temp~rature lea signaux Y4 at Y2 dflivr~o par R4 at R2 sont donngs
par lea relations suivantes [3) 4 K (,j.( )+KLA7)

A K2LVA, T4.(1e E KLAp

Colepte tenu des difffrences do sonsibilitt des d~tecteurs at des Etenduea gfovktriques des fais-
possible de lee 6galer en joueot stir lea fteges d'emplification.



do at le facteur d'imission d~fini parf 1

6G - tscK - ),

n6*((A.x-) eat le coefficient d'imission monochromatique local 6gal au coefficient d'aboorption Vspris I&
loi de Kirchoff.

Dn remarquera que E dipend de *ipaisseur dt Ia flaosaef.La connaissance de is luminance monochto-
atique de Ia source LCA,TLs ) poruet alors do caicuier I chaque instant, par Is r~solut ion de ce systh'mo
do deux iquations, lea inconnuos L(AT 9 ) et 46(A) o~l 1.(A,'rF ) est Is luminance mnochromatiquo du corps noir
A la temperature de la flamme T. Un calculatour analogique permet d'effectuer co calcul en temps rWs. La
lij do Planck pour Is longuour d'onde A permot ensuite de reimontor 4 Is temp~rature de Is flamme.

Le calcul d'erreur montro quo Ia pr~cision do Ia assure cot d'autant plus grande

- que 1'on travaille au plus prt~s du point de renversoment d~fini par l'6Ralit,& des temp,;ratures de Is
fiamme et de Ia source,

- et quo lo facteur d'imission do la flammo 8 sot proche do l'unit6.

Cotto pricision pout 9tro do l'ordro du pourcont.

L'itudo d~taillio [4] du principe do mesuro nous a pormis de souligner quo Is temp~rature mesur~e
n'a do signification claire quo si Is tompgraturo do Ia fisosne sot uniformesour tout is volume gazoux tra-
vorod par les faisceauc optiques et quo la assure intgresso tout co volumo. Malgri cola, lorsque toutes leo
caract~ristiques du milieu (concentrations, tempirature) varient en tout point et A tout instant do faqon
aliatoire, on montre qu'il eat possible do d~coupler los fluctuations do temp~rature et d'gumissivit6 A condi-
tion que la turbulenco soit statistiquomeor homog~ne et quo lea fluctuations d'gmissivit6 aoient de foible
amplitude vis-A-vis do Ia valour moysono. Pour cola on so place our uno bando d'6mission pour isquelle is
facteur d'6mission sot tris faiblo et on travaille au point de ronvorsoment d~fini par l'kgslit# de Is
temprature do Ia source et do la temp~rature mcyenno do Ia flAmme.

Dan& coo conditions, et pour un faiscoau optique trgas itroit Oen comparaison do 1'6cholle intigrale
do Ia turbulonce, on montro quo los fluctuations du signal Y.4, notioo Y4 Wt, sent donn~es par l'int~grale
our is trajot optique des fluctuations de Ia luminanco du corps ri r LF ( T,r (xt)) A Is temptsrature locale
do la flauaeTF(x,t) t

sot Ia valour moyenne du coefficient d'6mission, ind~pendant do x~ et de t puioquo Ie miisu e-t suppo*6

statistiquement homog~ne.

Si leo fluctuations de tempirature sont de suffisamnt foible amplitude iI sot possible de linc.-
ariser Ia loi do luminance L(T) au voisinage do Is tempgrature moyennerF ot obtenir ainsi l'int~grale dos
fluctuations do temp4raturo our le trajet optique

avoc Is,.1  facteur d'imission moyen.

Cette relation pout oncou a I crire, on faisant apparaltro une temp~rature moyons inetantange
iquivaiente -a (t), do fl uc tua tion A (t),

Evidonmment Ia mesurs des fluctuations do temp~rature sot affect~e per i'int~gration our Io trejoet
optiquse. On montro (4] quo, iorsyj is longuour d'int~glation t sot grands devant l'6chelie intigrais ds Is
turbulence A , variance mesur~e A1 

et variance locale j' sont proportiolfnllos. Lo rapport de proportion-
nalitf et trouv6 6gai su rapport du double do l'Achelle int~gralo A ia longueur d'int~grstion

Al 2.A-

L'effet d'intisgration pout donc atro tr~s important et ii eot n~cessaire, pour romonter A Is va-
rinne locale, do d~terminor lhchelle int~graio.

2.3 - iMssure do l'#cheile int~grale

a) Faisceaux orthogonaux

Cette technique consists A assurer Is niveau do corrilation entre deux assures optiques our deux
trajets oythogonauc at progrossivoment gloign6. l'un do I'autre cone I. montre is figure 4. Lee points A
ot B ddiimitent Is plus courts distance d dos diiii dtoites. Si Von d~coupe iea deux trajots optiques en
intervallps do longuour 2A (an prenant A et 0 comae point milieu do l'un des intervsiles), chacune des
assures .24 at A1 eat Is moyanne des grandeurs indipendantes attach&es I chacun des didmmnts constituent
l'un des trajets optiques. On congoit quo souleia joux intervoiles incluant Is point A ou 3 doneront une
contribution notable A Is corrilation ont t A, 21 puisque I& distance entre tous lee points des autres
intervalies sore supfnieure A i'dhelle intigraleAjt.

Si on sppoll. (A) is fonction do corrdlation ainsi obtonue, on montre [4 qu'elle sot relife
A Is fonction do corril dtion A 2 points done Is milieu R~par
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En particulier I& corr~lation en faisceaux croisis, pour d - 0, eat donn~e par

-2 TTA 2 T At

o6 eat une ichelle intigrale diff~rente de celle utilisie jusqu'ici et difinie par

La normalisation de I%~)par P (0) permet de d~finir I& fonction sans dimeension F9 (4)

dont l'inversion donne

On voit qu'il eat n~cessaire pour obtenir R de tracer en fonction du paramiatre d' et d'en
prendre Is dirivie. La valeur de cette d~riv~e A liorigine persef de calculer -MA

Enfin lint~gration de cette fonction d~riv~e sur d permet d'obtenir une relation entre A et A
et donc de caiculer A..

La m-Athode des faiscesux orthogonaux permet donc bien de d~terminer l,6chelle int~graie ;el
permet, ieux encore, d'obtenir is fonction de corr&lation A deux points, as a pour inconv~nient d'Ztre
longue (ii faut effectuer des reesuree point par point) et essez peu pr~cise (Ia fonction R s'obtient par
dgrivation de Ia fonction 7 ). Aussi on a recherch6 et on propose tine imesure plus simple dgrivge de celle-ci.
File consiste A meaurer Is corr~lation normaliage en faisceaux croisfs.

b) Corrglst ion normalia~e en faisceaux croisgs

II eat toujours difficile d'effectuer des meaures absolues et ceci eat 6galeisent vrai pour lea
corr~lations. Ce que donne IL tra Det numn~rique c'est la corr~lation normalisge par lea valeure quadra-

tiqus myenns d s eure 129 e Or nous avons dorn& une expression de ces valeurs quadratiques moyen-
flea

La coyriation en faisceaux crojaga donnge par

devient apr~s normalisation

A

Pour slier plus loin on admet que lea deux 6chelles int~grles A etA' sont voisines. V'est le coe
loraque V'on adinet pour Is fonction de corrglation Rt une loi exponentielle ; on a alors rigoureusement

A A Pour une gausalanne on trouve

Or CA sont deux Cas extr~mes corresponident A un nombro de Reynolds de turbulence soit trils grand
(CA$ de l'epoventielle) soit tr~s foible (ceo de Is gaussionne) (5). on admettra que pour lea Reynolds
intermidiairem cette quasi-figlii tient encore. Dons cat cond'tin, is corrflation normalisfe en faisceauit
croisfe, jointe I s connaissance des longuours d'int6 Srstion 1. Oeti, persist do calculer l'dchelle intf-
grals

I~~) tt



11 eat A refhrquor que Is u~thode des faisceaux orthogonaux no faisait vas intervonir leg longueurs
d'intkgration. Lee deux mithodes sont donc indipendantoe. Dans lea doux coo, Its crrflations sant d'autant
plus faibles, donc difficiles A mesurer, que ce- longueurs sont grandes devant l'ischelle inti~rree.

c) Influence do 1' paisseur des faisceaux

Tous coo r~sultata supposent Its faisceaux optiques infinimont etraits, ec qui n'est pas physique-
moot rialisble. on -wmtre [',] que l'intigration supplimentaire our les dimensions tranaversales des fois-
ceaux apporte une contribution negligrable si l'1.paisseur des faisceaux,e.est petite devant 1 rhel~e inri.-
grale A. Los tormes corroctifs sont on effet d'ordre (0f2j.)2 ec pour des faisceaux larges de 2 seM et Inc
6chelle intigrale doenviron I cm la pr~cision des mesures eat encore do I pour cent.

2.4 - Vilocim~trie loser

Le Principe do cot appareil consiste I cr~er dans la zone d'intersection de dcxix f~isccux laser
de mime longueur d'onde (514,5 ra), un riseau de franges d'interf1.rences optiques riguliirement espaclcs.
Le passage A travers cellos-ci de particules diffusantes entrain~es par le fluide donne naisance A tine
succeso.on d'imissions lumineues dont ls friquence eat proportionnelle A Ia vitesse des particules dons la
direction perpendiculairo aux frangos. Si ces particules sont suffisatmmont petites. lour prcxpre vitesse inis-
tantange eat tr~s sensibLement celle du fluide porteur. Pour des raisons dos compatibilit avec Is tcmpirature
du fluids, Ie matiriau rotenu est une poudro ultra-fine do dioxydo de zirconium dont le diamitre carart -
ristique eat do Vordre du micron. Mists en suspension dans un jet d'air par un diepogitif A double flux
tourbillonnaire, elles sont injectces dans La soufflerie, on amont du foyer.L' ntcrfrange cot de 17,- t
ic diam~tre du volume de mosure d'environ12 M

Les signaux lumineux capt~s par un tiLescope type Cassegrain sont successivement valid~s (pour
siparer grosses et petitos particules) puis filtris ot mis on forms par un compteur-fr~quencemitre. l-a ca-
dence d'acquisition do cc compteur oct faible, inf~rieure A 300 par seconde. Ce compteur Oct rcli6 A un
ordinateur g~rant L'acquisition des donnges do ta coufflerie. Loreque le nombre do particulce valid~es cat
suffisant (1 000 particules au minimum) L'ordinateur caLcuLe la viteose moyenne et son 4cart type or suppi-
cant la distribution gaussienne.

Les cignaux capt~s et mis en m~moire dane l'ordinatear soot encuite transfsr~s cur une bande magn -
tique et mis on riserve pour un traitemont ultirieur comme par exemple le calcul do Lo distribution des vi-
tosses (histogrammes).

Lorsqu'il 9'agit d'obtenir des spectres de turbulence do vitesse d'6coulement un com~pteur rapide
du type DISA, permettant L'acquieition d'une mosure toutec los 10 microsecondes, cot utiLisg. Dane ccc con-
ditions Is limitation do la bande paceante n oct plus due au compteur maic A l'insuffisancc du flux en par-
ticules (plusiours milliers do particules soot n~cessaires par seconde). Bien ontendu, la discr~tisation du
signal pose un probl~me do traitoment. On le r~soud facilemont grace A L'utilisation do la tension anaLogi-
quo proportionnelle A ta friquence instantangc mesurge quo d~livre l'appareil. Cette tension analogique
subsists ontre deux mecures succossives si bien quo le signal pr~sente L'alLure do marches d'escaLier qui
so rapprochont d'autant plus du signal r~el quo les mesures cont plus serries. Co signal oct trait6 coimmc
un signal continu.

3 - EXEMPLES D'APPLICATIONS

3.1 -Mosure du taux do turbulence agrodynamique au moyen do condos do pression d'arrit

Les taux do turbulence mesuris, d'une part au moyen d'une conde des prescion d'srrit A court temps
do riponse et d'autre part par v6locim~trie laser, ont iti compargs lors do Ia caract~risation do 1'6coule-
moot isau d'uoo chambre do combustion induatrielle. Les mesures ont 6t6 effectuies A mi-hauteur do veins sur
un secteur angulaire de L'ordre de 90% La figure 5 r~sume lee r~sultats obtenue. Un boo accord apparatt
entro les indications des deux techniques do mesuree utilisges, confirmant ainsi A haute tempgrature la re-
lation do correspondanco entre fluctuations do preccion d'arrat et do vitesse d'icoulement 6itablie A partir
d'6tudes cur des 6coulements A tompirature mod~r~e.

Les variations azimutales du taux do turbulence observ6es sur Ia figure 5 sont liges A la ggomg-
trio particuliire do I& chambre de combustion exp~rimentge (pr~sence des cannes do pr~vaporisation et des
orifices do dilution).

3.2 - Caractirisation des fluctuations do tempirature et do vitesse d'ficoulement doe un montage d'6tude de
LacombFustion turbulonto

La ithodo optique do mosure des fluctuations de tempgrature et La v(!Iocimgtrie laser ont 6ti ap-
pliquises A L'onalyse de l'gcoulement doe un montage d'fitude do Ls combustion turbulente.

Dane ce dispositif expirimontal un fcoulemnt prim6langg air-mgthane est enfLamunE et La combustion
atabilisA.e par un 6coulement parellge de gaz A haute teupfiraturo issue d'un foyer auxilisire (figure 6).
La vaino oct bidimonsionnolLe, do section 100 x 100 mm., St L& conduits d'arrivfe des gas de stabiliastion
a pour hauteur 19 me. Lis vitosso initialo moyenno do L'dcoulomont frais oct de L'ordre de 55 m/s, L& riches..
0,8, ot Is tompiraturo 600 K. La vitesse moyenne des gas chauds et d'onviron 110 m/s St lour tempdrature
2 000 K.

L' installation d'esgais n'Stant pas refroidie, souls sant possibLes des ossais do courts dunfe
(environ 30 s).

3.2.) ez!LLubu1c hrju

Les aures do fluctuations do teoproture par pyromtrie optique ant At& limit~es A L'oxplorotion
d'un plan ultui A 4.2 = du point do confluence dos dewi Eicaulemsents pour difffirentos distances A Is paroi
inf~rioure to, 15, 20, 25, 30 at 45 m. Cos paints do mesuro cant indiquis our Is schoma do I& figure 6.
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Au contraire des gsz cha-ds issue d'une combustion. lea gaz frais contiennent trill pe. e RA7
carbonique et de vapeur d'eau or lea irniasiv.itis des uns ot des autres sont trils dif~rentes. Pour les r-
procher il a t nicesaaire d'introduire dons lea gaz frais unt faible proportion de 257 'arboniq; et
liser la longueur d'onde 4,'25 )AU pour lsquelle ce gaz pr~sente un mnaximum d'Oiin . A -ette iovP.Ir -- i
le hublot de sili ce eat o pique et le passage du faisreau infrarouge a kSaasur; grir-e A deux -ri~ireq Ae
8 mm de diam~tre percss face A face dana lei #elments mobiles des parois lat~rales. La transla' s.. !e -ec
paroia permet le diplacement du point de rnesure. Les essais ant ft effectubsA richesse gale 4 .A na:s
aussi A richesse nulle, donc sane inflammation :on a alot s~iplement un m~iange ec dIe'x Cnu'effertc Ae
tempkratures diff~rentes.

Les manures instantankes sont enregistr~es sur bande inagnbtique analogique. en vue de leur traire-
mant en temps diffiirA. La numerisation d'un essai de 30 secondes fournit ainai 6~2S 00 points de Mecure 'soit un point toutesa lea 25 t.... Ces 625 000 pointa de mesure permettent de tracer avec pr~ciaion lea hilt-
granboes relatifs A la t mpiirature. Ce calcul 9'effectue par valeurs discr~tes de pan 10 K.

Les figures 7 et 8 pr~sentent lea hiatograssnes obtenus pour Is richease 0,8 et Is richesse nulie
pour une exploration verticale. Lea fluctuations sont importantes et forternent non gauasiennes, le pic de
gaz chauda s'estompant progreaaivemsnt pour lajaser place A un pic de plus en plus 16troit vera lea bAsses
tempgratures. On en d~duit lea profile de temperature moyenne et lea kcarts types correspondants (figure
9). La difference eat peu senaible entra lea deux conditions d'essais ;cela tient sans doute au choix de
It section de mature, encore trgs proche du point de confluence des deux 4coulements.

3.2.2 - Analy~t_4t!_fluctuatiions de vitesse d'Acoulement

Pendant lea essais lea mesuras de vitesse instantanke eifectuiies par viilocim~trie laser sont
enregiatr~as our bande magn~tique nur~rique en vue de leur analyse en temps difffr6.

tUn programme de traiternant permat de tracer lea histograme dont un example eat donn6 figure 10.
11 correspond A Ia premi re aection de meaure situ~a A 42 mmn en aval de la confluence des deux 4coulernants.
On peut diatinguer plusieura formnea d'histogrammea correapondant A diverges zones succassives dana le foyer

- Dana lea gaz frais prOs de Ia paroi sup~rieure du foyer, (I - 90 mm), l'histograre pr~sente un seul pic
centrA A 65 rn/a et correspondant A l'6coulement initial A 55 rn/s. La diff~rence des vitesses s'expliqua
d'una part par une l~gire accgl~ration de l'Acoulemant at d'autra part par le fait qua lea vitesses ini-
tialea sont calcul~ea sona tenir couple des couches limitea. On note 6galement our cat hiatogramee un pe-
tit pic, centrg A 35 rn/a, correapondant A des aignaux irparfaitemant 61irnin~s par le systi!ne de validation
cea valeura errons ant una tr~s grande importance aur le r~sultat du calcul de la turbulence :elles
doivent 'Atre 6cartgaa avant d'effectuer ce calcul.

- Toujours dana lea gaz fraia, mas plus pr~s de la zone de combustion ('30 mm), l'histogrammse deviant
plus large, ca qui correapond A une augmentation de la turbulence.

- Au debut de la zone de m~lange at combustion (Y - 20 me) 1'hiatogramme sa d~forne at pr~sente alors un
a illage important vera lea fortes vitesses.

- Au centre de cette zone de rn~lange (Y - 15 umm) on obtient un histogramse A deux pics, de hauteura sansi-
blernent 6gales, correapondant aux deux 6coulernenta.

- Enfin, dons le sillaga des gaz de stabilisation (7- 10 mm) on ratrouva un histogramme A un saul pic pro-
venant de l'gcoulement chaud.

La connaisaance des histograunea eat ngcesaaire avant le calcul des vitesses moyennes at des
6carta-types car elle permet d'6liminer lea valeura provenant d'une validation injustifi~e at qui pauvent
induire des erreura importantes, notament aur la turbulence. Lea profile transversaux de vitease moyenne
et de fluctuation de vitesa sont donngs sur la figure 11.* La taux de turbulence maximum dana Is zone de
m~lange at combustion atteint pr~a de 25 Z

La comparaiaon des fluctuations de vit-esse ainsi d~terminges avec celles dkduites des meaures de
fluctuations de pression d'arrkt de l'Acoulenent eat en coura.

3.3 - Utilisation de ces mithodes de meaure pour l'obtention de spectres at ficbellea de turbulence

Los difffirentes techniques de mesurs prisents peuvent permettre une caractgrieation plus compl~te
de Ia turbulence, par example l'obtention de apectres ou la determination de I'6chelle int~grale. Ces possi-
bilitfis out tout d'abord Ati exploitfes our un montage expirimental fonctionnant A tempfrature inodisrge.

Ce montage repr~sents un secteur de la zone de dilution d'un foyer annulaire (figure 12). 1l
comports esentiellement un canal dimontable de section rectangulaire (300 x 100 me ) mont6 A la suite d'un
foyer g~nlrateur de gaz chauds. La disposition interns comports

- un. veins centrals recevaut directement lea gs iaeua du foyer

- deux veina situtes de part at d'autre de I& premiAre., su-deasus at au-dessoua, olimentfes en air frais
par deux couduites indipendantes;

-lea parole constituies de plusieurs 6l6ments en Sl8e sdparant lea veins latfrals de I& vein, centrals.
Ces paroie peruettent d'uus part Is passage de lair de dilution au moyen d'une oeirie d'orlfices circu-
laires, d'autre part leur propre refroidlseement grace A la cr~ation de films fluids localisia sux rac-
cordousuca do doux t8las successlves.

Les trois vein**, distinct.. A l'entr~e, nWin constituent plus qu'une soul. I la sortie, lee Ecou-
1lemento latiraux Etant astreints, per ce dispositif, A as emilanger AI 'Scouleuent central. Enfin, Is ritr6-
cis*uu terminal, provoquant urna acclration do l'Ecoulementpermat d'atteindrs un nombre de Mach du mime

nw- ------ ---



ordre que relui observe dans I& rialiti A 1'entrie du distribu~teur de la tur~ine I' e 0,. ',.A tCxr-ratir#
eat environ 600 4 650 K.

..1- Mesure de 1' c helle int4sr ale

a) Technique des faisceauc orthogenaux

La mesure de l'ichelle intigrale de l.a turbulence 9'effectue en utilisant deux pvr'-'mztrex qui
int?6grent V~mission infrarouge du jet sur deux trajets orthogonaux. L'un d'eux, m.aintenu fixe, est nlar;
verticaleient au-dessus de Ia veine, A environ 70 mmdu plan de sortie ;I 'Autre ext h.oriznntal et pe,:t
9tre translate axialement.

La figure 13 pr~sente lea courbes de corr~lation spatio-temporelles obtenuex A partir de,, a i
mesures. Chaque courbe correspond A une position relative des deux faisceaux, t -6tant le naram, trpe e -rr -
lation temporelle et A Ia plus courte distance encre les deux faisceaux. A est modifii; par pas le 10 .w
sauf A I'approche de 1'intersection oOi le pas eat resserr6 A 2 mmx. Pour ne pas xurcharger la fisture les
courbes correapondantes n'y figurent pas. A une l .g0re att~nuation pr~s let courhes se diduisent lea unes
des autrea par une translation. Ceci s'explique si I'on admet l'hypoth~'se de Taylor de turbulence geI~e
effectivement, Si 00 porte sur ur diagramme l'abscisse t.,..u relative au maximum des courhes de rorr,61at in.
en fonction de Ia distanced , o-. obtient une droite (figure 14), et la vitesse d~finie par la Dente de
cette droite (84 m/9) est proche de la vitesse attendue pour le jet.

Les points A d~phasage nul t - 0) permetteot de tracer Ia courbe de correlation ()qui pr,6sente
un maximum pour 4 - 0 (figure 15). On a vui qu'il eat ne-cessaire, pour obtenir Ia fonction de corr~Iation A
2 points, de tracer f(A4) en fonctioi du param~tre a 1 au Ilieu ;e & et d'en prendre Ia deriv~e. On obtient
ainsi une courbe beaucoup plus itroile qui repr4sente, A un coefficient pr, Ia fonction de corr~iation cher-
chie. (figure 15)

La valeur A l'origine permet de calculer 1'6chelle intigrale A'et l'int~gration sur L permet de
calculer l'6chelle intigrale-A. . on les trouve tres proche t'une de l'autre

-A' - 0, 74 cm et A - 0,72 cm

ce qui eat une justification suppl~mentaire de I'approximation qui consiste A leg supposer gales. TI faut
cependant noter que ces mesures ne sont qu'approximatives. En particulier le calcul par intigration est ar-
rat6 arbitrairement au premier z~ro de la courbe de corrilation. On suppose que Ia contribution du rest. de
la courbe, alternativement. positive et n~gative, eat n~gligeable,

b) Corr~lation en faisceaux croias

Une autre m6thode pour atteindre J%.. eat d'utiliser Is corr~lation normalis~e en faisceaux crois~x
donnie par

TTi' A 0,24.

Cette d~termination fait intervenir les longueurs d'int~gration V4. et ft. Dans le cas pr~sent

24 5 cm et it230 cm

On en dgduit une 6chelle intagraleL-k 0,94 cm qui eat du mime ordre de grandeur vue cell. deter-
minge par Is mithode des faisceaux orthogonaux (A 0,72 cm).

3.3.2- ecrae uruee

A titre de comparaison il a fit6 port6 sur une maine figure (16) lea densit~s spectrales 6nerg~tiques
diriv~es de l'analyse des aignaux obtenua par les trois techniques de mesure :is sonde de pression d'arrgt.
l~e pyroin~tre optique et Is vfilocimfitrie laser. Les trois spectres sont tr~s semblables et on ne remarque pas
de rupture de pente our le spectre de vitesse, ce qui laisse penser que 1e flux en particules 6tait suffisant
pour que ls spectre soit r~aliste au-desaus de 10 kHz. Les pics de denjitg spectral. de faible 6nergie obser-
v~s aux basses frfiquences doivent itre attribufs A des instabilitga du foyer amont. La concordance entre
ces trois spectres pout surprendre puisque l'un au momsg d'entre eux (le spectre de tempgrature) est modifig
par l'effet d'intggration. Cependant la repr~aentation utilisant une 6chelle logarithmique peut itre tromh-
pause. On pout en effet montrer [4) que l'effet d'intggration se fait sentir dons tout le spectre de tell.
sorte quo i'intigration de celui-ci conduise A une variance attgnuge done lt rapport t12A. . Ce rapport
eat ici aaaez foible, 6gal A 1,44.

Sur 1. montage d'Atude de Is combustion turbulente, seuls lea spectres resultant des mesures de
temprature ont 6t6 jusqu'ici obtenus (figure 17). Ces spectreS correspondent aux points Y - 20 et Y - 25 msm,
avec et sons inflammation des gaz frais. On note dans tous les cas Ia presence d'un pic tr~s important A Ia
fr~quence de 800 Hz qui pout s'expliquer par un batteinent de Is flame entrainant Sinai le fort 6talement
des hiatogrammes. Un autre pic A Is frgquence do 1 300 Hz apparatt seulement en absence d'inftammation. 11
n'est 6videmment pas question dana ces conditions "insastionnaires" d'appiiquer aux fluctuations de tempfs-
rature Ia correction d'effet d'intigratlon due A la turbulence A petite 6chelle. Celie-ci ne peut itre envi-
agfk* qi'&pr4* ogparation des fluctuations dues au mouvement dlensemble et de celles dues A Ia turbulence et
par Ia mime en oeuvre d'une macbode d'analyse conditionnelle.



4 - CONCLUSION

La caractirisation do l'aspect instationnaire des #coulements A tecrature Slev~e. notsnt dans
lea foyers et let turbines oxj Is technique classique de l'ankuomtrie A fil chaud no peut plus itro estloyfe.
a conduit lIONERA A 6tudier des asthodes nouvelles de assure des fluctuations de vites et do tou4rature.
C'est ainsi que des sondes de pression d'arr~t A court temps do reponse pour Is assure des fluctuations de
vitesse et un oppareil optique utilisant uns withode d'6mission et absorption sisszltsnkos en infrarouge pour
Is assure des temperatures de gaz ant ir- disveloppies. Cern techniques de assure ne dorment pas au enntraire de
techniques d'sver.ir tells& quo l'snimostitrie laser pour is assure de vitesse ou Is diffusion Reman anti-
stoke cohirente pour Is assure des concentrations et de is tempirature, I& structuie fine de l'isoulement
mais ella, sont plus faciles A utiliser sur des bares d'essais industriels.

L'anslyse des assures effectu~kes A tempgrature modiree A laid. de sondes de pression et de films
chauds montre qu'il exists une relation de proportionnalit# entre lee fluctuations de pression d'arrit et
les fluctuations de vitesse. L'utilisation de cette relation perast done I& assure de Is turbulence de vi-
tease par l'interm~diaire des assures de pression d'arrit. Ce risultat demandait toutefois A itre confirm6
par des assures dana des icoulements A plus haute tempirature en let comparant A des assures par V61ocioNF-
trie laser. Cette comparaison a &ti effectuie pour Is prexiire fois A Is sortie d'une chaubr* de combustion
A Is tempgrature moysnne de 1 330 K. Ls bon accord observe justifie l'utilisation des sondes de pression
d'arrat pour qualifier Ia turbulence des 6coulesnts chauds.

La technique de assure des tempgratures par pyromftrie infrarouge a t exp~riasnt~e dan, un Mon-
tags d'itude de Is combustion turbulente oil Is tempgrature des gat @st comprise entre 600 et 2 000 K. La
comparaison des histograummes de tempgrature obtenus par Is pyromitrie atix histogrames de vitesse diterminfs
par animomitrie laser montre l'intgrat de cette technique malgrf l'inconv~nient de l'intigration des temp6-
ratures 1. long du faiscesu optique. Sur ce montage, l'analyse spectral. du signal de assure pyrom~trique
montre que Is flamais n'est pas stationnaire, et il n'est pas possible, dana ccc conditions, d'appliquer I&
correction d'effet d'intggration due A Is turbulence A petite ichelle.

Au contraire, dane Is cas oii le milieu eat statiatiquement hostogne, on montre qu'il est possible
de remonter A Ia variance locale de Is temp~rature si V'on connait Vchelle int~grale de Is turbulence.
Celle-ci peut 9tre obtenue par des corrilations entre deux meaurec optiques croisch,. Un exemple d'utilisa-
tion de cette technique, sur un montage d'6tude de la dilution, est pr~senti. Sur cc mime montage on a 6ga-
lement comparg lcc spectres obtenus par lea trois techniques de assure :I& sonde de pression d'arrit, ls
pyrom~tre optique et Is vglocim~trie laser. Ils sent tris comparable$.
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D.L.Schultz. UK
Is the constant k -- 2 hased )n theoretical or experimental results' You say in your p.sper that k is of 'order" 2
and I would like to know what the range of k might be,

Rfponse d'auteur
Ce tisultat est essentiellement exp~rimental. obtenu sur diverses experences a temperatures varies ( e resujltar est
a environ 10';, pres cest a dire que l'on peut ohtenir aussi bien un coefficient de 1.9 aii 2.2 line justification
theoniq ;e a W pr~sent~e en re~rence ( I )dans le papier ecrit.

M.Mouranche. Fr
L'utilisation de la pyromt'trie optique que vous avez decrite po)ur la mesure ties temptratures de gai est tre
s 'd uisant. Quelles sont ses limitations d'emploi stir lei montages d'essai de combustion?

Reponse d'auteur
La seule condition d'utilisition comme pour beaucoup de m~thodes opt iques est de disposer (de deux orifices pour
faire traxerser le faisceau optique. 11 est t'galement necessaire qu'il n'y ait pus de particules solides de trop grande
dimension dans )e gaz. miis ]a principale limitation de Ia m~thode r~sulte de l'integration des temp~rarures stir Ie
chemin optique.
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VELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS IN A
PREMIXED FLAME WITHIN AN AXISYMMETRIC COMBUSTOR

by

A.M.K.P. Taylor and J.H. Whitelaw
Imperial College of Science and Technology

London S47 2BX. England.

SUMMARY

Measurements of velocity, temperature and noise characteristics are reported for
a premixed natural-gas, air flame stabilised on a disc baffle located on the axis of a
round pipe and for a corresponding isothermal flow. The stability limits of the flame
are identified and measurements of mean axial velocity, the variance of the correspon-
ding fluctuations and noise intensity provided for equivalence ratios in the range 0.7
to 1.6. Centre-line distributions of mean axial velocity, the variance of the corres-
ponding fluctuations and mean temperature are reported and an analysis presented of
the uncertainties of the laser-anemometer instrumentation and bare-wire thermocouple
measurements. It is shown that the range of equivalence ratios which allow stable
combustion is comparatively small; that the maximum and minimum mean velocitieg and the
length of the recirculation region are increased by combustion; and that the centre-
line distribution of mean temperature is comparatively uniform for more than 3 baffle
diameters downstream.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

h lfean surface heat transfer coefficient

h'T'g, h'T' Correlation between fluctuating surface heat ) Eq. 2transfer coefficient and fluctuating gas/

wire temperature
N Population size; Eq. 1

p, P' Mean, fluctuating pressure
r Radial distance
R Radius of combustor

T, T' Mean, fluctuating temperature

Tg, T Mean temperature of gas and wire; Eq. 2
U w Mean axial velocity
U 0 Annular bulk velocity

lUn] nth sample of axial velocity; Eq. I

u7, v
2  

Variance of axial, radial velocity fluctuations

uv One-point correlation

(volumetric) fuel/air ratio
stoichiometric (volumetric) fuel/air ratio

1. INTRODUCTION

The two main purposes of this paper are to present measurements of the velocity
and temperature characteristics of bluff-body stabilised, premixed methane-air flames
and to assess the precision of the results. Laser-Doppler anemometry was used for
measurements of mean velocity and related one poipt correlations, and bare-wire thermo-
couples gave values of mean temperature. The flow arrangement comprised a 80mm
diameter pipe with a 39.8mm diameter stabiliser disc and measurements were obtained
at (volumetric) equivalence ratios of between 0.70 and 1.6 and upstream cold-flow pipe
Reynolds numbers of approximately 33,000.

The flow configuration is relevant to the afterburners of gas-turbine combus-
tors and the assessment of the precision is relevant to velocity and temperature
measurements in a wide range of combusting flows. Stabilised, premixed flames have
previously been investigated in, for example, references 1 to 6. Assessments of the
precision of velocity measurements in combusting flows have been reported for example,
in references 7 and 8 and that of temperature measurements in references 9 to 11.

In the present paper the velocity, temperature and sound-intensity results are
presented in section 3, which is preceeded by a description of the geometry and
instrumentation in Section 2. Section 4 provides careful consideration of error sources
and the paper ends with summary conclusions.

2. FLOW AND INSTRUMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS

Figure 1 presents a line diagram of the flow configuration and shows the mild-
steel pipe of 1.83m length coupled to a supply system for air and town gas (94% CH ).
Measurements have been obtained with the baffle located 0.8m from the open end of the
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pipf.. As shown, vitreous silica plate windows were set into the "rmhj.t%,)r wall ani
a!llowed optical access for the laser-Doppler anemometer. The inside diam#,!r ,f ho
pipe was circular to within Ian except near the windows where this figure decreased I,
around 3mm. The flow rates of town gas and air were measured with orifirp plates and
manometers the accuracy of the measurements was of the order of 3'r with a rfprodu-
cihility ,f 0.51.
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Velocity characteristics were obtained with the laser-Doppler anemometer opera-
ting in a forward-scatter, fringe mode with the optical characteristics of table 1.
The Doppler signals were detected by a photomultiplier (RCA Model 4836) and processed
by a spectrum analyser (Hewlett-Packard model 141T/8552A/8553B) interfaced to a micro-
processor (Intersil Model IM61Ol), as described in reference 12. The probability
density function of velocity was obtained by counting the occurrence of doppler signals
in the frequency spectrum. Signals were distinguished from noise by setting a thresh-
old level of occurrence in the frequency spectrum. The flow was seeded with titanium
dioxide particles which, before their introduction, had a nominal diameter of 0.45Lm.
The maximum data rate observed at the photomultiplier output was of the order of 5000
signals/s; approximately 10 minutes were required to form the mean and variance from
10,000 (or more) signals.

TABLE I Optical characteristics

Laser power 600 mW
Laser wavelength 514.5 nm
Fringe spacing 2.23 tm
Length ol measuring volume

at I/e Intensity 2 mm
Diameter of measuring volume

at l/e
2 

intensity 200 im
Frequency shift 21 MHz

The optical components of the anemometer were assembled on a bench and translated in
two orthogonal planes by a milling-table arrangement which allowed location to better
than O.Imm.

Temperatures were measured with a bare-wire thermocouple (platinum: 13%
rhodium-platinum) constructed from 80um diameter wire. The hot junction was formed at
the centre of a 10mm length of wire and had a diameter of approximately 9O m. The
thermocouple was calibrated for radiation effects in the manner described in reference
11 and was inserted into the flow, through plugs located in the combustor wall, and
traversed with the milling-table.

Sound intensity levels were measured with a microphone (General Radio Model
1560-P4) which was located approximately 2m from the combustor. The signal from the
microphone was analysed with a spectrum analyser (General Radio Model 1564-A).
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3. RESULTS

Confined, bluff-body stabilised flames are Known to have limited ranges of ;tabie
combustion and can also have fluctuation energy concentrated at discrete frpquencies
As a consequence, the stability characteristics of the combusting flow was investigated
over a range of equivalence ratio, ,, and are described in the following subsection,
This is followed by two subsections describing the detailed velocity and tPmperature
results, respectively, at * 

= 
0.70.

3.1 Influence of equivalence ratio

The stability characteristics of the flames were examined in the range of
equivalence ratio from around 0.5 to 1.6 by visua4 observation and by the measurc.ment
of sound intensity and velocity characteristics.

,3o k,0o
40l ,Ue Ipi.am

SLOV'. - I I I

/ 7 / 10.0

. / I .O/ .

Uo ~~~e 0 PeMEre

20 L .J

.5 1.01.5

r- r.2 ;LAM.E~ EXTIWCTION ZXAbTA WITH
U. A& P2h&ME-TEt.

Figure 2 shows the stability limits of the flame as a function of (annular) bulk
air velocity, U and equivalence ratio, The shaded areas define the familiar fuel-rich
and -lean extin tion limits. Adjacent to these limits are regions, designated as
'stable', which refer to the presence of the flame only downstream of the bluff-body.
Between these regions is a range marked 'unstable' which corresponds to operation with
a flame visible upstream of the baffle. At small values of U ( 6ms-l) flashback
occurred, with the flame attaching to the boundary layer of t~e sting upstream of the
baffle. At values of Uo appropriate to the data presented here (U 0 8.3 ms-

1
), the

flame was unattached to the sting. The boundary between each flow regime is subject to
an uncertainty of +0.03 .

Figure 3 shows the related sound output from the combustor. The sound level
within the 'stable' regions was relatively low, being less than lOdB above the equiva-
lent (inert) air flow. As the 'unstable' range was approached the sound level increased
markedly (15dB), together with the variance of velocity which is shown in figure 4.

The flow pulsations were so violent that damage occurred to the glass observa-
tion windows, thereby limiting the extent of measurement in the 'unstable' region. The
appearance of the probability density function of axial velocity in this region was
either heavily skewed or bimodal, the latter suggesting a harmonic oscillation of
velocity. Frequency analysis of the sound level confirmed the presence of a preferred
frequency of about 8OHz which corresponded to an acoustic quarter-wave arrangement.

Figure 5 indicates a large variation of mean velocity, at x/R=1.63 and r/R-0,
as the equivalence ratio is altered. This is due to a related change in the length of
the recirculation region since, as figure 6a confirms, a small change in this length
can result in a large change in velocity. In addition, however, equivalence ratios of
the order of unity undoubtedly cause much higher centre-line velocities since the
maximum value of U/U of figure 6a is around 1.5 and that of figure 4 is around 3.0.

3.2 Velocity characteristics

Figs. 6a and b present the centreline values of the mean and variance of axial
velocity in reacting and non-reacting flow. The length of the recirculation zone is
about 40% greater in combustion as compared with the isothermal flow. Similarly large
increases have been reported by Winterfeld, reference 5, for confined flows; in
contrast, Durao and Whitelaw, reference 13, measured a smaller ("5) increase for unconfined
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f11w5, l.,rwn r-a(, Of trhe recirculatirn zrAn the axial v" ,,citv rintinup. - .

faster than in i son, n rmal flrw. This is a r.sult cf ' , z r oat -r vei, ,i' i, awav fro.
tn f axis which Iome about through the inrras ed volum e of th- gases.

The large valuPs of u2 within the recirculatirn zonf, Imply that the fl .,w i
inded fully turbulent, and that no lamitnarisation has ecurred. The magni , -. s ;n
thef reracting flow are, at most, double those in the equivalent isothermal f!'ow. y irTi.
,ation, turbulence lev, ls througho ut the recirculation 7rfnP A;ill have increa . a'.Ih ;.Zu

momentum transffer will be nett reduced (compared t, isothermal flow) bgratsr, if the fa ;
in density. By analogy', mass transfer, which is (ru(.ial to the, merhanism of flame,0 ta, I -
lisation, will also have been reduced. This expectation is c;o(nfirmed by the, rt sidt.n'-e.
time measure.ment of reference u.

As the equivalence ratio tends to stoichiometri., figures; 3 and 4, the lengh
of the recirculation zone becomes smaller while the l ov. of i greatly inrease. Thb.
decrease in toe re.circul ation zone length (a trend that has also been reported hy rfer,,n
.,)which would tend to reduce the flame holding ability of the bluff-body, is mor, than
compensated for by the increase in the level of u7. However. the evidence of spe tral

analvsis of the sound level suggests that combustion-induced acoustic oscillations pla,
an ever larger role, and the variation of u- and the appearance of bimodal prhahility-
density functions of U are further confirmation of this. The presence of the flame
upstream of the baffle is thus probably a result of both hulk transport of reacting ,as,
by the oscillations, together with the instantaneous velocity falling below the flamre,
speed. The violence of the fluctuations, together with a flame front which no longver

develops from the bluff-body tip, make it uncertain to what extent, simple models of bluff-
body physics (based on a well-stirred reactor) still apply.

3.3 Temperature distribution

The mean temperature profile on the centreline, fi. re 7, is quite uniform.
except for the area immediately adjacent to the bluff-body. It suggests rapid mixing and

that the 'well-stirred reactor' model of the recirculation zone is qualitatively correct,
although it is certain that radial profiles of temperature would show greater variations.
The velocity fluctuations on the centre line correspond to intensities of greater than

151 even at x/R of 5 and to much larger values for x/R e 5; they suggest large tempera-
ture fluctuations and that the adiabatic flame temperature will be approached, on the
centre line and over much of the range of figure 6, for a significant period of time.
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4. Discussion of measurement accuracy

The purpose of this section is to appraise the accuracy of the measurements of

the previou3 section and to comment on the accuracy of the measurement of velocity and
temperature of combusting flows in general. The discussion is again presented in three
parts which correspond closely to those of the previous section.

4.1 Equivalence ratio and flow symmetry

The results of figures 2 to 5 imply that the equivalence ratio should be main-

tained constant, at a known value, within limits which depend upon the value of * and the
required constancy of the combusting flow. A variation in # from 0.80 to 0.81, for
example, can result in a 10% change in the mean velocity on the centre line. In the
present case, the equivalence ratio was determined by measuring the volume flows of gas
with orifice meters and the expected accuracy of the resulting value was of order 3% with

a constancy of around 1%.

r I
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The flow symmetry was tested. in detail, with non-rombusting flow and showed
asymmetries of less than 5'i of the bulk velocity. These were caused, a, least In part,
by the departures from circularity of the combustor pipe previously referred to in
Section 2.

4.2 Velocity characteristics

Table I identifies sources of possible error appropriate to the present laser-
Doppler anemometer: the influences of refraction index gradients on signal quality and
of the TiO particle on the comb istion process are not considered qinrp, according to
reference 34. they are expected to be negligible.

TABLE I: Possible sources of error in vlocitymeasurements

ERROR SOURCE

Finite Transit time broadening
Mean Velocity gradient broadening
Particle concentration broadening
Instrument noise
Size of population used for evaluation of

mean and variance
Velocity weighting of particle statistics
Density weighting of particle statistics

The magnitude of the first four effects can be determined from a knowledge of the
flow and of the standard formulae given, for example, in reference 14. Taken together.
they imply an uncertainty in mean velocity which is less than O.5% of the maximum velocity
and an uncertainty in the variance of velocity fluctuations corresponding to an overesti-
mation of up to around 1%. It should be noted that steeper gradients than those encoun-
tered here can occur when radial profiles are measured and usually result in larger uncert-
ainties.

The number of velocity values used to form the mean and variance was at least
10,000 and, according to the analysis of reference 15, implies uncertainties (which depend
on the standard deviation for mean velocity alone) of +1% and +3% in the mean and variance
of velocity respectively, at 95% confidence limits.

The uncertainties associated with the last two items of Table II are more difficult
to quantify and, as will be indicated, are potentially longer than those discussed in
the previous two paragraphs. The importance of the averaging procedure (convection
weighting) has been assessed in a number of papers, for example references 16 to 21, and
depends on the relative time scale of particle arrival, the sampling rate of the instrumen-
tation and the frequency of the energy containing turbulence. In the present flow, the
time scale of particle arrival is greater than that of the sampling, which is limited to
a minimum of 42ps between successive measurement. The measurements are therefore control-
led by the particle arrival rate, not by the sampling technique, and an error will result
with averages formed from the expression

N
Ut 1 E un) (1)

N n=l

as they were in this paper.

Averaging algorithms which properly account for "velocity weighting" require know-
ledge of the joint velocity probability density distribution for three components of velo-
city (refs. 16 & 19). A "one-dimensional" correction can be applied to the data and its
validity is restricted (refs. 16 & 18) to flows in which the velocity components, normal
to the velocity component measured, are small. Measurements on the centreline of the
transverse fluctuating component of velocity in isothermal flow (reference 22) show that

(v /u ) > 1 ), so that application of the "one-dimensional" correction is not justified.

An exact value cannot therefore rot be obtained without three-dimensional measure-
ments and, even then, may be complicated by the existence of signal amplitude bias as
discussed in references 21 and 23. An estimate of velocityweighting for this flow can
be obtained by using the (calculated) corrections for v9/u7 - 1 and W - 0 given in
reference 17, g is analysis suggests that the magnitude of U/U 0 is too large by about
0.08 U/U0 , and / I too small by about 0.024 ul/Ut at x/R - 0.75. These values are
expected to be the ?argest that will apply within tRe recirculation zone: downstream (at,
say, x/R - 4.50) the errors will be +1% and -2% of the local value of mean and variance.

The error arising from local fluctuations in the volumetric seeding concentration
requiresmeasurements, or assumptions, concerning the magnitudes of the fluctuations of
temperature and pressure, so as to make use of the estimates provided by reference 24.

In this casej,/Tr- and pA4 /p have been taken as 0.20 and 0.03 respectively. The latter
value is the maximum expected, and will occur in the presence of violent combustion-
induced oscillations (25). The only important error is that caused by the temperature
fluctuations in the value of mean velocity, amounting to a possible 5% underestimation of



the local value.

The above arguments suggest that the errors depend on the turbuence in1Pnaiyt
and that they can only be estimated. The probable uncertainty in the mean and variance M- a-

;u rc ,,- ~t, a r ' ',f the, ,rd - r -2' in b r, b an a ,l ar ian F. !,,Nn , tr -arn rf *h ,- r - ir, . i :d , n
zone but may he up to *51f and an underestimation of about 251 in the local values of
mean and variance respoctively within the rFecirculatinn ?one.

4.3 Temperature characteristics

Bare-wire thermocouples were preferred to a suction pyrometer partly on grounds
of size but also because of the dependence of pyrometer measurements on suction velocit-,
as shown, for example, in reference 11. They have, however, the disadvantage of
greater fragility, particularly with the 80.m diaffeter wire used. Indeed, measurerrnts
with equivalence ratios around unity proved to be very difficult due to frequent broakag,
in the corresponding pulsating flow.

The thermocouples were arranged, as described in section 2, and had a probahle
conduction error of less than 0.1%. The magnitude of the radiation correction has hoen
shown to be of order 80

0
C at 1400

0
C in a free flame and, with the lower temperatures

and confined nature of the present arrangement was certainly less than 4O C and probably
much less.

In addition to radiation and conduction effects, the relationship between the
wire and gas temperature involves the correlations between an 'overall' heat-transfer
coefficient and the gas and wire temperatures,

i.e. T= Tg +h'T,/h - h'Tw'/h - radiation-conduction. (2)
w g

For an infinitely small thermocouple junction, Tg' and Tw' are identical and the influence
of the correlations is zero. The results of reference 11 show that the influence of the
correlations is also zero for a 40um thermocouple. A reasonable assessment of the accu-
racy of the present measurements is, therefore -50

0
C, + 20

0
C.

5. SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

The following main conclusions may be extracted from the preceeding text:

1. Combustion-induced oscillations become increasingly important -as the equivalence
ratio approaches unity, where the flow is dominated by an acoustic oscillation associated
with greatly increased sound intensities and velocity variance. The range of equivalence
ratios for which stable combustion can be achieved is quantitied and shown to be small.

2. Centre-line distributions of mean axial velocity and the variance of the corres-
ponding fluctuations have been obtained at a volumetric equivalence ratio of 0.7 and in
isothermal air flow and have the sanie general shape. The maximum negative and positive
velocities are larger for the combusting flow and the recirculation length is larger by
around 40%. The velocity variance is generally larger for the combusting flow and much
larger (x2) in the recirculation region. The mean temperature distribution is compara-
tively uniform, consistent with a well-stirred reactor assumption.

3. The uncertainties in the measurements are considered and shown to be significant.
Small changes in equivalence ratio give rise to significant changes in the length of the
recirculation region and to local flow properties. The velocity measurements, in regions
of high values of velocity variance, are subject to uncertainties which cannot be quanti-
fied exactly; the mean and variance of velocity can be subject to errors of up to +5%
and -25% respectively although the corresponding figures away from the recirculation region
are of the order of 2% in each quantity. The mean-temperature values are subject to
uncertainties of around +200C, -500C.
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DISCUSSION

F.C.Gouldin, US
In your presentation you noted the presence in the combustor of a flame sheet which begins at or near the edge of
the flame stahiliser and extends downstream, and you referred to the recirculation zone behind the stabiliser as a
stirred reactor By flame sheet I assume you mean a thin reaction zone in which fuel and air react to form products
If this interpretation is true, what are the significant reactions occurring in the stirred reactor region of the stabiliser
wake'

Author's Reply
The phrase "well stiffed reactor" refers to a (mathematical) model sometimes used to describe the mechanism of
stabilisation behind a bluff body. Its usefulness lies in being able to assign one representative value of any quantit
to the reacted and unreacted gases. The "reactor" extends into both reacted and unreacted gases. Whilst there are
no reactions taking place within the recirculation zone, the products (and temperature) are uniformly distributed in
space (wellktirred). In the present case, for example, I 200*C would be a good estimate of the temperature of burnt
gases within the recirculation zone.

A.M NeIlor, US
Did you observe the flashback phenomenon if the pipe was terminated in the plane of the disc'

Author's Reply
I do not recollect having observed flashback for the (few) experiments conducted under conditions when the pipe
was terminated in the plane of the disc.

M.Nina. Po
(I ) The size of the recirculation zone depends on the value of 0: in your Figure 6 you compare centre-line

velocity profiles, isothermal and 0 = 0,696. Is there a reason for choosing this value?

(2) Could you tell us more about your fine-wire thermocouple problems, such as life time and reasons and
locations of breakages?

Author's Reply
(1) The only significance of 0 0.696 (0 0.70 to within the limits of reproducibility) was that it was an

operating point which lay far from the 'unstable' range of operation.

(2) The lifetime of the thermocouple was principally determined by the equivalence ratio. Breakage would occur
close to the thermocouple bead. Values of equivalence ratio much greater than about 0.7-0.8 resulted in
almost immediate breakage. We interpret this as a result of instantaneous values of temperature being much
higher than the mean, thus approaching the fusion temperature of the metals.

N.I.Hay, UK
I would like to ask two questions: the first, under unstable conditions what was the pressure ratio across the flow
straightener and did any swirl survive downstream of it? The second question, did the flame stabilise on the flame
trap upstream of the baffle?

Author's Reply
(I a) We have no information on the pressure drop across the flow straightener.

(I b) We observed no swirl downstream of the straightener.

(2) The flame would not normally stabilise on the trap upstream of the baffle. The exception to this behaviour
arose if, after prolonged operation in the 'unstable' mode, the flame trap (a wire mesh screen) was shaken
out of its position.

J.S.Lewis, UK
Will you attempt to include the unstable mode of operation in your theoretical model of this test rig? If so, will you
require measurements to be made during unstable operation?

Author's Reply
Some of the measurements represented in the first three graphs were for unstable combustion and they gave the
impression from the probability density, which was bimodal, that perhaps the vibrations may have been sinusoidal.
The output of the thermocouple, all of the five seconds that it lasted, seemed to indicate that we had a periodic
fluctuation but we certainly wouldn't attempt to model that kind of flow. However, I believe that you have done

some work using a program on combustion induced oscillations.
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C.Winterfeld, Ge
The correlation of the results has been done in a way which is different from that normally u'd in the liter.t rt-

Could the authors please comment. on how their results compare with former wor,.s reported in t, literatur - '

Author's Reply
That's true, yes. I believe that your own paper presented at the (ombustion Symnpoium indicated thiit .is one

increases the equivalence ratio the recirculation length becomes shorter. We did not make detailed enougn meaiurc

ments. because as I pointed out the thing kept coming to bits, of how much shorter the recirculation length beame

All we know is that it did become shorter because we m.asured it at a point which was negative when we started

off, it then became positive velocity, and then finally ended up at the nch extinction limit as a negative .elo:it,

again. but we had no idea ofjust how the recirculation length itself varied. As to your point on the way we present

the data. I agree that all papers represent it as on the diameter of the baffle The reason I present i: as a fun..tion of

the radius of the containing pipe is historical and hangs over from my isothermal work. Also. it was convenient to

normalise it in that fashion.

I
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THE USE Of OrICAL TECHNIQUES IN THE UITERPRETATIO4 OF HEAT TRANSFER ,PASt3E NTS

J.M. Owen and J.R. Pincombe
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences

University of Sussex
Falmer, Brighton, BN1 9Q ,U.K.

Optical techniques have been used to study the flow structure, and to gain a better understanding, nf
the convective heat transfer inside rotating cavities. Flow visualization has been used to determine the
amount of coolant necessary to seal an air-cooled rotor-stator system, to delineate regimes of vortex break-
down in rotating cavities with axial throug'flow, and to identify the flow regimesin a rotating cavity with
a radial outflow of coolant. LDA measurements of the radial and tangential components of velocity inside
the rotating cavity have been used to correlate the flow visualization results. For the radial outflow case,
these velocity measurements are in good aereement with theoretical predictions. .Measured Nusselt numbers
reveal the presence of heat transfer regimes corresponding to those identified by the optical techniques.

LIS, OF SYMBOLS

a inlet radius
b outer radius
C O/y b dimensionless flow rate

D 7 (,,/) Ekman layer thickness parameter
G I s/b gap ratio
G a /b shroud clearance ratio
c c

Nu mean Nusselt number
Q coolant volumetric flow rate
r radial coordinate
Re r C b/2nr radial Reynolds numberr v
Re B 2la/v axial Reynolds number
Ree  b2,/, rotational Reynolds number
s8sc  axial gap between the rotor and stator or rotor and shroud, respectively

u,v radial, tangential components of velocity in a rotating frame

v,Ve tangential component of the potential come in a rotating and stationary frame respectively

VrV9 radial, tangential components of velocity in a stationary frame

bulk-average axial velocity in inlet pipe
z axial coordinate measured from rotor
a volume expansion coefficient
AT temperature difference between the disc tip and the coolant
AEA K  thickness of the inner and outer layers respectively

- W/lla axial Rossby number
Er 

- 
Q/4rnD radial Rossby number

A - j8ATr/ °  buoyancy parameter

V kinematic viscosity
p density
S1 rotational speed

Subscripts

o AT -0

1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper, it is shown how the techniques of flow visualization and laser doppler anemometry (LDA)
can be used to complement each other and to add to a better understanding of flow structure and convective
heat transfer. In order to gain insight into the flow around turbine and compressor discs in gas turbine
engines, the techniques have been applied to the study of flow inside the cavity between a rotating and a
stationary disc and in the cavity between two corotating discs. Although the application is specialized,
the techniques should be applicable to many other flow systems.

Fig. la shows a simplified model of an sir-cooled turbine disc rotating close to a stator, and flow
visualization has been used to examine the flow structure and to quantify the amount of coolant necessary
to 'seal' the cavity (that is, to prevent the ingress of hot gas into the cavity). Fig. lb shows a model
of corotating compressor discs through the centre of which is an axial flow of air (simulating cooling air
on its way to the turbine blades ). The flow in this configuration is extremely complex, and the occurrence
of vortex breakdown (1) can dramatically alter the flow structure and heat transfer inside the cavity.
Fig. lc shows a simplified model of air-cooled corotating turbine discs, and a number of regimes of heat
transfer have been identified by Owen and Bilimoria (2). In the latter case, flow visualization and LIA
measurem.nts have provided an understanding of the flow structure and have enabled a simple theoretical
model to be developed and tested(3).



A brief description nf the experimental rigs and the optical instrientarion s r.-. l -. 'n -

Sertions 3 and , des-rihe the application of flow visualization and iDA, ree.ive:, r- rbie

ing cavities described above.

2. FXPFRIMF NAL APPARATUS

2. The rotat .avitiea

For the rotor-stator cavity shown in Fig. !a, the rotor was a plane aluminirm 11- -f rtd h - '0s.

and the stator and shroud were made from perspex. The gap, s, between the rotor and stat.-r waa "7

. - 0 .1 , ( s/b) and the shroud clearance , c was varied fro O. 48 to 7. 0 s :.C C. C -

r s r/). The rotor was driven up to 4000 rev/min (Re 10, Rea _b I ) by means of a b.ria-le -,eed

electric motor, and the coolant flow rate was supplied through the inlet pipe (a - 19 mm) at rates Ip t,

0.06 m
3
/s (C - 2 x 10

4
, Cw - Q/'Jb).

For the rotating cavity with axial throughflow shown in Fig. lb, two different rigs were used. The is.-

thermal rig comprised two perspex discs, of radius b - 190 am. and a perspex shroud. The radius of the

rotating inlet and outlet pipes was a - 19 mm, and the spacing between the discs was varied from r - 0.111

to 0.53. The cavity was rotated up to Rea = 4 x 10 5 and axial Reynolds numbers of Re- 10 (Re 2al

being the bulk-average velocity in the inlet pipe) were produced. The heat transfer rig was twice -he

size of the isothermal rig, and the discs were made from stainless steel and instrunente with thermocouples.

The maximum axial and rotational Reynolds numbers on the heat transfer rig ware 6 x 10 and 2.5 x 106,

respectively.

The rotating cavity with radial outflow shown in Fig. Ic was based on the isothermal and heat transfer

rigs described above. The only difference was that the perspex shroud co'tained thirty holes equi-spaced

on the mid-axial plane. In the isothermal rig, the holes were 12.7 am diameter; in the heat transfer rig.

the holes were 25.4 mm diameter.

2.2 Flow visualization apparatus

Illumination of the cavity was achieved using either a JaM He Me laser or, for photographic purposes.

a 2 W argon-ion laser. As shown in Fig. 2, ti1 illuminating laser was used in conjunction with a cylindri-

cal anda collimating lens to produce 'slit illumination' in a plane through the axis of rotation (hereafter

r,.-ferred to as 'the r-z plane'). The focal lengths of the lenses were chosen to produce a beam that, viewed

normal to the r-z plane, was slightly wider than the cavity width, s; viewed normal to the r-
0 

plane, the

beam was brought to a focus at the axis of rotation of the cavity. The resulting 'sheet' of light was, de-

pending on the laser and lenses used, approximately I mm thickness.

For photography, an Olympus OM2 camera (operating in the 'aperture preferred' mode) was arranged with

the axis of its lens normal to the illuminated plane. With an f 1.8 lens and ASA 1600 film, a minimum

exposure time of 1/60 s was required for the air flows, seeded with oil particles, as described below. For

video recordings, a Sony video camera and monitor were used in conjunction with a Sony video tape-recorder

which facilitated play-back in slow motion.

For flow visualization, the coolant air was 'seeded' by means of a Concept smoke generator. This
vapourized Shell Ondina oil, and the resulting 'smoke' was driven-off with carbon dioxide. The size of the

oil particles was approximately 0.8 um diameter. For laser doppler anemometry, the air was seeded by means

of a Norgren 'micro-fog lubricator' which generated particles of approximately 2 pm diameter.

2.3 The laser doppler anemometer

For measurements in the isothermal rotating cavity rig shown in Figs. lb and 1c, the LDA optics were

arranged in a forward-scatter real-fringe mode. This is illustrated in Fig.2 where the incident beams are

arranged to detect the radial component of velocity.

For forward-scatter, the transmitting optics comprised a 5 mW He Ne laser (wavelength 632.8 nm), a ro-

tating diffraction grating, steering prisms and transmitting lens. The receiving optics comprised an f 1.8

50 mm lens, 50 tpm adjustable pinhole and an ENI 9558 B photomultiplier tube, all of which were contained in

a single housing.

The diffraction grating was a bleached radial grating with 21,600 lines on an effective diameter of

133 m. Approximately 50 per cent of the incident light was transmitted in the first-order beams, and a

rotational speed of 2570 rev/min produced a frequency shift of 1.85 MHz. The grating could be yawed about

its optical axis, allowing measurements to be made in either of two orthogonal directions. The emergent

first-order beams were reflected by steering prisms to create two parallel beams, with a separation distance

of 50 mm, which were focussed at the optical probe volume by the transmitting lens. For forward scatter,

with a transmitting lens of 200 mn focal length, the probo volume was approximately 0.25 an diameter and

2 an long, and the fringe spacing was approximately 2.5 pm.

For the heat transfer rig, where the only optical access was through the perspex shroud, the LDA optics

were arranged in back-scatter. Under these conditions, the 2 W argon-ion laser (wavelength, 514 nm) was

used in conjunction with a conventional beam splitting cube. A beam separation of 30 nm and a transmitting

lens of focal length 300 an was used. As velocity measurements in back-scatter were limited to the tang-

entiel component of velocity in the fluid core, well away from the disc surfaces, no frequency shifting was

necessary.

The doppler signal from the photomultiplier was processed by a Cambridge Consultants tracking 
filter,

which had an upper frequency limit of 15 M1z. The trackeroutput voltage, which was proportional to the

magnitude of the velocity component being measured, was passed into either a Solartron Time-Domain Anslyzer
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I LFD)W VITSLALIZATION

3.1 Sealing an air-cooled turbine disc

Fig. Ia shows the geometry examined in this investigation. Previous tests n a similar ze-metrv (4,)

shrweJ that the mi:.imum dimensionless flow rate, C W.Min necessary to prevent ingress -of externa; fluid Intr,

the cavity between the rotor and stator could be estimated from

C - 0. 61 Re.,(Re
w,min c

The above relationship was based on pressure measurements obtained nn the stator and shroud for clearance
ratios of C, - 0.0033 and 0.0067.

Using the rig described in Section 2.1, flow visualization was used to supplement the pressure measure-
ments for values of Gc from 0.0025 to 0.0. Using th" argon-ion laser and the optics deg-ribed in Section

2.2, slit illumination in the r-z plane enabled the flow stu -ture to be studied. The inlection of smoke
into the main 'coolant' air supply entering at the centre of stator ('central seeding') revealed the basic
flow patterns; injection of smoke at the outside of the cavity ('peripheral seeding') revealed the point
at which ingress first occurred and the extent of subsequent penetration of external flow into the cavity.

Photographs obtained using both central and peripheral seeding at Re - 5 x 10 
4
, rc - 0.01 and 0.02, andc

C - 280, 395 and 485 are shown in Fig. 3. It should be pointed out :hat, for each flow condition, a sequ-

ence of photographs was taken from the time that smoke entered the cavity to the time when no further changes
in smoke patterns were discernible. The particular photographs that appear in Fig. 3 were chosen to provide
the maximum information on the flow structure. It should also be noted that the lower half of the cavity is
shown (that is, the 'coolant' flow enters near the top left-hand side and leaves near the bottom right-hand
side of the photograph ) and reflections cause mirror images (particularly on the stator side).

Referring to Fig. 3 for G. - 0.01 and C w - 280, the flow in the cavity is mainly laminar although, using

central seeding, large instabilities in the reverse flow near the stator are clearly visible for r/b Z 0.6:
using peripheral seeding, smaller instabilities of the main flow near the rotor can he seen at r/b 0.4.
Similar effects are visible for Gc - 0.02, Cw - 280. For this flow rate, the secondary flow in the cavity

creates one large recirculation zone centred at r/b - 0.6, z/s - 0.7.

For Gc - O.01, Cw - 395, central seeding shows that the stator instabilities have spread towards the

centre of the cavity and that rotor instabilities have increased in size. The nature of the rotor instabil-
ities are clearly visible with central seeding at Gc - 0.02, and two large vortices can be seen near r/b 0.5.
For Gc - 0.01, Cw - 485, central seeding reveals that the rotor vortices have grown in size, and in number,

and have interacted with the stator vortices to effectively divide the cavity into inner and outer reciru-
lation zones. This effect can also be seen for Gc - 0.02, Cw - 485, and peripheral seeding reveals the

presence of an inner zone for r/b 0.4 and an outer zone for r/b Z 0.6. Further increase in flow rate
causes an increase in turbulence in the cavity, but the overall flow structure is not materially altered.
Increasing the rotational speed does not significantly affect the sequence of events described above. How-
ever, at high rotational speeds, clear flow visualization is more difficult to achieve.

In order to determine incipient ingress. the rotational speed was kept constant and the flow rate was
slowly increased until smoke, injected at the periphery, failed to enter the cavity. The values of C.

obtained in this way were consistently greater than those deduced from pressure measurements suggesting
that flow visualization provided a more sensitive test for ingress. For the range of clearance ratios
tested, the results were correlated (See (5)) by

C .~mn -0.14 0.66 Re(2)Cw,min c2)

3.2 The rotating cavity with axial throughflow

Fig. lb shows the geometry that was studied by Owen and Bilimoria (2) who observed that relatively small
changes in rotational speed or axial flow rate could, under certain conditions, cause dramatic increases in
heat transfer rate- With the isothermal rig described ii Section 2, Owen and Pincombe (1) used flow
visualization to show that vortex breakdown could occur; this phenomenon could dramatically alter the flow
structure (and hence alter the heat transfer) inside the cavity.

Using the I mW He lNe laser to illuminate the r-z plane, it was possible to visualize the flow structure
and to identify the onset of vortex breakdown. Typical flow patterns for C - 0.53 and Re - 5000 (turbulent

flow) are shown in Fig. 4 where the shading is used to represent regions where the smoke penetrated quickly
by convection and dashed lines are used to imply intermittency or uncertainty.

A powerful axisymetric toroidal vortex centred at r/b - 0.8, aes s 0.5 caused smoke to fill the en-
tire cavity, as shown in Fig. 4a. No obvious effect of rotational speed was seen until the Rossby ntmber,
£(where c -=W/na - 50 Re 2 / Red , was reduced from - (the stationary value)to c 100, where an occasional

precesion of the min asial jet about the central axis could be seen. As the Roesby number was further
reduced, the jet precession occurred more regularly and eventually became continuous, as illustrated in
Fig.4b. This form a spiral vortex breakdown was termed 'mode Is' breakdown, ('mode I' is used for all
spiral vortex breakdowns; 'mode 11' is used for all axisymmetric vortex breakdowns), an' it reached its
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maximum intensity at 21, whereafter, at higher rotational speeds, the :et gsuddenly st,-rted pre,-s4q1-.
If for € 21, when the jet had resumed its central positior, the Rossby number was increase! :.. speel
reduction or by flow increase), the jet did not resume its precession until 21.

For -1 21, the jet appeared to be axisymmetric with occasional .,scillations of the ;et bnnaries,
and this was termed mode Ila. Occasional excursions of the jet into the cavity wre observed; and f~r
< 10, an inner core of smoke with imprecise boundaries was formed as shown in Fig. 4-. As - was furrer

reduced, the core shrank in size and the occurrence of the excursion of the jet into the -avity increasel.

At 9 2.6, the jet took on the appearance of a flickering flame, as shown in Fig. d, and thig was
termed mode lb. No further change in behaviour occurred until - 1.5 when signs of intermittent reverse
flow were observed at the downstream end of the jet. A further increase in speed caused the smoke -ore to
expand in size to reach a maximum value at I 1. This form of breakdown, termed 11h, is shown in Fig.4e.

The boundaries of these four modes of vortex breakdown were delineated for a range .if flow rates, and
the results are shown in Fig. 5.

3.3 The rotating cavity with radial outflow

Referring to the geometry shown in Fig. it, Hide (6) anaLysed the case of a rotating cavity with a lam-
inar source-sink flow by considering the flow structure to comprise four regions:

(i) an inner layer of thickness AE;

(ii) separate Ekman layers with a thickness of 3D (D (./;) ) on each disc;

(iii) an outer layer of thickness _K.

(iv) a potential eore in which the axial and radial components of velocity are zero.

Flow visualization was used by Owen and Pincombe (7) to study the flow structure for the case of a umi-
form source where the flow enters radially (Hide's case) and the case where the flow enters axially (the
gas turbine case). The isothermal cavity rig described in Section 2 was used where, for the radial inlet
case, a rotating tubular gauge located at r = a was used to create a uniform source' flow. The r-z plane
was illuminated by the argon-ion laser, and by pulsing the smoke generator it was possible to observe the
flow structure. Photographs were taken in side scatter, and typical examples of the flow structure for the
radial and axial inlet cases can be seen in Fig.6.

It should be noted that smoke is injected into the air flow on the left-hand-side of the cavity, and
the mirror images on the disc surfaces at z - 0, s should be ignored. Figs. 6a and b, show the inner and
outer layers, Ekman layers and potential core (which stands out as a black region into which the white
smoke has not penetrated) for the radial and axial inlet cases, respectively, at Cw - 79 and Re. - 2.5 x In'

.

For the axial inlet case, the asymmetry of the central axial jet is attributed to vortex breakdown. Also,
although the flow is predominantly laminar, cellular disturbances can be seen on the Ekman layers for both
inlet cases. These disturbances increase with increasing values of Rer (Rer - Cw b/2r), and for Rer ? 140

'finger-like' disturbances were clearly visible; it was believed that these finger-like disturbances signal-
led the onset of turbulence.

Fig. 6c shows the axial inlet case at a higher flow rate, Cw - 314, Re 2.5 x 10 4. Unlike the pre-

vious case, the axial jet impinges axisymmetrically on the downstream disc to form a radial wall jet. At
r/b 0.5, this jet separates from the downstream disc,effectively dividing the cavity into two distinct
flow systems: the inner system (formerly considered to be the inner 'layer'), is bounded by the central
axial jet, boundary layers in each disc, and the 'separation layer' for 0.5 r/b 0.75; the outer system
is bounded by the separation layer, Ekman layers on each disc, and the outer layer at r/b 1 1. A distinc-
tion is made in the terms 'Ekman layers', where convective acceleration is weak and the flow rate up
each disc is equal to half the total flow rate, and 'boundary layers', where convective acceleration is

strong and the flows in the two boundary layers are unequal.

Flow visualization has also been used to study radial outflow on the heat transfer rig described in
Section 2. Under heated conditions four regimes of flow have been identified:

(a) the inner and outer layers fill the entire cavity;
(b) Ekman layers exist;
(c) the inner layer oscillates;
(d) the flow becomes chaotic.

For a given flow rate and with the downstream disc heated, the flow moves fron regime (a) to (b) to (c) to
(d) as the rotational speed is increased. The first three regimes correspond to the heat transfer regimes
identified by Owen and Bilimoria (2), and regime (d) is believed to signal the onset of free convection
inside the cavity.

Further details of the flow visualization can be found in (2) and (7). The use of laser doppler anem-
ometry to quantify the flow in these rotating cavities ;s discussed in Section 4.

4 MEASUWEINTS SY LASER DOPPLER ANDES3MIRY

4,1 The rotating cavity with axial throughflow

For the isotherml rotating cavity rig described in Section 2, measurements of the radial and tangent-
ial components of velocity were made by 'looking through' the perspex discs, and measurements of the axial
and tangential components were made 'looking through' the shroud. In both cases, forward scatter was emp-
loyed using the 5 mW He e laser.



It was found that, near the -entre f the cavitv. (r/b - 1 3) the axial thr-ughflow -ould rAse -no

tangential velocity to exceed the local disc speed by a factor of twenty or more, As csn he seen fr- Flit.
7, As the rntatinnal speed is increased (,-1 is increased) Vz./:r tends to unity. that is. At small .Aleg
,f ;. the fluid in the cavity tends to rotate as a s.lid body. The discontinuity at - . -,

is caused by the change frnm mode Ia to [ia, as described in Section 3.2.

The various modes of vortex br'akdown could also be identified bv examination of the ceower specrrum -f
the tangential component of velocity. During vortex breakdown there was A goo, correlatioln between the
visual observation of jet oscillations and the appearance of 'peaks' in the power spectrum. ilnen it wae
possible to time the visually observed precession of the jet, close agreement was found between the timed
results and the frequency of the dominant spectral peak. Examples of the spectra for laminar And turhlPnr
flow are shown in Fig.8. rhe dominant spike of Figs. 8a, c. e are associated with mode I (spiral) hreak-

down; the peak plus higher harmnnics ,f Fies.8b, d, f are associated with mode 1I (axisyseetric) breakdown.
The spectral 'signatures' of the vortex breakdowns were used to delineate the boundaries between modes, and
the results obtained were consistent with those obtained by flow visualization.

4.2 The rotating cavity with radial outflow

For laminar source-sink flow, Hide (6) has shown that the radial and tangential m-nents of velocity

referred to a rotating coordinate system, u and v, respectively, are given by
- -z/D

u -e sin(z/D) ( )
and - - -z/D

v - v = -ye cos(z/D) (4)

where
v -Q/2nrD (I)

Q being the volumetric rate. The above equations apply between the inner and outer layers, and are only

valid for small values of the radial Rossby number, Er(Fr Q/4rflD). Failer (8) has obtained an improved

estimate for v, the tangential velocity of the potential core, where

v - -- (1 + 0.3r + 0.388F 2 (6)
27rD r r

Owen, Pincombe and Onur (3) obtained solutions for the turbulent int-gral equations using 1/7th power
law profiles. For isothermal flow,

v 2.220 C

-- r (r/b) 13/8Rea (7)

and for non-isothermal flow

v/V I - 0.106Xo (8)

where
Ago H J8ATlr/vo (9)

AT being the temperature difference between the heated disc and the cooling air, and the subscript 'o' ref-
erring to the isothermal case.

The isothermal rotating cavity rig described in Section 2 was used for the laminar experiments, and
measurements were made with the LDA in forward scatter using the 5 mW He Ne laser. Fig. 9 shows a typical
comparison between the measured velocity components (V8 - v + Qr) and those predicted from eqns.(3) and (4)
(using eqn. (6) for v). Measurements were obtained for the radial inlet case of Hide and the axial inlet
case applicable to a gas turbine. It can be seen that the inlet conditons have only a weak effect on the
flow in the Ekman layers, and agreement between the measured and theoretical values is good.

The heat transfer rig was used to achieve turbulent flow and to produce non-isothermal conditions. The
only optical access was through the perspex shroud with the LDA optics arranged radially in the back-scatter
mode. The optical quality of the shroud, which contained thirty holes and tended to fog-up with oil parti-
cles, made measurement extremely difficult. Measurements were, therefore, limited to the tangential com-
ponent of velocity in the mid-axial plane (z/s - 0.5).

The effect of flow rate on the transition from laminar to turbulent flow can be clearly seen in Fig.lO.
The measurements were made in isothermal flow at a gap ratio of G - 0.133 and a radius ratio of r/b = 0.767.
For all three values of Re,, transition occurs at sw 860 (Rer = 180), which is the intercept of eqns.(5)

and (7). For small radii (Rer > 180), the flow in the Ekman layers is turbulent; for large radii (Rer < 180)
the flow is laminar.

In Fig. 11, the radial gistribution of the turbulent tangential velocity is shown at G - 0.133 for
Re6 - 0.4, 0.6 and 1.0 x lo . For SAT = 0.27 these three values of Reg cause the steady, oscillating and

chaotic flow described in Section 3.3. The small reduction in V8 caused by heating at the two lower values
of Re8 is consistent with that given by eqn.(8). At Re6 . 106 , the drop in the isothermal data below the

theoretical curve for rib > 0.9 is attributed to ingress of external fluid into the cavity via the holes in
the shroud. At the highest value of Re, , heating (BAT m 0.27) causes chaotic flow which tends to create

a forced vortex where V8fr = 0.6.

Further details of the velocity measurements, and power spectra obtained from them, are given in (3).
The effect of these flows on the heat transfer in a rotating cavity is discussed in Section 5.
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HEAT TRANSFER IN ROTATINr CAVITIES

Using the heat transfer rig described in Section 2.1, Owen and Bilimnria (2) obtained heat transfer
rates for the case of the rotating cavity with axial throughtlow. It was only by the use of the flow
visualization techniques described in Section 3.2, that the dramatic changes of heat transfer that they
measured were linked t. the occurrence of vortex breakdown.

For the case of the rotating cavity with radial outflow, Owen and Silimoria identified three reliaes ,f
heat transfer. At low rotational speeds, in regime (i), the mean Nusselt numberi(on the heated downstream
disc) was independent of Re0 ; at intermediate speeds, in regime (ii), a - e., At high speeds,in regime

(iii), Nu was only weakly dependent on Re . These three regimes were attributed to the cases where (i) the

inner and outer layers fill the entire cavity, (ii) Fkman layers begin to develop, (iii) the Ekman layers
are fully developed.

Mean Nusselt numbers in the above regimes can be correlated by

regime (i): Nu - 1.94 G
1/6 

C 2/3 (10)

regime (ii): Nu - 0.0688 Cw
1 /3 

Re
11 2  

(11)

regime (iii): Nu - 4.39G C Req9
/9  

(12)

The boundary between regimes (i) and (ii) are correlated by

-1/6 -1/3 1/2 28 (13)

and the boundary between (ii) and (iii) by

G
1
/
6
Cw -1/4 Re87/12 - 510 (14)

In a more recent study (3), the flow visualization described in Section 3.3 revealed that regime (iii)
only occurred during heating (BAT 0.27) and was associated with buoyancrinduced oscillations. It was
believed to be the first step towards free convection inside the cavity.

From the solution of the turbulent integral Ekman layer equations, Owen, Pincombe and Onur (3) showed
that,

Nu = Cw  Re8 2( + 0.0532X 0) (15)

where, for a Prandtl number of unity and a quadratic temperature rise over the rotating disc, C - O.o791.
The experietntal data were obtained for air (Pr = 0.71), and as no allowance was made in the theoretical
model for the presence of inner and outer layers, it is not surprising that the agreement between eqn.(11)
(for the Ekman layer regime) and eqn.(15) is not perfect.

Using eqn.(IS), a regression fit was made on the? regime (ii) data, and the 'best' vaiue of c was fougd
to be 0.0453. For 62 data points for G - 0.133, 0.267 and 0.4, 900 < Cw < 8.4 x 104, 10 < Re 2 . og

the correlation coefficient was 0.994. Fig.12 shows the comparison between eqn.(15) with c - 0.0453, and
the measured mean Nusselt numbers. Apart from the overestimate at small values of Cw, the fit in regime

(ii) is good; the fit is obviously not effective in regime (i), (where Nu is virtually independent of Re5),
or in regime (iii) (where buoyancy causes oscillating, and eventually chaotic, flow).

6 CONCLUSIONS

Flow visualization and laser doppler anemometry have been used to provide a better understanding of flow
structure and convective heat transfer inside rotating cavities. Three different gas turbine configurations
have been studied.

In the first, a model of an air-cooled gas turbine disc rotating close to a stator has been used to
study the ingress of hot gas into the system. Flow visualization has been used to examine the flow struct-
ure and to identify the point at which ingress first appears.

In the second, a model of corotating compressor discs with an axial throughflow of coolant has been
studied. Using flow visualization and LDA, vortex breakdown has been identified and formerly inexplicable
heat transfer behaviour has been explained.

In the third, a model of corotating turbine discs with a radial outflow of coolant has been examined.
Flow visualization has been used to determine the flow structure and to identify the different flow regimes.
LDA has been used to measure the velocity distribution between the rotating discs, and the results have been
compared with theoretical models. The different heat transfer regimes, delineated from correlations of the
mean Nusselt numbers, correspond to the regimes identified by the flow visualization and LDA measurements.
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of flow visualization and iDA optics
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Fig. 3 The flow structure between a rotor and stator for C 0.1, Re - 5 x 104.

(a) central seeding; (b) peripheral seeding.
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Fip. 4 Visual impressions of flow inside a rotating cavity with turbulent axial throughflow
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Fig. 9 The axial distribution of radial and tangential component of velocity in a rotating
cavity with a radial outflow for G - 0.267, Pe, - 5 x 10 r/b - 0.833.
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Fig. 10. The effect of flow rate on the tangential velocity in a rotating cavity with radial
outflow for G - 0.133, r/b - 0.767, z/s - 0.5.
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Fig. 11 The effect of heating on the tangential velocity
in a rotating cavity with radial outflow for
G - 0.133, z/a = 0.5.
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Fig. 12 Mean Nusselt numbers for the heated downstream disc

in a rotating cavity vith radial outflow for BiT - 0.27

Symbol 7 V 0 A 0 A 0 U

Cw/104 0.09 0.14 0.28 0.71 1.42 2.83 5.70 8.40

- - - eqn(13); - - - eqn (14); (eqn(15)(c " 0.0453)
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L'otjectif des trava.ix pr6se'ntea ic 6tait de con~fronter, larns les riorsex2.6-
rientales tr ;s diffArentes, des mes.ires de ctrncentratiDr; de 1'3xylp nitrlq- , N- l~r es

rcdisde cjmtbistion, effet m e i':tan&Tnerct par spectromstrie d'atrsorptior, e
p.ar pr6Irvemert et dosage 1 i' aile ci, - aysP--r -lii'ecne es triva-,i
m,tri qu'Iil faat tenir ccrnpte les opt~apraie- de : 'oxygne et le .:ar-hydr-*i
cartori,iue J~s jue les tep~rturs d,,assent environ,-- K pour a- tande v',-) et CK
po-4r la bande D(,) e plus des mesures effectires darns le jet 1'. trntu .
barr d'essai A !a SNECMA orct morltr6 que d'autres esp -ces parasites non encc~re i1rtif:-' es-
Cprotaablenernt des imbrlals) interf4 raient avec la niesire.

- JRLC7L

La validation exp~rimentale des rod~ies de for-mation des oxycies d'azo-te dans les
foyers de turbomacncine, comrne l'applicat-cn de nornes concernant lea qiantit,'s d~
itrique emises par les moteurs, implique que !'on pusse fairp confiance aax retriodes le

mesure de concentration utilis~es. La m~thode la plus couramment emlploy~e est P p.'! Izve-
ment par sonde et le dosage A l'aide d'un analyseur I chimilursinescence. -) le-s sondes
peuvent Rtre le si~ge de r~actiorsde r~ductio. ou d'oxydation de NO /cf. par exemple:I
ref. 1!, entrainant une sous-estimatior de la concentration r~elle au point de rnezrure.
C'est sinai que ls concentration en NO? indiqu~e par l'analyseur peut Ctre interpr~t~e
soit cornie 6tant celle r~ellement presente dans la flamme, sojt canine r~sultant d'une
oxydation de NO syant lieu au cours du pr~l vement /2,3,14/.

Par ailleurs les conclusions des confrontations entre nesures par prAlhvenent et
mesures par absorption U.V. ne concordent pas :les r~sultats traduisent soit un bon
accord entre lea deux tjpes de mesure 15,6/, soit un d6saccord important la mesure par
absorption IJ.V. indiquant alors une concentration de NO sup~rieure A celle donn~e par
lea pr~lhvements et analyses /7,8/.

Ces diffrences d'interpr~tation pouvant r~sulter de conditions exp~rimentales o\14
de modes op~ratoires diff6rents, ii nous a paru utile de reprendre la confrontation en-
tre mesures par pr~lcvement et analyse, en appliquant lea mtmes techniques dana trois
sortes d'6coulement diff6rents gaz brills produits par un brfileur type MEKER, foyer
tubulaire et jet d'un turbor~acteur.

2 - METHODE DE MESIJRE PAR ABSORPTION U.V. -

2.1 - Expression du taux de transmission -

Lea bases de la m6thode de mesure de la concentration de NO par mesure d'abaorption
dana l'ultra-violet peuvent t-tre trouv~es dana les ouvrages de HERZBERG /9/ et de PENNER
/10/, sinai que dans les travaux de DAVIS et al. /11/ et de MUELLER /5/. Nous avons toute-
fois d~termin6, A l'aide de notre propre montage exp~rimental et de m6langea 6talons
NO-N2 , lea valeurs des par'amltres d'~largissement de raie pour lea deux bandes Y(l ,0) et
Y(O,O), qlai sont lea plus intenses, et trouvg respectiveinent 1810 K/bar et 1860 K/bar.

En raison de la structure tr,6a fine du spectre de rotation de la mol6cule de NO,
ii serait n~cessaire d'utiliser un spectrographe i tr~s haute resolution pour en s~parer
lea raies. Cleat pourquoi on effectue Ia mesure pour un intervalle de fr~quence AV cor-
respondant A une resolution moyenne, en tenant compte, dana le calcul, de l'absorption
r6sultant de l'ensemble des raies correspondantes.

Pour un milieu absorbant homog~ne d'igpaisseur b, le taux de transmission de la lu-
mi~re issue d'une source lumineuse, peut s'4crire soua la forme

T ~ e v a V -bk V dv (2-1)

oa e5 reat le coefftoient, spectral d16mission de Ia source, et kV le coefficient spectral
d'abs ption du milieu.

Pour un milieu optiquement mince oil b k, << 1, on peut 6crire

T I bik dv (2-2)

Or pour un milieu absorbant A la pression p oil la fraction molaire de NO eat XO k~ est
de la formse:NO

kv =XNO p BV (T)

x - Arfillation pr~sente :SNIAS, Serv~oo pyrotechnique, B.P. 96 - 78130 LES MUWEAUX.
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or. ottler/ -vrne relation lin~aire

T bp XN ..[ C Bv(7) d\,

SI ie millev, r'egk pas optiquement mince, il faut tenir compte des asires termp i. vp
1oppement de e Oj0 peut montrer 1121 que, pour des taux M'to~~.1 ~ AX. -
mum, et po, r ?cv 1,C on commet tire erreur lnr. rieuire A 1% en 6crivant

T A exp (-bp X NOJ f Sv Bv (T) dv)

Ce qui signifie que le milieu suit tine loi de LAMBERT.
Si i'on note:

fv(T f Sv B CT) dv

on peut 6crire:

TV=exp (.- bp X NO fv()

ou NO -b f(T

Dans le cas dun milieu non homog~ne, on peut 6crire
b

T V=exp (- Pf X NO f'v(T) dx) (2-6)
0

Si le milieu comporte des espdces absorbantes autres que NO, de fractions molaires
Xi, dont l'absorption suit 6galement une 101 de LAMBERT avec une fonction g- (T) connue,
Acauivalente de la fonction f,(T) pour NO, le taux de transmission devient alors:

T exp ( f XNO CT) dx) exp (- :t" Jv b i T x) (2-7)

d'oQ l'on peut d~duire le taux d'absorption qui correspondrait A l'absorption par NO seul.
Les donn~es de la litt~rature, en particulier les formules empiriques propos~es par

WH~ITING /13/, permettent de calculer pour un intervalle AiV donn6 la fonction fv(T) pour
les bandes y(1,O) et Y(O,O). La. figure 1 repr~sente les variations de f'v(T) pour tv =1,37,A
valeur correspondant A nos conditions de mesure. Afin de faciliter les calculs nous avons
d~termin6, par des r6gressions logarithrniques, des expressions analytiques approch~es qui
sont r6sum6es dana le tableau 1 pour XNO en ppm.

bande 294 K <T < 6OO K f(T) =1,242.10- T- 1,167+ 6,774.10O5 exp(-2,312.lO-3T)

Y(l,O) 800 K < T < 1600 K f(T) =1,638 T-1 ,6 2 3 + 8,831.10-5 exp(- 1,379 .10-3T

bande 294 K < T < 6OO K f(T) = ,857.10-2 T-1 ,2 55

Y(OO) 800 K < T < 1600 K f(T) =9,o63-10- expC 1,676.103 /T) +

______ ______________6,197-10-5 exp(- 1.397-10- T)

TABLEAU 1 - Formes analytiques approch~es de la fonction f,(T) pour X NO en ppm.

2.2 - Dispositif de mesure et sensibilitg

Deux sources de lumigre ont Wt utilis~es
- tine lampe au deuterium (type BOWE de JOBIN-YVON),
- tine lampe A cathode creuse r6alis~e au laboratoire d'apr~s un schema. propose par

MAUELLER /5/.
L'analyseur de spectre uti~ise 6tait tin monoebromateur JOBIN-YVON type HRS 1 6quip6

d'un photomultk~plicateur EMI type 9558 QB. Dans les conditions de nos meaures, sa resolution
6tait de 1,37 A.

Le seuil de sensibilit6 de la mesure 5 une tersp~rature T a 5~t6 d~fini par le produit
XNiO b p correspondant A un taux d'absorption de 5%, soit une erreur relative de 10%. Le
tableau 2 resume lea valeurs de ce setiil. pour lea deux sources utilis~es et pour les deux
bandes y(1,0) et y(O,O), dana l'intervalle de tempgrature 294 K < T < 2000 K.
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es 1 gnes de liaisons entre ies sondes et I'analyseur "tainen'- .- x-
dat~e et avaient un diam, tre int~rieur de 3 r%=. Elles cnortalert une par* , "ogf Jr
!a glace fondante afin de condenser le pius possible la vapeu- d4 au dn :a
modifier !a r~ponse de l'analyseur A chirnilumnifesce-ce

Ce Jernier A-tait uin Tr:IERMOELEC-R,;N modile "C, A. Su ',art les reconmardati' : o altes par
divers auteurs /',4/ nous en avorns r6F-sl a temp~rature du convertisse, r entr- ' et
-')C. Afin de tenir compte de la pr~sence de C02 dans les 6chantillons aralyss roufs
avons effectu6 un 6talonnage de 2.analyseur A I'aide de m6langes 4talons N- - N2 - 72, et
avorns constat6 que la pr6sence de CO2 entralne une surestimation de la conscentration roel ,e
en NO, qui ne d~passe pas toutefois 5% pour une fraction molaire de C02 de :2A, (fig. 3).

Par ailleurs les autres especes stables pr~sentes dans les gaz 6taient dos~es par
analyse chromatographique, la fraction molaire de vapeur dleau 6tant dctduite d'un tilan
atomique A partir de la composition des gaz frais.

4 - MONTAGES EXPERIMENTAUX -

Trois montages exp~rimentaux, r~alis6s au Laboratoire, ont 6t6 utilis~s pour la comps-
raison entre mesure par absorption U.V. et mesure par prC,16vement :un petit braleur A flan,-
me stabilis~e sur une grille type MEKER, un foyer tubulaire A combustion stabilis6e par
melange turbulent de gaz br~l6s avec les gaz frais, et un four am~nagg pour y faire des
mesures d'absorption dana des m~langes 6talons. Le combustible utilis6 6tait du propane.

4.1 - Le brialeur type MEKER -

Ce br~leur (fig. 4) vertical de section constante 86 mm x 104 mm, -omporte A sa base
une grille en laiton analogue A celle d'un brilleur MEKER, avec une maille carrge de 2 mm
de c~t6. Au-dessus de cette grille sont superpos~s dans l'ordre:

- un trongon de 5 cm de haut, rev~tu int~rieurement de mat~riau r~fractaire,
- deux grilles crois6es refroidies par eau permettant de refroidir lea gaz A une m6-

me temp6rature pour pluajeurs valeurs de !a richesse (en adaptant le d~bit du mg-
lange frais),

- un trongon de meaure de 13 cm de haut, muni de vitres en quartz transparent au
rayonneaient U.V. et de passages pour sonde A thermocouple ou sonde de pr~l~vement.

Ce brOleur perinettait d'effectuer des mesures dans des produits de combustion A des
temp~ratures comprises entre 950 K et 1250 K, et pour des richesses de melange frais va-
riant de 0,5 A 1,5.

4.2 - Le foyer tubulaire -

Le foyer tubulaire a 6t6 r~alias pour permettre l'Stude de la variation des vitesses de
r6actions au cours de la combustion turbulente d'un m~lange hydrocarbure-air stabilis~e par
m~lange de gas brial~s avec lea gaz frais /151 (fig. 5). Les gaz brOl6s, produits par une
chambre de combustion sp~ciale, sont mSJlang~s rapidement avec lea gaz frais A Ilaide d'un
"m~langeur" comportant 100 conduits de passage des gaz bral~s et 81 injecteurs de gas fra's
dispoass aur sa face aval A l'entrge de la veine d'exp~rimentation de section constante
10 cm x 10 cm, pourvue de parois r~fractaires.

On peut donc, dams cette veine, atabiliser une zone de combustion distribu~e en r~glant
le rapport des deux d~bits de gas br(1lsa et de gas frais de telle sorte que la temp~rature
du m~lange form6 provoque son inflammation spontan~e A une distance voulue en aval des
injecteurs. La lomgueur de cette zone de combustion 6tait d'environ 70 cm.

4.3 - Le four A gaz 6taloma -

Af in de pouvoir Studier la variation en fonction de la temp~rature de l'absorption due
A certains gas, nous avoms am~nag6 un four Silectrique pour pouvoir y introduire des m~langes
de composition connue et en mesurer le taux d'absorptiom pour lea longueurs d'ondes 6tudiS es.
Pour cela nous avona dispos6 A 11intfrieur de cc four um tube en silice, de lomgueur 144 cm
et de diamltre int~rieur 4 cm, comportant A chaque extr~mitg un bouchon en mat~riau r~frac-
taire muni d'un hublot en quarts transparent dana l'U.V. et un tube de raccordement pour le
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moins importante selo, !a richesse.
L~es r~su Itats des meoures par pr~l1 vement crnt nc~r e se f-r--' -

molaires XN IXNn 6taiernt tou-joujrs faibles, compris erntre et' aeS
type de cond tifi).

Pour confronter les deux types de mesures, nous av~rns repr~ser"z sir 'a
variations de - Log r pour la bande y(:,') en fonctiwr. Ie3 valeurs J. X4 me- *'3 -Ir
prUlvement stir l'axe du br~leur (cf. relation 2-5.es rsuiltats relen -n
extrapolation un taux de transmission inf~rieur A 1 pour Xsr,- =C. Crn sa,
1'oxygene mol6culaire absorbe A haute temp~rature au niveiu des barndes Y'

Mais cornie le taux d'absorption parasite mis en 6vidence 14perd d's- p " -!a r-
chesse, il apparalt qu'au momns une autre des esp~ces pr6sentes Bans leg 7az trl:-S Bu.
interf6rer avec la mesure. C'est pourquoi nous avons entrepris des nesures aorpi.
concernant ces esp~ces a I'aide du four d~crit au ~L5

5.2 - Determination des absorptions parasites-

5.2.1 - Nous avons mesur6, pour les deux bandes Y(l,C) et ''C,C, en uiia~
la lampe A d6charge, la variation en fonction de 'a temp~rature (Jusqu'4 ' " ) K) Be C'it-
sorption de divers m6langes constitu~s par chacu. des gaz 6tudi46s IiIU6 Bans ie !'argo.
Nous avons constatC6 que Ilabsorption de CO ne petit 9tre n~gliJg6 d~s 7C "K :cu a bani-
y(1,0) et d~s 900 K pour la bande y(0,0), et celle de C, d~s 800 K pour Y(!,-,) et 12 s
1000 K pour y(0,0).(fig. 7 et 8)

Nous avons aussi cherch6 A donner pour lea taux d'absorptions correspondarts des
expressions approch6es. Cornie le milieu absorbant n'est optiquement mince que pour les
faibles taux d'absorption, nous avons suppos6 que la variation en fonction de 1'6paisse.ur
optique du milieu suit une loi de LAMBERT, ce qui peut se justifier par le fait que Ces
absorptions de D2 et de C02 sl~tendent contin~rnent sur l'ensemble des bandes y de NC,) et
peuvent done &tre consid~r~es cornre constantes sur chacune des bandes de largeur Av. Nous
avons donc consid~r6 que le taux de transmission T de ia lumi-)re A travers le m~lange Bans
le four pouvait @te'e 6crit sous la forme:

T = exp (- p X i 1 e gi,(T)) 5)

okI Xi est la fraction molaire de llesp~ce -onsid~r~e, le la longueur effective du chemin
optique Bans le four et g-,(T) la loi d'absorption en fonction de la temp~rature. En sup-
posant cette dernidre de ia forme:

g\(T) =a exp (b T)

ou giv(T) =a exp (- bIT)
nous avons obtenu lee expressions r~sum~es dana le tableau 3 (pour Xi sans dimension) et

esp~ce Longueur g(T) =a exp(bT) oti a exp(-b/T)
d'onde avec a (cm- atm- ) et b(K ou K_

CO 2  21147.1 ~4,52.10-5 exp(5,76.10_3 T)
0 2 21147.1 '4,1~4 exp(- 6,87.103 /T)

CO 2  2261 .0 1,Bi10-' exp(7,35.10 3 /T)

0 2 2261.0 2,02.10- exp(6,25.10 3T)

TABLEAU 3

portf lea variations correspondantes de a =1 - T sur lea figures 7 et 8.
5.2.2 - Nous avons utilis6 ces lois pour calculer-le taux d'absorption parasite

dana les gaz brial6s du br~leur type MEKER. Pour cela nous avons int~gr6 lea lois d'absorption
de 02 et aD2 le 10M du trajet optique en prenant la temp~rature mesur~e le long de ce trajet.
Nous avons ainsi obtenu un taux d'absorption parasite de 2,0 t 0,2%, quelle que soit la
richesse,.alors que lea valeurs extrapol6es I partir des r6sultats exp~rimentaux (cf. fig.6)
donne un taux d'absorption parasite compria entre 2 et 2,5% avec une pr~cision de 0,5t.
A Is precision des mesures 11 apparalt done que V'on peut admettre que l'absorption para-

site mise en 6vidence ftaiC bien due A l'oxyg~rne et A l'anhydride carbonique.
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E xpeCriences sur le foyer tuir, jla~re -

eux series d'exp~riences ont effelia;es a-lec le f"yb.

- lea -ores sans c-)mbustion dans la veine d'exp, rience 'rC',esse t,,
en ! oement de gaz hrili~s dliu~s par !'air re',

- les autres avec une zone de combustion satilisAe par a-ito-Infla-nrat"cir ii
,form6 A environ 20 cm en aval du m6langeur et pour one richesse t'

Dans lea deux cas le d~bit total 6talt de 3%g/s et la tenp~rat i re I- mi5:ange ..nne-
diatement en avai du m~langeur de 1150 K.

Les mesures ont 6t6 effectu~es A 25 cm en aval du m~iangeoar, aet--Ir ao_
de !a zone de combustion loraque $2 = 0,115. Les r~soultats obtenos par pr4 IlIvemner, 11vC ! "a
sonde type b (fig. 2b) sont r6surm6s sur la figure 1C. Aveo la sorde type a les r~sil4tatos
obtenus 6taient presque identiques. Par contre avec l~a sonde 1 on! sonilie 1q fractior,
tolaire de NOj obtenue 6tait, pour 0 et pour 0? mt eni- -asi I- p
obtenue avec es sondes sans col sonique. Ce dernier resoltat tend I pro-u/er' q-e le
d6tect6 par pr~l ,vement et analyse provient d'one oxydation de NO en proportion variltle
suivant le type de sonde utilis6. De plus ii apparalt que cette transformatior), le V, en
N02 est beaucoup plub importante en pr~sence de combustion (,b? 0,4i5).

Lea mesures d'absorption effectu6es dana la mtime section de !a veine ont eSt4 inter-
pr6t6es:

- en calcolant lea absorptions parasites dues A 02 et C02 , A partir des profils les
concentrations et de la temp~rature le long du chemin optique,

- en estimant, A partir du profil de la ternpgrature et de celui de la concentration
de NO obtenu par pr~l~vement et analyse, une "longueur 6quivalente d'absorption"
pour NO (cf. 5 5.3) qui a 6t trouvle 6gale A 12,1 cm au lieu de 10 cm.

En absence de combustion (0'2 =0) on a obtenu ainsi une valeur de X su p6rieure de
25% A celle de XNO mesur~e sur l'axe par pr~l~vement. Ce r6sultat condul S aux mC-mes con-
clusions que lea e~periences effectu~es avec le brrileur type MEKER, clest-A-dire que, non
seolement le N0 doal proviendrait d'une oxydation de NO bora du prlvement, mais qu'il
y aurait de plus soit rlduction de NO, soit absorption parasite suppllmentaire due A une
autre esplce que 02 et CO2 .

En prlsence de combustion (02 =0,45) nous avons constat6 une augmentation trls
importante du taux d'absorption, qui 6tait environ le double de celui mesur6 sans co-bus-
tiun (02 = 0). Cette augmentation ne correspond probablement pas A une augmentation cor-
respondante de XNO, (puisque lea mesoires par prlvement et analyse n'indiquent pas
d'aogmentation de XNO ), mais plus vraisemblablement A one absorption par certains hydro-
:3irbures rlsultant de x Is fragmentation do propane et prlsents en concentrations relati-
vement importante au d~but de la zone de combustion /15/.

6 - MESURES DANS LE JET D'UN TURBOREACTEUR -

Des confrontations ont 6galement 6t6 ef'fectoles A la SNECMA dana le jet d'on turbo-
rlacteor "LARZAC" au banc d'essai. Lea mesures ont 6t6 effectules A 3 cm en aval de la
section de sortie de la toylre. Elles ont montr6 que, loraque V'on faisait varier le
rlgime do moteor depuis le maximum jusqu'ao ralenti

- lea mesores par prlvement et analyses indiqosient one fraction molaire de NO
dlcroissant rapidement de 77 ppm A 4 ppm,

- le taux d'absorption mesurl poor la bande y(O,O) dlcroissait d'abord de 8,7% A
5,3% poor ensoite augmenter rlgoli~arement jusqu'A 381.

f'absorption parasite doe A 0 2 et A CO2 restant inf~rieure A 1%, et le taux d'absorp-
tion mesur6 poor be rlgime maximal correspondant A environ 140 ppm, lea r~subtats mettent
clairement en 6vidence la pr6sence d'one absorption parasite suppl~mentaire augmentant
quand be r~gime da moteur d~crolt, clest-A-dire en fait qoand lea concentrations des im-
brls .roissent (celbes de CO et de CH x atteignent entre 2000 et 3000 ppm ao ralenti).
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DISCUSSION

A.M.Slellor. US
Why does CO, give a positive interference in your chemriluminescence analyser? It usually gives a negative inter-
ference due to quenching of NO2 .

Rkponse d'auteur
Nous avons en effet constate que, avec l'analyseur "Therimodlect. on" model I OA. dont nous disposions, ia rteponse
obtenue avec un m~Iange NO N 2 -C0 2 etait supdrieure a celle correspondant a 1'etalormage, effectue avec un
melange NO-N2 contenant la mdme fraction molaire de NO. Nous avons que des auteurs, ayant utilise un modee
I 2A, indiquent un effect de sens oppose. Cette difference dans I'efficacit6 relative des -figeages" par N2 et par C0,

est peut-,ftre due a des diffdrences dans les conditions de functionnement des analyseurs; (dilution de l'echantiilon
analyse, pression dans la chambre de reaction,. .

A.Eckbreth, US
I would like to make a comment I believe relevant. The FAA-DOT (Federal Aviation Administration Department
of Transportation) in the United States have of course been concerned about the discrepancy between probe and
optical measurements of NO. In a three year study conducted at the United Technologies Research Centre under
their sponsorship, Zabjelski, Saery and Colket have investigated this problem in some detail. The study roughly
parallels the investigation described, that is, measurements in a flat flame burner, practical devices, a swirl burner and
the exhaust of a JT- 1 2 can. The NO absorption measurements were made using an NO resonance lamp. Over a wide
range of stoich iome tries, optical and probe measurements were found to agree always within 25%. Details of this
work will soon be available in an FAA-DOT approved final report and, I believe, a paper at the XV1l1th Combustion
Symposium.

Rkponse d'auteur
11 est probable que les ecants de 25% entre les deux mdthodes de mesure, que vous mentionnez, sont dus aussi A des
absorptions parasites. Je peux vous prtciser qu'a des temperature de quelques certaines de degrts C, les absorptions
par C2 H 2, C3H6, CjH#, C4 Hto (et dans une moindre mesure, C2 H4 et C2 HO)sont tr.s sensibles POUTdes concentra-
tions de l'ordre de I1000 p.p.m. Par contre nous n'avons constate aucune interf~rence avec CO ou CH4.
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RESUME

Les spectrom~tres DRASC mis au point A l'ONERA sont pr~sent~s dans cet expose.

L'instrument de DRASC non r~sonnante permet la mise en oeuvre de la techn~ique
BOXCARS et l16limination du fond non r~sonnant. Sa r6solution spectrale est de 0,7 cm-1
elle peut itre r~duite 4 0,07 cm-1 par simple mise en place d'un 616ment optique sans 6
alignement du montage. Un mode de fonctionnement en bande large est aussi pr~vu pour la
spectroscopie multiplex.

Des r~sultats caract~ristiques obtenus dans un foyer de simulation de turboma-
chine sont pr~sent~s. La d~tectivit6 est comprise g~n~ralement entre 100 et 1000 ppm.

La DRASC r~sonnante permettra des gains en d~tectivit6 compris entre 100 et
1000 comme le laissent esp6rer les r~sultats r~cemment obtenus sur 12'

1 - INTRODUCTION

La Diffusion Raman Anti-Stokes Coh~rente (DRASC) est une des meilleures techri-
ques, sinon la meilleure, pour lea diagnostics ponctuels et non intrusifs dans lea com-
buations. Il y a plusieurs ann~es que la faisabilit6 des mesures de concentration /I/ et
de temp~rature /2/ a 6t6 d~montr~e 6 VONERA.

Depuis, des progr~s consid~rables ont 6t6 rialis~s dans la mise en oeuvre de
cette technique /3-6/, aussi ses performances ont 6t6 fortement am~lior~es :am~lioration
de la d~tectivit6 /9-13/ et de la r6solution spatiale /8/, augmentation de la vitesse
d'acquisition des spectres /7/. R~cemment plusieurs tentatives pour 6tudier des briileurs
dint~rit pratique ont 6t couronn~es de succ~s et ont fait l'objet do publications /14-
16/.

Dana ce contexte, le but de Ia prdsente communication eat de donner un compte-
rendu des progr~s r~alis~s A lONERA sur les techniques de DR.ASC. Le travail a 6t6 pour-
suivi dens plusieus directions:

I - am~lioration de l'6quipement existant af in d'accroltre la fiabilit6. la
r~solution spatiale et la d~tectivit6 des spectrombtres DRASC ;:

2 - mise au point de m~thodes de calcul pour amiliorer la rdduction des donn~ea
et pour tenir compte do certaina effets (tels que variation de Is largeur
des raies en fonction do la temp~rature et des nombres quantiques de vibra-
tion et de rotation)

3 - 6tude th~orique de la DRASC r~sonnante af in dlen 6valuer lee possibilit~s
d'application h Ia ddtection de gaz h l'4tat de trace

4 - mesures de temperature et de concentratiors dams des brileurs et des 6coule-
nients d'int~rit pratique.

2 - DEVELOPPMENT DU SPECTRO?4ETRE DRASC

Le principal intdrit de la DRASC r~side dana la puissance conaid~rable du si-
gnal diffusi. Avec los lasers & rubis ou & Yag disponibles sur le marcb&, lec &vdsiorA anti-
Stokes cohdrente do N2 et do 02 do l'air sont facilement vicibles cur un 6cren. La ddmonc-
tration du processus do diffusion eat donc simple et claire. Le lec'teur eat cependant mis
en garde i en of fet, il ect tr~s ddlicat dleffectuor des mesures pr~cises et reproducti-
bloc do tempdrature et do concentrations. A dire vrai. is DRASC aec des sources laser
pulsdes souffre d'un manque do reproductibiiith du signal . Ceci r~sulte des instabilit6s en
puissance et en fr~quence des lasers et do leur instabilitL& do direction. Si l'on no
prend pas do pr~cautions, lea fluctuations do puissance du signal sont do t 30 X : avec
un bloc sorc trbs bien construit ot avec une voie do r6f~rence. on pout esporer une pri-
cision relative cur Is msure do susceptibilit6 doe 51
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La pr~sence dans le spectre d'un fond continu dii A un terrne de susceptibilitti
non r~sonnante est la deuxi~me difficult6 majeure rencontr6e en DRASC. Les raies Raman4 lea plus faibles sortent peu de ce fond continu et ii est impossible de mesurer les con-
centrations des esp~ces A l16tat de trace.

Avec une pr~cision des mesuras de t 5 %, ls d~tectivit6 est de 11ordre de 0,1
A 1 % dans lea flainmes en utilisant une seule impulsion laser par position spectrale.
Deux techniques peuvent 6tre utilis~es pour r~duire le fond non resonnant et pour amelio-
rer is d~tectivit6:(i) 61imination du fond par tin choix judicieux des polarisations des
lasers /9 - 13/, (11) augmentation par r6sonance 6lectronique de Is r~ponse de Is mold-
cule 6tudi~e /6, 18, 19/.

DRASC NON RESONNANTE

Pendant plusietirs ann~es, l'ONERA a exp~riment6 sur des flammes un spectrom~tre
DRASC construit autour d'un laser A rubis et dont la description se trouve en r~f~rence 6.
R~cemment, l1office sleat pourvu d~un syst~me A YAC doubl6, choisi en raison de a puis-
sance crete et de son taux de r6p~tition plus 6lev6. Ce spectrom~tre a 6t6 mis au point
conjointement par lONERA et QUANTEL Ai partir de Ilexp~rience acquise sur le spectrom~tre
DRASC A rubis.

BLOC SOURCE-

Lea composants optiques des sources laser et lea optiques permettant dlen com-
biner lea faisceaux sont fix~s directement stir qne table en fonte daluminium de 50 cm
par 150 cm (figure 1). L'oscillateur 6 Yag eat d~clench6 passivement. Equip6 du syst~me
Polarex et dun amplificateur, le syst~me d~livre plus de 120 mJ Ak 5320 A & la sortie du
doubleur de frAquence pour une dur~e dimpulsion de 10 ns et tine cadence de r~p~tition de
1 A 10 Hz (faisceau A w,) . L~e faisceau. eat monomode longitudinal sur 95 % des tirs et la
stabilit6 en fr~quence eat alors meilleure que ±0,01 cm-1. Ces caractdristiques sont ob-
tenues grice, A l'utilisation dune cavit6 stable pour loscillateur Yag. Un deuxi~me doti-
bleur eat utilis6 pour convertir le r~sidu dinfrarouge sortant du premier doubleur.
Ainsi. 40 niJ suppl~mentaires A 5320 A sont r~cup~r4s pour pomper Is chaine compos~e dun
laser A colorant et d'un 6tage amplificateur. Elle produit le faisceau "Stokes" 6 W2 Le
laser A colorant eat accordi sur toute a plage grice au syst~me compos6 dun r~seau fixe
utilis6 en incidence 6lev~e et dun miroir orientable devant le r~seai. Cette configura-
tion d~velopp~e par QUANTEL pour sea lasers A colorant a, par ailleurs, 4t6 propos~e par
Shashan at al. et par Littmnan et al /20/. La largeur de raie eat de 0.7 cm-1 elle peut
itre rdduite a 0,07 cm-1 apr4 s insertion d'un expanseur de faisceai A pri-Mes. Cette op6-
ration maintient lalignement, de la cavit6 dune mani~re tr~s precise. Elle provoque toti-
tefois un l6ger d~placement du centre de Is raie.

Avec 40 mJ d'6nergie de pompage, la chalne A colorant d6livre de 1 A 3 rnJ dana
la bands utile en DRASC, clest-A-dire 560 nm-700 rn. Cette 6nergie eat dautre part pra-
tiquement inddpendante de la largeur de raie choisie.

Le m~canisme d'sccord du laser A colorant eat command6 par tin moteur pas A pas.
Celui-ci pet itre embray6 stir un mcoivement grossier qui permet le balsyage de toute la
plage de 560 nm A 700 nm ou sur un mouvement fin qui permet alors l;exploration de 6 nm
sutour d'une position quelconque avec une finesse d'analyse de 0,007 cm-'. Un mode de
fonctionnament en large bande eat aussi pr~vu pour le laser & colorant, donnant tine lar-
geur de raie de l'ordre de, 100 cm-1 . Llaccord eat alors r~alis6 A Ilaide dun filtre in-
terf~rentiel ;ce mode de fonctionnement eat utilis6 prur lea exp~riences DRASC multiplex
/?/ avec tin spectrographe et tin analyseur optique OMA.

EQUIPEMENTS ANNEXESETMONTAGEDEDETECTION

Un espace de 60 cm x 30 cm eat pr~vu stir la table pour le montage des optiques
d'sdaptation at de superpoaition des faisceaux: laser sinai que pour lea optiques n~ces-
saires A 1l6limination du fond non r~sonnant /9 - 13/ at A la technique des faiscesux
crois~s (Boxcars) /8/. Ainsi noua utilisons:

- des tdlescopea pour adapter lea divergences des faisceaux
- des lames A faces parall~les pour lea translater sinai que pour lea d~doubler
dans le cas du montage BOXCARS;

- un miroir dichrolque pour lalignement at la superposition des deux faiscesux
laser

- des lames X/2 et X/4 et des polariseurs pour l'Alimination du fond non r~son-
nant.

La miroir dichrolque eat mont6 stir tine platine de rotation tr~s robuate syant
time sensibilit6 dalignement meilleure qua, 10 prad. Une petite fraction (w 5 %) des fais-
ceaux laser eat par ls suite pr~lev~s pour ia vole de r~f~rence.Nous examinerons nisinte-
nant 1e systbme de d~tection et Is probl&me dllimination du fond non rdsonnant.

Le montage de, d6tection, y compris le bras de r~fdrence, eat instalid sBur ume
autre table do 50 cm x 150 cm (figure 2). Toutas la lentilles de focalisation somt des
achramats non coll~s trait6s A.R. entre 400 rn at 700 nia.

Les signaux anti-Stokes sont filtrds grice & des doubles monochromateurs de
dispersion total* nulls prdcdA de filtres dichrolques. Cos drniers bloqueit Ilesaentiel, dui
rayonnement des lasers de fagon & 6viter lea problbaes de claqusge sur lee diaphregms des



monochromateurs. La d~tection est faite & I'aide de photomultiplicateurs integres dans
les monochromateurs.

Le niveau du signal anti-Stokes dana les vojes signal et r~f~rence eat ajust6
entre 103 et 10' photoelectrons par coup, ce qui correspond A une incertitude de Poiss ,r.
de l'ordre de quelques pour cents. Des signaux plus intenses peuvent provoquer une satu-
ration des photomultiplicateurs tarndis quje des signaux plus faibles donnent des niveaux
d Iincertitude innaceptabiss.

Lea voies signal et r6fprence ont, dana la mesure du possible, une g~iom~trie
identique, aurtout loraque la configuration BOXCARS eat utilis~e. La cuve de r~f6rence
contient 50 bars d'argon ;au delA de cette pression des probl4 mes de claquage et de pha-
se matching viennent parturber le fonctionnement de la voie de r6f6rence. La signal de
r~f~rence eat habituellement plus fort que n~cessaire et doit 6tre attnu6 ;Sinai ii
reste suffisant m~me loraque is configuration BOXCARS et l'6limination du fond non r~son-
nant sont utilis~es simultan~ment. (voir plus loin).

Dans lea deux voies, le niveau du signal eat maintenu au niveau pr6vu de 10'
photoelectrons en ajustant la puissance des faisceaux laser A l'aide d'att~nuateurs ce
qui 6vite la saturation Raman au centre de is raie. Lea impulsions d6livr6es par lea
photomultiplicateurs sont trait~es par une 6lectronique munie de portes rapides (dur~e
d'ouverture :50 na). Ella calcule leurs rapports, la racine carr6e de caux-ci, puis leur
moyenne pour un nombre fix6 n d'impulsions laser ( n = 1 6 10 en pratique). Cette 6iec-
tronique 611mine aussi toute mesure pour laqualla le signal ou la r~f~rence s'6carte de
±35 % de leur valeur moyenne respective.

Cette 6lectronique commande aussi Ilavance dui laser 4 colorant loraque lea n
coups ont 6t6 obtenus et trace le spectre en temps r~el.

Pour la DRASC multiplex , nous utilisons un apectroqraphe et un analyseur opti-
qua multicanal (OMA2 de PAR - EGG). L'6l6ment diapersif darns le spectrographe eat un
r~seau holographique concave de 2100 traits au mm, corrig6 des aberrations et de 750 mm
de rayon de courbure. La r~solution spectrale de l ensemble spectrographe-d~tecteur eat
de 1 cm-1 . Lea spectres de signal et de r~f~rence sont enregistr~s simultan~ment sur le
vidicon. Leur rapport eat calcul4 canal par canal donnant ainsi naissance A un nouveau
spectre dont Is racine carrie at, si n~cessaire, une moyenne sont calcul~es par ia suite.
L'enregistrement dui spectre de r~f~rence eat d'une n~cessit6 vitale car ls spectre du
laser 4 colorant nlest pas reproductible et montre dappr~ciables modulations.

La technique d'dlimination du fond non r~sonnant par lutilisation des propri6-
t~s du tanseur de susceptibilit6 non lin~aire du 3&!me ordre a 6t6 discut~e en d~tail pour
lea faisceaux colin~aires, at plusieurs configurations de polarisation ont 6t prcpos~es
/9 - 13/. La configuration BOXCARS of fre plus de souplessa car la daux faisceaux "laser"
6 w sont maintenant s~par~s at peuvent donc avoir diff~rentaspolarisations 61 at 61'

Dana la zone de recouvrement de ces deux faisceaux at dui faiscaau Stokes, nous pouvons
supposer, pour simplifierqua tous las vecteurs k sont align~s at qua les polarisations
des champs 6lectriques sont dana un plan perpendiculaira aux vacteurs k, suivant laligne-
ment de la figure 3. Nous supposons le vecteur polarisation dui champ Stokes 62 align6
suivant laxe X.Si nous supposons aussi qua le tenseur de susceptibilitd non r~sonnante
poss~de la sym~trie de Kleinman, nous pouvons 6crire le vectaur de polarisation anti-Sto-
kes de la mani~re suivante:

- nr -r

coo(8 + 0,) + 2 coo(O .1')4(a + b) cose coo* + 2b sine ain,

avec TnrOL lin( + r (2a+ b) sin(e +4')

en utilisant lea notations de Rahn at coll. /12/. Pour obtenir une r~jection totale de la
contribution non rdsonnante, nous interposons un analyseur orthogonal A Pnr recueillant
at.nsi de la lumibre polaris6e suivant 6aet damplitude i T . Lorsque o, nmisaons

(1) ~ P ain 2e + sin 24'a -r 13 + aCoo 2e - 4') + coB 26 + c08 2*'). /2

qui conserve Is sym~trie en 6eat 4'

Cotta expression eat repr~sentde figure 4 ;elle pr~sente un maximum dtendu
qui comprend Is solution de Rahn et coll. /12/ (8 -0' - 600) ainsi que celle propos~e par
Levenson et al /9/ (0 - 45. ' 90*). Nous remarquons que toute solution en 0 et 4
telle quo

(2) 190. _ p)2 +. (90. + 8)2 . 1800

expression trouv~e dune fagon empirique ot qui corresoond au corcl. de rayon 42,40cantrA
6 6 - 900, s - 900, donne un rXultat sup~rieur &0,98 et eat donc acceptable (mis A
part lea singulariths en *' - - e - 600 et 4' - - 01200). Ceci donna une souplesse ins-
trumentaie considerable. La solution la plus 6ldganto eat probabloment obtenue avec
0 - f 450, *-90* puisque dana caas, e ot alignA avec il (figure 51.* On pout ainsi
choisir lea polarisations i2 at a, pour ?.a faisceaux laser et Stokes superpoosa at il
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pour llautre faisceau. Le faisceau anti-Stokes utile eat 6mis le long de ce dernier
puisque l analyseur doit &tre orient6 d'une fagon pricise & angle droit de ij , le fais-
ceau ol est elimine6 compl~tement . Bien que cette solution oaraisse 86duisante. nous
evons oref~r6 cell ii 90 = 1P= 600 qui parmat un alignement plus facile. La figure 6 don-
ne le sch~ma de cet arranaement mnontrant la lentille de focalisation (A gauche) et celia
de recollimation (6 droite), les zones illumin~es par les faisceaux laser sur ces lentil-
les et les polarisations des faisceaux laser.

Le faisceau A W2 eat polariS46 horizontalement tandis que les deux faisceaux
parall~les ayant la fr~quence w, sont polarises lineairement A 600 du vecteur de pola-
risation de WJ2 - Cat angle est obtenu grice A une lame demi-onde (figure 1). Un faible de-
ir6 d'ellipticit4 est 6Agalement obntenuqrice Ai una lame quart donde af in de compenser lea
bir6frinqences des divers comoosants optiques situes antre la lame demi-onde et le volu-
me de mesure (notammant le s~parateur de faisceau (BS),. lea fen~tres at lea lentilles).
La faisceau anti-Stokes. 6mis Aiw =2w - W2 dens la direction oiO aucun faisceau W2 nest
pr~sant, est filtLr6 grice Ai un polariseur de Glan. Ainsi qulil en eat question en /12/,
ii est parfois n~cessaire de modifier l6g~rement lea angles de 600 afin de r~duire le
fond non r~sonnant r~siduel, cette correction 6tant fonction de la composition du milieu
6tudi6. Bien entandu, pour des raisons 6vi'iantes, on ne dispose pas de filtre polarisant
sur 10- faisceau anti-Stokes de la voie r~ f~rence.

CARACTERISTIQUES DUSPECTR0?4ETRE _DRASC

Las performances d'un spectrom~tre DRASC sont caract~ris4Cs par Ia r~solution
spatiale, la stabilit6, 1161imination du fond non resonnant et Ia r~solution spectrala.

- La r6solution spatiala et llefficacit6 de Ia cr~ation du signal anti-Stokes
sont optimalas quand lea faisceaux sont limit~s par Ia diffraction, qua laura diamAtres
sont 6gaux at qua laurs directions sont soigneusament align~es.

Pour des faisceaux limit~s par Ia diffraction, Vlignement est alors d~licat
at difficila A maintanir. La figure 7 donne la puissance anti-Stokes du signal de r~f6-
rence de notre montage en fonction de l*angjle entre lea faisceaux laser A w, at W2 dons
l'arrangament colin~aire (une courbe similaira eat obtenue en utilisant la voie signal).
Las faisceaux sont focalis~s au moyan d'un achromat de 20 cm de focale. La courba, tr~s
pointue. montre qua l'alignement eat extr~mement critique si on utilise des faisceaux
limit~s par la diffraction.

Cat alignement peut itre maintenu sur notre montage pendant plusieurs mois
sans r~ajustement. Quaint au laser h colorant, sa direction change de mains de 10 rird en-
tre 560 nm at 700 nm ;aucune correction nest donc n~cessaire car cette valeur eat tr~s
inf~rieure A langle de diffraction des deux faisceaux laser (150 prd environ). En outre
le rapport des signaux de meaure at de r~f~rence reste constant A ± 5 %pour un d~faut
d'alignement inf~rieur A 100 urd, ce qui garantit la reproductibilit6 des mesures. Une
Avaluation de la r~solution spatiale longitudinale pout itre obtenue en translatant une
lame couvra-objet de microscope le long de la region focale, at en enregiatrant la racine
carri6e du signal non r~sonnant produit dana le verre en fonction de Is position de la
lame. Lea r~sultats sont semblables A ceux pr~sent~s dans la figure 14 de la r~f~rence 6.
Pour un achromat convergent de 40 cm de focale, la r~solution spatiale transversale est
de 60 ijm ;avac la configuration en faisceaux crois~s dite BOXCARS, nOus Obtnms une r~ao-
lution longitudinala inf~rieure & 3 mm pour une distance de 8 mm entre lea faisceaux
parall~las, laura diam~tres 6tant de 6 mm. Cette r~solution vanie comma f-

2 en fonction
de la distance focale f de la lentille.

-Un excellent teat des performances dun spectrom~tre DRASC eat son aptitude
A d~tecter le C02 atmosph~rique. La figure 8 pr~sente ces, spectres enregistr~s avec une
r~solution spectrale de 0,7 cm-' avec (a) et sans (b) suppression du fond non r~sonnant.
la technique BOXCCARS donnant une r~solution spatiale de 1 rmn dana lea voies signal at
r~f~rence. L'4cart type des fluctuations eat de ± 2 % pour une moyanne calcul~e Sur 10
tira laser par position spectrale ;aussi nous pouvons d~tecter 15 ppm de C02 dana Vain
pour un rapport S/B unit6. Loraque lea polarisationa des faisceaux wiet waaont parall6-
lea, la foible penta n~gative du fond non r~sonnant eat due A Ia pr~sence de laile de
Ia branche Q de 02 situ~e & 1556 cm-1.

Loraque nous orientons lea polarisationa des faisceaux A 60* l'une de l'autre
suivant le sch~ma de la figure 6, nous esprona un accroisaement consid~rable de la d6-
tectivit6 due A Ia dispanition du fond non r~sonnant. Ce fond eat abaisa6 en deasous du
niveau de bruit de notre 6lectronique, s n~duction Atant sup~rieune & un facteur 30.
Dana le mime tempa cependant, ia naie Raman de C02 , qui eat fortement polaria~e, voit
son intonsit6 r6duite dun facteur 4. La d~tectivit6 eat par cona~quent augment~e d'un
ordre de grandeur. Deux faibles naies de Iloxyg~ne deviennent 6galament visiblas; dana Is
spectre.

Quand nous utilisona la r~solution spectrale de 0,07 cm-1 , lintensith de la
raje de C02 eat trois fois plus grande car son contour eat alors pratiquemant r~solu. Ce
r~sultat montra qu'une trhsa bonne rdsolution apectrale eat easentielle A l'obtention
dune bonne dhtectivit6 dans lea flammea s± noua gardons A llesprit que lea largeura des

rais Raman y diminuant approximativement connne (273/T)1/2
Le rdaultat d'une expdriance de DRASC multiplex aur cette mimie raie du CO, eat

prdsent6 aur Is figure 9. Une moyanna mur 10 spectres fut atfaectude *f in do rendre I&
comparsison avec I& figu~re 8 plus facile. La rapport signal/bruit at Is nivaau du fond
apparsiasent d~qrad~s bien qua le technique BOXCARS W'ait pas &t6 iatilisAh pour coo on-Ireqiatroments (ce qui aurait conduit A recuaillir 30 fois momns de siqnal anti-Stokes).



Cette d6gradation des performances s'explique par Ia diminution de I& densit6
spectrale de puissance du laser a colorant dans le mode en bande large, par une resolu-
tion du syat~me (OMA + apectrographe) moins bonne et par la pr~sence d'un peu de lumi~rp
parasite.

DRASC RESONNANTE

LIONERA 6tudie activement Ilaugmentation r~sonnante de la DRASC :las m~canis-
mes physiques ont 6t6 d~crits en d~tail de mime que le contenu des spectres et la forme
des raies pour lea gaz. Ces 6tudes ont 6t partiellement confirmdes par des exp~riences
/6 - 18 - 19/ tandis que les probl~mes dllargisement Doppler ont 6t r6cemxnent aoordes.
Ces premi~res exp~riences ont montr6 qua la DRASC r~sonnanta dans las gaz est dune uti-
lisation pratique difficile. Sa mise en oauvre demande un soin cxtreme. En effet, aux
difficult~s g~n~rales rencontr~es avec is DRASC hors r~sonance, sajoutant des probl~mes
Presque insolubles de saturation & un photon, d'6largissement Stark, de stabilit6 spec-
trale et da mesura pr~cisa des longueurs donde 6mises. Ainsi lea lasers d~clench~s de
forte puissance ne pr~sentent pas en g~n~ral Ia stabilit6 spectrala n~ceasaire at nas-
quant de causer une tr~s forte saturation, tandis que les lasers continua, qui convien-
nent parfaitement pour la spectroscopie A haute r~solution at ne provoquent pas de satu-
ration, risquent de conduire h un 6chauffement important des 6chantillons. Nous avons
donc choisi d'utiliser des lasers A colorant pomp~s par flashes, car ils of frent un comn-
promis raisonnabla entre ces deux axtrimes.

Les lasers & colorant sont pr~sent~s sun la figure 10. Lea daux cuves de colo-
rant sont mont~es dana une seule tate "flash" de fagon 6 cc que lea impulsions laser
soient synchrones. Quatre flashes & ablation r~froidis par eau sont utilis6s pour le porn-
page avec une 6nergie da d~charge Ce 300 6 400 J. Lea cavit~a laser sont mont~es aur un
bloc de c~ramique Ce 80 cm de long. lDeux techniques sont utilis~ea pour Ilaccord des
lasers. Le I"laser'Ce fr~quence w, eat accord6 au mayan d'un filtra interf6rentiel at de
daux italons Fabry P~rot en silica de 0,1 at 1 mm d'6paisseur de 83 X da r~flexion. Le
laser "Stokes" de fr~quence W'2 eat accordd grice A un r~seau utilis6 dana la deuxi~me
ondre Ce 1200 traits/mm monti6 en Littrow avec syatAme expansaur de faiaceau A prismas.
Lea deux oscillateurs d~livrent des faisceaux de 2 mm de diam~tre avac une divergence
inf~rieure A 1.5 fois is limite de diffraction. La puissance crate eat comprise antre I
at 10 kW entre 500 nm et 650 nm pOur une Curia d'impulsion C'environ 1 ws. La largeun de
raia est typiquemant de 0,01 cm-' w, et 0,07 cm- A W2. Les deux lasers aont polaris~s
honizontalement.

Lea cavit~s laser sont install~es aur une table da fonta daluminium de 50 cm
x 150 cm. Les faisceaux sont combin4s au mayan d'un miroir dichrolque mont6 dana une 6
canique ayant une stabilit6 dalignemant de l'ordre de 20 prad. Ils sont ensuite focali-
s~s dana la cuve de r~f~rance (50 bars d'argon) puis recollimat~a. Le signal anti-Stokes
cr66 dana cette cuve eat s~par6 des faisceaux excitateurs au moyen d'une lame Cichrolque
puis envoy6 Vera un monochromataur pour filtraga at d~tection. Les faisceaux de pompe
tranamis par is lame dichrolqua sont filtr~s A V aide C'un verre Schott 00 570 puis foca-
lists dana la cuve de meaure (focale = 30 cm). Cetta focalisation relativemant faibla
permat de r~duire au maximum lea probl~mes Ce saturation A un photon ;mais ella impose
par contre d'utiliser une cuve de longuaur suffisanta af in dliviten is cr~ation de signal
anti-Stokes dana lea fengtras ;caci nous contraint A utiliser une pression plus basse
dana la cuve Ce mesura pour r~duire lea pertes par absorption. Pour lea r~sultats d~crits
ci-Cessous, la longueur de cuve optimale a 6t de 6 A 8 cm pour une pression de vapaur
C'iode de 0,5 A 2 mb. La cuve a 6t r~alis~e avec un tube 6pais en silica da 4 cm de Cia-
m~tre Cant lea extr~mit~s sont coup~es A 11incidence Ce Brewster. Nous avons fix6 Ceux
fanZ-tres en CAF2 sur ces extr~mit~s polies.

Lea apectres sont enregiatr~s en accordant w, A is fr~quence d~sir~e puis en
balayant lea spectres de quelques gaz bien connus tels que C02 , 02 et H2 af in d,6talon-
ncr le m~canisme de balsyage Ce W2. La cuve eat ensuite ramplie du gaz & 6tudier. Le ni-
veau Cu signal anti-Stokes eat maintenu A quelques cantainca de photodlectron de favon
A pr~venir lea riaques de saturation de l'absorption. A cette fin, des verres nautras
parall~les et calibr~s sont plac~a devant is cuve si n~ceaaaire.

Lea r~gles permettant l'interpr~tation des spectres de DRASC rdaonnante ont dt6
pr~senthes r~cemment /6 - 18 - 19/ at nous en r~sumerona aimplement lea r~sultats. Ces
r~gles sont d6duitea de l'expreaaion de la ausceptibilit6 /6/

r XT (W ba - w, + w - i a

(3 jn 'Ja ' n'b E ______________

W3 nX -w 3, w -ir n~a n W n - ir n (Sao nn

-n F Lon unhb En ljbn Ufn0  6O)_ 40))~
nfan~anb (A2 b b

oti N eat Is mombre do moi~euletpar cm' do Is moldcuie &tudi~e. Lea frdquences C'absorption
des 6tatujez> etjb> Vera 1'6tat n> sant reapectivement w, no t W5 . L



Cette expression suppose l1existence d'une seule r~sonance Ramn (cest-a-dlre
que nous ignorons la d~composition en sous-niveaux rotationnels) et linteractio. faible
rjdyisanl fa nec~sfite des corrections d'ordre plus 6lev6 sur les populations initiales

AO)~ 1 .4? ,~'La figure 11 montre trois types de r~sonance assocles au niveau for.-
daental"'> -Nous les appelons "R6sonances Raman Exaltees par Laser ffigure lla).
R~sonances Double-Electroniques (figure lib) et R~sonances Raman Exaltees par l'Anti-Sto-
kes (figure 11c).

Les transitions vibrationnelles fondamentales jet leurs harmonicques sont possi-
bles. Il existe aussi des jeux de transitions analogues qui sont associ6es au niveau',.
si ce dernier eat suffisamment peupl6. Laura propri6t~s spectrales se d~duisent ais~rnent
des d6nominateurs correspondants qui figurent dans 1'6quation (3).

Une caract~ristique remarquable des transitions "double-6lectroniques" eat que
leur position dans le spectre d~pend de wl puisque w, - W2 1 j- w,,contrairement
aux raies Raman des types lla et 11c. Cette propri6t6 facilite'21 identification des raies
et a 6t6 utilis~e bora de travaux pr6c6dents /18 - 19/. Le spectre de la figure 12 illus-
tre cea propri~t~s :ce spectre a 6t enregistr6 r~cemment dans 12 pur pour deux valeurs
de wi et dans la mime r~gion spectrala, tout comma ceux de /18 - 19/ avec cependant une
meilleura r6solution spectrale. Les deux spectres ont 6t enregiatr~s A 24 heures din-
tervalle. La laser w, a 6t accord6 chaque fois A une fr6quence inf~rieure de 0,4 cm-1 A
celle de la raie D~de N~ a& 16 956,2 cm-7de fagon 6 8tre en r~sonance sur la raje d'absorp-
tion R67 (13-1) (figure 13). La coincidence avec la raie de Na 6tait vdrifi6e A travers
un monochromateur et grice A des 6talons Fabry P6rot de 0.1 , 1. 10 mm, 1 incertitude
finale 6tant de ± 0,05 cm-1 . L'observation des apectrea de la figure 12 appelle plusieurs
commentairas:

1-il nly a aucune ambiguit6 sur l'identitA des raies Raman 0(62), 0(63) et Q(67)
toutefois 1'6chelle horizontale nleat valable quA& la pr~cision de 116talonnage (aoit
± 0,05 cm-') sur l'accord du laser de fr~quence W2

2 - lea positions th~oriques de ces rajes ne sont pas connues avec une pr~cision sup~rieu-
re A 0,1 cm'1

3 - lea deux spectres diff&rent par la position des raies "double-6lectroniquaa' ce qui
indigue une diminution de 0,1 cm-1 de w, entre les cas (a) et (b) ;ceci reste dana
lea limites de 11incertitude sur le positionnement de w, . La diminution de linten-
sit6 des deux raies associ~es au niveau J = 67 eat due aa fait que wi slloigna de
la raie d'absorption R67 (13-1).

INSTRUMENTATION PRATIQUE

De nombreuses 6tudes de flammes par DRASC ont 6t faites ces derni~res ann~es
/3 - 5 - 8 - 17/. Toutefois l'exp~rimentation sur des bri~leurs d'int6r~it pratique vient
seulemant de commencer. Durant novembre et d~cembre 1978, nous avons effectu6 lea pre-
mi~res mesures aur foyer de simulation de turbonachine. Ces mesures 6taient des mesures
moyennes de concentration et de temp~rature. Le foyer en question qui a 6t6 conatruit
pour des recherches de base en combustion /14/, eat aliment6 en k~ros~ne. Il donne un
6coulement rectangulaire de 10 x 50 cm de 600 g/a A une temp~rature de 1100 K (figure 14).
Le bloc source du spectrom~tre DRASC 6tait install6 pr~s du brileur tandis que lea op-
tiques de r~ception (miroirs de renvoi, filtres, lentilles et monochromateura) 4itaient
mont~s sur une table s~par~e dispos~e sous le jet (figure 15). Dana le voisinage du mon-
tage, le niveau de bruit 6tait de 110 dB tandis qua la temp~rature ambiante variait de
51C & 16*C. Le bloc source 6tait prot6g6 du bruit & l'aide dun caisson en contre plaqu6
de 2 cm d'6paisseur et une couverture 6lectrique maintenait la temp~rature du montage au
dessus de 13*C. Il ne fut pas n~cessaire de prot~ger le raste de lappareillage. De
nombreux spectres furent enregiatr~s.

Le spectre de N2 au centre du jet eat typique de ces axp~riences (figure 16)
le traitement num~rique des r~sultats conduit & una concentration de 78 ± 5 % et une
tempbrature T = 1150 ± 50 K conform~ment aux mesures par chromatographie et par thermo-
couple (qui donnent respectivement 78 % et 1050 K). Nous remarquerons que le fond r~son-
nant, qui eat un param~tre assentiel pour l1obtantion d'un bon accord entre lea spectres
th~oriques et exp~rimentaux et donc pour l1obtention dune temp~rature exacte, eat
dlenviron 20 % plus grand qua la valeur d~duite d'une meaure dana lair ambiant (en uti-
lisant la loi en 273/T pour le nombre de mol~cules par unit6 de volume A preasion cons-
tante). Nous avona 6galement remarqu6 que lea mesures du fond non r~sonnant fluctuant de
± 10 % loraquelles sont enregistr~ea au coup par coup :nous pensons que ces fluctua-
tiona sont dues principalement A des variations de la susceptibilit6 (et donc du nombre
de mol~cules par unit4 de volume), et non pas A celles du rendement de conversion qui
r~sulteraient des distorsiona des ondes laser par lea gradients dindice. En outre. ces
fluctuations sont comparables A celles gui peuvent 6trp d~duites de mesures par andmom6-
trie laser A la mime position dana le jet. D'autres gaz furent 6tudi~s 02 , C02 (figu-
re 17 et CF. . Ce dernier eat inject4 dana le foyer pendant un court instant, puis 88
concentration eat contr~l~e A diff~rents moments de fagon h d~terminer le temps de 96jour.
Une concentration de C?. de 1 % eat d~tectable sons dlimination du fond non r~sonnant.

Tous ces r~sultats furent obtenus sans dlimination du fond non rhsonnant et
sans la configuration BOXCARS. L'introduction r~cente de ces techniques a permis une ap-
prhciable am~lioration de notre montage ; 1instrumentation future our des foyers exp&-
rimentaux apparaft *xtrimement prometteuse.

Aucune recherche syst~matique sur ia DRASC rdsonnante dans lea flammes n'a 6td
rapport~e & ce jour. Cependant, uric ou deux eap~ces pr4sentant de l'int~rit en conibustian



ont d~jA fait l'objet d'Atuzes fortuites par DRASC r6sonnante. 11 s'agit de C2 /17 - 21 -
28/ et de NO2 /29/. Peu de choses peuvent &tre d~duites de ces spectres car:

1 - les spectres d'absorption-6mission de ces esp~ces ne sont pas encore enti6-
rement interpr~t~s

2 - les fr~quences laser n'6taient pas connues avec suffisamment de pr6cision
3 - lea transitions pouvaient 6tre fortement satur~es (les puissances laser

utilis~es dtant consid~rables) ce qui peut altdrer lea intensit~s relatives des diverses
raies.

Un exemple dlinterf~rence entre C2 et CO2 est pr~sent46 sur la figure 18. Ce
spectre multiplex a 4it6 enregistr6 dans une flamme de bougie, & proximit6 de la m~che,
avec 6limination du fond non r~sonnant par la technique des polarisations crois~es. La
region spectrale pr~sent~e sl6tend autour de la raie du CO2 & 1388 cm-' . L'absence de
la bande de combinaison du CO. A 1409 cm-1 permet d'affirmer que la temp~rature est in-
f~rieure ou 6gale 600 K d'apr~s llintensit6 de la raje A 1388 cm-1 , nous estimons
la concentration de CO2 &1000 ppm environ. La d~tectivit6 nlest pas aussi bonne que
celle d~duite du spectre de la figure 8a :elle se situe maintenant A 200 ppm environ. &
cause de llinterf~rence d'une s~rie de raies dues hL C2 . Finalement, la presence de C2
et CO2 dana une zone o i lVon slattend A trouver seulement du carburant en phase vapeur
indique que ces esp~ces diffusent depuis la zone de r~action vers la mache ;C 2 devrait
donc y 6tre plus proche de l'6quilibre de Boltzman que dans les autres r~gions de la f lam-
me. Les diverses raies de C2 qui apparaissent dans le spectre de la figure 18 sont pro-
bablement compoa~es chacune dun ensemble de raies car leur largeur (= 2 cm-')est sensi-
blement plus large que celle de raies uniques 6largies par effet Doppler ou par colli-
sions. Nous 6tudions actuellement Ilinterpr6tation de ce spectre sous la forme de tran-
sitions de DRASC r~sonnante du type de celles de la figure 11. Seules les transitions A
un photon de type P peuvent donner une contribution appr~ciable dans cette partie du
spectre. Cette recherche est un peu simplifi~e si nous notons que le nombre quantique de
spin qst conserv6 dans les processus de DRASC ;20 contributions majeures proportionnelles
A oaaj et du type QQ (V + 1 -v),, P (v - 1-v,. PQ (v -v) ont d~jhL 6t mises en 6vi-
dences (dans les notations de la r6f rence /18/). Pour toutes ces possibilit~s, on a
2 < v < 4, 83 < J < 95 et Q = 0, 1, 2 suivant le nombre quantique de spin de la transi-
tion en r~§o~ance /31/. La liate compl~te des transitions, y compris celles proportion-
nelles hLP sera publi~e ult~rieurement /32/.

Finalement la concentration de C2 ne peut actuellement 6tre d~duite de tels
spectres. Af in de mieux comprendre et de r~duire lea probl~mes li~s aux interf6rences
dues A C2 dans lea flanimes, d'autres recherches devront &tre faites.

Notons ici que lea spectrom~tres DRASC construits autour dun laser A rubis
pr~sentent l'avantage de fonctionner dana une zone spectrale compl~tement diff~rente. o~k
Von s'attend A nobserver qu'une influence r~duite du C2 .

3 - CONCLUSION

Un spectrom( tre DRASC sensible et dune grande souplesse d'emploi a 6t cons-
truit et essay6. Cot instrument of fre plusieurs modes d'op~ration en ce gui concerne la
r~solution spatiale, la suppression du fond non r~sonnant et la spectroacopie multiplex.
II allie d~tectivit6, pr~cision de meaure et simplicit6 dlopration :la d~tectivit6 est
1000 ppm ou mieux si le fond non r~sonnant eat annul6, la r~solution apatiale eat de
lordre du smm et lea mesures peuvent 4itre acquises en une seule impulsion laser. De plus
cet appareil est fiable h e transport en camion vera lea celluhes dlessais du foyer de
simulation de turbomachine at lea deux mois de fonctionnement aur l1installation nont
n~cessit6 que de minimes r~ajuatements du montage. La DRASC eat donc devenue la meilleure
technique optique d'analyse des flammes. Cependant son utilisation eat actuellement limi-
t~e aux esp~ces pour hesquelles lea donn~es spectroscopiques et lea largeurs de raies
sont connues, car il eat n~cessaire-de calcuher aur ordinateur des spectres th~oriques
de bonne qualit6 pour obtenir des d~pouillements pr~cis. On peut esp~rer que le nombre
de donn~es spectroscopiques n~cessaires pour lea diff6rentes esp~ces importantes en com-
bustion slaccroltra rapidement.

La DRASC rksonnante n~ceasitera encorq de nombreuses ann~ea de d~veloppement
tant du point de vue th~orique qu'exp~rimentah. Ella reste une extension tr~s prometteuse
de ha technique d'analyse chimique par DRASC conventionnelle. Lea r~suhtats obtenus
r~ceninent dana 11 montrent que des gains en d~tectivit6 compris entre 100 et 1000 peuvent
etre eapdrda.
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A

so WS eUvQ do rdfirenc*

Figure 1I Bloc source A amplificateur Nd Yag
BD lame parall~le pour d~doublement en deux faisceaux parall6-

les pour la technique BOXCARS (la disposition BOXCARS est
celle qui est rnontr~e, une translation de la lame permet-
tant de passer l'arrangement colin~aire sans perte de
l'alignement)

BS :lame s~paratrice pour la voie de r~f~rence
D, et D2 :doubleurs A KDP

DC :cuve de colorant
DM:miroir dichrolque

E : talon Fabry P~rot
G r~seau

GT :prisme de Glan-Tompson
P :lame parall~le pour translation des faisceaux
PE expanseur de faisceau. prismes
SA :absorbant saturable
T : t~lescope;

A/4 et A/2 :lames quart d'onde et demi-onde, respectivement
w,:faisceau "laser";
W2*faisceau "Stoltes".

AT G

AS

Figure 2 -Sch~ma des voies signal et r~fdrence
AS diaphragme translatable pour le fonctionnement en faisceaux

confondus ou BOXCARS (disposition BOXCARS reprdsent~e)
AT att~nuateurs r~qlables
DF filtres dichrolques;
M monochromateur et d~tecteur
RC cuve do rdfhrence.

ee

Figure 3 -Vecteurs polarization des champs Alectriques dans Ia none focale. On suppose
une propagation en ondes planes quaaJ-colin6aires.
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Figure 4 - Perspctive et lignes de niveau pour dfamplitude de poarisation anti-Stokes

en fonction de 8 et f .En raison des symtries, nous navons figurd la pers-pective gue pour 0 < < ir/2 et-ir/2 < 8 < ir/2 avec des increments de 20 en

8. Les courbes de niveau sont donndes pour - 180 ° < 8 < 0. 0 d < 180I. Lapuissance anti-Stokes est proportionnelle au carr4 de cette amplitude.

Figure 5 - Une des configurations possibles pour un signal maximum en BOXCARS.

?iqure 6 - Arrngeent SOXCAS avec 6liminetion du fond non r6sonent : on figure lea
sections droites des feisceaux et leur polerlsetion dens lea plans de Ia len-
tll.e de focalisetion (& gauche) at 4. recollitmetion (k droite) dens le woke
de l 'chentillon• la direction de polerisetion du fsisceau rocuaili &"
eat choisie grice & 0T (figure 2). On n'offectue pea do filtrage do poleri-
ation dens Ie canel do r~f6rence.
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Figure 7 - Signal DRASC obtenu en fonction
de langle entre les faisceaux laser et
Stokes (arrangement colin6aire).
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?igure 8 - Spectres du 002 de l'alr obtenus en fais-
ceaux crois~s (BOXCARs) (a) avc glimination du t_
foM rn r4oWt , (b) ac polarisation Parall- 0+
les. P3 et P3  sont les p aissances anti-Stokes
signal et r~f~rence respectivemsnt. Les 6chelles 100
verticales sent arbitraires.

(b)

w.)-w~j 1(c 1) 136&2

2- C02 do I'mir

Moyarm. do 10 4wtii

SFigure 
9 - Spectre pris dans lea conditions

*de la figure 8a avec analyseur optique multi-
canal et faisceaux colinaies.
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+ = Figure 10 - Schdma du spetrombtre DjtASC
r~sonrnant

F f itre dichrolque
rN. DMI iiroir dicbrolque
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DISCUSSION

D.A.Caeenhaih. UK
By recording your spectra on a logarithmic scale, do you not cause a bias when fitting due to poor photon sttlstic
in the low signal channels?

Author's Reply
We use a logarithmic scale when we work with a thin dye laser spectrum. In this case. the signal is strong enough to
get IO to I Or' photoelectron counts in each location of the spectrum (by playing with neutral attenuators) so that
the accuracy is nearly the same everywhere. Your comment is true for multiplex CARS in which the number of
photoelectron counts is limited due to the dynamics of the ISIT detector. In that case we use a linear scale.

A.Eckbreth. US
The change in the nonresonant susceptibility you report for the turbojet combustor is probably due to the change in
composition accompanying combustion. In preliminary experiments at our laboratory we have measured the non-
resonant susceptibility of water vapour and have found it to be comparable to that of methane, that is. two to three
times that of nitrogen. The increase in susceptibility you report is probably due to the water vapour concentration
in the exhaust. Would you agree with that?

Author's Reply
Yes, I agree with you.

I,
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Investigations of Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS)
for Practical Combustion Diagnostics

by

Alan C. Eckbreth, Robert J. Hall and John A. Shirley
Senior Research Scientists

United Technologies Research Center
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS)appears very promising for the remote,
spatially-and temporally-precise probing of instrunentally hostile combustion environ-
ments due to its large signal conversion efficiency and coherent signal nature. CAPS
is a wave mixing process wherein incident laser beams at frequencies wI and , with a
frequency difference appropriate to the molecular species being probed, interact to
generate a coherent signal at frequency w - 2w

1 - w2" By analyzing the spectral distri-
bution of the CARS signal, temperature measurements can be performed. Species concentra-
tion measurements derive from the intensity of the CARS radintion or, in certain cases,
from its spectral shape. CARS spectra have beer; recorded in a variety of flames from
N2,0 2 CO, H^ H^0, CO2 and CH4 and, for the first five generally show very good agreement
with computer kynthesized spectra. Quite significantly,CAPS has been successfully demon-
strated with both liquid and gaseous fuels in the primary zone and exhaust of practical
combustors. Although thermometry has received the major ewphasis, species concentration
measurements have been performed for H2, 02, and CO.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spatially-precise laser spectroscopy offers the potential for the remote, non-per-
turbing, in-situ measurement of temperature and species concentrations in combustion
processes. Laser techniques are capable of high temporal resolution, although compromises
in spatial and/or temporal scale may be necessary in certain measurement applications or
parameter ranges. Three approaches, which are inherently spatially and temporally precise,
have received much attention in the last several years, namely, spontaneous Reman scat-
tering, coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) and laser-induced fluorescence
(Ref.l). For the most part, Rman scattering and CARS are best suited to thermometry and
major species concentration measurements, while laser-induced fluorescence is applicable
to measurement of flame radicals at trace levels. Rman scattering and laser-induced
fluorescence are incoherent scattering processes wherein the generated signal is dis-
persed into essentially 4n sr. CARS is a coherent wave-mixing process in which the signal
emerges as a laser-like beam in a precise direction.

Raman scattering has been widely investigated and is highly developed and understood
(Refs.2,3). However, due to its inherent weakness, it is generally limited to applica-
tion in relatively "clean" flames. With increases in fuel droplet/fragment and soot
concentrations, laser-induced interferences, e.g. fluorescences (Ref.4), incandescences
(Ref.5), can exceed and mask detection of the Raman signals, often by orders of magnitude.
With greater emphasis being directed toward less clean, alternate fuels, stronger diag-
nostic techniques are required which can operate over a broad range of fuel specifica-
tions, stoichiometries and combustion approaches. Both CARS and laser-induced fluores-
cence appear to possess this capability (Ref. 1), but only CARS has been demonstrated to
date in practical combustion environments (Refs.6-9). The two techniques are complemen-
tary in regard to their capabilities and have been under development in our (Ref.10) and
other laboratories for several years. In this paper, the focus will be restricted to
CARS due to space limitations and its potential for near-term practical utilization.
The next section of the paper summarizes the theory and application of CARS for combustion
diagnostics. Succeeding sections survey the use of CARS for temperature and species con-
centration measurements in a variety of flame and combustion systems.

2. COHERENT ANTI-STOKES RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY (CARS)

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) is capable of the diagnostic probing
of high interference environments due to its high signal conversion efficiency and coherent
signal behavior. CARS signal levels are often orders of magnitude stronger than those
produced by spontaneous Raman scattering. Its coherent character means that all of the
generated signal can be collected, and over such a small solid anple that collection of
interferences is greatly minimized. CARS thus offers signal to interference ratio im-
provements of many orders of magnitude over spontaneous Raman scattering and appears
capable of probing practical combustion environments over a broad operational range. In
experiments at our laboratory and elsewhere, CARS has been successfully demonstrated in



practical combustion situations. With such "real world" demonstrations, one m .r.t
anticipate CARS to see widespread practical utilization in the coming years

The theory and application of CARS are well explained in several reviews which have
appeared recently (Refs. 1,11-14). Briefly, as illustrated in Fig. 1, incident laser
beams at frequencies w and 'a (often termed the pump and Stokes beams respectively)
interact through the tird order nonlinear susceptibility of the mediun.
x l - II "2 to generate a polarization field which Droduces coherent

radiation at frequencv 3-
2 wi-w 2 . It is for this reason that CARS is often referred to

as "three wave mixing". When the freauencv difference ( -. ) is close to the freauenc;
of a Raman active resonance, the magnitude of the rad-aton at , then at the anti-
Stokes frequencv relative to I' i.e. at l+, v, can become very larg . Large enough,
for example, that with the experimental arrangement described herein, the CARS signals
from room air N2 cr 02 are readily visible. By third order is meant that the polariza-
tion exhibits a cubic dependence on the optical electric field strength. In isotropic
media such as gases, the third order susceptibility is actually the lowest order non-
linearity exhibited,i.e Jue to symnetry considerations, second order effects are non-
existent. The third order nonlinear susceptibility tensor is of fourth rank. The
subscripts denote the polarization orientation of the four fields in the order listed
parenthetically. In isotropic media, the tensor must be invariant to all spatial
syimnetry transformations and the 81 tensor elements reduce to just three independent
components, x X and Xxx  where X . x - + +X +x . In CARS, which is
frequency dgyexryte xY -X and theW xre My tw depen9t elements

' xyxy xxyy

The susceptibility consists of resonant components from transitions in the species
of interest and, unfortunately, a nonresonant, electronic contribution from all of the
molecular constituents present. For very low concentrations, the "signal", i.e. the
resonant terms, merges into essentially a baseline level derived from the nonresonant
background susceptibility. When the modulation of this background becomes undetectable.
the trace species is nominally no longer measurable. At one time, this was perceived to
be a major limitation to CARS diagnostics. However, the resonant and nonresonant terms
contribute differently to the susceptibility components. By proper orientation of the
laser field and CARS detection polarizations, the nonresonant electronic contributions
can be cancelled permitting measurements to lower concentrations providing the signal
level is adequate. In certain concentration ranges, the presence of the nonresonant
susceptibility can actually be used to advantage. As long as the background modulation
is detectable, concentration measuremens can actually be made from the shape of the
CARS spectrum, a unique feature of CARS spectroscopy. Both of these aspects will be
subsequently demonstrated in CO and 02,

(a) l kl k

(b) k -
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Fig. 2 CARS phase-matching
approaches: (a) general.

-s -C .- (b) collinear. (c) crossed-
beam or BOXCARS.

Fig. 1 CARS - Coherent anti-Stokes Ranan spectroscopy. Reprinted with permission

(Ref. 16)



Measurements of medium properties are performed from the shape of the spectral
signature and/or intensity of the CARS radiation. The CARS spectrum can be generated
in either one of two ways. The conventional approach is to employ a narrowband Stokes
source which is scanned to generate the CARS spectrum piecewise. This approach
provides high spectral resolution and strong signals and eliminates the need for a
spectrometer. However, for nonstationary and turbulent combustion diagnostics, it is
not appropriate due to the nonlinear behavior of CARS on temperature and density.
Generating the spectrum piecewise in the presence of large density and temperature
fluctuations leads to distorted signatures weighted toward the high density, low terpera-
ture excursions from which true medium averages cannot be obtained. The alternate
approach (Ref.15) used here is to employ a broadband Stokes source as depicted in Fie 1.
This leads to weaker signals but generates the entire CARS spectrum with each pulse
permitting, in principle, instantaneous measurements of medium properties. Repeating
these measurements a statistically significant number of times will permit determination
of the probability density function (pdf) from which true medium averages and the magnitude
of turbulent fluctuations can be ascertained.

For efficient signal generation, the incident beams must be so aligned that the three
wave mixing process is properly phased. The general phase-matching diagram for three
wave mixing as seen in Fig. 2 requires that 2Rl4=2+P3. R is the wave vector at frequency
- with absolute magnitude equal to vi ni/c, where c is the speed of light, and ni the
refractive index at frequency ki. Since gases are virtually oispersionless, i.e., the
refractive index is nearly invariant with frequency, the photon energy conservation
condition ;3=2i-x 2 indicates that phase matching occurs when the input laser beams are
aligned parallel or collinear to each other. In many diagnostic circumstances, collinear
phase matching leads to poor and ambiguous spatial resolution because the CARS radiation
undergoes an integrative growth process. This difficulty is circumvented by employing
crossed-beam phase matching, such as BOXCARS (Ref.16), or a variation thereof (Refs.17-19).
In these approaches, the pump beam is split into two components which, together with the
Stokes beam, are crossed at a point to generate the CARS signal. CARS generation occurs
only where all three beams intersect and very high spatial precision is possible.

CARS spectra are more complicated than spontaneous Raman spectra which are an
incoherent addition of a multiplicity of transitions. CARS spectra can exhibit
constructive and destructive interference effects. Constructive interferences occur
from contributions made from neighboring resonances. the strength of the coupling being
dependent on the energy separation of the adjacent resonances and on the Ranan linewidth
which together deternine the degree of overlap. Destructive interferences occur when
resonant transitions interfere with each other or with the nonresonant background signal
contributions of electrons and remote resonances. For most molecules of combustion

interest, these effects can be readily handled numerically since the physics describing
CARS generation is fairly well understood. At UTRC, CARS computer codes have been
developed and validated experimentally for the diatomic molecules, N2 , H,,CO and 02
(Ref. 20) and one triatomic H 0 (Ref. 21). Computer codes are extremely-useful for
studying the parametric behavior of CARS spectra and, when validated, for actual data
reduction.

Although CARS has no threshold per se and can be generated with cw laser sources,
high intensity pulsed laser sources are required for most gas phase and flame diagnostics
to generate CARS signals well in excess of the various sources of interference and with
good photon statistics, particularly with broadband generation and detection (Ref.l).
In the CARS work to be reported, a frequency-doubled neodymium laser provides the pump
beam and drives the broadband Stokes dye laser as well as seen in Fig. 3. The laser
actually emits two beams at the neodymium second harmonic by sequentially doubling the
primary and residual 1.06P Crom the first fgequency doubler. The primary beam, 2w, is
typically about 2W, i.e. 200 mJ pulses, 10- sec pulse duration, at 10Hz, and the
secondary, 2w', about an order of magnitude lower. Various dyes and concentrations
flowing through spectrophotometer cells are employed to generate Stokes wavelengths
appropriate to the molecule being probed. Crossed-beam phase matching (BOXCARS) is
used to ensure good spatial precision. The CARS signatures are dispersed in a 0.6 or
1-m spectrograph and detected with an optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) which permits
capture of the entire CARS spectrum in a single pulse. In laminar flames and situations
where fluctuation magnitudes are small, the CARS spectrum can be averaged on the OMA
or scanned with the monochromator using a boxcar averager. Greater detail about the
apparatus and procedures employed may be found in (Refs. 22,23).

3. THERMOMETRY

Temperature measurements derive from the spectral shape of the CARS signature.
Because of this, thermometry is more easily performed than concentration measurements,
which generally, but not always, require determination of absolute signal intensity
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Fig. 3 Schematic of UTRC BOXCARS experimental arrangement. Code: BS,
beamsplitter; L, lens; D, dichroic; OF, optical flat; P, prism; F, filter;
DC, dye cell; T, trap; TM, partially transmitting mirror; M, mirror.

Reprinted with permission (Ref. 25)

levels. Temperature information can be extracted from any of a number of molecular
constituents. In this section CARS thermometry from several molecules in a number of
different measurement situations will be illustrated.

Nitrogen -Nitrogen is the dominant constituent in airfed combustion processes and
is present in large concentrations despite the extent of chemical reaction. Performing
temperature measurements from N2 provides information on the location of the combustion
heat release and, to some degree, the extent of chemical reaction. In Fig. 4 is dis-
played the calculated temperature dependence of the N2 CARS spectrum computed for
parameters co responding to the experimental approach employed here, i.e, & 1 - 0.8 cm-

--2 - 130 cm-I, 1.00 1cm - spectral resolution. In the calculations, a constant Raman
linewidth of 0.1 cm- was employed. A description of the computer code employed is
summarized in Ref. 20. At lo temperatures, one sees the v-0-1l band containing low J
value Q branch transitions, i.e. AJ-0, where J is the rotational quantum number. As is
apparent the low J Q branches are unresolved. As the temperature increases, the band
broadens as the rotational population distribution spreads out due to the vibration-
rotation interaction me J(J+l). At very high temperatures, the spreading of the band
is sufficiently large to permit the resolution of the individual even J Q branches,
ranging from Q(20) to Q(40). The odd Q branches, which have a nuclear spin weighting
equal to half of the even numbered branches, are reduced in intensity by about a factor
of four and do not stand out. At intermediate temperatures, fewer Q branch transitions
are resolvable. For Q branches beyond Q(40), overlap with the v-l2 band transitions
occurs giving rise to two prominent peaks in the "hot" band. At lower spectral resolu-
tion, e.g. % 3 cm"l, the fine structure shown in Fig. 4 is lost, but the spectra still
exhibitIfine temperature sensitivity. Ref.22 contains calculated N2 CARS spectra at
2.7 cm- spectral resolution in 100 K increments from 1500 to 26000R.

The accuracy of CARS N2 thermometry has been examined in premixed flat flames by
comparison with radiation-corrected, coated, fine wire thermocouples (Ref.20,22). The
radiation corrections were experimentally calibrated at different flame temperatures
by sodium line reversal. In Fig. 5, the CARS spectrum scanned at a resolution of I cm~ l
in a 21100 K flame is displayed. The dotted curve shown in the computer synthesized
spectrum at 2150°K which yielded the best agreement with the experimental scan. As seen,
fairly good agreement with the experimental trace was obtained. Similar agreement, i.e.

40 K, was also obtained at lower flame temperatures.

In Refs. 22-24, the capability of CARS for use in highly sooting flames was demon-
strated. Although incoherent and coherent interferences from C2 were encountered in the
N2 CARS bands from a 5320 R pump laser (Ref. 23), they were for the most part suppressible
by appropriate Stokes laser bandwidth selection and use of a polarization filter. The C2
is produced by the laser vaporization of soot which occurs even for 0 (10-8 sec) duration
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laser pulses. In Fig. 6 both a single pulse (10- 8 sec) and an averaged N- CRS spectrum
from a highly sooting, laminar propane diffusion flame are displayed for a spatial
resolution of 0.3 x I mm. The spectra are interference free and of high cualitV The
single pulse CARS spectrum is possible at laser energies an order of magnitude lower tan
those typically employed for single pulse spontaneous Raman scattering Furthermore. in
this sooting flame situation, laser modulated particulate incandescence (Ref.5) would
exceed the Raman signal by several orders of magnitude precluding successful measurements
In a turbulent flame, such single pulse temperature measurements, for a statistically
significant sample, would lead to determination of the temperature probability distri-
bution function (pdf) from which fluctuation magnitudes and true time averaged tempera-
tures could be obtained. Data such as those displayed in Fig. 6 have been employed to
perform detailed axial and radial temperature surveys in laminar propane diffuion flames
(Ref.25). Figure 7 displays the axial variation of temperature in the sooting flame with
height above the burner.

Recently, as mentioned earlier, the feasibility of CARS for measurements in practical
combustion systems has been demonstrated. In tests at our laboratory (Ref. 9), BOXCARS
thermometry was performed in two different, liquid-fueled combustors housed in a 50-cm
dia. combustion tunnel. Delicate instrumentation was housed in a control room adjacent to
the burner test cell and the CARS signals were piped out employing 20m long, 60 dia.
fiber optic guides (Ref.26). In Fig. 8 are shown CARS signatures of N2 averaged for 10 sec.
at two different axial locations in the primary zone of a Jet A fueled swirl burner. At
the upstream, x=6cm, location, CARS measurements were made through the fuel spray and the
temperature was found to be about 9000K for an overall equivalence ratio of 0.8. At the
downstream location, where the flame was visually very luminous, t e temperature increased
to 15001K. In Fig. 9 is shown a comparison of a single pulse (10" sec) and averaged CARS
spectrum (10 sec) in the Jet A fueled swirl burner fitted with a refractory back wall to
simulate a furnace more closely. The single pulse, although of slightly lower quality, is
fairly good and would permit creditable measurements. Measurements were also successfully
performed in the exhaust of a JT-12 combustor burning Jet A. In Fig. 10, CARS signatures
display the operational temperature variatio. in the exhaust 13 cm from the can exit plane.
These spectra were actually attenuated by an order of magnitude to maintain detector
linearity. Single pulse spectra were virtually undiscernable from the averaged data shown
in Fig. 10 (Refs.9,10). CARS measurements further downstream in the exhaust were in very
good agreement, i.e. 10-500 K, with temperatures determined by aspirating thermocouple
probes.

Hydrogen H when abundant enough, is ideal for combustion thermometry because of the
simplicity of fts spectrum as seen in the computer calculations of Fig. 11 (Ref. 27). The
line spectra, labelled Q(J) are components of the vibrational Q branch, v-0-l, J-0. The
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adjacent rotational components are well separated due to the stronC vilratlon-rtation
interaction in H2 making the spectrum particularly simple to calculate. The intersitv
alteration between even and odd J lines stems from the nuclear spin degeneracy in H, in
which the odd lines have three times the weighting of the even nunbered transitions- in
Fig. 12, experimental H BOXCARS signatures are displayed at various locations througr a
flat H air diffusion fiame (Ref. 28) Approximate temperatures are indicated which were
deduceffrym the ratios of the CARS intensities among the Q(1), Q(3) and Q(5) tranitions
Agreement among the temperatures deduced from the three intensity ratios was good 1 e.
the standard deviation varied from 2 to 8 percent over the range of 900°o to 2100 K In
this regard, better accuracy would probably result from using ratios of integrated line
strengths instead of just the peak intensities. The results of temperature profiling the
flat diffusion flame are shown in 'ig 13 where temperatures deduced from H 2 and 02 CARS
spectra are compared to measurements with a radiation corrected thermocouple. The CARS
spectrum of 02. omitting spectroscoic details, is qualitatively quite similar to that of
N2. The temperatures agree quite well in cooler regions of the flame, Larger discrepancies
occur at the higher temperatures where the concentrations are low and signal to noise ratio
is poorer. By spectrally integrating the H2 spectra and comparing the integrated intensity
to that generated simulataneously from a high pressure gas cell in a parallel reference le?.
density measurements have been made in the flat diffusion flame. These compare fairly well,
i.e. ', 50%, with H2 concentrations measured by spontaneous Raman scattering.

Water Vapor Water vapor is the major product of airfed hydrogen combustion and often
the dominant product species of hydrocarbon-fueled combustion. Its measurement is an
important gauge of the extent of chemical reaction an of overall combustion efficiency.
Figure 14a displays the scanned CARS spectrum at lcm - resolution of H 0 vapor in the post-
flame region of an atmospheric pressure, premixed CH4 /air flame at 167900K (Ref.21). Of
particular note is the breadth of the spectrum at flame temperatures. In Fig. 14b is shown
the CARS computer code prediction for the experimental conditions. While only the ,
symmetrical mode of H2 0 is Raman active, the involved rotational energy level structure of
this asymmetric rotor gives rise to a complex CARS signature. Each rotational quantum state
J possesses 2J + I sublevels corresponding to values of the pseudo quantum number T in the
range -J<T< J. If all possible transitions obeying the Raman selection rules are considered,
approximately (5/4) (J+l) 2 transitions would have to be taken into account for each value of
J possessing significant population. Fortunately, only isotropic Q-branch transitions turn
out to be important due to the very small depolarization (< 0.06) of the v, mode. Isotropic
Q-branch scattering obeys the simplified selection rules AJ=0, AT-0. The peaks in the H20
spectrum arise from spectral overlaps of the T states belonging to neighboring J states.
In particular, the dominant peak at 22433 cm "1 results from the near coincidence of the J
transitions 9_5, 10-10 and 10 of the fundamental '000-100) with a small contribution from
the 4 3 of the 010-110 band. the agreement between the experimental and theoretical spectra
is fairly good, although the theory does not account for the strength of the strongest peak.
This and a few other quantitative discrepancies concerning peak heights may be due to
insufficient knowlege of the Raman linewidths. It is also interesting to note that because
of the relatively large spontaneous Raman cross section for H20, there is little inter-
ference from the background nonresonant susceptibility at the 10 percent H20 concentration
level. For a background susceptibility approximately equal to that of N2 , the H20 CARS
spectrum should be relatively interference-free down to the few percent level.

In Fig. 15 the computed temperature sensitivity of the H20 CARS spectrum is displayed.
As seen the predicted spectra exhibit a pronounced sensitivity to temperature as the
rotational population distributions shifts and broadens. The possibility of performing
temperature measurements from the CARS spectrum of water vapor thus appears very promising.
Due to the many rotational transitions involved at flame temperatures, thermometry would
most likely be quite accurate.

Carbon Dixoide The other major product of hydrocarbon combustion besides water vapor
is of course carbon dioxide. In Fig. 16 is shown the CARS spectrum of CO in the postflame
zone of a CO/0 2 flame at 1360 0 K. The spectrum was recorded in the 1200-1460 cm- Fermi
resonance region and bands arising from vibrational transitions between energy levels v I
v2 , ', v3 , r are labelled. In this notation v I , v 2 , and v3 are the quantum numbers
respectively of the symmetric, bending and asymmetric stretching modes; 1 is the angular
momentum quantum number associated with the bending mode; r is a number that identifies
the level within the group of v, + 1 levels which are in Fermi resonance. Also shown as
the inset is the region of larger frequency shift in a flame at 12740K. Unlike the other
spectra presented earlier, there is little rotational smearing of the vibrational transi-
tions, even at flame temperatures, due to the extremely small vibration-rotational inter-
action in CO2. Some of the levels labelled have been previously identified in spontaneous
Raman studies (Ref.29), however, other transitions corresponding to these frequency shifts
also should be Raman active. These transitions are indicated by interogatories. In all
cases, the contributions of these levels, although smaller than the major transitions, could
be significant particularly at flame temperatures. At present, we have not yet modelled the
CARS spectrum of C02, although it too should be attractive for thermometry.
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4. CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS

In general, concentration information derives from the intensity of the spectrally
integrated CARS signal (Ref. 30). As alluded to earlier, species detection sensitivity
is limited for conventional CARS approaches, i.e. aligned polarizations, due to the
presence of the background nonresonant susceptibility. This situation is quite evident
in the computer calculations for 02 at 20000K shown in Fig. 17. Similar calculations for
CO my be found in Refs. 20, 23. The CARS spectrum at 20% concentration rises well out of
the nonresonant background, only slightly evident, and the hot band, v-l-2 transitions,
is quite prominent. As the concentration decreases, significant modulation of the non-
resonant background occurs; however, the depth of the modulation becomes less with de-
creasing 02 concentrations. At 17 concentration, the modulation depth is only 10%. To
the extent that the nonresonant susceptibility is known or can be approximated, the
concentration of a particular species can be obtained from the shape of the CARS spectrum
obviating the requirement for absolute intensity measurements. The concentration range
appropriate to spectral curve fitting for concentration measurements will vary from molecule
to molecule and upon gas composition and temperature. For molecules with closely spaced
rotational transitions such as CO. 02 and N and at flame temperatures, the range is
approximately between 0.1 and 20 percent. This approach has been quantitatively verified
in the case of CO (Ref. 23). Figure 18 displays examples of low concentration 02 spectra
from a flat H2-air diffusion flame, which have been employed to map 02 decay through the
flame (Ref.27).

For concentration measurements at lower levels or for measurements over a wide density
range, the background nonresonant susceptibility can be cancelled by appropriately
orienting the laser field and CARS detection polarizations (Refs.31-33). Unfortunately,
this approach leads to a loss in signal intensity by, at least,a factor of sixteen. Number
densities are then obtained from the strength of the spectrally integrated signal after
appropriate calibration. In Fig. 19, background susceptibility cancellation is demon-
strated for CO in a flat CO-air diffusion flame. Folded, i.e. nonplanar, BOXCARS was
employed as well as broadband generation and detection. With aligned polarizations, the
typically observed modulated type of CARS gpectrum was obtained. By orienting the pump
fields at 600 and the CARS analyzer at 120 to the horizontally polarized w2 Stokes field,
the nonresonant susceptibility was reduced by over two orders of magnitude and the back-
ground free CARS spectrum of CO was observed as seen.

Since virtually all hydrocarbon fuels are Rman active (Ref.34) and often with large
cross sections, CARS can in principle be used to monitor fuel mixing and pyrolysis
processes. Other than observing CARS spectra of hydrocarbons in flames (Refs. 7,35), little
work of a quantitative nature has been reported although this should be a fruitful area for
future investigations.
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DISCUSSION

V.Wittmer. Ge
Are you able to measure with the presentcJ technique (CARS) fluctuating quantities (for example. temperature.
concentration)?

Author's Reply
For most combustion applications at moderate pressures, for example, one to forty atmospheres. high intensity
laser sources are iequired which operate typically at ten to twenty pulses per second. Thus we are restricted to
statistically sampling the turbulence, that is, measuring probability density functions. At very high pressures, greater
than 103 atmospheres typical of some ballistic propellant applications, it may be possible to use sources with pulse
repetition rates of the order of 0' Hz permitting near real time resolution of some events.

M.Pealst, Fr
Has the H2 spectrum been recorded by multiplex CARS and, in this case, how can you obtain a dye laser spectrum
broad enough to extend from the Q (0) and the Q (4) lines of H 2 ?

Author's Reply
Yes, the H2 spectrum was obtained using a broad-band dye laser. To obtain efficient laser operation at about
6800 A required to excite H2 , we use a binary dye mixture to increase the absorption of the frequency-doubled
neodymium laser. In general, binary mixtures lead to broader Stokes bandwidths. In the H2 spectrum, we take
into account the shape of the Stokes laser in the computer calculations. Experimentally, the Q (I) to Q (5) lines
reside within the full width at half height of the dye spectrum.

M.Lapp. US
The agreement of your CARS experimental spectra with theory appears to be quite good. Concerning the strong
peak seen in the H20 vapour contour, R.L. St. Peters (C E.C. kci'earch6 and Development, Schenectady) has
completed a theoretical study recently which shows agreement with that peak strength. This work was completed
under an AFAPL contract and will be published soon.

Author's Reply
We intend to pursue a more thorough experimental validation of our H20 computer code from 400 K to 2000 K later
this year. We would clearly be interested in receiving a copy of your report when it is available.

K.Kohme-Hoinghaus, Ge

I should like to ask two questions.

(I) Can you say something about the chance of measuring hydrocarbons with CARS?

(2) Could you please comment on the feasibility of other non-linear optical techniques for temperature and
concentration measurements in combustion processes?

Author's Reply
(1) Most hydrocarbons have fairly strong Raman cross sections and potentially appear amenable to diagnostics by

CARS. Furthermore, the characteristic C-H vibrational frequencies are well enough separated for various
hydrocarbons for them to be separately monitored. Hence one may be able to study fuel pyrolysis using
CARS. CARS may also be useful as a total hydrocarbon monitor by spectrally integrating over dn (ntire C-H
region. However, considerable work is required in this area before these potentialities can be realiseo.

(2) Besides CARS I think stimulated Raman gain spectroscopy (SRG) is the only other viable alternative for
combustion diagnostics. At low pressures, about one to twenty atmospheres, the technique is restricted to
laminar flames primarily because the gains are too low for the technique to be multiplc-xed, that is, single
shot data capture. At high pressures, the technique looks quite attractive because the gains are large enough
for "instantaneous" measurements. In fact it may be preferable to CARS at high pressures where pump laser
intensities are limited, not because of optical breakdown considerations but to avoid Raman gain perturbation
of the Stokes field. In any event, one uses the same laser and detection equipment for multiplex CARS or
SRG and hence, can use whichever technique is preferable in a given pressure regime.

D.A.CGat~ , UK
(I) What level of intensification do you use on your multi-channel detector?

(2) How do you see photon statistics affecting the accuracy of a 'single shot' measurement in a practical
combustor?

Lp
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Comment Raman gain spectroscopy (RGSI has marginally better performance in terms of window att,.nuation and
may be better for concentration measurements because R(;S has a linear dependence and not a squared
dependence on concentration.

Author's Reply
(I) We have always used an SIT tube, a vidicon with a single intensifier stage. One advantage of performing CARS

with a frequency-doubled ND:YAG laser (5320 A) is that there is virtually no difference in sensitivity between
a singly (SIT) and doubly intensified (ISIT) vidicon.

(2) Yes, in the single shot spectrum form the swirl burner that I showed there were about fifty counts in the hot
band peale, in a narrow spectral interval. This leads to a peak height ratio uncertainty of about ± 14- or a
temperature uncertainty of about ± 100 K. In a situation like this it would be preferable to contour fit the
entire spectrum instead of using simple algorithms to extract temperature. In essence, then one is spectrally
averaging to some degree and this would improve the accuracy of a single shot measurement. The goal of single
shot measurements is of course to repeat the measurement a statistically significant number of times to
assemble the probability distribution function. In assembling the PDF, photon statistics are in effect averaged
out and hence I believe the PDF can be obtained with an accuracy better than that of the individual
temperature measurements.

Comment response: Raman gain spectroscopy (SRG) may have a different density dependence than CARS, but the
problem with density measurements in a single shot is the pulse to pulse power fluctuations together with shot
to shot laser steering instabilities. CARS of course scales as 112 i and depends quite sensitively on alignment.
The gain in SRG varies as the exponential of the pump intensity, 1I, and, for high spatial resolution crossed
beam approaches, would also depend sensitively on alignment. Experimentally I don't think it would be much
simpler. The density dependencies of the various approaches I believe is primarily a data reduction problem.

W.Stricker, Ge
Why do you pump your dye laser slightly off axis and not transversely which is more common? Has it any influence
on the performance of a CARS experiment?

Author's Reply
I prefer to pump the dye laser slightly off axis whenever possible because I believe we obtain better mode (beam)
quality from the laser and hence higher Stokes laser intensities in the wave mixing zone. Off-axis pumping is able to
provide high oscillation efficiencies in most dyes in the 6000 to 7000 A region.

G.Winterfeld. Ge
Would it be possible to develop the CARS technique into a single ended apparatus, so that temperature measurements
in turbomachines would be possible?

Author's Reply
We've given a great deal of thought to that problem. We really do not think that in terms of the physics there is
really any way you can generate a signal in the backward direction. The one point I should make is that in the
practical tunnel work that I did, when the signal emerged from the combustor we focused it into a fibre optic
and we transmitted it to our spectrogra-ph which was remotely located. We foresee, for example, in annular
combustor cans where you might go through air bleed holes in the combustor, to have a very small receiver placed
inside the annular can, with fibre optic transmission of the CARS signal to remotely located instrumentation. In
the near term that would certainly be the approach we would look at.

*on i
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SUMMI.ARY

A comparison is given here of the capabilities of advanced light-scattering measire-
ment techniques with the needs of new combustion modeling approaches. Such comparisons
are useful in working tow~ard the coupled goals of developing and verifying new flame
models and providing guidance for the development of experimental prob- methods along
the most productive paths. The types of experimental data available a e compared with
those often required in combustion modeling, permitting one to asses the present and po-
tential contributions of the techniques. This assessment is illustrated by considera-
tion of some current analytical results based upon Pratt's coalescence/dispersion model.
and by some recent experimental results from Raman scattering diagnostics of turbulent
diffusion flames. The experimental data shown include simultaneously-determined values
of temperature and major species densities, and are presented in the form of pdf's and
density-temperature correlations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The need to better utilize our limited fossil fuel resources has renewed tremendous
interest in the study of combustion phenomena (11 . Such interest centers on both the
experimental understanding of the combustion processes and the development of predictive
methods to calculate the key flow field and thermodynamic variables. The driving force
for this interest arises from the necessity to cope with diverse ("alternate") fuels
possessing variable ("wide spec") properties, requirements for increased efficiency and
greater operational safety along with improved compatibility with engineering materials
and with the environment, and improved cost- and time-saving features in the design, con-
struction, and testing of new combustion devices.

In order to address the technological goals faced by combustor designers, models
must be developed which provide not only design and testing aids, but which also are
directed toward producing new insight into the basic behavior of high temperature chem-
ically reacting flows that can be turbulent and out of chemical or thermal equilibrium.
Turbulence models have been successfully devised for flows with constant fluid proper-
ties 2,3,4] ; these have provided the foundation for extension to flows with variable
density and combustion. However, the ability to measure and calculate accurately the
fields of velocity, major species concentration, temperature, and pollutant concentra-
tion in practical systems, such as gas turbine combustors, internal combustion engines,
industrial furnaces, etc.., remains limited.

On the experimental side, new data of importance are being generated by advanced
optical techniques only recently developed for flame diagnostics (5] . These techniques
allow, for the first time, the simultaneous measurement of instantaneous values of the
flow and thermodynamic variables in a combustion environment without either perturbinq
the environment or giving rise to discomforting questions concerning probe survivability.
In many cases, several different optical methods can be coupled together with the same
general optical access, to provide a more nearly complete picture of the flame system,
and, of course, these can be coupled with other probes (such as sampling devices, optical
imaging techniques, plasma probes, etc.) to provide even more information. These optical
methods have, however, clear limitations. The most important of these relate to the re-
quirements imposed for optical access and the difficulty of obtaining high quality data
from an environment which can be strongly luminous and particle-laden. That these prob-
lems have been overcome in some circumstances is encouraging for the future application
of optical measurement methods to practical test-bed combustors 16). Of equal importance
is the fact that, in bench-scale combustors carefully chosen to provide tests of impor-
tant flame properties (such as pollutant formation) under well-controlled laboratory
conditions, data of high quality can be obtained by these new techniques that have the
promise to provide basic information needed by theoreticians in order to make fundamental
improvements in variable density, chemically-reacting flow models (5].

On the theoretical side, development of calculation procedures that can handle time-
dependent flows and three-dimensional geometries is a significant complication, but does
not present insurmountable problems. The major obstacle for combustion modeling, how-
ever, is the difficulty of treating finite rate chemistry, i.e., the problem of evalu-
ating mean formation rates for important species (71. in the next section, we will out-
line the needs and capabilities of turbulent diffusion flame modeling, omitting time-
dependent and three-dimensional effects, but focusing on the key problem of evaluating
mean formation rates. Following this, we will mention various new optical probes suit-
able for flame diagnostics, and then specialize the discussion to a consideration of
vibrational Raman scattering methods which, combined with laser velocimetry, have been
developed as an integrated probe system for determining instantaneous values of flame
temperature, major species density, and flow velocity. Finally, we will compare the



species density, and flow velocity. Finally, we will compare the needs of modelers with
recently-developed capabilities in optical measurement techniques, and assess the present
state-of-the-art.

2. MODELING CAPABILrTIES AND NEEDS

In turbulent reactive flow modeling, the mean species conservation equations must
be solved simultaneously with the mean flow equations. Since the mean species conserva-
tion equations have an additional term associated with the mean formation rates of the
species due to chemical reactions, their solutions require a knowledge of the mean forma-
tion rates. The evaluation of these rates represents the main problem in combustion
modeling. This can be seen easily by considering a simple irreversible reaction such
as

kf
A + B -. C. (U

The instantaneous formation rate of C (combustion product) may be represented by an equa-
tion of the form

Rc = kf Z2m A mB, (2)

where m is the instantaneous mass fraction of species i, is the instantaneous mixture
mass dehsity expressed by the perfect gas law, and kf is the modified Arrhenius forward
rate constant defined as

kf = const x T
N 

exp (-T a/T). (3)

In Eq. (3), T is the instantaneous temperature, T is the activation temperature, and
N is a constant. If the reaction occurs in a constant mean pressure environment and the
density fluctuation caused by turbulent pressure fluctuations is negligible compared to
density variation due to the temperature change caused by chemical reaction, then with
the help of the perfect gas law, R c can be written as

Rc = const x T
N -

2 mAmB exp (-Ta/T). (4)

Thus, R is a strongly nonlinear function of T, and can, in general, be nonlinear
in mass fraciions as well. It follows that the mean value of R c denoted by P , is there-
fore not equal to the value of R that would be evaluated based Con the mean vaiues of
T, mA, and m [8,9]. In more deiail, if W is calculated by expanding Eq. (4) according
to Reynolds Recomposition of an instantanegus variable (where a prime will be used to
denote the fluctuating part of that variable) and by taking the time-average of the ex-
pansion [8,9], an infinite series results for large activation energies (as would be the
case for the major flame reactions), the leading term of which is given by Eq. (4) with
the instantaneous variables replaced by their time-averaged counterpar-t.U The remaining
infinite series of terms contains products of the form of Tr'm, m- T' , etc. For
c to be evaluated correctly, an infinite number of these mome nts cntaining the vari-
ales T, mA, and mB would have to be determined.

The practice in the past is to determine R by considering either the first or first
two terms of the expansion. However, this approach can lead to erroneous mean formation
rates for some reactions [8,9]. Borghi (81 estimated that, for a wide variety of reac-
tions and chemical species, I can be approximated by considering a finite number of
terms in the expansion (typicilly, seven terms involving eight third-order and lower mom-
ents of T, mA, and mB). The various terms in the expansion, other than the first, can
be determined by solving simult2!neously their governing mean transport equations, which
can be derived through turbulence modeling. As a result, combustion modeling, even of
simple flow systems, is a much more formidable task and much less accurate than the mod-
eling of nonreactive turbulent flows.

2.1 Current Aproach to Combustion Modeling. The evaluation of mean formation rates
is so complex that current models are applicable only to systems which can be described

either with the assumption of chemical equilibrium (very fast reaction rates) or in terms
of one or two global finite rate reactions. Since most of the reactions associated with
the high temperature oxidation of hydrocarbon and hydrogen fuels have very short time
scales compared with those characteristic of the turbulence field, the assumption of
fast chemistry is suitable for the study of these reactions. (Reaction time scales for
these fuels are perhaps of the order of 0.1 ms, while the turbulent time scale is given
by the Kolmogorov microscale which, through dimensional arguments, is found to be pro-
portional to the square root of the kinematic viscosity divided by the dissipation rate [10].
For thin shear flows, the Kolmogorov microscale is estimated to be of the order of 10 ms.)
On the other hand, the estimation of unburnt fuel, formation of pollutants such as NO
and CO, and the study of such phenomena as ignition and blowout require consideration'
of finite rate reactions.

First, the current approach will be briefly examined for its capabilities and limi-
tations. This approach can only be applied to combustion systems where fuel and oxidant
are injected separately. Under the assumption of fast chemistry, the equilibrium composi-
tion, temperature, and mixture density can be determined once the elemental mass frac-
tions, enthalpy, and pressure of the system are known. In this case, there is no need
to evaluate the mean formation rates of species and the major difficulty in combustion
modeling is removed. Further assumptions of negligible heat loss to the surroundings
and of species and heat diffusion proceeding at the same rate (i.e., unity Lewis number)
allow the thermodynamic state of the gas to be expressed as a function of a single con-
served scalar variable. A typical choice for the conserved scalar is the mixture frac-
tion, f, defined here as the mass fraction of fuel atoms in the fuel/oxidant mixture.
This parameter can be related to the equivalence ratio, *, by
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where r is the stoichiometric mass ratio of oxidant to fuel. The species cons^rvat r
equations are then reduced to an equation for f and the additional source term jar't-g
because f is a conserved scalar.

The current approach involves solving the mean flow equations with the mean conser-
vation equation for f. Closure of the mean governing equations is usually accompished
through the use of the two-equation turbulence model of Jones and Launder [1ll and the
assumption of a turbulent Schmidt number (ratio of momentum to mass diffusivities) [12,1] .
This model requires the simultaneous solution of two additional equations that govern
the transport of mean kinetic energy and its dissipation rate. Through dimensional argu-
ments, the eddy diffusivity of momentum that appears in the mean flow equations can be
related to the mean turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate. Hence, the equa-
tion set is closed. In order to account for the fluctuations (with time) of f, a two-
parameter probability density function (pdf) for f is often assumed. The two parameters

in the pdf are then determined in terms of T and its variance f,2. An equation for f
2

can be derived from the conservation equation for f and suitable closure assumptions [14].
Once the pdf is determined, the mean value and variance of other scalars, $(f), can be
determined from 1

= i t(f) P(f) df
0

and
= 2 *2

(f) P(f) df - s2, (7)

0

where the pdf, P(f), must satisfy the conditions

P(f) > 0 0 - f 4 1,

P(f) = 0 f < 0, f > 1.

Various shapes for P(f) (such as rectangular waves, clipped Gaussians, and the ? - pdf)
have been proposed and tried by a number of investigators [12-16] and the calculated re-
sults compared with the measurements of an H2/air jet diffusion flame [171. Jones 116]
found that the P - pdf gave the best overall comparison.

The extent to which the current approach can calculate the aerodynamic flow field
depends on the turbulent closure assumptions. If the well-known "two-equation" model [113
is used, the flow properties that can be calculated include the mean velocity ficld, the
mean turbulent kinetic energy, and its dissipation rate. By adcpting more advanced con-
cepts, such as a Reynolds stress model [2], the mean Reynolds stress field can be deter-
mined. However, none of these models can assess the importance of such mean quantities
as the one-point correlations between the velocity and mixture density field. These
quantities are of great significance if the question of extending the constant density
turbulence models to reactive flow modeling is to be answered. Assumptions about modeling
these quantities can be avoided if, instead of using Reynolds averaging, the density-
weighted values (i.e., Favre averaging [18]) are used to derive the governing equations.
However, since some optical techniques (such as Raman scattering) that are capable of
providing detailed information for these flames produce data in the form of unweighted
quantities, a comparison of measured and calculated values requires a knowledge of the
density and velocity correlations. Therefore, if these latter quantities can be measured,
some basic questions concerning the extension of the constant density turbulence models
to reactive flow modeling [7,8,12,13,16] can be answered.

Besides the drawbacks discussed above, the main weakness of the current approach
lies in the assumptions used to model the chemical reactions. The model cannot account
for the effects of complex finite rate chemistry. Its ability to handle more than one
reaction is limited and it cannot be used to model reactive flows with fuel and oxidant
premixed.

In practical combustion systems, reactions usually occur at what may be considered
finite rates and in multiple steps; this is likely the case for such combustion phenomena
as formation of NO [191 and CO, unburnt hydrocarbons, ignition, and blowout. Since a
prime reason for d~veloping the ability to calculate the properties of flames is to help
in the design of practical combustion systems, a model is required in which the chemical
reactions are evaluated realistically. Furthermore, it is highly desirable that the
model be able to treat premixed as well as non-premixed fuel/oxidant flows in order to
be applicable to new combustor designs.

2.2 Alternative Approach to Combustion Modeling. An advanced approach to model combus-
tion correctly can be formulated by applying the coalescence/dispersion model of Pratt [9]
for continuous combustion in jet-stirred reactors to the calculation of turbulent reac-
tive flows. The idea behind this approach is to use a "hybrid" scheme to calculate these
flows. First, the aerodynamic flow field is determined by solving the mean flow equa-
tions closed by an appropriate turbulence model (such as the well-known "two-equation" [111
or Reynolds stress [21 model). Then the coalescence/dispersion model of Pratt is used
to determine the thermodynamic properties of the reactive flow field. The solution of
the mean flow equations is well documented [11-16]; therefore, we proceed to a brief de-
scription of Pratt's model.

The coalescence/dispersion model is based on Curl's equation 1201 for binary mixing.
The solution of Curl's equation for one-dimensional flow is accomplished through the use
of a "Monte Carlo" simulation technique. With suitable assumptions for the flow and the
coalescence/dispersion (or mixing) frequency, 8 , the simulation is carried out as fol-
lows. The reactor is divided into K cells. If there are N discrete fluid particles in
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the reactor, tnen the number of fl;Id particles in each cell is N K. The f>ui par'->

feed rate into each cell is i N/m where f is the mass flow rate through tnp rpactor anc
m is the total mass in the reactor at any moment. For each cell ) 1)I, V, a lsezCpte
number of particle pairs are selected randomly for mixing so that all conserved proper-
ties of the pair, such as enthalpy, mass concentration of the species, etc., are 3veragd.
After mixing, each particle pair assumes the averagd properties th.s obtainel. Th e
particle residence time in each cell is '.t = t /K, where t is the mean residence vtr

in the reactor. This, together with t determines the nuAber of binary encounters n
each cell; namely 't(N/K). Finally, the particles in the cell are allowed to d~rg
adiabatic batch reaction, using either a chemical equilibrium assumption or finite rate
reaction, as desired. The whole procedure is repeated until the entire process has be-
come time-stationary. Mean values, as well as the second and higher moments of fljctja-
tions of the thermodynamic state of the gas can be obtained from instantaneous ensemble-
averaging over the reactor population.

This concept of simulating mixing and thereby allowing chemical reactions to be
evaluated numerically can be extended to calculate reactive flows pro.ided a correct
ensemble of scalar elements (such as mixture fraction, elemental mass fractions, Pntnalpy,
etc.) can be created at every spatial location in the flow field. By an "ensemble of
scalar elements" is meant an ensemble, the elements of which have only scalar properties.
This means that, if a finite difference scheme is used to solve the mean flow equations,
a correct ensemble of scalar elements has to be created for each finite difference coil.
Since the mean transport equation for the scalar is not solved simultaneously with the
mean flow equations, the creation of a correct ensemble in any finite difference cell
should take into account the effects of the various transport processes; namely, entrain-
ment, convection, diffusion, and local mixing. Once the correct ensemble has been cre-
ated, Pratt's coalescence/dispersion model can be used to calculate the scalar properties
within the ensemble. Since there are no added complexities in the formulation when fi-
nite rate reactions and multiple reaction sets are considered, the ability of the present
approach to handle complex reactive flows is limited only by the availability and reli-
ability of kinetic mechanism and rate data. The question of mean formation rates is by-
passed, because the instantaneous formation rate is calculated and the mean formation
rate can be evaluated by simply ensemble-averaging over the cell population. The pdf's
of the various thermodynamic properties are also available. Therefore, the moments and
cross-moments of the scalars can be calculated and compared with measurements.

From this discussion, it is clear that the "hydrid" scheme can be made to work if
a scalar transport model is formulated to create an ensemble in a finite difference cell
such that the transport processes are fully accounted for. Such a model for two-dimen-
sional/axisymmetric turbulent flows has been formulated and validated with measurements
from non-reactive two-dimensional mixing layers and round jets (21,221. Good agreement
with measured data was obtained. The extension of the approach to reactive flow calcula-
tion is not difficult if fast chemistry is assumed. If finite rate chemistry is assumed,
the chemical rate equations have to be solved also. Therefore, use of this approach is
not formidable if the reaction mechanisms and rates are known and if an efficient compu-
tational algorithm capable of solving these highly non-linear rate equations is available.

The approach outlined above is similar to an approach in which a transport equation
for the pdf, P(f), is solved together with the mean flow equations. The advantage of
solving an equation for P(f) rather than assuming a shape for P(f) is obvious. Besides
greatly simplifying the calculations, it also eliminates the unpleasanst necessity of
having to determine the shape of the pdf by only a finite number of moments of f (usually
two, or at most three). The derivation and closure of the transport equation for P(f)
are given by Janicka et al. [231 and Borghi (24]. Solutions of this equation together
with the mean flow equations have been obtained by Janicka et al. [25], Janicka and Koll-
mann (261, and Pope (271. Results obtained by Janicka et al. (24] with the assumption
of chemical equilibrium for an H /air flame compared favorably with the measurements of
Kent and Bilger [13], as did res0lts for heated jets [26]. Since Janicka and his co-
workers solved the equation for P(f) using a finite difference scheme, its extension to
finite rate reactions is not immediately obvious. Pope [27] proposed to solve the equa-
tion for P(f) using a "Monte Carlo" simulation scheme and obtained results for the pdf
comparable to those obtained by So et al. [22]. Since then, Pope has also demonstrated
that his approach can be used to calculate reactive flows with finite rate reactions
exactly.

From the above discussion, it follows that the thermodynamic properties can be cal-
culated without approximation in a combustion flow (to within the limit of the input chem-
istry information), as well as the single and joint pdf's of these properties. There-
fore, a combustion experiment with the thermodynamic properties correctly measured will
provide the right data for the verification of these calculation models.

Although the advanced approaches are very powerful in calculating the thermodynamic
properties, the accuracy of these results depend to a large extent on the accuracy with
which the turbulence models can help to resolve the velocity and turbulence field proper-
ties [22,271. In this sense, these new approaches suffer the same basic weakness as the
current approach, i.e., the key to correct combustion modeling lies in the turbulence
models for variable density flow and not in the chemistry models. It is precisely in
this area that experimental measurements, especially innovative measurements of the ve-
locity and thermodynamic properties of the combustion flow, can help, both in the under-
standing of the physics of combustion and in developing correct modeling procedures for
the combustion flow field. Further discussion is given in Section 4.

3. LIGHT SCATTERING MEASUPEMENT TECHNIQUES

We have just discussed the need for improved temperature, concentration, and veloc-
ity fluctuation data in order to help unravel key questions in turbulent flame modeling;
we discuss now the use of new light scattering probes to provide these data.



Laser Iight-scatter ing measurem-nt tect n.q,;-s are now i ne st ii w"r I !- , -
te employed to determine many of the important properties ,f ,on.snr f>~ws. In r~r-
icular, the use of Raman scatterinq methods can provide -: ta I-ad n t- > -p31a-1c a-

malor species densities for many flames with excellent s[ice and ti.e r-St -,n --
can, in some instances, provide these data in correlati .s that .ncld needed resnIt3
from other optical probes (such as Rayleigh scattering, laser velocimery ,! c.. The
general compatibility of geometrical access with these other probes leads one to tr nor-
clusion that the possibility for integration of several non-intrisive technigues ;s a
valuable attribute if light scattering diagnostics, as is their general compata tl.;ty
with other forms of optical and solid probe apparatus.

In order to put the major capabilities and limitations of light scattering prorve5
into perspective, we consider the organization shown in Table I, in which the various
methods are grouped into those based upon elastic and inelastic processes. (The elastic
processes are actually slightly inelastic, and, in fact, depend upon this inelasticity
for some of the measurement methods. Thus, direct temperature determinations for Payi-ign
line shapes depend upon the line broadening mechanism, but the overall character of tneseprocesses is dominated by the scattered signal being very close in r euency to the source

laser frequency.)

3.1 Elastic Scattering Methods. Elastic scattering has been focused, to date, upon the
acquisition of velocity data from light scattered from particles either seeded into the
flow or naturally present, and upon the study of particles that are formed in flames [281.
Among all the probes mentioned in Table I, in fact, only laser velocimeters are availatle
as commercially-packaged devices. More recently, Rayleigh scattering has been utilized
by Rambach, et al. [291 for temperature measurements in a turbulent diffusion flame for
which the reactant and product gases had Rayleigh scattering cross-sections sufficiently
close in value that valid total density data could be obtained directly from the scatter-
ing intensities. The ideal gas law was then used to relate density to temperature. In
those cases where Rayleigh scattering can produce the desired data (i.e., under condi-
tions where total density can be obtained and is sufficient for the required analyses),
its greater signal strength compared with Raman scattering clearly mitigates in its favor.
(See, for example, analyses by Storm 130] and Robben [31].)

3.2 Inelastic Scattering Methods: Raman Scattering. Inelastic scattering processes,
that is, scattering which is shifted to a greater or lesser degree from the source laser
line, are tabulated in the second part of Table I. These shifts are characteristic of
the particular molecular species undergoing the scattering process, in its initial state
of excitation. Therefore, these signals correspond to species densities (with, in prin-
ciple, information available about the "population" temperatures corresponding to the
initial internal mode distribution).

The characteristic difference between Raman and Rayleigh scattering can be seen by
examination of the classical explanation for these processes. The electric field of the
exciting laser beam distorts the electron clouds of the probed molecules, causing induced
oscillating dipoles, whic- behave such that the induced dipole moments in the molecules
under study are proportional to the oscillating electric field vector E of the incident
laser beam, with the molecular poldrizability a as the propoztionality factor. These
induced dipoles radiate, therefore, according to the product of the internal mode molec-
ular frequencies (from at) with the frequency of the incident laser beam; thus, scattered
signals result which are unshifted from the laser beam frequency (Rayleigh scattering)
together with signals both up- and down-shifted from this central frequency by amounts
corresponding to the various molecular internal mode frequencies (rotational and vibra-
tional Raman scattering, where shifts to lower frequency are termed Stokes lines or
bands, and shifts to higher frequency, anti-Stokes lines or bands). (See Figure 1. The
vibrational Stokes Q-branch band, shown enlarged in the inset portions of this figure
at ambient and elevated temperatures for the N molecule, is often used for combustion
measurements. The Q-branch is the strongest pirt of the vibrational Raman scattering
signature, and corresponds to the sum of those lines for which the vibrational quantum
number changes by +1, while the rotational quantum number remains unchanged.)

In addition to specific responses for different species, RS possesses a response
linear with the test molecule number density and independent of other species present.
The response is effectively instantaneous, and useful data can be obtained for source
wide range of species that can be probed includes homonuclear molecules, such as N and
0, which do not possess infrared spectra. Remote in situ probing can be accomplihed
with good three-dimensional spatial resolution, often to less than 0.1 mm3 .

The overriding limitation for RS diagnostics is the weakness of the scattered sig-
nal. (See Table I.) However, a wide variety of combustion flow measurements are pos-
sible with modern high-sensitivity detection apparatus and energetic pulsed laser sources
(as well as with cw laser sources with suitable time domain analysis) [32]. In apply-
ing RS techniques to flames, however, it is necessary to be aware of some specific limi-
tations.

Discrimination of the various types of molecules present by RS techniques cannot
always be easily accomplished; spectral interferences can exist and make less definitive
the study of chemical composition, but these are the exception rather than the rule.
For example, detection of CO from its Stokes vibrational Raman Q-branch scattering sig-
nal is difficult in lean hydrocarbon/air flames because of the presence of excess N2,
which possesses an overlapping spectral signature [331.. (In rich hydrocarbon flames,
however, Setchell [341 has shown that sufficient CO is present to permit utilizing these
techniques.)

Background radiation, either induced by the incident laser beam (such as particle
scattering or incandescence, gas-phase or particulate fluorescense, scattering from test
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cell optical interfaces, etc.) or independent of the beam (such as detector noise, flamp
luminosity, etc.) can cause limitations to the experimental accuracy, and can, in severp
circumstances, prevent useful data from being acquired [6,33].

Spatial resolution can be limited by its trade-off with RS signal accuracy, which
is related to the number of detected photons, and therefore, to the incident laser bpam
pulse energy. This pulse energy Q has an uper bound imposed by causing gas breakdown
perturbations [351; this occurs for Q = Q*s , where Q* is the energy density threshold
f~r breakdown and s is the incident beam diameter. Thus, for a given value of Q*, Q and
s are proportional. The value of Q is related to the number of detected photons, and
thus to the experimental accuracy, while s is a measure of the spatial resolution [331.

3.3 Inelastic Scattering Methods: CARS and Fluorescence. CARS icoherent anti-Stokes
Raman spectroscopy) is a nonlinear scattering process possessing great signal strength
compared with spontaneous vibrational and rotational Raman scattering [6,361, and has
developed into a valuable combustion probe since its introduction by Regnier and Taran (371
in 1973. This technique also possesses species specificity, as can be seen from FiGure 2.
The incident beams (pump, ,' and Stokes S) are focused, in this configuration, nearly
colinearly within the probe8 volume. When one beam is tuned so that the frequency dif-
ference between the beams is equal to a Raman shift (v = 0 - v = I) for the test mole-
cules, a third beam at the anti-Stokes frequency, A' of intense strength is produced
along the same line. This CARS beam is shifted to the blue from the pump beam by the
Raman shift frequency, producing a method for detecting specific molecules.

Other configurations of CARS have been developed that free the CARS process from
being essentially colinear; this relaxation of geometric access can be of great impor-
tance for utilization in combustion experiments that possess limited optical viewing.
Phase matching takes place in these modifications with the incident beams being brought
together from different directions. Thus, Eckbreth [38] has developed a two-frequency
approach termed BOXCARS, in which the beams are brought together from three directions
(one for the Stokes beam and two for the pump) in such a fashion that the wave-vectors
of the incident and scattered (anti-Stokes) beams form a boxlike geometry. Compaan and
Chandra [39] have devised a counterpropagating laser beam method involving three incident
frequencies which also shows good promise.

Another innovation of importance for CARS combustion studies is the utilization of
a tunable laser pump beam [40], so that temperature can be determined from single pulsed
laser shots (i.e., from the CARS contours resulting from the interaction of a fixed fre-
quency Stokes beam interacting with the continuous spectrum pump beam).

Since fluorescence is based upon optical absorption by the test molecules, followed
by re-emission (with possible redistribution of the excited state population), molecular
species are distinguishable, once again, from the unique energy level structure of each
molecular species. This technique has been undergoing a period of intense development
in recent years, particularly with regard to application for low density species measure-
ments. A case in point, of considerable interest for combustion research, is the detec-
tion of the OH radical. No Raman scattering measurements have appeared, although a cal-
culation of Raman line intensities for OH has been given [411. (In Figure 3, we show
a calculated vibrational RS Spectrum for OH as a function of tymperature. The strongest
part of OH RS scattering occurs at a shift of 3500 to 3600 cm , in which range H 0 vapor
RS possesses sufficient spectral intensity to cause detection problems for OH in ?he
excess H 0 concentrations found in flames). However, a large number of investigations
of OH laier-induced fluorescence in flames have been undertaken (42-511 which promise
to provide a basis for developing important flame radical diagnostics. Included in this
work is the study of saturation effects in which intense laser sources are used to popu-
late the excited states sufficiently that freedom (or partial freedom) from collisional
quenching effects results.

3.4 Application of Vibrational Raman Scattering Techniques to Flame Measurements. A
wide variety of applications of RS diagnostics to flame research now exists; these are
described in a number of publications. (See, for example, Refs. 5, 6, 32, 33, 52-55.)
In Table I, we have detailed the major approaches taken for vibrational RS efforts ac-
cording to the type of data which can be retrieved (and which has a direct correspondence
to the type of laser source chosen) [321. These data are divided into major categories
according to their ability to provide characteristic information concerning basic tur-
bulent combustion properties, viz., probability density functions (pdf's), frequency
spectra, and spatial gradient data. In each case, we consider spatially and temporally
well-resolved data, which results in fluid mechanic and/or flame chemistry information
of useful accuracy for comparison with analyses.

The first category (short, energetic, low rep rate laser pulses) corresponds to the
work performed in this laboratory t5,32,56-58] for which pdf's of temperature and major
composition have been obtained, as well as velocity-temperature correlations; these data
will be described in more detail in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. Lederman has also obtained
pdf's and correlations for flames (55,591. Sochet, et al. (601 have found spatial gra-
dients in a flame using optical multiple-spectral-channel techniques, which promise to

ropen a new era in combustion diagnostics. This type of detection is illustrated in Fig-
ure 4, in which a two-dimensional drray of very small detectors is used for both wave-
length and spatial discrimination. Black and Chang [611 have used similar methods and
have presented time-averaged results which demonstrated the feasibility of data acquisi-
tion for fluctuation gradients in a jet.

The second category in the inset portion of Table I (long strongly energetic laser
pulses) has been used by Pealat, et al. [621 to produce the time history of turbulence

* over a duration of roughly 300 ps in an H /02 /N2 flame produced on a flat flame burner.
The flame was made turbulent by a cross flow of cold gas from a small horizontal nozzle.



The third category (cw laser), in which pdf's are produced from a finite seq.;enc
of photon count moments, is generally restricted to low liminosity flowg. In this area,
spectral density data have been obtained by Chabay, et al. [63;, autocorrelation fijnc-
tions and pdf's by Birch, et al. [641, and pdf's by Penney, et al. [65].

We have discussed, so far, point or spatial gradient measurements in categorizing
vibrational RS data. Another area of importance for flame diagnostics is that of two-
dimensional optical imaging. This was accomplished by Hartley [661 before the era of
diode detector arrays through use of a thin sheet of frequency-doubled ruby laser light,
interference filters, an image intensifier, and a photographic plate. Hartley termed
this species concentration mapping procedure "'amanography." This method has been extended
by Chang and co-workers [67], who performed two-dimensional digitized Raman imaging of
jet flows with spectral filters and a multiple-spectral-channel detector. Their work
produced average concentration maps for an 8 mm x 8 mm x 100 .m plane using an argon ion
laser source and multipass cell to create an approximate sheet of source light. These
results have enabled them to predict that a frequency-doubled ruby laser source should
be able to produce time-resolved data, and thus take "snapshots" of flame zones in species-
specific light.

3.5 Measurements of Temperature and Concentration Probability Density Functions from
Vibrational Raman Scattering Data. As an example of the application of vibrational PS
techniques to flame diagnostics, we discuss here some recent results, reported by Drake,
et al. [581, Warshaw, et al. (571, and Lapp [5], of an experimental program to measure
the thermodynamic and flow field properties of an H -air co-flowing jet turbulent dif-
fusion flame. The most recent data have been obtaiAed in the fan-induced combustion tunnel
shown in Figure 5; for scale, the test section is 15 cm x 15 cm square pipe, and the
length of the test section window is 0.9m. The tunnel is movable in three dimensions
in order to permit the use of fixed-bed optics -- a highly desirable feature for locking
together and fixing the test zone configurations of the optical probes utilized.

Raman scattering was used (in the fashion indicated in first category of the inset
portion of Table I) to determine the temperature from the Stokes/anti-Stokes intensity
ratio for N , and the concentrations of N , H , and H 0 from their Stokes signal inten-
sities caligrated against standards. A pilseg dye laier source capable of producing
1J pulses at rep rates up to 1 pulse/s was used at 488 nm. For velocity data, cw real
fringe laser velocimetry was used together with nominal 1-bm-diameter alumina seed (57].

The RS data [58] have been presented in the form of pdf's, and are shown in Figure 6
at various radial positions for an axial station 50 fuel-tip-diameters (x/d-value) down-
stream of the fuel tip for a 50 m/s stream of H 2 flowing into a 10 m/s air stream, to
produce a cold flow Reynolds number Re of 1500. For the data shown in Figure 7, these
velocities were each increased by 50% to produce a flow cccresponding to Re 12200. We
note that no evidence of flow intermittency or bimodal temperature pdf is seen in Fig-
ure 6; in Figure 7, however, clear evidence of intermittent mixing is seen in the pdf's.

In order to evaluate these data, comparisons were made of simultaneously-acquired
species/temperature concentration data pairs with predictions from adiabatic isobaric
equilibrium calculations of species concentration and temperature as a function of fuel/air
equivalence ratio. (See Figure 8.) This calculation is made on the basis that a tur-
bulent diffusion flame arises from burning at a distribution of equivalence ratios, and
that it can be considered therefore as the resultant distribution of product-gas equi-
librium mixtures. Fast chemistry is assumed, radiative cooling is neglected, and the
Lewis number Le is set equal to 1. Reasons for deviating from these theoretical compari-
son plots include statistical data scatter and possible non-isothermal test zones (since
RS signals have a nonlinear response with temperature for large temperature excursions),
in addition to possible violations of the assumptions just given.

Results for N2 [58] for x/d = 75 and 150 are shown in Figure 9. Here we see that
the N2 data agree reasonably well with this simple theory for the lean portions of the
flame, while consistent deviations of slope appear in the rich legs, to an increasing
degree with increasing values of x/d. Additional data for N, at other axial positions,
as well as similar data taken for H2 , show this behavior tre d. Experimental data ac-
quired across the entire flame diameter confirm analyses according to the simple adiabatic
theory that buoyancy is not responsible for these results. We have not been able to ex-
plain these deviations by other considerations involving heat transfer, nor have we been
able to determine systematic errors leading to this behavior. One possible suggestion
currently under investigation is that such departures may be caused by the relative ef-
fects of heat and mass transfer (Le 1).

3.6 Conditioned Sam ling Approaches: Near-Simultaneous RS and LV Data, and Intermit-
tent Data in a Hostile Environment. To our knowledge, the earliest near-simultaneous
PS and LV data were obtained by Hillard et al. [68] for a high speed free jet, in which
mean values ( I min. averages) of temperature and nitrogen density were found from ro-
tational RS in an experiment coordinated with LV measurements. In order to obtain co-
ordinated fluctuation data, additional experimental control is required.

As an example, a "velocity-preferred" trigger system can be used to acquire RS and
LV data in close time proximity. This method is basically a conditioned sampling technique.
In Figure 10, we show a timing diagram which illustrates how the RS source laser is trig-
gered by a validation pulse from the LV processor. Thus, after a valid LV signal is
accepted, the PS signal is produced at a desired later time, nearly simultaneous from
a fluid mechanic point of view, but with a long enough delay for the particle producing
the LV burst signal to move Out of the test zone before the energetic RS source laser
pulse hits it. Utilizing such a technique, Warshaw et al. [57] obtained temperature-
velocity correlation data.



In another conditioned sampling experiment, Drake et al. (581 made a preliminary
assessment of the possibility of probing hydrocarbon flames with pulsed RS methods.
Premixed laminar propane-air flames with equivalence ratios : of I to 3 were investigated
on a porous plug burner. In one set of experiments, a spectrometer slit function was
obtained by using the relatively broad high temperature N RS signal induced by the pulsed
laser as the light source while the spectrometer wavelengih drive was swept slowly. (See
Figure 11). For a stoichiometric flame (which was non-luminous), a well-determined slit
function was obtained. For a fuel-rich flame (t = 3), much of the data obtained corre-
sponded to saturation of the optical/electronic detection chain (caused by strong laser-
induced optical signals), but was obtained over an apparent envelope. By setting the elec-
tronic detection apparatus to omit all signals greater than an amount determined to be
larger than any possible RS signal, the cluttered trace shown in the central part of Fig-
ure 11 was transformed to that shown in the lower trace (i.e., an approximation of the
upper trace). This result of conditioned sampling suggests that RS data was observed from
a non-luminous flame zone under conditions for which a laser-induced luminous zone can
oscillate in and out of the optical detection area. The result of the sampling procedure
applied to the central part of this figure is obvious; the important point is the demon-
stration that this technique can be applied to obtain valid RS data in hostile environments.

4. DISCUSSION

In the preceding section, we have outlined some of the capabilities of new light-
scattering diagnostic methods for flame research, with some emphasis on vibrational Raman
scattering methods applied to turbulent diffusion flames. Although still in its infancy,
these techniques are clearly past the basic proof-of-principle status. They are now in
the process of being applied to significant combustion/fluid mechanic problems designed
both to bring new fundamental knowledge to this field by means of well-designed investi-
gations into specific critical points of interest, and more focused experimental investi-
gations into questions of importance to engineering studies.

In this contribution, we have concentrated upon the more basic part of the spectrum,
and summarize in Table II an ordering of turbulent flame point property measurement and
prediction capabilities. The table is formulated to illustrate the close interaction
required of modelers and experimentalists in order to achieve the technological goals
faced by combustion researchers and combustor designers. With this in mind, we separate
the physical quantities of interest into three categories and outline in the table the
measurement and modeling capabilities and needs.

The first category is for those variables that can be classified as flow field prop-
erties. Here, we used the term "flow field" loosely so that flux quantities such as
-u, m-r, TruT can be included in this category. The second grouping contains thermo-
dynamic'p~opertfes of the flow field only, while the third category includes any trace
species found in the combustion flow and all pollutants found in the burning of hydro-
carbon and H2 fuels.

The table is divided into five columns, the first two of which list the types of
measurements and the physical quantities of interest that can be measured. Under the
second column, the physical quantities to be measured in each category are listed in in-
creasing order of difficulty. Some quantities listed do not represent direct measure-
ments but are inferred from other measurements. A good example of this is the mixture
density. These quantities are normally put at the bottom of the list. The third column
deals with measurement capabilities and is subdivided into three different columns under
the heading of "Proven Technology," "Developing Technology," and "Difficult?" Modeling
capabilities are grouped under the fourth column with subcolumns for the "Current Approach"
and "Alternate Approach." It should be pointed out that the difference between these
two approaches is mainly in the model used to tackle the chemistry part of the problem.
As for the fluid mechanical part of the problem, the two approaches share the same basic
model, A detailed discussion concerning the fluid mechanical model and the need for more
advanced measurements is given below. Finally, column five is reserved for comments
vhich are directed to both experimental and modeling capabilities and needs.

Although the first four items under the first category can be measured using proven
techniques such as impact probes and LV, their accurate measurement does pLa.en some
difficulty. (For example, LV data of good quality for quantities such as v

' , w 2 , u-v
- w7r, etc., are difficult to obtain. Additionally, these data can be biased by seeding
considerations; as a result, such velocity data may be close to Favre-averaged instead
of Reynolds-averaged.)

For simple flows, the impact probe provides a way to measure the momentum flux ou
therefore an independent check on the indirect measurement of "'Wur can be made provided

the term pu' can be considered small compared to 0 u or U Tr-r. These four items
also provide basic flame data for the validation of the turbulence model used in the two

approaches discussed. The measurements of rI ju-'r, ..., not only add new insights
into the understanding of the combustion processes in diffusion flames but also provide
data, for the first time, to assess the applicability of the gradient transport model
for reactive flow study (again see below for detailed discussion).

In category two, the various moments and joint moments of T and major species m.
are direct measurements. However, the pdf of these quantities are inferred measurem~nts
in that the discrete data points must be interpreted in the form of a histogram. These
measurements, besides providing data for model validation, can also be used to help im-
prove existing models. Finally, the trace species and pollutants are difficult to mea-
sure. Therefore, their use as validation data for overall flame modeling is limited.
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Having discussed the experimental and mcdeling capabilities and needs as simmariz1
in Table 1I, we would like to make an attempt to point out some of the more diffi-clt
questions faced by both modelers and experimentalists. To do this, the main weKnhess
of the two approaches outlined in Section 2 is examinpd in more detail. Through this
examination, the henefits of close interaction tetween expeimentalists and mc-elers ar-
revealed.

It was pointed out in Section 2 that the main weakness of the two approaches lies
in the turbulence models used to close the set of mean transport equations. The reason
is that the turbulence models used are similar to those formulated for constant dpnsity
flows. Although these models work very well for a wide variety of constant density shear
flows, their direct application to reactive shear flows is in doubt [69]. Some basic
deficiencies of these models were pointed out recently oy Williams and Linhy 70I. Among
the basic questions raised is the applicablity of the gradient transport assumption for
reactive flows. In turbulent flows, flux terms such as r , 7F rTI etc. appear in

I J i J
the mean transport equations as a result of the turbulent fluctuations and the non-linearity
of the convection terms. Conventional wisdom in nonreactive flow modeling is to postulate
a relation between these fluxes and the mean rates of strain for the Reynolds stresses
and the gradient of the mean scalars for scalar fluxes. The turbulent exchange coeffi-
cients in these relations are usually assumed to be scalar quantities whose magnitudes
can be determined from a knowledge of the turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation
rate [2,11]. This assumption gives fairly accurate results [2-4] in nonreactive flow
modeling for a wide range of engineering problems because in most constant density tur-
bulent flows the fluxes and the mean rates of strain behave similarly. However, this
is not necessarily true for reactive flows. In a study made by Clavin and Williams [71],
they found that the fluxes change sign in a region where the sign of the mean gradient
remains the same. Further experimental evidence of this countergradient diffusion phe-
nomenon can be found in the helium-air mixing experiment of Stanford and Libby [721 and
LaRue and Libby 173]. In view of this, measurements of the turbulent fluxes and mean
velocities in a reactive flow would be most helpful in the pursuit of a better turbulence
model for such flows.

As indicated in Table II, the fluxes , i , etc. can be measured in a sim-

ple flame using a combination of LV and RS optical techniques. In the process, the mean
velocity profiles are also obtained. Therefore, the present experimental technique pro-
vides, for the first time, an opportunity to assess the applicability of the gradient
transport model for turbulent reactive flows.

The unity turbulent Lewis number assumption is usually made in the current approach
to combustion modeling. Although this assumption is not explicitly stated in the alternate
approach, it is implied in the formulation of the model [21,27]. In some flows, such
as in gas turbine combustors, reactions and significant heat release are confined in a
small region, thereby producing very large spatial gradients for the thermodynamic vari-
ables. Under such circumstances, the turbulent Lewis number cannot be expected to be
one. The understanding of the effects of a non-unity turbulent Lewis number on combus-
tion modeling, therefore, becomes important. Ability to measure the various turbulent
fluxes, -- -r3jT, in a diffusion flame affords the opportunity to assess the valid-

ity and exteni of tAe unity turbulent Lewis number assumption in a simple reactive shear
flow. It is hoped that based on this understanding, a more general combustion model can
be formulated.

In principle, the alternate approach can calculate the thermodynamic variables in
a combustion system with improved accuracy. However, in practice, its ability to do
that depends on the availability and reliability of rate data, kinetic mechanisms and
an efficient computational algorithm for the solution of the strongly nonlinear rate
equations. The exact calculation of thermodynamic variables is not always possible be-
cause of the lack of reliable rate data and kinetic mechanisms for a wide range of fuels.
Here again, the ability to measure the single and joint pdf of temperature and major
species in a simple reactive flow would provide guidance for understanding the signifi-
cant flame chemistry to be considered in the calculations.

Another point raised by Williams and Libby [70] concerns the modeling of the dis-
sipation terms in the Reynolds transport equations. Firstly, the off-diagonal component
of the dissipation function is not necessarily negligible in reactive flow. Secondly,

the proposed model for e = const. x 5 k 3/2/, where c is the dissipation and z is the length
scale characteristic of the large eddies, is not always appropriate for reactive flows.

The dissipation terms, even in non-reactive turbulent flows, are very difficult to
measure [10]. Although advances in hot wire anemometry and optical probe techniques have
made the measurement of the spatial gradients (in the macro sense) of velocity, tempera-
ture, and concentration a reality [60,74], the measurement of the spatial gradient terms
in a region where dissipation is important is still a very difficult (but, we hope, not
an impossible) task. As a result, experimental work directed to overcome this difficulty
would be most helpful to modelers.

From the above discussion, it is evident that a strong and continued interaction be-
tween modelers and experimentalists is necessary, as has begun in various workshops (for
example, Ref. 75), conference series (for example, Ref. 76), and special publications (for
example, Ref. 77), to further our understanding of combustion phenomena and to improve
the capabilities of existing combustion models.
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Figure 2. Schematic of Coherent
Anti-stokes Raman Spectroscopy
(CARS) Process, Shown Here in
Nearly-Colinear Optical Con-
figuration.
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Figure 1. Schematic of Rayleigh and N
Raman Scattering Spectra at Ambient aAd
Elevated Temperatures. The N vibrational
Q-branch bands, shown in the inset dia-
grams on a linear scale, were convoluted - /
with a typical experimental spectrometer
triangular-shape spectral slit function
used for contour scans with laser exci-
tation in the mid-visible, namely, 6cm- 1

(0.18nm) full width at half-maximum.

Figure 4. Schematic of Multiple-
S~rectral-Channel Detection of

RAMAN SrT (em") Ramen Data from a Flame Source.
Used in this fashion, wavelength

0 , , 00 information is obtained along the
detector horizontal axis, and

0.5 300" spatial information along the
vertical axis. Thus, flame temp-

0 erature and major species concen-
A tration data can be obtained along

the trajectory of the incident
A AA_ laser beam.
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in the x-Direotion [57,58). Turbulent
diffusion flame are produced on a central
3-ct-dnan tter fuel tube.
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Figure 6. Probability Density Functions (Histograms) for Temperature and
N, H2 , and H 0 Concentrations for H -Air Turbulent Diffusion Flame, for
R-l 1o00 (Sil. These data were taien 50 fuel-tip-diameters downstream,
at the centerline and at various off-axis positions. A smooth progression
of the character of the histograms was observed as y/d was increased; i.e.,
flame boundary effects were not prominent.
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Figure 7. Probability Density Functions (Histograms) for Temperature and
N H , and H 0 Concentrations for H 2 -Air Turbulent Diffusion Flame, for
iR'i J200 (58J. The shaded zones in the temperature, nitrogen concentration,
and water concentration histograms for y/d - 4.25 correspond to the same
simultaneously-acquired data sets, and illustrate intermittent effects at
the flame boundary. The increase in turbulence over that corresponding to
the flame considered in Fig. 6 caused a significant decrease in flame length
and a greatly broadened temperature histogram at the flame boundary.
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Figure 9. Comparison of Simultaneously-Acquired N9
Concentration and Temperature Data with Theoreticl -0
Curve Calculated for Adiabatic Equilibrium Flame
Conditions [58]. These are data sets similar to
those contained in the histograms shown in Figures
6 and 7, but, in this case, for x/d = 75 and 150.
The stoichiometric point for the theoretical curves,
near 2400 K, is obscured by the density of data in
this region. Flame buoyancy affects the experi-
mental data by causing them to be translated along
the theoretical curve to another locus of fuel/air sIl~ lIh
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true flame position. This expectation has been - '.IlI
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Figure 1l. Measurement of Spectrometer Slit
Figure 10. Timing Diagram for Near-Simulta- ucon, for Propane-Air Flames Correspond-
neous aser Velocimetry and Raman Scattering ing to Fuel/Air Equivalence Ratios 0 of 1
Data Acquisition [57]. The LV signal is and 3. For the middle curve, the spikes
shown both raw and with conditioning. The resulted from strong laser-induced optical
laser pulse used for Raman scattering occurs signals. The bottom curve has been treated
after an adjustable delay following valida- by conditioned sampling. The spike at the
tion of the velocity data in the LV proces- right-hand edge is a laser-induced signal
sor. This delay cn be set to allow slow that was not suppressed !ay the sampling
seed particles to escape from the test volume. threshold. [58
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DISCUSSION

D.A.Gieenhaligh. UK
Does not your conditioned sampling technique unfairly weight PDF's towards lean areas of the flame pa sing
through your control volume because the rich portions will contain higher soot densities'

Author's Reply
Yes, hut that is the point of the procedure. We are attempting. hy means of the conditoned sampling. to probc
a relatively 'clean' part of the flame (that is. lean) under circumstances for which a laser induced luminous portion
(that is, rich) can oscillate in and out of the control volume.

G.Alemandretti. It
(I ) Do you need the inforamtion on temperature to obtain your measurements of water and hydrogen concentra-

tions'

(2) Could you please comment on your choice of the Stokes/anti-Stokes ratio for tnermometry, instead of looking
at the different hands in the Stokes spectrum.

Author's Reply
(I) Yes. Temperature information is required because the fractions of the Raman spectral contours for the

molecule under question that are contained within their respective spectral band passes of the polychromator,
are dependent upon temperature. This is an especially important consideration for molecules such as H12 and
H 2 0, which possess very broad Raman contours. Additionally, the total vibrational Raman signal (that is.
integrated contour area) is also sensitive to the temperature at flame temperatures, via the vibrational partition
function.

(2) We utilised the Stokes/anti-Stokes (SAS) technique for temperature measurement because it produced stronger
signals than methods based on analysis of the Stokes profile alone, and because it was well suited for implemen-
tation with an available polychromator system. However, analysis of the Stokes contour by means of a
multiple spectral channel detector possesses some advantages, even though it does not utilise some of the
scattered light (namely the anti-Stokes scattering). Calibrations dependent upon the temperature sensitivity
of the contours, which are required because of the fixed slit widths employed in the SAS method, are not
necessary with the multiple spectral channel detector. Furthermore, the Stokes and anti-Stokes channels of the
SAS method are widely separated spectrally, which can produce additional calibration problems, this type of
difficulty does not exist over the relatively narrow spectral extent iitilised by the multiple spectral channel
detector. Also. analysis of light scattered from gases not in thermal equilibrium is made possible with this
scheme.

A.Eckbreth, US
An advantage of the Stokes/anti-Stokes approach is that you spectrally integrate over the Raman band and thus
maximise your photon count and minimise errors due to photon statistics. One problem with using an optical multi-
channel detector for a spontaneous Raman band is that the photon count per spectral interval would be quite low
and hence the spectrum quite noisy. Would you comment on that?

Author's Reply
I agree that the Stokes/anti-Stokes (SAS) vibrational Raman scattering method for temperature measurement utilises
to the fullest extent the available number of scattered photons and therefore minimises statistical errors. For this
reason, as well as others relating to experimental convenience, it has been our choice for our turbulent diffusion
flame measurements. That is not to say that multiple spectral channel detectors do not possess some strong advan-
tages for such use. Most importantly, the SAS method depends upon spectral calibrations of the two channels,
which can be difficult to make because of the interaction between the test gas temperature sensitive Raman spectral
contours and the fixed exit slit widths of the polychromator channels. The accuracy limitations due to lower
photon counts with use of the multiple spectral channel detector are certainly present, but are not so severe as to
prevent its application. Note that we do not require a full contour analysis to determine temperature in this way.
Instead, sections of the contour (N 2 ground state band peak region, peak region for the first upper state band, etc.)
can be integrated to give temperature sensitive signals of useful strength.

a'1
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SUMMARY

In this work several flame temperature measurements are described, nerformed b" usio. * e
two-line atomic fluorescence method (ThA;).
Many kinds of flames were investigated, someone of that were c mletely mapned. This was 7a-
de in order to point out that, also with a thermal 'ight source, extensive temperat ;re inve-
stigations can be carried out.
Even if it seems that low power sources allow only measurements in laboratory steady flames,
the low cost of the system and the simplicity of the data processing -onfimm the valid-,' f
this method.

PREFACE

Several techniques were recently proposed and developed for local temperature measurements
by means of fluorescence and Raman signal analysis [1] ,[21,3.
High spatial resolution and short time of operation may be generally obtained in this way.
Laser sources are normally employed, because of the low cross sections exhibited by the in-
voived phenomena.
On the other hand, the great available powers 'Klow the investigation of a great part of the
interesting combustion systems and, besides, the attainment of other information, like spe-
cies concentration.
Other techniques exist, which use spectral lamps as light source; the line-reversal method
is a well known example of those. In this case only averaged measurements a:e possible, from
which, under particular conditions of symmetry and homogeneity, local temperaturr c, be clra-
wn by means of complex mathematical procedures, Furthermore a thermal equilibrium is reque-
sted over the whole flame.
The two-line atomic fluorescence method (TLAF), proposed some years ago by Omenetto et al.(4.
may combine the different characteristics of the two branches, being possible to use a lamp
and to obtain a local measurement.
Successful applications were made [5) by using the lock-in amplifier, in hy,.rooen and acety-
lene laboratory flames.
Being a general result the weakness of the fluorescence signal in comparison of the back-
ground noise, the photon-counting technique with synchronous background subtraction was also
used 161.
As it will be shown further, this kind of signal processin4 allows to improve the SNP b,. in-
creasing the measuring times.

In the present work several flames are investigated and a general conclusion may be drawn:
when a lamp is used, the measuring times are, for many important flames, too much long.
Hence, in actual combustion systems, difficulties arise, which may not be easily solved.
Otherwise if a source with higher energy (i.e. a laser) becomes necessary, other techniques
are preferable , being, for istance, not suffering of quenching effects.

GENERAL

The theoretical basis of TLAF are well known and diffusely explained in several works [7],
[81 , [9] , hence only a brief description is here reported.
The flame is seeded with atoms of convenient material having a three level atomic scheme in
which the transition 01, in radiative way, is inhibited (fig. 1). A light beam of wavelenght
cirresponding to the transitior 02 is sent on the flame and the outcoming radiation, caused
ly the 2-1 fluorescence decay, is detected 'Stokes line). The sa7e procedure is repeated in
the opposite direction (anti-Stokes line).
It is obvious that, when the exciting source and the fluorescence intensities are measured,
we have an information on the electronic population of the levels and hence, through the
Boltzmann law, on the electronic temperature.

The foundamental formula, giving the flame temperature as a function of the measured fluo-
rescence intensities, is:

TfV!
k  

(1)Sf= ln _l)s" ln(_'42n11- _F2o1

where: E12 - spectral irradiance of the exciting source at A12
E02 = spectral irradiance of the excitinq source at Xog
F21 = spectral irradiance of the Stokes fluorescence
F20= spectral irradiance of the anti-Stokes fluorescence
V - excitation energy of the level i
k - Boltzmann constant.

The relationship (1) may be assumed valid in thermal equilibrium and without self-absorp-
tion, when Fg , F20 are measured in digital way, while E13 , Eoe are measured in analog way.



A great importance has, of course, the choice of the seeding atoms. Thallium and :ndium
show good performances [9 ] in concentration of 100 - 5-0 ppm.

From the above formula we can see that the error of the flame temperature is dependinq
from two quantities, that is the error related to the measure of the incident radiations
and that related to the fluorescence measure. Either these two are, -n their turn, influ-
enced by the calibration function of the system, which has to be evaluated very carefully.
As far as the measure of the fluorescence signal is concerned, which is in practice the
only random error, some further considerations -ay be done£101 . When the fluorescence si-
gnal is detected, we have the superimposition of different kinds of radiations at the sa-
me wavelength corresponding to: a) the Stokes (or anti-Stokes transition, b) the backqro-
und luminosity of the flame, c) the spontaneous decay of the seeding atoms. Only the first
term is the useful signal, the others resulting only in a background noise. A parameter is
defined when the photon counting method is used:

K = 1s / (Ns+Nb)  (2)

where Ns is the signal counting rate, Ns Nb the total counting rate.

When a photon counting technique with synchronous backround subtraction is used, a light
chopper drives the up-down scaler. As a consequence, during the up phase Ns+Nb is measured,
while during the down phase only Nb is measured. The resulting SNR may be written:

S/N = C "J (3)

where: C =( . NsN

and r is the counting time.

Obviously, all the given quantities are valid for either the Stokes and anti-Stokes measu-
rements, and the total SNR is given by

( I 1 1 2(4

S/N)Tz, \(S/Naj,0)) 21)

Practical relationships were found which may be used to establish the more convenient coun-
ting time for a prefixed temperature precision. In particular, when the SNR is deduced
from the following equation, plotted in Fig.2,

ATf Tf*K 1 (5)

Tf 1 I (SN)Tot

the corresponding counting times are given by.

R+1 (SN)Tot (+1)(SN)Tot(6)
T21C21 C

where R = C20/C21.

In this way, under favourable experimental conditions (long term flame stability), it is pos-
sible to reach noticeable precision, of the order of less then 1% .
Otherwise at first glance we see that a high precision in the flame temperature requires long
counting times, being the anti-Stokes signal generally very low. In effect, in flames with
a strong background noise, the involved times are of the order of some minutes.
As a consequence, the TLAF applications may give good results in laboratory flames, owing to
their simple structure and stability.

EXPERIMENTAL

The system under test was the flames produced by a 30 un. multi-hole circular burner, of
the type developed at the Fysisch Laboratorium Rijksuniversiteit, Utrecht, The Netherlands
(fig. 3) . The burner structure allows to have an inner flame (0 20 mm.) and a shield flame,
supplied by two separated lines.
The flame had high characteristics in stability, uniformity and reproducibility. The optical
set-up consisted in an usual 900 arrangement (fig. 4) . The light source (OSRAM high pres-
sure xenon lamp 250 W, supplied by a IREM E2X20P electronic power supply), was placed in a
home-made housing, furnishing a good position control and high collection efficiency. The
trasmitting optics was set in order to have narrow beam in the chopper zone, to minimize the
loss of energy and to easily correct the probe volume position. A heat absorbing glass was
used to avoid a superheating of the color filter, wich select the useful wavelengths. At the
end of the trasmitting line, a spherical mirror was placed to increase the luminous energy in
the measuring zone.
The receiving optics furnished a 1:1 magnification on the entrance of MONO 1.
The resulting probe volume was lxI.5x3 mm.
The fluorescence signal was detected by means of the MONO 1 monochromator (HILGER a WATTS
D330) and an EMT photomultiplier (EMT 9863 QB/140), housed in a suitable Peltier-effect coo-
ler (EMI-GENCOM mod. ZD-50). This detection device was characterized by a very low dark
pulses rate (100-150 pulses/sec).
A continous test of the lamp emission was made by drawing a portion of the emitted light with
the monochromator MONO 2 (JOBEN YVON H20) and the associated PM 2 (RCA IP28).

_ _-- -- _-



The corrisponding signal was recorded on a strip chart (YOKOGAWA F TYPE 3052). This was
made because a previous check showed that, in long times experiments, the intensities of the
two lines of interest (5350 A, 3776 A) changed in different ways, giving a considerable drift
in the ratio F.,/E, .

The signal processing (fig. 5) was performed by amplification and shaping of the photomulti-
plier pulses. The d.c. off-set of the amplifier is often controlled to avoid dangerous oscil
lations around the discriminator threshold. The squared pulses are at last sent to the up-
down scaler (LABEN 6318, with display expanded to 8 digits).

All the flames were seeded by Thallium solutions injected in the flame by means of pneuma-
tic nebulization. The Tl concentration was mantained at 500 ppm for each kind of flame.

RESULTS

Several kinds of flames were investigated, with different flow rates and, in some cases,
in the shielded and unshielded configurations. In the shielded flames, only the inner part
was seeded; these particularly convenient conditions suggested to perform line-reversal te-
sting comparisons.

Four different H2 /02 /Ar flames were completely mapped, being the features of these very fa-
vourable for TLAF applications. The maps consist in six radial profiles at different heights
(step 5 mm), starting 5 mm above the head of the burner.

In fig. 6 is reported the map of the flame obtained with flow rates H2=1/0 2 =1/Ar=6 It/min
(nominal flows). An expected increasing of the temperature is present in the external part
of the flame; in effect, being the flame rich, a secondary reaction is produced with the sur-
rounding air.
A significant flattening of the profiles is caused by the shield flame (fig. 7) (same flow
rates of the inner flame), where the dotted line is referred to the mixing zone and to the
shield flame, in which the seeding atoms concentration is due only to the diffusion from the
inner. In both these cases the factor K (see eq. 2) was very high (.9 and .3 for Stokes
and anti-Stokes respectively), as a consequence the measuring times, for each point, were of
the order of a few seconds. The temperatures were in good agreement with the values furni-
shed by the line reversal test.

In fig. 8 and 9 are shown the profiles associated to the same flames, but with flow rates of
H2 =1/0 2 =2/Ar=6 lt/min. Now the temperatures are increased and the maximum occours on the
axis of the burner; this is a consequence of the quasi-stoichiometric ratio between 02 and H2
The effect of the shield flame is the same than in the previous case.

The fig. 10 and 11 are referred to air-acetylene flames (air=7.5/C2H2 =0.5 It/min). For these
the background radiation is very high, especially for the anti-Stokes line. Hence, to obtain
a reasonable SNR, counting times of minutes were requested (about I and 4 minutes for Stokes
and anti-Stokes lines). Also in this case, a comparison with line-reversal temperature gave
good results.

A slight enhancement is obtained in a similar flame (fig. 12), produced by an 02/Ar mixture
(flow rates C2 H2=0.4/O 2=i/Ar=7 lt/min) . A reduction of the quenching effect may explain
the different behaviour of the two flames, concerning to the fluorescence emission.

At last an air-propane flame (air=6/C2 H2=0.2 lt/min) was investigated (fig. 13). In practice
no significant differences were noticed with respect to the air-acetylene flames, having in
both cases a general deterioration of the signal and long measuring times.

CONCLUSIONS

The investigations described in this work, show that the TLAF applications may give relia-
ble results in a great number of laboratory flame.
Even when a thermal source is used, and the available signals are very low, the photon-coun-
ting allows satisfactory precision measurements. On the other hand long measuring times are
involved, so that only long term stability flames may be successfully investigated.
Hence, applications on industrial burner cannot be reasonably proposable, and if, to increase
the signals, a laser source is adopted, other techniques exist, showing attractive performan-
ces.
Finally, special applications like calibration in laboratory flames of other thermometric
techniques and basic combustion researches seems to be the only possible fields in which the
TLAF method can be conveniently used.
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Fig. 3 -Design of the multi-hole Circular head of the burner.
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APPLICATIONS OF OPTICAL DIAGNOSTIC
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Summary

This paper presents a summary of the application of laser based
optical techniques to the diagnostics of combustion problems.
The emphasis of this work has been on the determination of tem-
perature and species concentrations in a combusting environment.
The application of these techniques has centered on laminar
flames, turbulent flames, particulate-laden flows, and internal
combustion engines. In all of this work the constraints of
spatial and temporal resolution have been achieved as well as
the detection of intermediate species in certain laboratory
experiments.

Introduction

The challenge of providing the detailed information necessary to understand combus-
tion devices requires experimental capabilities across a broad spectrum of environments.
Prior to the clean air act of the 1960's and the Arab oil crisis of the 1970's, the only
information required by designers of combustion systems was an overall measure of gross
performance and very little sophistication in experimental methods was required. Today,
however, with acceptable performance depending intimately on the many subprocesses in-
volved in the combustion device, the experimental methods must be capable of resolving
(with space and time resolution) details which have not previously been attainable with
standard methods. Fortunately, some entirely new, sensitive methods have been developed
and certain older techniques have been improved to the point that they can now be applied
to some of. these critical problems.

At the Department of Energy's Sandia Laboratories in Livermore, California, a major
new program ha's been developed to provide the excperimental methods necessary for these
severe combustion problems. To provide a focus for su~h a development, the Combustion
Research Facility has been established at Sandia Laboratories and will be operational in
late 1980. The primary mission of the Combustion Research Facility is to develop advanced
diagnostic techniques, improve existing ones, and apply them to critical problems in com-
bustion science over a broad spectrum of applications.

To accomplish the breadth of research goals dictated by design problems in combustion
science requires a spectrum of research capabilities with an emphasis on the more sophis-
ticated diagnostic techniques. To this end, in this paper, we will address the required
diagnostic capabilities for laminar flames, turbulent flames, particle laden flames, and
ultimately for the more severe environments characteristic of actual combustion devices.
As shown on Table 1, research activities are underway at Sandia Laboratories to develop,
apply, and evaluate measurement techniques for velocity, number density, temperature,
and species concentrations in a variety of systems. This paper, however, will concentrate
primarily on those techniques which have been developed to measure temperature and species
concentration and will limit those to laser-based diagnostics.

Application to Laminar Flames

A number of programs are being pursued in fundamental flame research. These studies
provide a basis for understanding the isolated fluid mechanic and chemical kinetic
processes that are important to combustion. These simple flames also provide test beds
for developing diagnostic tools. Temperature measurements in our laminar flame studies
have been carried out primarily by the application of spontaneous Raman scattering.
Recently Mitchell and Schoenung] at Sandia made a careful comparison of the measurements
of temperature obtained by thermocouples and by spontaneous Raman scattering using the
Q-branch spectrum of nitrogen. Their results demonstrate that the degree of accuracy

that ~ ca e rvidel with these laser-based scattering methods is excellent. Even more
recently Stephenson has measured temperature in this type of flame by using the complex
spectrum of C02. The calculated and measured C02 spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 and in
some cases can provide an even more accurate measure of temperature than the simple
nitrogen vibrational Q-branch spectrum. Figure I also illustrates the degree to which
one can match computed spectra to measured spectra for complex molecules like CO2.*Stephenson has done simile calculations and measurements for the nonlinear wa ter molecule
as shoien in Fig. 2. Smi ths has used Rayleigh scattering in an atmospheric pressure dif-
fusion flame to deduce temperature profiles with high temporal resolution. The signifi-
cantly larger cross-section for Rayleigh scattering allowed sufficiently fast measurement
to resolve fluctuating elements of the laminar diffusion flame under st udy. V t1 another
method of obtaining temperatures In these flames has been pursued by Catto lc t who has
used two-line molecular fluorescence to obtain the tempera t ure of ON in reacting flows.
*This work-supported by U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-ACO4-76DP00789.
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Finally, Mattern, Rahn, and Farrow
5 

nave demonstrated an improved method of app i~q CARS
to reacting flows for temperature measurements.

In a chemically reacting environment, measurements of the gas temperature and the

concentrations of various species cannot always be accomplished independent of each other.
Invoking the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) allows the measurement
of temperatures without an explicit measurement of species concentrations. The temperature
can then be determined from the shape of the spectrum and does not require absolute
measurements. Concentration measurements, on the other hand, typically require absolte
measurement unless only relative concentrations are desired. In many cases the measure-
ment of concentration may also require independent determination of the temperature since
temperature doe; effect the spectral shape and, depending on whi-h portion of the
spectrum is being detected for concentration measurement, this temperature effect must
be considered. By carefully choosing the detection bandpass and spectral location, how-

ever, this temperature effect can often be reduced to negligible values.

Several examples of optical concentration measurement have been performed in our
program. As discussed above, Stephenson has been using Raman scattering to measure the
temperature and relative concentration of c9mplex combustion molecules such as C02 and
water vapor. Similarly Miller and Setchell

0 
have demonstrated that spontaneous Raman

scattering can be used to measure concentrations of nitric oxide in ammonia-oxygen flames
where the NO concentration varied from 0.1 to 1% of the ambient atmospheric mixture.
Figure 3 shows typical relative concentrations of nitric oxide plotted as a function of
local temperature for the ammonia oxygen flame. The results clearly demonstrated a super-
equilibrium concentration of nitric oxide existed in the system.

A methog of obtaining total atomic abundances in a reacting flow has been pursued
by Schmieder' who showed that by using laser pulses of sufficiently high power it is
possible to cause a complete avalanche breakdown of combusting gases, dissociating all
the molecules and producing a small volume of very hot plasma. Spectroscopic analysis
of the emission from this spark shows characteristic atomic and ionic lines whose
intensities are related to the atomic abundances. Figure 4 shows the results of applying

this technique to the measurement of the constituents of the fuel-air distribution in a

methane-air flame. The abundances of nitrogen and oxygen from the air and carbon from
the methane fuel are clearly resolved as a function of position in the flame.

Most of the techniques discussed above have clearly been shown to be useful for the
measurements of major species in reacting flows. A more challenging problem, and one
which is of critical importance to the combustion scientist, is the measurement of minor
and intermediate species (such as radicals) in these flows while still maintaining the
sub-millimeter spatial resolution that will permit measurements within the flame front.

To achieve these measurements, laser fluorescence, laser absorption, and background
subtraction CARS has been successfully applied to simple flames. Using the frequency-
doubled radiation from a tunable dye laser Cattolica has explored the spatial variation
of the intermediate, OH, in methane-air flat flames.

8 
Figure 5 shows typical results of

the OH concentration in the post-flame region obtained by laser absorption. Cattolica
has also used laser induced fluorescence of OH as an alternate diagnostic for the
measurement of its concentration.

Because of the spatial resolution constraints imposed by a flame at atmospheric
pressure (a very narrow reaction zone), Green has pursued detailed studies of flame
structure in a low pressure flat flame utilizing laser absorption. Figure 6 shows
typical absorption spectra of the NH2 radical as measured in a low-pressure ammonia flame
using a cw tunable dye laser. Final y, Rahn has extended the CARS techniqug to the
precise measurement of flame species by developing a polarization technique which
eliminates the nonresonant background and greatly incrAses the detection capability
(signal/noise) of conventional CARS. Recently, Farrow?8 has made a crossed-beam version
of polarization CARS which results in high spatial resolution and detection sensitivity.
Figure 7 shows a spatially resolved spectra of CO from the highly luminous region of a
premixed methane-air flame. The ability to detect and precisely measure this species in
such a hostile environment is a major step forward in the application of nonlinear
optical spectroscopy to combustion studies.

Application to Turbulent Diffusion Flames

An important project which has been pursued at Sandia Laboratories is the measure-
ment fluctuating parameters in a well-characterized turbulent reacting flow field. To
this end, the turbulent diffusion flame facility, shown in Fig. 8, has been developed,
and diagnostic techniques for measuring fluid velocity, temperature, and species con-
centration within the flame have been demonstrated. The present goal of the investigation
is to obtain the cross-correlation of fluctuations of velocity and density and the cross-
correlations of velocity and temperature w thin a confined round turbulent reacting jet.

4Figure 9 shows results obtained by Rambach et. al. utilizing laser Doppler velocimetry
to measure the flow-field velocity characteristics of that flme. Both the mean and
fluctuating values of the velocity are plotted on the figure. Rambach is now using a
two-dimensional LDV system to measure aut -correlations of velocity fluctuations in two
directions. In a parallel effort, Dibble2 et. al. have utilized Rayleigh scattering to
measure temperature fluctuations in a round turbulent diffusion jet. Figure 10 shows
measured probability distribution functions (pdf) of temperature in the flame and also
show the mean and fluctuating values of temperature as a function of radial position
in the flame. The application of Rayleigh scattering to measure temperature profiles



in this combustion system required a special fuel mixture of methane and hydrogen which
produced a constant value of Rayleigh scattering cross-sections for the fuel,. the
oxidizer. and the combustion products. This allows the Rayleigh scattering signal to
be related directly to density without any concern for variations in the Rayleigh cross-
section for different combustion species. Dibble is currently using a high powered dye
laser to obtain time-resolved Raman measurements of both temperature and species con-
centration in the turbulent diffusion flame.

Applications to Particle-Laden Flows

In a separate but intimately related project, Wang and Flower1 are developing tech-
niques which can be utilized in particle-laden flow fields. These studies are directed
toward the measurement of temperature, species concentration, and particulate number
density in flow fields characteristic of gases existing in coal-fired combustors and gas
turbine systems. The bulk of this activity to date has dealt with particle sizing methods.
Recent results by Flower, utilizing background subtraction techniques with spontaneous
Raman scattering, have successfully demonstrated that spontaneous Raman scattering can
be applied in some cases to measure species concentrations in the presence of relatively
high densities of particulates. Some of the nonlinear optical techniques being investi-
gated and developed by Rahn and Farrow also look very promising for application to these
particulate-laden flowfields.

Two important facilities are being constructed at our laboratory to aid in the
further development of these diagnostic techniques in particulate-laden flows. The
first, the atmospheric pressure combustor exhaust simulator facility (ACES) has been
built and is operational. The particulate sizing methods of Wang and the background
subtraction Raman scattering system of Flower are presently being adapted to this facility.
A new facility is the pressurized atmosphere combustor exhaust simulator (PACES), which
is capable of providing 2 lbs/sec of air flow at 10 atmospheres of pressure and will be
installed in the new Combustion Research Facility. Both of these facilities will be
utilized for further development of diagnostics pertinent to "dirty' flows.

Application to Internal Combustion Engines

The role of Sandia Laboratories in the DOE engine combustior technology program has
been to apply laser-based diagnostic techniques to the study of critical problems in
advanced i.c. engine concepts. Specifically, the studies have been directed toward in-
vestigating the problems which arise in DISC, direct-injected stratified charge; DHC,
dilute homogeneous charge; and diesel engines. A simplified version of these systems is
the high pressure combustion bomb which has been used by Dyer to study a variety of
diagnostic methods for application to the combustion processes within i.c. engines. Flow
visualization techniques have been used to investigate sprays and mixing patterns as well
as flame spread patterns in i.c. engine-like environments. Laser velocimetry has been
utilized to measure the velocity field with and without combustion. Rayleigh scattering
has been applied to the measurement of density, temperature, flame speed, and flame
structure in the combustion bomb. More recently Mie scattering and extinction techniques

- nae~ een sed t esure pars iculate size and number density for highly sooting situa-
tions in the combustion bo mb . 4

Laser Doppler velocimetry (LDy) has been used 15 to map velocity fields, including
mean values and turbulent fluctuating values within homogeneous and direct-injected
stratified charge engines. Witze16 has compared IDV and hot-wire anemometry. The
results provide the first step in model validation for two-dimensional computational
techniques which are being used for the prediction of combustion processes inside this
class of engine. In order to understand the more intimate details of fuel injection and
mixing, Johnston17 has applied cw spontaneous Raman scattering to measure the fuel-air
distribution inside an operating version of this engine. The first series of measurements
were directed toward mapping the space and time resolved values of the fuel-air distribu-
tion during and after the injectio, process in the highly swirling environment that had
been mapped by Witze. Typical results of the fuel-air distributions compared to flow
visualization results are shown In Figure 12. Regions of lean mixture were observed
which would not ignite and this was further verified by dynamometer tests using the same
engine. More recently this technique has been applied to the incasf-ement of the fuel-air
distribution in the gap of a spark plug inserted in these engines The goal of this
experiment was to determine the inflammability limits of fuel-ir mixtures inside engines
and to deduce any time-dependent or transient effects which might influence that in-
flammability limit. Figure 13 shows a typical plot of the ignition probabilities com-
pared to measurements of local equivalence ratio by Raman scattering in that engine.

In a parallel experiment, Smith1" has used a high powered laser pulse to obtain
temperature measurements with spontaneous Raman scattering from another operating version
of the engine studied by Johnston and Witze. Spatial and temporal temperature measure-
ments were obtained along with the probability distribution function. Currently,
Johnston and Rahn are attempting to apply the cross-beam polarization background sub-
traction CARS technique to measure species concentrations in these stratified-charge
engines.
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Conclusions

The major experimental emphasis of the Sandia Laboratories combustion program has
been on the continued development of new diagnostic techniques, primarily those utilizing
laser-based spectroscopy, where many of the constraints of time and space resolution can
be achieved and the demands for intermediate species detection in particulate-laden
flows can be satisfied. This technology is clearly no longer in the infant state as
existed in the early 1970's. Major advances in laser technology, optical detection and
prucessing, computer availability, and the application of these elements to combustion-
oriented problems has created a unique opportunity for scientific-engineering studies.
We believe it is timely to tackle the complicated problems facing combustion system
designers. It is also our intention that the techniques and research capabilities
pursued and developed at the Combustion Research Facility be made available to outside
users from government, university, and industrial laboratories.
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Figure 1: The Raman spectra of CO2 in a CO/air atmospheric pressure flame.
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Figure 2: The RaqRn spectrum of H2 0 in a H2 /alr atmospheric pressure flame. j
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Figure 3: Raman measurements relative concentration of N2 and NO in an ammonia-oxygen
flame plotted as a function of local temperature.
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Figure 5: Laser absorption measurements of hydroxyl radical concentrations in the post-
flame region of an atmospheric pressure methane/air flame.
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Figure 9: Successive frames of high speed shadowgraph movies of reacting, turbulent,
hydrogen-air diffusion flame. Velocity ratio * 4.02, Re = 1850, Jet
dia. * 4.6 mm, each frame has superimposed visible flame boundary. (a)
radial profiles of RMS velocity, (b) pdf's and radial profiles of
turbulence intensity. (c) radial profiles of mean velocity.
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DISCUSSION

G.Winterfeld, Ge
What measuring technique has been used for the determination of the equivalence ratio in the fuel jet injected into
the swirling flow inside the reciprocating engine cylinder?

Author's Reply
The way that s done is with the Raman scattering. With spontaneous Raman scattering one can look at thc propane
and the oxygen, and from that one can establish the equivalence ratio.

G.Winterfeld. Ge
in the investigation of the methane-air diffusion flame, sparks are used to trigger the measuring events I)o thesc
sparks produce disturbances of the procrsscs to be investigated?

Author's Reply
In that particular instance they didn't, hut in fact one can contrive an experiment where they do. In fact. if one is
not careful, by making a spark one can blow out the whole flame. So yes, it is not a technique we wish to adsertise
very strongly, it's just to show the variety of things that one can think of.

J.S.Lewis, UK
The measurement of equivalence ratio using Raman scattering was carried out with propane fuel which was fully
vaporised. What would be the influence of liquid droplets on such a measurement?

Author's Reply
I can't answer that for you.

IF
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SUMMARY.

The possibility of droplet size measurements in a flame of liquid fuel sprays by means
of the visibility method was already proved by some authors. This method, based on the
classical LDV optical system, makes it is possible to extract size information from the
visibility of the scattered signal generated by a single droplet crossing the probe
volume.

The purposes of this paper are: 1) to present basic principles and numerical results
of the theoretical model based on Mie scattering; 2) to present results obtained by
experimental tests performed on liquid fuel sprays under burning conditions; 3) to discuss
the reliability and the limits of this method, its sensitivity and an impreved data
processing prodedure.

1. INTRODUCTION.
It has been shown by many authors (1) (2) (3) (4) that, by means of laser interferome-

try it is possible, among the other things, to obtain sizing of moving particles, some
conditions being satisfied (f.e. spherical particles, refractive index constant and
known, particle concentration not too high, etc.).

More specifically these tecniques are mainly based on the introduction of a nondimen.
sional parameter called visibility, wich can be defined starting from the intensity
modulation of the radiation scattered by a particle moving in the crossing region.(probe
volume) of two laser beams.

Referring to fig. 1 it is well known that visibility can be defined as:

V !Imax -m D (1)
Imax + I min P

The ability of visibility V to be employed in particle sizing comes from the fact that
it depends on the particle diameter D, that is:

V - V(D, other parameters) (2)

The relation of eq. 2 between visibility and diameter can be obtained in general by
means of Mie scattering theory as in the present case.

As a principle, it is then possible to associate a visibility (or a visibility
distribution) to a diameter (or to a diameter distribution).

Beside the diameter, the other parameters in the visibility function of eq. 2 are(fig.
1):
- the wavelenght A of incident light
- the refractive index m of the particle
- the position of the collecting system (defined by means of ) and 4 fig. 1)
- the angle between beams,$
- the aperture angle of the collecting systemfl.

Visibility tecnique seems to be very actractive or particle sixing expecially because
it is not intrusive and allowing in situ measurements moreover no calibration is requi-
red.

Also from an experimental point of view it is easier to measure nondimensional signals
rather than absolute values (for example intensity of radiation) as required by other
tecniques (5) (6).

Moreover there are many problems, both theoretical and experimental, to be solved if
relyable results must be obtained.

First of all it is necessary to detect the experimental arrangements most suitable for
the spray characteristics (in connection f. e. with the range of diameters, refractive
index of the particle, accessibility of the system).

Moreover the relation between visibility and diameter is not an univocal one and it
is necessary to arrange tecniques able to solve the ambiguity.

In the experiments it is very important to find procedures able to minimize errors

e n ° xam C om very high concentration of particles, strong background noise
Moreover tecniques able to control the results should be introduced.
In the case of cold sprays, expecLlly in small diameter range, a good experience has

been gained (7) (8), with sprays in combustion, moreover, very few and only preliminary
results have been obtained (9) (10).

This work is intended to contribute with some experimental results to the improvement 1J



of visibility tecnique for particle sizing in not isothermal sprays.

2. ANBIGUITY RESOLUTION.

Figs 2 shows the characteristic behaviour of a visibility VS. diameter (v - D)
diagram.

It can be observed that the V - D relation is not of the one to onet7pe, that is the
same value of visibility can lead to different values of the diameter.

From the point of view of the interpretatcon of the experimental results this
represents a rather troublesome problem, also if it is possible to overcome it, at least

in principle, by changing the V - D curve, to obtain other informations able to solve
the ambiguity.

In many cases what is of interest is not the diameter of a single particle, but a
diameter distribution function f(D); this means that with an assigned V - D curve
experimentally a visibility distribution function g(V) of the type of fig. 3 is
obtained.

The g(V) function is of course the starting point to obtain the required diameter
distribution function f(D).

An iterative procddure can be used to find f(D) from g(V), if some information about
f(D) are known (mainly the type of function as a rosin-rammler distribution f.e.).

The followed procedure is:
atemptative diameter distribution fu vtioo£(b is assigned
on the basis of the V - D function used a v sibility distributon function C,,Vi.
calculate

- the experimental g(v) is compared with the calculated one CV)
- if the agreement between g(V) andq (V is not good enough, another temptativeftrV)

is assigned T~
- the interative procedire ends when the agreement between g(V) and r(V)is conside.ed
adaquate.

A lot of numerical tests have been performed to control the ability of the method
to give an univolcal answer to the problem (11).

To compare g(V) and(V) some acceptability criteria have been assigned.
The following parameters are here analyzed: -

- the absolute value A of the difference between the mean visibilities V and A
defined am:

'A j W4 JV '(v)iV -fV~t(v)jV(3
0 0

t the absolute value& (i - I.. .N) of the difference of the visibility distribution
functions g(V) andvt(V) that is:

S = I (Vo- 0im) I(AmL...t4)(4

in correspondence of N chosen values Vof the visibility.
- the mean value of these differencies iM defined as:

~(s)

The calculated visibility distribution functioncr(Vis accepted if , the maximum
and &,are less than some prefixed values.
Here a rosin rammler type distribution function has been employed for ftLb)in the
iterative procedure.
Extensive numerical tests have been performed to control the stability of the method by
changing thef(b)function (that is to analyze if a small change in the shape of f.4C)
function can lead to large changes in the results) (11).

Numerical analysis has shown that a good stability can be achieved and the ambiguity
problem overcome.
In particular very good results have been obtained in the determination of the mean
diameter of the distribution.
As an example of numerical test it is represented in fig. 4 a distribution function
obtained by using this procedure.
Curve A repreoents the real distribution function f(D) while curve B represents the
obtained oneftch)
The real distribution f(D) is a parabola and the teneptative function-U(ha rosin-rammler
one.
In fig. 5 the visibility distribution function of curves A and B of fig. 4 are shown,
while fig. 6 represents the behaviour of the parameter SM as a function of the mean
diameter bn of 7(4distribution.

3. RESULTS IN COMBUSTION.

The experimental tests have been performed in an industrial furnace (mass flow rate
of fuel 40 kg/hr) to control the possibility of a practical use of the method.

The experimental set up is shown in fig. 7.
The combustion chamber is whithout heat exchange at the walls has an inner diameter

of .8 m, an inner lenght of 1.0 m, and it is equipped with optical windows to allow
optical measurements.



A forward scattering configuration has been employed to allow accessibility and also
to obtain an optical configuration suitable in the case of large particles.

The visibility VS. diameter curve related to this configuration is represented in
fig. 2.

An argon ion laser with 488 Um wavelenght and at 200 mw power has been used.
The crossing angle of the beams can be changed by means of a continuos beam splitter

without modification of the geometry of the system; also the iris aperture of the
collecting lens can be changed to modify the collecting solid angle.

The output signal of the multiplier has been amplified and divided in two lines.
The band pass filtered signal has been sanded to the burst counter for velocity

measurements, while the non filtered one is connected with the oscilloscope.
The filtered signal has also been used to trigger the scope.
In this way only the D.C signals wAth non zero modulation have been visualized as.d

stored.
Diameter distribution measurements have been made in correspondence of points A, C,

E of fig. 7; also mean velocities have been measured here mainly to control the signals.
Diameter distrik'tion functions were calculated by means of the iterative tecnique

previously shown, starting from the experimental visibility distribution functions.
The tenaptative distribution functionA(badopted is:

'-~1

t (b- b.)=n (6)

(6)

where:
n - characteristic exponent
110 initial value

ft( b .t - he) . rn. n v. u

ISA& - max value
As an exapple the experimental visibility distribution function obtained in point A

6f fig. 7 is reported in fig. 8.
The deduced diameter distribution is reported in fig. 9; here also the distributions

corresponding to point C and E are represented.
In conditions of combustion A reliability control has been performed by seeding the

flame with alumina particles.
The visibility of the seeding particles in the optical configuration here employed

was ranging between .8 and 1.
The visibility distribution function in the case od the flame seeded with alumina

was measured; f. a. fig. 10 shows the results in the case od point A of fig. 7.
Distribution of fig. 10 should be compared with that of fig. 8; it is possible to

observe that the addition of alumina changes the distribution function introducing
values of V different from zero also in the .8-1 interval.

This seems to mean that the visibility measurement system is basically correct also
in the case of combustion.

Table I summarize the experimental conditions of the tests.
It results from table I that the probe volume is of the order of about 10 mm ; it

is mainly determined by accessibility reasons connected with the geometry of the optical
windows.

In the case of a probe volume of BIt€h a dimension it is easy to obtain a single
Particle scattering signal with particle concentrations till tolO

8 Wq.
In any case, single particle signals were obtained whitout problems here.
It is note wortly that with more suitable orptical confi~rations it is possible to

work with higher particle concentrations (of the order oflO Ual).
From an experimental point of view, to obtain a precise measurement of the visibility

it is necessary to be able to select the signals, to accept only those coming from the
central region of the probe volume, as required from the theoretical model.

In the case of large probe volumes, as here, the probability of receiving signals not
coming from the center of the probe volume increases and also from this point of view
some validation criteria should be introduced.

For the acceptability of the signal the following criteria have been here adopted:
- Gaussian shape
- definite number of fringes
- limited range of doppler frequency
- continuos high frequency modulation whitout change of phase
- not ambiguous resolution of the signal from the background D.C. level.

In a luminous flame the background radiation maskathe lower signals incesasing the
difficulties of correctly evaluating the pedestal amplitude, and then preventing an
accurate evaluation of the visibility.

In the present case, to eliminate as much as possible this disturbance, an interferon-
tial optical filter centered at the laser wavelenght was placed In front of the P.M..

In large flame it is also necessary to take into account the large gradients of
refractive index, caused by temperature gradients, which lead to a deflection of the
laser beams.

As a consequence large drop-out in the photo detector signals are observed.
In connexion with this, It could be observed that the reliability test performed with

alumina seeding have shown that refractive index gradients do not ouse large distorsions
in the dopplar signal.
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4. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION.

VisbilItty tecnique for particle sizing seems to be able to be applied In the field

of combustton, also if the bad environmental conditions make a reliable data acquisitC.

difficult.
From the theoretical point of view, numerical analysis based on Mic scatterlng allous

to choose the most suitable experimental configurations; also the ambiguity in the

correspondence between visibility and diameter can be overcome by means of the iterative

tecnique of sec .2.

To obtain this results it is necessary to have some sort of an "a priori" knowledge

of the diameter distribution function, f.e. the number of mawima of f(D) to be able to

choose an suitable for the iteration.

This does not seem to be a strong limitation at least in the case of conventional

nozzle generated sprays, because in this case the main features of the distribution are

in general known.

The main advantages of visibility are connected with the fact that this tecnique is

not intrusive, it allows in situ measurements and does not require a caliLration.

The refractive index of the particle must be known, but it is note worthy that it

is possible to find optical configurations in wich visibility is very weakly dependent

on the refractive index. (5) (6)

Moreover, a very high spatial resolution can be obtained and, at the same time of

particle size, also velocity and concentration can be obtained if necessary.

On the other hand many problems arise in the practical use of the tecnique, wich can

limit rather strongly the applicability of the method in some circumstances.

Firsto of all, in an hostile environment as an industrial flame, the signal to noise

ratio is reduced and reliability and accuracy of the method deteriorate.

Moreover, the necessity of a single particle scattered signal on the P.M. requires a

not too high particle concentration or the use of rather sophisticated experimental

arrangements, difficult to be applied f.e. in the case of combustion.

In many cases the application of the validation criteria to control that the doppler

signal can be used in connection with the theoretical model is rather intricate and the

accumilation of enough data to have a good statistics is time consuming, because of the

very large number of measurements necessary to obtain a reliable visibility distribution.

The application of validation criteria is also difficult to be automatized, and a

visual control is in many cases required to avoid very complicated data acquisitior

systems.

From the point of view of diameters to be measured, it is possible to extend the

range till to about 100Am.

The upper limit depends on the geometrical configuration of the system and mainly

on the dimension of the probe volume.

Also at the side of small diamters problems can arise because of the low amplitude

of the scattered signal when compared to background radiation, expecially in the case

of combustion.

Concerning the precision of thetecnique it is mainly connected with accuracy both

in visibility measurements and in passage from visibility to diameter.

Accuracy of measurements can be critical in the case of small particles because of

the background radiation masking the low amplitude signals.

The visibility-diamter passage take place through the visibility VS.diameter curve.

In the regions were the V-D diagram is flat small errors in V lead to rather large

errors in D.

Also if the V-1) curve is very irregular (with a lot of oscillations f.e.), problems
in accuracy man arise.

Another source of imprecision comes from the fact that in general the temptative
diameter distribution functionsf.(b)are only approximations of the real one f(D).

In conclusion, however, also If a lot of problems can be found in its application,
visibility tecnique for particle sizing in combustion seems to be a promising one,

taking also into account the great difficulties of all the available experimental
tecniques in such a bad environment.
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TABLE 1: parameters of the optical geometry.

Laser power 200 mw
Laser wavelength 488 na
beam cross angle 1.16,
Fringe spacing 24.16 m
Collection angle 0.500
Probe volume dimensions(I/e)+ X-0.47 m

y-46.7 m
z-0.47 m

Fringe number 20
Magnification of the collecting
optics 1/2

+ Probe volume dimensions are evaluated
from the geometrical optics formula.
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Fig. 2 The visibility curve vs particle diameter, corresponding to the
experimental set-up used for measurements
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Fig.3 A typical measured visibility distribution
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Fig.7 The experimental set-up for the visibility measurements
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Fig. 10 The experimental visibility distribution measured in the
point A of the flame seeded by alumina

DISCUSSION

A.M.Mellor, US
Have you directly calibrated the instrument? How large were the alumina seed particles?

Author's Reply
The system has been calibrated by means of alumina particles injected into the flame. In fact, what we have
calibrated is the visibility distribution function, to confirm that the data acquisition system is reliable.

Concerning the diameter of the alumina particles, it is in the range 0 to 10 sAm. This diameter was chosen because
it is able to give a visibility not present in the spray.
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ABSTRACT

A laser doppler velocimeter (LDV) and a laser-scatter meter (LSM) were used to measure
flow velocity and tracer concentration.

To evaluate this new system, tests were carried out on a turbulent air jet of circu-
lar cross section exhausting into still air.

The method for measuring certain parameters relevant to the mixing process has been
tested involving laser equipment in combination with the introduction of a tracer in the
jet in the form of oil smoke.

The flow field was examined at locations varying from two to twenty diameters down-
stream of the nozzle. Main parameters recorded at each downstream station were : mean axial
velocity, mean concentration, fluctuating velocity and concentration and velocity-concen-
tration correlation.

Taking advantage of the laser scatter meter and as a confirmation of their possibi-
lities, this technique was also tested in a much more complicated flow : a model experiment
on a release of a heavy gas into the atmospheric boundary layer. A comparison witn more
conventional methods did allow the validation of both techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

The detailed knowledge of the mechanisms of diffusion and passive contaminants in
turbulent shear flows is essential for the description of many physical processes of prac-
tical interest such as dispersion of pollutants and rate at which chemical reactions may
take place. Little experimental research has been done in this field due to difficulties
in measuring concentration on a real time basis, remotely and with high spatial resolution
In the present work, it is demonstrated the feasibility of measuring simultaneously not
only the concentration and velocities, but also the correlation between their fluctuating
components, an interesting development which may lead to better understanding of the dyna-
mics of the turbulent transport of contaminants and particles (Ref. 1).

The experimental technique used is based mainly on non-intrusive optical detection
methods. The technique of light scatter is long-established for the analysis of samples
of liquid or gases contaminated by particle suspensions, but its application to the deter-
mination of concentration fields is more recent. One of these techniques (Ref. 2) uses
fiber optics to generate the measuring volume through which the fluid is allowed to pass.
Then the concentration value is obtained measuring either the absorption or the scattering
of the light. This technique has two major drawbacks : first it introduces a probe into
the flow and hence is a source of distortion; secondly, it does not allow simultaneous
measurement of the local velocity. Another technique (Ref. 3) measures light scattered
from a sheet or beam of light using a high intensity vapor or arc light as its source.
Borrego (Ref. 4) and Borrego & Olivari (Ref. 5) carried the light scattering method a step
forward by using a focalized helium-neon laser as light source. In this way, they improved
spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ratio.

To evaluate the proposed new system, tests were carried out on a circular turbulent
jet, discharging in still air, a simple "reference" configuration for which a considerable
amount of results are available. The results obtained are discussed in detail in the next
section.

The excellent performances of the system with respect to the expected behaviour and
the good agreement with the results obtained by other techniques (when available) suggested
that it could be applied to more complex flow situations with a high degree of confidence-
As an example of such an application, some results are reported here of measurements made
during a model test of the release of a heavy gas in simulated atmospheric boundary layer
at ground level. The detailed structure of this flow, three dimensional plume spreading
on a rough surface under a turbulent flow field and high negative buoyancy, has up to now
not been widely investigated due to inherent difficulties in the measurements required.

2. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The instrumentation consisted mainly of a laser doppler velocimeter (LOV) and a light
scatter meter (LSM). Both systems share a laser light source and associated optics of sui-
table characteristics and two different detector systems consisting of two photomultipliers
and optics which respond to light scattered by particles in a precisely defined region of
the flow field. As usual with optical techniques, it is necessary to seed the flow with
particles, but for this application care has to be takento ensure that they will behave in
a manner which is representative of the transport properties.

2.1 Veiclty measurement

The laser doppler method is based on the measurement of the doppler shift of laser
light scattered from the small particles carried along with the fluid. Because of the
motion of the particles, the frequency of the scattered light will be shifted by an amount
(doppler frequency shift)

f f" (k1'ki) (1)
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where U represents the particle velocity in the measuring volume, ti is the wave vector
of the incident light which has a wave length .i and ks  is the wave vector of the scat-
tered.light. It should be noted that the relation between doppler frequency and the velo-
city U is linear; thus, calibration Is limited to the determination of the coefficiert of
proportionality given by the laser wavelength i and the beam intersection anqge. A de-
tailed description of the LDV technique and associated bibliography can be founl in refer-
ences 6 and 7.

The operation of the burst-signal processor (single particle measuremert or individual
realization) used in the present work assume one particle present in the measuring volume
at most time.

2.2 Concentration measurement

The technique is based on the measurement of the amount of light scattered by particles
present in the flow. When the concentration of particles is sufficiently small, but w'th
many particles simultaneously occupying the measuring volume, the photocurrent contribu-
tions from the individual particles add incoherently at the detector surface :

lit) = S I'mt (2)

where In(t) is the detector current caused by each individual particle independent of the
others, i.e., the intensity of the scattered light is proportional to the number of par-
ticles in the control volume

1(t) a n t) (3)
Vc

where n(t) is the time dependent number of particles, and Vc the measuring volume. With a
suitable optical system this volume can be made small enough to be considered as a "point'.

It can be shown that the proportionality between the number of particles in the
measuring volume and the amount of scattered light becomes a linear relation only for
uniformly sized particles under conditions of independent scattering. The -riterion for
effectively independent scatter by monodisperse spheres is that the center-to-center dis-
tance between particles must be larger than 3 radii (Ref. 9), which corresponds to the
rather high volume fraction of particles of about 30%. Therefore, this condition of inde-
pendent scattering can be met using reasonable operating conditions. However, it is quite
difficult to achieve uniformly sized particles (Ref. 10).

In order to control the characteristics of the particle motion it is desirable to
work only with monodisperse scattering particles uniformly distributed in the fluid. When
this is not possible, which is the most usual case, the validity of the previous approx-
imation depends on the average number of particles R in the measuring volume at any in-
stant. When N becomes too small, the sample may not be sufficient to be typical of the
distribution. This is precisely the condition for which ambiguity noise becomes larger;
this noise, also called "marker" shot noise, arises from the random arrival of the par-
ticles in the control volume (Refs. 3, 8, 11).

Thus, the applicability of the technique depends on the existence of an average number
density small enough for independent scattering to occur and large enough for the particle
size distribution in the measuring volume to be the same everywhere at any time.

In summary, the difficulty of measuring absolute concentrations should be pointed out
because of the difficulty of generating and measuring uniformly sized smoke particles.
However, it is much easier to measure relative concentrations and, for the purpose of
studying diffusion, only relative concentrations are of interest, provided the absolute
concentrations are small and the value at some reference point is known.

3. INSTRUMENTATION AND TEST FACILITIES

3.1 Optical system

A helium-neon laser was used as the light source for all the measurements (A=O 
6328

um
and maximum power of 15 mW). To determine the flow velocity field, the forward scatter
arrangement was adopted. The optical system consisted of a beam splitter which produced two
parallel beams of light, separated by 50 mm; focusing was accomplished with a single lens
with a focal length of 180 mm. The measuring volume was roughly 0.12x0.13]1.O mm

3
. The

fringe spacing was 2.3 um which suggests a pin-hole diameter of about 50 om (Ref. 6).
If the probability that two or more particles are present simultaneously in the

measuring volume is negligible, the best signal-to-noise ratio of the doppler signal is
obtained collecting a maximum of scattered light from a single particle (Ref. 12). The
detector optics is fully able to resolve the interference fringe pattern existing in the
measuring volume (this mode of operation is often referred to as the fringe mode). For
concentration measurements, many particles simultaneously present on the measuring volume
are needed to reduce the fluctuations in light intensity due to non-uniform seeding and
therefore, to make ambiguity noise negligible. This precludes the use of the same receiver
optics for velocity and concentration measurements. Since the pin-hole of the PM and the
incident beams together define the measuring volume, a larger scattering volume for the
concentration system was obtained by using a second PM having a larger aperture (500 um)
and smaller magnification. The PM high voltage supply was varied to yield maximum signal-
to-noise ratio.

The signal processing system handled simultaneously the outputs from the photomulti-
pliers for the velocity and concentration signals. The doppler signal was first band-pass
filtered and processed through a counter type data processor. The utput of the counter
was connected:to a true averager for U; to an rms voltmeter for ui and to one channel
of an analogue correlator. The output from the concentration PMwa low-pass filtered at
1 kHz and then divided to obtain voltages proportional to r and /t2 and to provide a
second input to the correlator.



3.2 Test facility

The test facility (Fig. 1) simply consisted of a circular dict supPlied with co"'resed
air and discharging to atmospheric conditions through a nozzle of 6 mn diameter. Tee Peyrolds
number of the tests was 5,1V approximately, based on the nozzle diameter.

3.3 Calibration

If the concentration of particles is sufficiently smallso that both secondary scat-
tering and absorption are insignificant, the output voltage of the PM should be linear
with concentration. Under the assumption of independent scattering, it is possible to Show
(Ref. 3) that the response E of the PM to light scattered by particles inside the measurin
volume is a linear measure of the particle corsentration.

To check the validity of these assumptions, a calibration was carried out in a wind
tunnel having a test section of 120,120 mr' and 1 m long. The velocity could be adjusted
to any speed within the range of 0.3 to m/s. Particles were injected into the flow bpfore
the settling chamber, care being taken to ensure a uniform mixing. Since the rate of par-
ticles injected was held constant:

= C u A N> m - 1 (4)
mf m AA Um

where N is the average number of particles injected per unit time, U is the mean velocity
at the center of the wind tunnel test section and Cm is the mean particle concentration.
The velocity was measured with the LDV.

Figure 2 shows the values of the PM output plotted as a function of the inverse of
the velocity for two different injection rates. The results confirm the assumption of
linearity indicated above. Care was taken to avoid saturation of the PM and be in the
linear region of the calibration curve (Ref. 5). The results show that an accuracy of the
order of 2.5% can be obtained in the concentration measurements.

4. TEST RESULTS

4.1 Jet flow

4.1.1 Mean velocitxand concentration measurements

The LDV was used to measure mean axial velocity from approximately two to twenty
diameters downstream. The mean velocity at nozzle exit was measured with a total head tube.
Theresults are shown in figure 3 plotted in function of r/Su, 

6
u being the half width of

velocity profile : U(6u) I -U
2 max'

The mean velocity profiles are found to be similar. A comparison is made in the same
figure with two theoretical models for predicting the shape of the mean velocity profiles
(Refs. 13 and 14).

The decay of the center line velocity is presented in figure 4 and agrees well with
other experimental results. The virtual origin of the flow is located at about 2 diameters
downstream of the nozzle. The difference observed with Tollmien's theory (Ref. 13) can
be attributed to the predominant effect of turbulence at nozzle exit on the location of
the virtual origin (Ref. 15).

The transverse distributionsof mean concentration (Fig. 5) show distinct similarity
of the profiles after a distance of 8 nozzle diameters fromthe nozzle exit.

The data obtained agree with those measured by Catalano et al. (Ref. 16) and
Shaughnessy et al. (Ref. 8), shown in figure 6 with the theoretical model of Prandtl-
Gbrtler-Rlchardt. This figure also includes the mean temperature profile reported by
Abramovich (Ref. 13) for the heated free jet. The fact that the temperature and concentra-
tion profiles are substantially similar supports the suggestion made by Hinze (Ref. 17)
that there is little difference between the transport of heat and matter in turbulent jet
and confirms the experimental results of Timm (Ref. 26).

The variation of the mean concentration along the jet center line is given in figure 7.
The virtual origin of the flow, considering the decay of concentration, is located at
about 0.8 nozzle diameter downstream. This agrees well with the theoretical model of
Prandtl-Gdrtler-Richardt and with the experimental data of reference 19.

Available results in the literature indicate that the spread of heat and matter is
greater than of momentum. Table I shows the ratio c/6u at various locations. For compa-
rison purpose, this ratio was also computed from data of Corrsin (Ref. 20) and Corrsin
et al. (Ref. 21). The present measurements indicate that the value of the ratio 6c/

4
u

remains constant with the distance from the nozzle exit. This would show that matter spreads
at the same rate as momentum. Such a hypothesis is supported by the equations governing
the two phenomena.

4.1.2 Turbulent intensities

The axial distribution of the turbulent intensity is shown In figure 8 and the con-
centration fluctuations are presented in figure 9.

Measurements in the outer region of the jet are complicated by the fact that the mean
concentration rapidly falls to levels of the order of instrument noise while the fluctua-
tions remain large. The occurrence of fluctuation intensities in the 100% range is evidence
of the highly intermittent nature of the flow field in the outer region.

4.1.3 £onSntrt1onveoctycorlatioi

The concentration-velocity correlation coefficient is defined as
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R UC

where u and c are measured at the same point and time. RUc is plotted in figure 10 against
the non dimensional radius r/r-,, since the half width of the velocity and cuncentration
profiles. u and c, have not the same value.

The value of the concentration-velocity correlation is an indication of how closely
related the concentration field is with the velocity field. A zero correlation would in-
dicate that the fluctuations of the concentration are totally independent of the turbulent
velocity fluctuations (or the absence of fluctuations). This is the case for the profile
taken at x/2r 2. for r/r, < 0.2.

Considering such a profile, inside the potential core Ruc = 0 near the center, then it
it becomes negative and finallIy positive near the edge. It reaches a maximum at r/r. equal
to approximately one, where also bath Vr7- and V' attain their maximum value. The three
conditions correspond to:
-Ruc = 0 ab-sence of fluctuations near the certer. The very small values measured of both

,f7J7 and leare probably due to imperfect seeding;

- Ruc < 0 within the region of the jet which has not been contaminated by external air,
the consideration developed in equation (4) on the relationship between concen-
tration and velocity would apply leading therefore to a negative cor-elaton
between the fluctuations of velocity and concentration;

.Ruc > 0 the mixing of the entrained air from the unseeded atmosphere surrounding the
jet leads to local variations of jet velocity and corcentration, which are
expected to be correlated. An input, in the mixing process, from air entrained
from the ambient atmosphere would influence local velocity and concentration
in the same way (decrease) as would, but in the opposite sense (increase), an
input from seeded air from the high velocity, high concentration side of the jet.

The measurement of velocity fluctuations at the edge of the jet by means of the LDV
needs to be discussed in more detail. The jet is uniformly seeded at the nozzle exit, then
downstream the seeded material will correspond exactly with the turbulent fluid, and there
will be no seeding in the nonturbulent part exterior to the turbulent/nonturbulent inter-
face. Since the processor holds the last value of the signal each time the signal drops
out, the probab~tlity density of the velocity will be exactly that measured in the turbulent
part of the fluid only, which is observed to differ considerably from that measured in both
turbulent and nonturbjlent parts (Ref. 27). Since in most flows, intermittency extends deep
into the flow, this is not a useful way to measure overall properties. It is, however, an
ideal way to measure properties in the turbulent fluid only, which is of considerable in-
terest. Such an application would eliminate the necessity of establishing threshold crite-
ria for the velocity field, always more or less unsatisfactory. The results obtained should
be essentially comparable with those obtainable with the hot wire by conditional sampling
on a temperature signal, if the turbulent fluid is heated.

This does not mean that the drop out time increases and is so large near the edges as
to make the correlation measurements impossible with the equipment used, since it is making
analog averages over a long time and c = 0 when u is in error.

4.2 Diffusion of a heavy gas in turbulent boundary layer

4.2.1 2rena araget

In this section are reported measurements from a model experiment on a release of a
heavy gas into the atmosphere, at ground level. In the case of such an escape, one would
expect the dense has to flow down to the ground close to the source and then be carried
downwind in the form of a plume with gas concentration decreasing with the distance from
the source. The negative buoyancy produced by the high density of the gas would tend to
reduce the amount of vertical mixing associated with a ground plume because the vertical
density gradient caused by the plume would tend to suppress the turbulence which is res-
ponsible for the mixing process which dilutes the gas as it travels downstream. As a result,
one would expect the dense plume 6f gas to mix much less than a normal ground plume and
retain high gas concentrations for much greater downstream distances.

Figure 11 shows the experimental arrangement. The characteristics of the background
flow, i.e., the turbulent boundary layer, were determined following the usual practice for
atmospheric modeling work :the Reynolds number similarity was allowed to lapse. The
simulation of *the lower third of the atmospheric boundary layer in the wind tunnel (working
section :180 mm width x 350 mm high x 2000 mm long) was achieved from the accelerated
growth of an adiabatic boundary layer over a rough surface by the artificially induced
mixing of an initial velocity-deficit at ground level; the high intensity, large scale
turbulence typical of the atmospheric boundary layer was provided using vortex generators.

The diameter of the heavy gas-smoke releasing jet is 4.2 mm placed at 7 mm height
and 1000mm downstream, laid along the center line of the tunnel. Practical considerations
necessitates a large release velocity ( " 18 m/s) compared to the tunnel free stream speed
of 7 m/s; then the behaviour of the three dimensional source in the present expe ri ment is
expected to be similar to a wall jet.

The measurement chain was identical to that described in § 3.1. The mean values of
concentration measured on the plane of symmetry were compared with those obtained with a
heat transfer type gas concentration probe (Ref. 28).

Profiles were taken 20-60 jet diameters downstream of the heavy gas-smoke source. The
main quantities to be measured in this preliminary experiment to document the velocity and
concentration fields are the mean velocity and concentration, the ras velocity and concen-
tration and concentration spectra. Spectra were obtained by the FFT method on a POP 11/34

computer.
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The characteristics of the turbulent boundary layer were determined and found to co-
pare well with full scale data. All these measurements were made with a not wire anemo-
meter. The turbulence intensity profiles are shown in figure 12 and the power spectral
density (at 7 r_ height) in figure 13, compared with the proposed curve by Davenport
(Ref. 29).

Figures 14, 15 and 16 show the means and fluctuating profiles of concentration ard
velocity at, respectively, x = 20D, x = 44D and x = 60D. The mean concentration profiles
normalized with the maximum value in each position, neasured with the light-scatter neter
(LSM) agrees very well with those measured using the gas concentration probe. The snae
of the curves is that expected by the use of a heavy gas in the jet : the gravity plays
an important role and the gas flows down to the ground. At a certain height, the jet
velocity is essentially equal to the local boundary layer velocity as expected.

Figure 17 shows the spectra of the concentrat on signal at three different positions.
Differences between the different spectra are small indeed, however, they indicate that
the energy of the concentration fluctuations increases from x z 20D up to x = 44D. de-
creasing up to x = 600. Correlation coefficients Ruc at these positions have been computed
giving, respectively, 0.18, 0.33 and 0.006, which is in agreement with the expected be-
haviour of the plume coming downstream. The concentration spectra exhibit a region of
-5/3 slope; however, this does not necessarily indicate the existence of an inertial sib-
range for the moderate turbulence Reynolds number encountered in this experiment.

5. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Several comments might be made following the present experients. The combined laser-
doppler velocimeter and laser-scatter meter have shown to permit an accurate description
of the nozzle fluid concentration and velocity fields for a round turbulent free jet. The
concentration measurement technique has proven to be reliable and practical. The comparison
between the two different concentration measurement techniques is also a validation of
the gas sampling one. Since the two techniques are based on completely different prin-
ciples, it is not likely that systematic errors appear in both.

Tte technique demonstrated in the present paper can only be used properly if a cor-
rect seeding of the source is possible, in which no coupling exists between flow of gas
and tracer.

The existence of regions where high correlation exists between gas concentration and
velocity puts forward the pending question of possible bias of velocity measurement using
a LDV when the seeding method is likely to produce nonuniformities of particle concentra-
tion that can influence velocity statistics. Bucihave et al. (Ref. 30) have examined this
problem and their conclusions agree with the present results. 'They showed that sufficiently
far downstream of a releasing point of particles one can get

IL «1 (6)
2L

where TL is the Lagrangian integral time scale, U is the mean velocity and L is the x-
distancd from the source, from where the spurious mean and rms velocity introduced by
the nonuniform seeding is negligible. Roughly speaking, TL - t/31

2  
(Ref. 31), then

TLU 1 k << 1 (7)

2L 6 U2 L

a situation which is reached, in the present case, at x = 60D, giving a value of about
0.013. Hence, at least in a large region of the flow considered, it can be expected that
conditions are reached to allow to neglect the effects of nonuniformitles of particle
concentration.

The equipment and technique which has been described and tested, may be used to
collect muc:h needed experimental data in studies concerning turbulent mass diffusion and
provide new data to assist in the modeling and closure of the diffusion equations. Also,
some (heuri'stic) mixing length medels for the diffusion process could be developed using
the present data.While models of this kind have little theoretical basis, they have
proven to be useful in many engineering applications.
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DISCUSSION

W.G.Alwang, US

Did you conclude that a large correlation between velocity and concentration is a problem in reducing the veloci-
meter data for mean velocity and turbulence?

Author's Reply
Not yet. We are now preparing for this kind of reduction using the corrections for non-uniformities in the
concentration field. Furthermore, we are making a comparison with hot-wire data from the same flow, to form a
conclusion as to what could be the influence of the velocity-concentration correlations.

V.Wittmer, Ge
You used a I kHz low pass filter. The result is that you only measure concentration fluctuations up to I kFz. Why
did you use such a filter, which will lead to errors in your measurements?

Author's Reply
This imposes a low limit on the frequency spectra and is a necessary limitation because of the type of photo-
multiplier used for the present measurements.

G.Winterfeld, Ge
One of the critical points of the method seems to be particle loading of the stream which is truly constant with time
space. How is this achieved and checked?

Author's Reply
We have checked this, and one of the main problems of these experiments was to get constant concentration with
our smoke generator. We achieved this by very fime regulation of our injector, and oil and air injector, keeping
constant always the temperature of the hot plate using a variac and with a very steady, high injector pressure. In
this way the fluctuations were around 3% as seen during calibration tests and measuremens with the light scattering
meter were + 3% of the constant value.

a16
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